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A. MODULE MANUAL INSTRUCTIONS

The module manual contains two major sections--Module Description

and Module 1)irecti.ons and Forms. The. MbduleoDescription section speci-

fies the goals, describes the elements, indicates the materials needed,

describes the student flow and gives.suggestions on group use.

The Nbdule Directions and Forms section contains the directions

and/or the forms for working through the module. It is the instructional'

part of the module where the work is to take place.

It is essential,to read the Mbdule Description,section to fully

understand the module before starting to work through it.
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B. PREFACE

American education in the past decade has been characterized by

the increasing educational effort of.the federal government. ConCurrent

with.the federal activity in-public education there have been groups of

educators who were aware of difficulties within their area of specialty.

and created programs to improve public education. An example is the

School Mathematics Study Group (SMSG), a project funded by the National

Science Foundation, which worked on the improvement of the whole mathe-

ma'ics.curriculum for the purpose of improving the mathematics knowledge

for the widestpossible group of students.

Many other groups of professionals in education have been aware

of the'wide gap'between what is and what could be achieved in education

in our public schools. The. st:ared concerns of these groups of educators

have found their way to foundations and to concerned public officials

in the state and federal government. Goal setting at the federal level

and the work done by education groups at other levels has resulted in

federal legislation to provide the funds to work toward the solution of

the recognized educational problems. As a result, project proposals,

experimentation, and curriculum revision groups have been founded.

There is a need for elements of Management discipline in the local

schools. Because public funds are involved and accountability is neces-

sary in dealing with public funds, the problem of designing, administer-

ing and evaluating a federal, statc, or locally funded project becomes a

concern at all educational levels. In this regard, the role of educational

project manager needs to he defined and a group of people need to become

8
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experienced in this role. Because of the increasing number of projects

in education, the expanding hature of projects now in existence, and

irising cost.of the total effort, competent educational project:managers .

need to be recruited and trained in the role.

The.need for a more comprehensive approach to planning and control-

ling projecits in the educational environment is established by the obser-

vation that this type of activity in education is: (a). becoming both

more complex and larger, (b) calling foi greater allocations of monejr,

and (c) continuing for lOnger periods of time. The concept of project

management as a discipline is just making its debut in the educational

environment.

In order to help meet the emerging need for public school personnel

trained in project management, Research for Bettor Schools, Inc., of

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania has developed self-instructional materials in

the area of educational project management called the Educational Project

Management Instructional System (EPM1S).

The seven moaules and supplementary materials of.EPMIS are described

below:

a. Executive Orientation. This module ii designed to introduce

top-level administration to.the concepts of project, management, and

project nanagement. Topics ,such as the advantages and limitations of

project management and the requirements and orvnization of a project

management system in a local education agency (LEA) are emphasized.

b. Basic Principles and Techniques of Project Manatement. This

module is designed for acting or potential project directors in a local

school district and covers the four major phases of.project management:

project planning, implmmtation, monitoring and control, and termination.



c. Prolnal Oevelepment. This module is designed to assist local

school district personnel in the development of project proposals and

covers such topics as translating.an idea into a. proposal, proposal for-

mats, and application procedures fo funding and contractual arrangements.

d. Project System. This module is designed

to assist local school district personnel in analyzing their current

project status through a specially developed questionnaire and developing

an organizational structure and procedures handbook for implementing a

project management system.

0. Developin;; a Project manummtlamplIt±21.NLITsinal.

This module is desigbed to assis4 local school district personnel in

developing and maintaining an inservice training program for project

support personnel.

f. Developino. a Proiect 11.nagement Self-Evaluation fnIpm. This

module is designed to help local school district personnel in (1,nreloring

and maintaining an evaluation program to assess the effectiveness of

their project manaement system.

g. Contiucncy Analysis,and Plannini;. Thi'3 module is designed to

assist local school district personnel in thc analy3is of project plans

with the purpose of anticipating and dealing with poential problems and

deviations from a pl.an.

h. Supplentary Materials.

(1). Case simulation on project manavment designed for use

either independently or in conjunction with the Basic

Principles and Techniques of Project Management module.

(2) . Films relating to project management.
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(3). Mini-packages on topics of special interest.

If You desire momincormation regarding these materials, write to:

Research for Better SchoOls, Inc,
Suite 1700 le

1700 Market Street
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19103

.
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C.. MODULE DESCRIPTION

1. Module Goals

The purpose of this instructional module is to provide current or

potential project directors with the basic tnowledge, ekills, abilities

00*

and sensitivities teeded to manage a project ill the local educational ,

t-
Setting, -Thg.' mOdale provides instruction.in the project management

.

areas of planning, preparatiOn, control, and termination.. The goals of

the module are listed below,

In planning, the student should be able to do the following:

Define a project and create a.work breakdown structure.

Develop a work flow.

Estimate timle for work activities and.develop a schedule.

Estirrnte resaircee necNded.

Estimate cost and develop a budget and expenaiture

In preparation, the student should be able to do the following:

Start-up a project.

.Organize a Project.

Create a management information system.

'In.control, tLe student should be able to do the following:

Develop a reporting system.

Identify problems and their causes.

Solve problems through decision making.

Implement the decisions made.

In tn.mination, the student should be able to do the following:

Terminate a project.
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, The specific objectives derived from the above goals arc identified

for each lesson in the module and are included in the introductory section

of the lessons.

k Cr
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2. Medule LlellvnLs*Iwo

Kodule 2--Basic.Principles and Tt.chniques of Project Management

consists.of twelve eelfinstructional, individualized and audio-visUally

presented lessons, nmnagement instructions and evaluation instrummts.

Each lesson in the module contains an introduction, the lesson presenta-

tion, exercises, exercise solutions, management instructiohS, additional

examples, reading references and evaluetion instruments. Thc lessons

are grouped into four.phases according to the-lifespan of a project. A

description of the content presentation of each lesson follows in abstract

form.

Introduction

Lesson 1Introduetion to Project Manaleont

'An erientatim to the module is provided by identifying the lessons

connected with the four phases of the life cycle oC a project. The com-

ponents constituting the lessons are described and the term "project" is

defined and described in sc,... detail. Project management is explained

and the functions of menagement are described. The role and some of the

duties of a project manager are identified.

Proiect Plannin? Phase

LossOn 2--Project Definition

Project definition is the activity concerned with describing a

project. This activity involves specifying a project boundary and iden-

tifying those features of an educational problem area of concern which

are to be dealt wite by the project. The description includes all the

statements of objectives which are intrinsic to the activity being developed

and explains the broad to epocific nature of the various,statements.

Lesson 3Developing a Work Flow

The concept of work flow is defined and its relationship to the

overall project plenning phase estahlisheJ. Basic principles of con-

stmetion anA comwly wled scm;)olc a;.e represented. Emphasis is given

to the use of evoot-oricatyil ;Ind activity-oricnted network diagrams or

charts as a means of f4howilig the sequ:nce and logical order in which

project tasks identified in vork ;.teakdown i;tri,ctuie or project ds.fi-

nition stcp must h accompiished. importence of thc graphical repre-

sentation as a l.oicj I tool, a co'A)liunication device, and a means of

project control are cited.

1 4
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Lesson 4--Time Estimation

Time estimation is an attempt to deUIrmine the length of time needed
by a skilled person to accomplish the task assuming availability of equip-
ment and resources. The time estimation is the amount- of time it takes to
complete the tasks, especially the longest time path of the work flow,
called the critical path. Time estimation utilizes units of time (e.g.,
weeks, days, etc.) and includes the most likely, pessimistic, and opti-
mistic times needed to complete the project.

Lesson 5--Resource Estimation and.Scheduling

Resource estimation is the process of determining the various types
or categories of resources needed to accomplish the various tasks or
activities in the project. Resources are generally of four types--per-
sonnel, equipment and materials, services, and travel. Effective project
management requires that the resources be allocated in such a manner.to
provide for a smooth flow of work. The use of modified bar charts pro-
vides a convenient way of'not only determining resource .nceds for a
particular task but also provides a means for efficient allocation. The
process of project scheduling is highly related to the careful determina-

tion of resource needs and their proper allocation.among the tasks during
the course of the project.

Lesson 6--Cost Estimates and Budgets

Cost kfstimaLion is the deLermination of the amount of money needed
for a work unit and for the total project. The budget is the plan for

expending project resources. Budgeting involves the determination of
both direct and indirect costs. Typical budget categories are personnel
salaries, wages, and benefits; equipment, materials and supplies, travel,
contracted servies, and indirect costs. The resource commonality table
or "shopping list" is the basic document used in estimating costs and

budgeting.

Project Preparation Phase

Lesson 7--Project Start-Up

Project start-up focuses upon the activities involved in preparing
to put a project into operation.. A project start-up plan should be
developed. It should cover proposal and contract review, project manager
appointment, personnel recruitment, equipment and material acquisition,
space and facilities acquisition, and project handbook development. Care-

ful planning and preparation at this stage can prevent many problems and
delays in project operations.

Lesson 8--PrOject Information System

Developing a project information system is an early activity in
managing a project. Thi s informat i on system includes a vroi ect data

base, organ i zati ona 1 charts and documents , and a procedures handbook.

1
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Work sheetS of sch:Jule, cost, and performance are inputs to the data
basq-as well as information from the proposal plan document and the
negotiated contract. lask assignments, responsibility appointments,
and updated pre:).ress of work ore inputs to the information system;
reports to other organizations are outputs of the information system.

Project Operational Control Phase'

Lesson .9--Project Operations--Mbnitoring and Control

Problem idenification through management reports is the first step
in thc thme-sten, 11ra:1.cm-so1ving process called control. Problem iden-
tification is depeadvat upon a reporting system which provides informa-
tion on the past, present, and projected status of the project work effort..
Deviations beti:cen the planned situation and the actual situation repre-
sent management problems. Deviations are discovered by making time, cost,
and performance measurements and specified points in the life of a project.

Lesson N--Problem-Solving Through Management. Action

The solution of a problem !qhich occuis during the operation of a
project involves the determination of the cause of the problem, the gen-.
oration of alternative solutions, and the selection of a "best" solution.
Me selection of a "best" solution is facilitated by the analysis of each
alternative on the basis oF project "needs" and "likes". Ile analysis of
an alternative involves a go/no go evaluation for each "need" and the
assignmmt of-a lo4ht for each "like."

Lesson 11--Implementing Changes in.Project Operations

After selecting action to be taken to solve a problem, it is neces-
sary to implement it. Such action must plan for consequences, and include
controls, reporting nrocedures, and detailed staff instructions, informa-

tion must be provided to management about the changes made. The decision
must be monitored to bc sure it is working smoothly.

Project Termination Phase

Lesson 12.--Projcet Termination

When nearin.i; the end of a project the project manager initiates the
activities of cleihg out the project. A plan for these termination activi-
ties is required and includes the project final report, the project history
report, disposition of facilities, equipment and supnlies, location and
reassignment of 1,-sonnel, sorting and disposition of project records, and
final financial accounting.

1
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3. Module Materiats

Materials Needed

The materials that are needed for this module are the following items:

a.. Module Manual

b. Twelve (12) lesson booklets for each individual, one booklet for

each lesson

c. Twelve (12) seis of color slides, one set for each lesson

d. Twelve (12) audio cassette tapes, one tape lor each lesson

Equinment Needed

Since project r.lan:tgement concepts arc presented in an audio-visual

format you will need the following equipment in order to complete the

lessons.

a. Cassette tan:: recorder or player for the tapes provided

b. Carousel slicle projector for.the slides provided

c. Viewing...screen on which tO project the slide imiages

d. Pencil to work the exercises

e. Ruler or straivht edge for some of the exercises

If the are unfamiliar with the necessary equipment, you should contact

your school district's audio-visual section for instructions on the use of

cassette tape players and carousel slide projectors. If the local school

district does not have an audio-visual section then you could ask a fellow

collague or local P:erchandizer familiar with the necessary equipment to

aid you.

Supple_ mentary Materials 111/1

Simulation

A case simulntion activity has been desipied to accompany this module.

For better result!; it :dlould be used in conjunction with the lessons in

each phase. The simulation and additional itoms of materials listed pre-

viously can he obtained from Research for Better Schools, Inc., Philadelphia,

Pennsylvania.

Reference Books

Four books have been identified as the basic noforence texts for this

module. These books are referenced in the lessons by chapters for addi-

1 7
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tional information on the topics covered by-the lessons. .0f the four
books, one has been designated as the primary reference book. It is
the only book written specifically on project management in the field
of education, The others arc more global or concerned with other fields
but still have much to offer to the field of education. The primary
reference test is entitled Educational Project Nhnagement by Desmond L.
Cook.

The student may wish to obtain or purchase one or more of these
books for use while working through the module. The books are listed
below.

Educational Project Management, Desmond L. Cook, Columbus, Ohio:
Charles'E. Merrill, 1971,

Network-Based Management Systems, R. D. Archibald and R. L. Vi1lori4,
New York: John Wiley and Sons, 1967.

Project Managerent, J. S. Baumgartner, Homewood, Ill.: Richard D.
'Man, Inc., 1963.

Plannin by Network, H. S. Woodgate, New York: Brandon Systems
PYZ;ss, 1 6 .

Glossary

A glossary of terrrs relevant to educational project management is
included as the last section of this manual. It is provided for your
reference and use during the module instruction.



4. Student Flow Through file Module

The purpose of this section is to'describe briefly the several

steps which you will take in. moving Through this instructional odule.

Various pages of the module have been color-coded to help you identify

them more easily.

The first item you encountered was that part of the manual which

described the general nature of the module. After reading this section,

you will be directed to complete a Student Informatica Form (blue) which

provides the module deve1op9rs with data to help identify the pcpulatiOn

using the materials. The form is not used to identify individuals.

Upon completing the information form, you are then directed to

begin Lesson 1 which contains an inventory 61. project management tasks.

Based,upon your inventory profile, you may option to skip zertain lessons

of the module. The usual procedure, however, is to work sequentially

through all of the lessons.

After completing Lesson 1, you will begin instruction in the four

phases of project management by working Lessons 2 through 6 which focus

upon the planning process. Upon the completion of Lesson 6, you will be

directed to take a phase test (pink). You score the test by referring

to the answers provided in the second part of the Module Manual. -Your

phase test answer,sheet is to be mailed to the agency distributing these

materials for the purpose of revising and improving the module.

After scoring and mailing the phase test, you may choose to work

the first phase of an optional simulation if you have decided to use the

simulation. If not, you will IllaVc directl' to instruction in the prepara-

tion phase of project management by completing Lessons 7 and 8. You will

19
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then be directed to complete, score, and mail a second phase test. At

this point 'you may choose to work the second phase of the simulation or

move directly to instruction in the operational control phase of project

management. Upon completingLessons 9, 10, and 11 you will again take,

score, and mail a phase test and have the option of working the third

phase of the simulation. Normally, you will then move directly to Lesson

12 which constitutes instruction in the termination phase of project man-
s

agement. After completing Lesson 12, you will be, directed to take, score,

and mail the last phase test and then choose to work the fourth phase of

the simulation.

You will then complete the Mpdule Quality;,Control Form clAue)

found in the second part of the Mbdule Mhnual. This fonn provides infor-

mation for the revision and improvement of the module as a whole. When

you havc done this, the module will be compleLed. The flow chart on the

next page graphically illustrates the flow a work through the module.

.

.
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S. Student Flow Through a Lesson

. The general steps in working through an.individual lesson are pretty

much the same for all lessons. The purpose of this section is to describe

briefly the several steps which you will carry out incompleting the

typical lesson in this module. Various sections of the lesson have been

color-coded to help you identify them more easily.

The first item you will encountizr.is an Introduction to the Lesson

which specifies such items as.rdaterials needed, time lengt11, and similar

0
items. After reading that page, you will then be directed to a sef-tiop

which gives an overview of the lesson plus the lesson general and specific

objectives. Upon the completion of the reading of this overview and

studying the objectives, you will then proceed to take a pretest (pink)

over the-lesson content. Upon.completing the pretest, you are then

directed to a page which gives the correct answers plus suggested options

for you to follow depending upon your performance oB the test. '

The normal procedure would then be for you to proceed to a section

presenting a Lesson Abstract and Content Outline. After reading the Lesson

Abstract and Content Outline, you will be directed to a page giving instruc-

tims on how to set up the materials for the lesson content presentation..

You can, however, move immediately to the practice exercises if your pre-

test performance was satisfactoiy.

After completing the contencprosentation, you are directed to a

single exercise or a series of exercises (green) in which you can practice

your new knowledge.and skills. For each exercise, correct or suggested

solutions are presented so you can evaluate your Own perPormance.
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upon completion of the last exercise, you judge your own performance.

Several\ *ions are then suggested to you ii you judge your performance to 4

1

be Unsatisfactory. Upon satisfying yourself with regard to your competency

to perfOrm the tasks, you will normally then be directed to take a post-

test (pink). After grading your post-test, you"are directed'to'several

individualizing options depending upon the correctness of your'answers.

For exanplc, you might move to additional.examples for study, to reading

reference materials (yellow) for ad4tiona1 reading, or you may even

rework some of the exercises.

After completing the post-test and the suggested options., your last

aaivity will be to complete a Lesson Quality Control Form (blue) which

provides information for the revision and improvement of the lesson. You

are requested to return the form to the agency from which.you secured the

manual. When you havt; done this, the lesson-will be completed. The flow

chart on the next page graphically illustrates the flow of work through a

lesson.
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6. Suggestions'for Group Use

This modtile is designed to be self-instructional. That is, an

individual,learnei. earl wprk through the materials indepenaent of anyone

else. fiowever, thpse instructional materials can be adapted for use by

a. group of learners. If you use these materials in, groUp setting, it

is suggested that you follow the recommendations below.

Equipment Needs

Before starting.the module-, you may wish to oBtain the folloWing

items in addition to'the equipment.needed for lesson presentation.

A. Chalkboard, chalk, and pointer

B. Overhead prOjector, clear overlays, and grease pencils

C. Tables and_chairs

Group. Directions

The group leader should:

1. Provide each learner with a module manual, the'twelve less&

booklets. Also provide each learner with the Simulation Manual, the

Setting Manual, and/ehe four phase problem booklets if it is to be

included.

2. Have each learner read and complete the Module Manual and the.

introductory sections of each lesson.

3. Bring the group of learners together for the slide-tape presen-

tation of each lesson.

4. Have each learner complete the exercises in eaoL lesson.
4

S. Bring the group together for a discussion of the problems the

learners encounterin working the lessons.
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6. At the conclusion of the group discussion, direct everyone to

, complete the Lesion Quality Control Form in their lesson booklet before

proceeding to the next leison.

7. At the end of each phase, direct everyone to complete the

phase tests.

8. After completing the Planning Phase Test distribute the Simula-

tion Nhnual, Setting Manual and the Phase I simulation problem. Have the

learners read the materials. Distribute the other simulation problems

at the appropriate times.

9. Bring the group together to discuss the.solution to the problem.

If the group is large, form into smaller groups of four

mid then hgve the larger group discuss ,the solutions of

or five people

the smaller groups.

Group leaders may find it desirable to summarize discussiun points on a

chalk board or screen with an overhead projector as the group attempts to

obtain consensus of opinion on the questions.

10. COmpare the group solution to the form provided to. see if all

appropriate points were considered.

11. Complete all of the lessons and simulation problems.

12. Follow the Lesson and Module Termination Instructions and mnil

the appropriate forms as a group.
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D. MODULE DIRECTIONS AND FORMS

Starting Instructions

fDin ms: Stant the in4tiumaonat patt oti the modute by compteang
the tude4 In6onma2i4n FOAM on the next page.

16 you ate compteting the modute with a gtoup wait ion
dinections titom the qtoup teadet.
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LS.Licistlformati.orlerm 2

Diieetiond: Made take time to cakeliutty answelt the items betow. (kite

the tast ioult. digits oi yam Sociat Seeutity numben on the tine betow

AO that the paged can be identiiied in the event they become sepaltated

Thank you ion yam. assistance.

1. What is the title of your present position? (If graduate student,

indicate most recent full-time position)

2. List three primary duties of your present position (If graduate student,

indicitE-atties of most recent position).

a.

b.

C.

3. Have you completed any formal courses in management or project management?

Oyes ONO

4. If yes, briefly describe the content of these courses?

5. Have you had any previous practical experience utilizing project

management techniques? (For example, in federally funded projects).

a. No, such experience
b. Yes, have managed projects myself
c. Yes, have worked on projects which used it

d. Other (Describe)
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[ Fite. in the ta4t 0C4.4 digi,t6 o6 youA Sociat Seumay numba

6. Hbw long have you bee,n associated with these prjects?

0 Less than 2 years

O 3-5, years

O 6-9 years

O 10 years or more

Dikection4: You au now teady to begin the
tweeve te4.6on6 oi the Baisic Nincipte6 and
Techniqueo oi Ptoject Manmgement Module.
Find the booktet entitted Le44on 1--
Intuduction tx) PAoject. Management and
begin 'Leading the int'ioductwLy 6 ection6.
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4.

S T 0 P ! You nay have gone too far.

0

This page indicates that the lessons and the simulation activities

shnuldtake-plece_here in the module-sequence.- If-you-are-conBusedr_see ---

the section entitled "Student Flow Through the Mbdule."

The next section in this manual contains the correct answers to

the four phase tests.

You should coMplete the:,

Project Planning Phase test after Lesson 6,

Project Preparation Phase test after Lesson 8,

Operational Control Phase test after Lesson 11,

Project Termination Phase test after Lesson 12.

32 c,'
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3. Phase Test Answers

20
4

The correct adgwers to the four phase tests appear in this section.

Alter completing each phase test, compare your answers to the correct

answers provided. If you feil that you did riot achieve at the level

you desired you might review the lessons associated with that phase.
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Answer Sheet

for

Project Planning Phase
S.

C D 11. A B D...

2. A B D 12. A B C ®
3.A BGD 13. C.9 B C

4. A B D 14. ® B C D

5.A BOD .. . 15. 0) B C , D

6. A ® C D 16, ® B c .D

7. A B. LE.,,, D 17. A B © D
8. A (,3) C D . 18. A ® C D

1

..

9. A B © D 19. A B a D
10.- A B e D 20. A 03 C D

DnLectionA: A6teA compax.ing youn answem and 4at446ying any appitehenaiona
you. have,you Ahoutd tomte the teuton bookte,t and nead the intitoductong
page.o6. the next teazion in the 6 equenee, Le..64on 1--PAoject Staxt-lip.

1.6 you aim inducting the Annotation mate/La& aA paitt oti the
inatAuetion cy6 the modutz, tan to the Simutation Manua and woith the Ann-
Laotian pkobtem Phatee 1--Pbantang a Pm/ea.

411....11.11... .11.11

(.7
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Answer Sheet

for'
0

Projétt Preparation Phase

1. A
2. A

3. A B C

4. A B C

5. 0 B C D

6. B C D

7. A T3_,) C D

8. B C D

9. B C D

.10. A Cl.._3; C D

12. A ®. C D

13: A .B (C) D

14. (A) B C. D

15. 0 B C D

16. A B D

17.ABCD
B C D

19. (A) B C D

20. A (B) C D

Ditection4: Mtet compating youx 0.114RWA.6 and 4at44Aying any app4ehen-

4ion4 you have,you showed tocate the Ze4.6on booktet and xead the intiro-

ductony page o6 the next te..64ort in the 4equence, Le44on 9--Pxobtem

Idemtqication Thxough Management RepolEts.

16 you axe inctuding the isimutat.i.on matexdiats a4 peat o6

the in4ttuction ol5 the modute, tuAn to the Simutation Manua and wokk

the 4imutation pubtem Pha4e 11--Ptoject Pnepaxation.

35
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1. A C D

3. 0 BCD
4. 0 B C D

5. A ® C D

6. B C D

7. A-. B D

8. A BOD
9. A B C ®

23

Answer Sheet

for

Operational Control Phase
.1*

11. A ® C. D

12. A B ,C

13. A ® C D

14. A B D

15. A C D

16. B C

17. A ®
18. A (8) C

19. A B. C

10. ® C D 20. ()BCD

Ageic compa,ting youit. anstoem and aatadying any appnehen-
z2on4 you have, you Allotted tocate the' twon boolaet and /Lead the intito-
ductoity page od the next te64on in the zeque.nce, Le64on 12Pitoject
TeAminati,on.

I6 you axe including the Aimuiati.on ma1te.it-tat6 a4 peva od
the inAtitucti.on od the modu2e, .tunn to the Simutation Manua and woitle
the 464"mutatton pitobtem Phase IllContitoteing a Pto jut.

3
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A

Answer Sheet

for

Project Termination Phaie

,

1. A B C 11.,0 B C D

2. A B C ® 12.-0 B C D

3.A BOD 13. A ® C D

4. ® B C D 14. ® B C D

S. 0 B C D 15. 0 B C D

6. A ® C D 16. A ® C D

7. A B C. © 17. A B C 0
,

8. 0 B C D 18. A B ® D
9. ® B C D 19. CA) B C D

10. A 1C9 C D

Dikections: Weft c.ompak-i.ng yowc anaatem and 4ati4 4ying any appkehe,n-
hion6 you have, twat to the next page and wmptete, the Modute uaLLty.
Contnot Fok.m.

14 you ate inctuding the 4imutation matova:a24 a4 pot o4
the intatkuction o4 the modu.te, tukn to the SOutati.on Manua and woklz
the zimutati.on pkobtem Phahe IV-t-Temninati.ng a Pkojec.t..
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4. Mbdule Quality Control Form

25

DittectipnA: Pteahe take time to caAe6utty an&wet the item4 below. Be

a4 Apeciiic and thokough a4 yot& can in ptoviding comment4 and 4u99ation4

tiok IteviAing and implcoving the modute.

Pteaae 04ite,the tast oWr. digitz oi yom Soc2a2 Secmity numbet on the

tine betow 40 that the page,4 can be 4dent2iied in the event they become

4epaAated

Thank you tion put azaiitance.

Indicate your overall impreiSion] of the quality of this module?

U Excellent 0 Very good \ 0 Good 0 Fair 0 Poor

2. What is the most positive aspectrof this module?

101.

3. What is the most negative aspect of this module?

4. What suggestions do you have for cortecting or improving this

negative aspect?

5. How well are the lessons organized and sequenced?

()Excellently C:IVery well OWell °Fairly well Opoorly

3
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Fitt in the tut Om digit4 06 pun Sociat Secuttity numbm .

6. How difficult is the module?

Chrexy: difficult 13Difficult

OMWd--Itelk difficult CISomewhat difficult

ORather easy

7. What is your impression of the quality of the module manual?

ClExcellent OVery good Mood OFair OPoor

8. For haw many lessons did you view the slide/tape presentation?

CI None 1,3 0 4-6 0,9 0 10-12

9. Indicate haw helpful the slide/tape presentations Nere in the in-

structional process for the lessons that you viewLd them?

ClExtremly helpful

Very. helpful

OQuite helpful

['Somewhat helpful

ONot helpful

ITuitn -the. page and 6o flow th.e. Tiounrata,U.on

InztAticti.olu.
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Termination Instructions.

27

Upon comptetion oi the Modute Quel.414 Contkat Fair" pteaAe:

TeaA out the iottowing item L16 you have not atteady done 40.

a. The btue Student In4oAmation FOAM,

b. The btue Modate Quatity Conttot Foul,

4. The gAeen Ptoject Management Inventony Summaty Sheet 4Aom
Lea4on 1,

d. The -(welve btue Lew* QuaLty Canttot FOAM4, and

e. The iota Rink'phat.e, teat aniweA Ahiet.s.

2. Stage them togetheA fone packet 06 tiotma on. eaeh Atudent).

3. Mae. the in the -6peciat metope ptov2.ded.

4. Mai2 the env-dope to: Reseanth BetteA Schoot6, Inc.
Suite 1100
1100 Maithet Stneet
Phitadeephia, Pennttytvania 19103

(I

You have now completed the Basic Principles ap4 Techniques of

.Project Management Module of the Educational Project Milnagement Instruc-

tion System (EMS). If you desire moie information about EPMIS, turn

to the preface of this Mbdule Manual and/or write to the address shown

above.
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Q.

E. Glossary of Project Management Terms*

ACTION, ALTERNATE (DURSE OF (ALTERNATIVE)

Al proposolmlnagement action that may.be selected for implemen-
tatigito corredt a deviation.

ACTION, .CORREG'TIVE -

Minagement action that can be implemented
of a /deviation.

ACTION, ADAPTIVE -
r.

0

o correct the cause

Management action that can be implemented to minimize the tffect
.of a course of action if the cause cannot be corrected.

AEMINISTRATION

A, process 1o/raving the' execution of management decisions within
an organizational z')..RInework utilizing pre-established rules for decision-
making. 4
ANALYSTS -

The process of breaking a total into its 'constituent parts and
examining these parts to determine their nature; proportion, function,
and interrelationships.

ANALYSIS, POTENTIAL PROBLEM -

The analysis of problems that may occur when a selected course
of.action is implemented. It involves identifying patential problems,
determining their possible cause and the probability of its occurrence,
determining the action to prevent the cause or to minimize its effect,
and developing a procedure.for handling the most serious problems if
they occur.

AUTHORITY

The right to act, to make decisions, or to command others.

BUDGET --

- The expression in financial; terms of thanagement plans for funding
a project ovtr a specific time period.

1
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1

cASE-SIMULATION -

F ;,.;
.

An exercise developed from or expressing an actual c dition

which is used to illustrate, practiCe, or reinforce learned rinciples

and skills.

CONSEQUENCES -

The'negative effects of implementing a given course of action.
They should be identified and the probability of their occurrence should

be dieteermined before fully accepting a given course of action.

CONTROL -

Baiically a problem-solving process involving three stepsptoblem
identification, problem solution and solution implementation; .in project
Management terms, deviation identification and analysis, decision-making
through alternative creation, and selection and alternative implementa-

tion: ,

. , COSTING UNIT (OR COST CENTER)
?

ar.

A unit of work, usually a work package or a specific function or

' task, around which various costs are accumuliated. ,
,

CRITICAL PATH -

The longest or most time consuming pathway within a network of'

various paths relating the activities required between the start and

finish of the project.

DECISION BOX

A condition or point in a process where a choice is to be made

between two or more alternatives.

DECISION, GO/NO GO

The process utilized for accepting or requesting an alternative
course of action for consideration if it satisfies and does not satisfy

the "needs" respectively.

DECISION-MAKING

Identifying and selecting from possible alternative courses of

action the best possible course of action.

DETERMINISTIC SYSTEM -

The interaction of the components of this kind of system can be

predicted without risk of error if the facts information which the

system is required to handle are known. e outcame of a deterministic

system is determined exclusively by the alues of the input 'and the

fixed process.
.

. 42
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DEVIATION -

A difference between a planned situation and an actual situation,
a project management problem.

DEVIATION, CAUSE OF -

The unplanned or unanticipated change in the project that will
yield a deviation. The effect of a cause is a deviation.

DIRECTING -

Primarily a process of motivating employees to accomplish their
tasks. It requires the establishment of an environment conducive to
accomplishing effort.

DIRECT COSTS -

*kCosts for those resources obtained especia ly for the activity
or project tasks and necessary for its completion

ENDS (RESULTS AND RESOURCES) -

The first consideration and the objectives in decision-making.
The specification of what one wants to accomplish and the identifica-
tion of the resources that are to be utilized.

EMT-

A definable point in time where some action or activity begins
or ends. It is a recognizable instant In time which does not consume

time or resources. Usually identified in network management systems
by a circle.

EVENT-ORIENTED DIAGRAM

A chart which visually shows the interrelatedness and sequence
of the various activities or tasks necessary to the completion of a
project where the fact of start or finish of an activity is identified
by using a circle.

EXCEPTION PRINCIPLE

Control by identifying only significant deviations at specified
points between "what is" and "what should be" or planned.

EXPENDITURE PLAN

A set of planned decisions concerned with financial outflow and
answering questions such as:

It

3
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What is to be purchased?
When is the item to be ordered?
Where is the item to be purdhased?
What weekly or 'Monthly rate is to be used for thy itemi

How is the item to be purchased?
Si

GANTT CHART OR TASK-EVENT CALENDAR -

A tool for planning work and relating activities to time or

schedule. In a GANTT Chart, the horizontal axis represents time,and

the vertical axis lists tasks or activities to be accomplished,

GEAR-UP PHASE -

The activities involyed in the period after approval of the pro-

posal and before the project operational activity phase. Consists of

bringing together resources necessary to start the project operational

phase, and identifying and ettablishing policy and procedures, and

creating the project information system.

GOAL

A, broadly stated end point to be reached in the future. In the

project, a goal is a collective activity, identified as the end product,

and is at the top level of hierarchial work breakdown structure.

GOAL ORIENTED -
1

Activity that is aimed toward some defined goal or end product.

HANDBOOK, PROJECT -

A formal or informal document containing basic information about

project goals and tasks, policy statements and procedures guidelines,

organizational relationships, and similar items for use by project

manager and personnel in day-to-day qperations of,the project.

HIERARCHIAL APPROACH

A ranging of systems by complexity from general to elementary

with the result that a hierarchial diagram of the systems and subsystems

resembles a "tree".

A ranging of objectives from broad to specific, with the assump-

tion that accomplishment of specified objectives will contribute to

the attainment of the next higher objective in the hierarchy.

HISTORY, PROJECT

Optional informal report at end of project which reviews and

summarizes the major action of the project.



INDIRECT COSTS -

Costs accounted to a'project which are often pro-rated since-
they cannot be adequately identified with a costing unit. Examples
are heat, electricity, and other general facilities which are shared
with the organization in which the project is housed.

LEAD TIME -

The time between the procurement or Order of a resource and its
need or use in the accomplishment of an activity..

"LIKES"

Those ends or decision-making objectives that are desirable fea-
tures that alternative courses of action may satisfy to some degree.
They are not absolutely necessary and can be ranked or weighed to estab-
lish their desirability.

LIMITS -

The allowable tolerance for acceptability of the standards speci-
fied for time, cost and performance at project control points. Limits
may be eiiher positive or negative or both with respect to the standard
set.

MANAGEMENT -

The method of attaining organizational goals by 1) developing
a plan; 2) arranging'operations in conformity to the plan; and 3)
creating an environment which is favorable to the performances of the
people belonging to the organization. It is a process which*involves
a high degree of uncertainty and unprogrammed decision-making.

MEMORANDUM, CHANGE

A structured document utilizing project planning thinking to aid
in implementing a selected course of action and changes to the project.

MILESTONES (MILESTONE EVENTS) -

Important events identified in the work flow of a project such
that if not completed on time the project goal will not be attained
on schedule or possibly not achieved at all..

MISSICN

A mission is composed of several tasks and is itself a sub-goal.
A mission is focused activity, or package of work, using a limited
amount of project resources and staff at the middle level in the hier-
archial work breakdown structure.

4
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MOST LIKELY TIME -

The estimated average time needed to complete an activity based

upon some experience with a similar activity.

"NEEDS" -

Those ends or decision-making 'objectives that nust absolutely

be satisfied by any acceptable course of action.

MIMIC (PL(W DIAGRAM OR WORK MDR) -

Consists of interrelated activities and events which mlmt be

accomplished to reach the project goal. The flow diagram shows the

planned sequences of accomplishment, interdependencies, and inter-

relationships of activities and events.

NOMINAL (CODING) -

A classification of some entity into well-defined physical cate-

gories where numerical attributes and order are not important to the

classification.

,OBJECTIVE(S)

Statements wilich specify a desired outcome. The statement can

be one which includes a broad area of concern or need or it can specify

an extremely narrow concern. Goal, mission, and task statements attempt

to redefine objectives depending on the extent of concern from broad

to narraw

OPTIMISTIC TIME

The time estimated for the completion of an activity when it is

assumed that everything will go extremely well.

ORGANIZING

The establishment of an integrated system of authority and respon-

sibility relationships in which the members know what their tasks are

and how they fit into the scheme and have the requisite authority and

responsibility to accamplish these tasks.

PHASE-OUT -

Closing out the project when the objective or end product is

realized or,accomplished.

PLAN, IMPLEMENTATION 7

A structured document to aid the project manager to implement a

selected course of action.

46
t.
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PLANNING -

/

../ process of determining.objectives, defining and evaluating
alternative-ecwiseS of action, and selecting the course which will
most,effectiveli and efficiently achieve the established objectives.

POINT, PROCESS CONTROL -

A, monitoring point, calendar date, dollars allocated, and per-

formance standard, in the operational process of the project where one

can conveniently determine deviations to control the process.

PROGRAM EVALUATION AND REVIEW TEGNIQUE (PERT) -

A, management system for planning and controlling many activities

related to the accomplishment of an objective in a once-through effort

PESSIMISTIC TIME -

The time estimated for the completion of an activity when it

is assumed there will be difficulty, thetask is uncertain, or there

is unfamiliarity with the task.

POLICY -

A, policy is a general statement or rule which guides or channels

thinking in decision-making. It can be formally stated or a result

or practice over time.

PRINCIPLE OF EXCEPTION (SEE ALSO EXCEPTION PRINCIPLE)

Principle of management by exception is a method of management
control by which only those events and/or activities significantly

deviating from plan are brought to the attention of manager for

action.

PROBABILISTIC SYSTEM

Uses statistical analysis of past behavior to predict future

behavior. Less certain predictions than that of a deterministic system.
However, more systems can be described in probabilistic terms than in

deterministic ones.

PROBLEM

Deviation from a plan or a variance between what is and what is

desired.

PROBLEM ANALYSIS

The process of identifying and defining a eviation from plan

and determining its specific cause.

(.1 47_
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PROCEEURE -

Guide.to routine actions emphasizing a chronological sequence.

Practices which are so re-current and routine as to lend themselves

to formalized response.

PROGRAM -

A complex of policies, procedures, rules, tasks, resources, and

associated elements necessary to carry out a given course of action.

PROGRNNED DECISION -

Decisions which are basically repetitive, routine and procedural

and where the decision rule is pre-determined.

PROJECT -

A set of interrelated and interdependent tasks that have to be

accomplished to reach an objective or objectives within time, cost,

and performance specifications and possessing a degree of uncertainty

of how to achieve the goal.

PROJECT INFORMATION BASE

A management information system consisting of planned cost,

schedule, performance data used to compare against actuals.

PROJECT DEFINITION -

A process which involves the developnent of explicit statement

of the project's primary objective goal and the necessary sub-objectives

to reach the major goal. The development of a work breakdown structure

is used as one technique in defining the project.

PROJECT MANAGER -

The one individual who is responsible for the successful accom-

plishment of a project.

PROJECT MANAGEMENT PHASES -

Planning
Gear-up/Implementation
Operational Control
Termination

ORGANIZATIONAL CHART

Subdivision of major functions into smaller supporting function

with a delineation of spcific responsibilities and authority for cr

at each level.

48
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PROJECT TRANSITICN -

The termination of the project where the results are phased into

operational use.or into another project.

REPORT, FINAL -

A formal report, usually required by the contractor, which docu-

ments the efforts of the project in accomplishing its goals and objec-

tives.

REPORT, PROGRESS -

A report describing the progress of project.utilizing the project

plan to indicate events and activities completed, to describe the acti-

vities in progress and to reconsider the events and activities.in the

future.

REPORT, STATUS

A report that indicates the current status of the project so

that one can compare it to the project plan.

REPORT, TOP VANAGEMENT

A report to top management for information on problem solution

in the projects containing the following items: description of the

deviation, cause of the deviation, two or three alternative courses

of action, selected course of action, reasons for selection, and the

action implementation plan.

RESOURCE ALLOCATION

Translating an approved plan into a schedule by assigning resources

to accomplish the planned activities during a specific calendar period,

The process of applying resources toward the accomplishment of a plan,

procedure, policy, tactic, or strategy.

RESOURCE COMMONALITY TABLE -

A shopping list prepared to identify the total required resources

for an activity after the resources had been leveled. It contains the

following column headings:

1) Resource item description

2) Quantity required after leveling

3) The lead time required to obtain the resource

4) The order date for procuring the resource
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RESOURCLe LEVELING PROCESS

A process that deals with efficient resource allocations by
adjusting the time for scheduling some activity such that a unit of
resource (manpower, equipment, or material) can be shared with other
scheduled activity so as to permit the purchasing of fewer units of
that resource .item.

RESPONSIBILITY -
0

'The obligation to use granted authority to direct that effort
which is necessary to be performed according to pian.

SCHEWLING

The translation of the plan into a time table showing the specific
calendar dates for the start and completion of work.

SCORE, SATISFYING OR FITTING -

The score given to an alternative on how well it satisfies or
fits a given "like".

SEQUENCE DIAGRAM -

Used to illustrate the interrelationship of activities or events
to achieve a.goal. The logic used in developing such a work flmd se-
quence is antecedent-consequent logic where one activity or event is
related-to another by time.

Simi( PATH -

A pathway through a network along which actual activity is occurring
and requires less time to complete than the most time consuming or criti-.
cal path.

STANDARDS-

The specification set for time, cost and performance at control
points. If they are met then the project is proceeding according to
plan.

SYSTEM-

An entity, conceptual or physical, which consists of interrelated
or interacting parts directed toward some overall goal or purpose. For
management, a logical arrangement of interdependent and interrelated
parts into a tonnected whole to accomplish a specified objective.
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SYSTEMS ANALYSIS

The process of breaking thc system down into its interrelated

parts. In project definition it is an orderly approach for defining

a set of objectives or goals, for analyzing and describing a given

organization structure using significant factors and communications,

.
and then determining what arrangements of factors and communications

will.achieve the desired effect.

SYSTEM, PROJECT MANAGEMENT INFORMATION -

A system that stores and provides management information for

project decision-making utilizing the project plan and the project

system.

SYSTEM, REPORTING

A system of transmitting information utilizing reports so that

the actual project situation can be compared to the planned project

situaion. 1

,

TASK

A task, or in some cases a sub-taSk, .is the smallest unit of action.

A task is a single activity or an element of a work package which uses

a single person of the staff and little 'resources and is at,the lowest

level of hierarchal work breakdown structure.

TASK-EVENT CALENDAR (SEE GANTT CHART)

TASK RESOURCE SCHEDULE

A tool or device which is used to identify, estimate quantity,

and schedule the resources which support a specific task.

TERMINATICN

Stopping of effort due to a laCk of funds, failure to meet con-

tract conditions, or similar reason, before project objectives reached.

TRANSITION -

Institutionalizing the end product of a project or absorbing
the effort into an existing organizational unit.

UNPROGRAMMED DECISIONS -

Decisions which deal with unstructured; novel and consequential

issues and for which there are no pre-determined rules.

C.



WORK PACKAGE -

A specific job to be accaaplished which is usually within the
responsibility of one operating unit in an organization and makes up
one item on the work breakdown structure.

41,
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MODULE TWD

PROJECT MANAGEMENT BASIC PRINCIPLES

Lesson 1 -- Introduction to Project-Management

Project Management Component
Administering for Change Program
Research for Better Schools, Lac.

1700 Market Street
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19103
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Wckile 2
Lesson 1 .10

Lesson 1--Introduction io Project Management

Introduction to Lesson

1.1

This lesson contains the following items. Wke sure that each

is present before starting to work through thelesson.

, A. Booklet for Basic Principles and Techniques of Project

7Wment

Introduction to lesson
Overview and objectives
Pretest
Lesson abstract and outline
Lesson-

4

text
Exercises
Post-test
Additional example
Reading references
Lesson Quality Control Form

item

Pag

1:1

1.2
1.3
1.5
1.8

1 15
1.29
1.31
1.33

1434

B. Set of Color Slides entitled "Module 2--Basic Principles and Techniques

of Project Management, Lesson 1--Introductian to Project Management.

C. Casiette Tape entitled "Mbdule 2--Basic Plinciples and Techniques
Project Management, Lesson 1--Introduction to Project Management."

EQUIPMENT NEEDED. The following equipment will be required for this

lesson and you are advised to arrange for their use:

cassette tape recorder
carousel slide projector
projection screen

/

TIME REQUIRED. The tape-slide presentation runs approximately 10 minutes,

the exercise takes approximately 30 minutes, mui about 50 minutes is needed

to complete the entire lesson.

Tian the page and !Lead the Ovetvi[

and Objectivu.
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.Lesson 1--Introduction to Project Managemeht

Overview and Objectives

.)

1.2

OVERVIEW

This lesson is the introductory lesson of the Basic Principles and

Techniques of Project Management module. The lesson should orient you to

the total module and provide you with the sequence of the topircs that

will be presented in the module.

This lesson will also introduce you to *tie basic terms used in

project management and specifically to the concepts "project" and

"project management". Cne of the exercises in the lesson is the Project

Managment Inveritory. The inventory should help you determine in what

areas you have strengths and weaknesses. The succeeding lesson will be

concernediwith project definition and work brakdown structure utilized

in the planning phase of a project.

OBJECTIVES

As a consequence of participating in this lesson, the following

obiectives should be reached: The student,shciuld be able to

1. Define the concepts of project and project management.

2. Ldentify the major principles and functions of management.

3. List and describe the lifecycle phases of a project or the

major missiens of project management.

ITukn the page and comptete
the pteteAt
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Lesson 1-Introduction to Project Management

Pretest

1. 3

Vineetion4: Ptea4e take time to cateiutty amwet the mattipte choice and

tAue/iatAelue6tton4 given betow. Fon the muttipte choice que6tions you -

ake.to cinete one connect on be4t anzwet (A,B,C 04 V) and £04 the time

and tcat4e you azto indicate the covvictneoon4e Lou* the team. T 04 F.

Pteue ulnae the taa iota digit4 cid youn Soda Secutity numben on the

tine betow 40 thaT-the page4 can be identilied in the event they become

hepaAated

1. While there are maw definitionglof management, what ,is perhaps the most

general,one?

A.-Decision-making related to allocating resources an&directing the'

actions of people toward the attainment of desired ends by optimal means

B. Administration of policies and procedures established by higher authority

C. Securing personnel and keeping cost records .c

D. Arranging peopl in patterns of relationships relative to authority

roles

2. What would be an example of an "educational project" in a school"district?

A. Established curriculum program
B. Cafeteria operation
C. Driver education summer program
D. Instructional materials development activity

3. Do any time, cost and performance trade-off's occur in the 'evelopment

of the end product of a project?

A. Yes, but only time and performance

B. Yes, all three often occur
C. No, they are only of concern in the project planning phase

D. No, they cau be overlooked in solving project problems

4. What is probably the most important management factor in the successful

completion of a project?

A. Private funding
B. Cooperation from other school offices and departments

C. A large research staff
D. Project manager competency

5. What are generally considered as the basic functions of management?

A. Planning, preparing, controlling and terminating

B. Planning, organizing, directing and.controlling

C. Cost allocation, directing, scheduling and terminating

D. Planning, scheduling, preparing and controlling
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Project management can be discussed at what level in a school district?

A. Only at a school system level
B. Only at a single project level

C. Both at a school system level and a single pmoject level

D. Only at a departmental level

7. What are the four principal phases in the life span of a project?

A.'Planning, preparaing,.controlling and terminating

B. Planning, controlling,terminating and evaluating

C. Planning, management, evaluation and termination

D. Planning, organizaing, directing and controlling

8. What major activities comprise the planning phase of the project

life cycle?

A. Specifying goals and oblectives, determining equipnent, personnel,

materials, facilities and information needs

B. Specifying goals and objectives, determining flow bf tasks, esti-

mating time schedules, determining costs, manpower needs, and pre-

paring a budget.
C. Doing needs assessment, writing proposal and approving the budget

D. Securing personnel, facilities,equipment and space

9. What phase of the project life cycle usually involves the detection

and correction of deviations in order to insure successful accomplish-

-ment of the project goal?

A. Planning
B. Preparation
C. Evaluation
D. Operational control

10. The termination phase refers to closing out the project at what point?

A. End of school year
B. The project goals are achieved

C. Project members take new positions

D. Evaluation report is completed

11. What is considered as the primary responsibility of a project manager?

A. Only, to prepare the project report

B. To make decisions regarding implementation of all tasks

C. To prepare a project manual

D. To accomplish project goals within time, cost and performance speci-

fications
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Indizate whethek the. .6tatemervt6 tiAted beept ake tkue On iat4e by wating
a T $94 F on the Zine.

12. A project has a finite life span

13, Specifying tasks and workflow in a project is the duty
of the project staff.

14. The project preparation phase involves the activities of
estimating time schedulesocostspand manpower needs.

15. The role of a project manager involves decisions and actions
which make him the planner and integrator of project activities.

,./ITutn the page and check youn anzweA4.
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Directions Following Lesson Pretest

4

L aixection4:

The cotitect anuovt,6 to Lesson 1 puteost cute tated
down the Aight maAgin. Check yout comet te4pon4e4..
DiAections: 16 you answeAed twetve oh_ Ze44 questions
cottectty, you have not acceptabty demonstrated knagt-

edge o6 prajects and pAoject management and shoutd Atad

the te,56on alustuet and content outtine on page4 1.5

and 1.6 . Then begin the tape-Atide pAesentation by
tutning to the butt/maims on page 1.1 .

D4uction4: 16 you answeAed thitteen on mate que4t4lon4
coAAectty, you have acceptabty demonstAated knagtedge

o6 the ptocee64 and shoultd Atad the tesson 64ttact and
outZine beginnipg on page 1.5 . Then i6 you desine to

4kip the tape-Atide puaentatan, you may do so by

pAoceeding diAectty to the puctizeexetei4e on pmge
1.15. 16 you do deAsit.e. to view the tape-,aidt pte.6en--
tation tuAn to the instAuctions on page 1.7 .

1.4

Multiple Choice

1. A

2. D

, 3. B

D

S. B

6. C

11!

7. A

8. B
\\

9. D
4

10. B

11. D

True/False

12. T

'13. F

14. F

15. T e
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Lesson 1--Introduction to PrOject Management

Lesson Abstract ,and Content Outline

ABSTRACI

1 . 5

An orientation to the module is provided by identifying the lessons

connected with' each, phase of the life span of a project. The components

constituting .the lessons are described and the term "project" is defined

and described in some detail.' Project management is explained and the

functions of management are described. The role and same of the duties

of a pToject manager are identified. .

coNrarr ouTLINE

A. organization of materials Presented in the module are described.

1. Written information is provided, both on projects and on

projectmanagement 4 a specific knowledge area.

2. Visual information using a group of cartoon-like characters

is presented utilizing a set of slides.

3. Coordination between the written information mad the

visual illustrations takes the form of a tape/slide pre-

sentation.

4. The practice of knowlddge is presented through lesson

exercises.

5. Integrated practice of knowledge is Presented through a

case simulation.

B. Introduction to concepts in project management.

1. Analysis of the instructional package offered in project

management yields eleven areas, each of which is the subject

of a lesson that are grouped within four large-scale phases:

a. planning
b. preparation
c. operational control
d. termination or transition
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2. A definition of the term palest is slated.

A project is a unique goal-orient.d activity, characterized

by uncertainty about the path leading to the goal amd de-
livering same definable end product within time, cost, and

performance specifications.

Definition of the term pro)ect manapment is stated in two
settings.

a. School systan management across many projects.
b. Management of a single project..

4. The functions of management are described.

The functions are:
a. planning
b. organizing
c. directing
d. controlling

5. The'role and duties of a project manager are degcribed.

a. Roles- such as planner, integrator, evaluator,
implementor and decision-maker are identified.

b. His primary responsibility is to accomplish pmoject
gopl within time, cost and performance,specifications.

c. Duties such as goal setting, planning, time esti-
mation, scheduling, resource allocation, budgeting,
direction amd control are pointed out.

1. 6

so'

sr.
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Lessor -IntroduCtiori to Project Management

Iniiructions

1.7

Set up the keukdek, pujectok, and Ackeen.

PtIce the eakou.set aide tug onto the pujectax and advance to
the aide makked "Modate 2--Ba4it PtincipteA and Techn4que4 ot5
Pkojeet, Management, Le64on 1Introduction to Pxoject Management."

Ptace the cas.sette tape 04 tAAA tx446n tato the xe.co4deit. and
tewind to the tewind Atop.

Stant the kecokdek and advance tke aideA with the 1!change tone.".

..

62
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Lesson Text

Introduction

. The purpose of this module is to introduce you to the various phasea of

the project management process and to the basic principles and techniques of

project management. It will help you to acquire,the knowledge and skills 1111/

required to manage a project effectively.

This first lesson deals with the concepts involved: project, management,

project management, and the role of the project manager.

Characteristics of a Project

What is a project?' The concept of a project,can be understood by examin-

ing sone of its main characteristics. A project is an activity"which is jal-

oriented, has some uncertainty about the manner in which it will be accomplished,

has a finite life span-sand a cost limit.

Goal-oriente4 means that the activity is aimed toward some identifiable

end-product or capability. It iS characteristic of project activity that its

end-product or capability be defined or specified in such detail (performanCe

11111specifications), that the outcove of the activity and a means for evaluating

the outcome is readily available to the individuals involved in the project

and to individuals iftnitoring, auditing and evaluating the project.

Uncertainty is a main characteristic of projects because they are usually

a unique or once-through kind of effort, and often there is uncertainty about

how he goal will be accomplished. The amount of uncertainty varies from pro-

ject io project, depending upon factors such as the uniquenesS of the effort

and the inherent complexity of the overall project task. Staff inexperience

may also result in uncertainty.

63
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Having a finite Iife span means that an activity possessing a beginning

and an end. Thus, ,a project has spt;cified start and conpletion dates and

consequently can be thought of as a tenporary effort. This aspect of projects

has led many experts in the field of management to refer to projects as

tensoraiy syitems, in order to distinguish projects from non-projects. Co.-

going activities which do not have specified start and completion dates are

referred to as functional activities or permanent systems.

Finally, the project goal must be achieved within a specified cost limit.

Project efforts involve the use of resources, such as tinv; people, facilities,

materials, equipment and services. These 'resources are usually translated into

dollar mounts in a budget document which specifies the project cost limit that

is not to be exceeded.

ThuS, projects have the following characteristics: a specified goal to

develop and end-prOduct or .capability, some uncertainty'about how the goal is

to be achieved, start and conpletioh dates, and a cosi limit.

Various activities carried on by a school district can be conpared,with

each of the above mentioned characteristics in order to identify which are

projects and which are not. Such a comparisim is presented in Figure 1.

Management Functions

In order to have a workable undelstanding of project management it is

essential to develop an understanding of the concept of management. In discussing

management and its functions, we assurne that a formal organization of superior-

subordinate relationships exists. In this framework, the function of managenent

is to create an environment which will allow the employees to function effectively

by creating the appropriate work conditions for them.
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Figure #1

Classification of Sample School Activities as Projects or Non-Prolects,

Project
Characteristics'

Activity
Descriptions

,
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*Development of Plan for Sdhool
,Yes Yes

,

Yes Yes Yes
Desegregation

School District Payroll
Operation

.

Yes

-

Yes No No Yes

WIKINIII.

Yes*Implementation of New Math
Yes Yes Yes

i

Yes
rrogram

*Construction of New Open-Space
Elementary School

Yes Yes Yes Yes -Yes

.Welfth Grade English Literature
Program

.

Yes Yes

-

No No Yes

.

* Classified as "projects" since they possess all of the necessary char-
acteristics.
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Manageient involves making decisions about the allocation of resources 4014

the direction of people, so that the desired enOiwill he attained most effi-

ciently. You manage when you planjorganize,direct,and control the use of re-..

sources. These four basic activities are the functions of Management.

Project management incorporates the basic management functions and is

the process of making decisices about the accomplishment of a project goal

through the execution of a temporaryleffort characterized by time, cost and

performince specifications.

Managers, whether they be heads of governmental agenCies, college deans, .

departement heads, superintendents or principals, are all engaged in getting

things done with people. Managers perform the same functions regardless of

their level in the organization or the type of entexprise they are pursuing.

Only the techniques'of applying the functions are Modified from sitUatiOn to .

situation.

The most typical or accepted method of classifying management functions is

to group them according to the activities a planning, organizing, directing

(or motivating), and controlling. It is often impossible to place each manage-

ment function neatly into one of these categories, sinct they tend to overlap;

however, this classification is helpful and'workable.

Planning involves making a set of initial decisions about the optimum

allocation of resources to set of tasks aimed at attaining specific desired

goals. It consists of the activities of settin&goals, delienating work,

scheduling the work-flow, determining the time and resources (money and'manpower)

required to achieve the goal, costing the resources and preparing a budget.

Organizing ini.rolves arranging selected people in patterns of relationships

relative to authority, responsibility, roles afid accountability in order tO
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facilitite the acconplishment of deiired goals . It 'includes, therefore, re-

cruiting, selecting, training and assigning persons to accomplish the activities.

This sub-function of organizing is called staffing. Organizing is also manifested

in the preparation of policies, procedures, and practices 'related to project

operations.

Directing involves the employment of diVerse forms of human interaction

11111
aimed at leading, motivating and guiding people in the performance of their tasks.

It also involves guiding and stpervising subordinates,who require clarification

of assignments, guidance toward improved performance, and motivaticn in order to

confidently achieve the stated goal.

Controlling involves the detection of deviations between what is planned

and what is acutally happening, the analysis of the deviation, a proposecrsolution

and the inplementation of corrective acticn to insure the .successful accomplishment

of the goals. The controlling functien is operationalized through an iterative

problem-solving process. v,"

Occasionally, there is a concern about the order in which these functions .

are, or should be, performed. Planning is generally considered firsts while

organizing, directing and controliing follow in sequence; In practice, the

1110
functions are carried out concurrently. Furthermore, the. functions overlap, so

that a manager is often performing several functions simultaneously.

Management, then, is the process of applying these four basic functions tO

the operation of an on-going program. That is, management is concerned with

making decisions about how to accomplish the ends of an on-going program, through

the execution of the general management functions of planning, organizing,

directing and =trolling. .

6`7
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Definition of Project Nhnarment

Project management incorporates the basic functions of the management pro-

cess. It is the application of the basic management ftmctiais bf planning, or-

, ganizing, directing and controlling to the operation of a project. Recalling

that a project his a finite life and, hence, is of a tenporary nature, project .

management can be thought of as the management of a tenporary effort, and is,

thus, sometimes referred to by management experts as a tenporary system.

In a local school district setting the techniques of project mannement

can be applied both to the school system as such and-also to single projects

within it. At the school system level, the management'of projects is concerned

with planning, organizing, directing, and controlling aft organizational structure

which facilitates the management of numerous individual projects sinvltaneousIy

and on an on-gOirig basis. This level of management is dealt with in Madule

Four, entitled "Organizing a Project Management System." The project Management .

,concept beihvttudied in this module focuses on the second level--the management of

single project.

Pro 'ect. Management Phases

The life span of a single project can be divided into four periods, termed

the plannim, preparation, operational control.and termination phases. The

project planning phase includes setting goals for the project; specifying the

work to be done by providing a descriptive flow of the tasks; determining time

schedules, material and manpower needs; and preparing a budget.. The preparation

phase involves obtaining and organizing personnel, equipment, materials, facilities,

and information so that the project can be initiated and operated as planned. The

operations phase consists of those activities and efforts concerned with the
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actual conduct or operation of the project. It is also aimed at detecting

doviatians, analyzing the problem causing the deviations, considering alterna-

tive solutions, making decisions, and implementing 'those decisions in order to

insure the success of the project. Finally, the termination phase includes

those activities or efforts dealing with the ending of the project. Such

activities include reporting about the pioject and the transfer of personnel,

records and equipment. This phase may focus upon stopping a project in progress,

ending a project when its goals have been achieved, or on integrating the

project activities into an on-going institutional program upon completion of the te,

project.

Role of the Project Nhnager

Studies of project management indicate that one of the most important

factors in the successful completion of a project is the knowledge and skill

possessed by the project manager,. The role of a project manager males him the

planner, integrator, organizer, director., implementor, operato, and controller

of the entire project effort. Some of the project manager's specific duties

include establishing project goals, specifying tasks and work flow, scheduling

time, allocating resources, preparing the budget, delineating responsibilities 1110

for the staff, and reviewing, evaluating and controlling project activities.

The primary responsibility of the prdject manager, however, is the accomplishment

of the project goal within time, cost and Eerformance specifications.

69

TUA4 the page and /Lead the ditection4

Exek&se A.
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.Exercise A

1.15

Diuctiows: Thih exaci6e cormekned with 6oMe o6 the mote i.mpottoit

concepts pAe6ented in the t.e,64On namative. Comptete the items apptaking

betow. Not att. 6pace6 need to be u6ed in arouleAing the item.,
Upon compteting youn anAlwet6, tan to the page 6oteow.img the

exekcae. The isaution to the exekcae appeam on that page. Vetenmine
how wett you have petliouled by compaAing.yout amuom to the item AoZutionh
pitovided.

1. List the phases of the life span of a project or the elements of the,
mission analysis of project management. (The phases and the elements

correspond)

2. List the four functions of a manager.

3. List the concepts or elements which you would use ta identify projects

2 when discriminating projects from non-projects on a list of descriptive
activities. Projects have:
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Exercise ASolution

Diuction4: Given Wow 44 the 4oLution exatk6e A. Yolk 4atution

4houed not deviate comideitobty itam it. 'Aitek you have checked youit

andureit, wtoceed to the next exeuide.

1. List the phAes of the life span of a project or the elements Of the

mission analysis of project management. N(The phases and the elements

faIrrespond)

ptanning icontutting

pupa/Lotion Ok imptimentation termination ok tAamition

2. Lists'ihe four functions of a manager.

ptanql.ng diucting

,
.'

cant/Lotting atgamizing

1.16

3, hist the concepts or elements which you would use to identify projects

when'discriminating projects from non-projects on a list of destriptive

activities.: Projects have:

goat onientatian (end pkaduct) coAt aitocationa

uncettainty pexpAmance 4peci6icationo

time ischeduteA

Twin the page and pueeed to the
next exeui6e.
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Lesson 1--Introduction to Project Management

Exercise B

Diieection4: The abitity to identik activitie4 that may be pAcject4

and non-puject4 id ba4ie to puject management. Tha exetatse id

conceued with tha ability.
A tat oi deacitiptive activitie4 appeam on the page liat,

towing th,a page. Wing the tat complete the que6tion4 belay. Not att

4pace2 need to be used 'in =welling the veation4.
Upon compteting youx an4wt1 4 tau to page 1.19, The 4otution

to the exeiteae appeaA6 on that page. Deteionine hcw welt you. have pen6couned

by compa/ving youit anzwexs to the 4otuaod pnovided.

1. List by number those descriptiVe activities which appear to be

appropriate to project management.

Activity Number Activity Number

2 Utilizing the solution to question 3 of Exercise A list the necessary

elements missing from those activities which you have identified as

non-projects. Identify the.non-projects by number and list the

elements.

Activity Number Elements missing
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Lesson 1--IntroductIon to Project Management

List of Descriptive Activities

1. The elementary mathematics program as identified y the K through 6

printed workbook material and textbobks.

2. A zommittee action directed to make xcletailed investigation of the

need for an electronic computer data kocessing system for the school

with the recommendation to be reported by July 1.

3. The staff effort focused on planning making arrangements for, and

conducting the second semester adult education program where plans

are to be approved by the Superintendent on or before December 1.

4. A committee to inveStigate and report by September 1, selection of a

textbook for the 9th grade science program.

5. The staff activity involved in accounting for expenses within the

various appropriation categories.

6. A group composed of administrative staff and citizens of the Advisory

Comndttee who are to develop a program and to conduct voter-orientation .

meetings for the purpose of getting an approval for a bond or operating

levy at the May primary election.

7. The group of coaches successfully conducting the inner-scholastic

athletics for the school.

8. The administrative staff assigned responsibility to develop procurement

policies and selection criteria for acquisition of buses, these policies

to be reported prior to a'specific date.

9. The foreign language education program operated by the language teacher

at the high school..
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Exercise B--Solution

Ditection4: Given betow i4 the zotution don exacae B. VOUA Aotution

Ahoutd not deviate conbidehabty itom it. Aitet you have checked youx

anowet, pxoceed to the next excetci4e.

1. List by number those descriptive activities which appear to be
appropriate to project management.

Aqivity Number Activity Number

2 6

3 8

4

2. Utilizing the solution to question 3 of Exercise A list the necessary
elements missing fram those activities which you have identified as

non-projects. Identify the non-projects by number and list the

elements.

Activity Number

1

5

7

9

1.19

Elements missing

goat, stattiotop time4, pet6otmance 4peci4cations

att mi44ing except path uncektainty

PP PP

IP PI PI

Tutn the page and ptoceed to the'
next exenci4e
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'Exercise C

1.20

I

Diuction4: Read the 6ottowing and comptete the inventong beginning on

the next page.

Recognition has been given to the possibility that the student may

have already acquired sone of the skills needed for effective management.

of projects through reading, conferences, and/or direct management expz,r-

ience. The purpose of this inventory is to secure some measure of what

you may already be able to do before starting the lessons. Should you

already possess selected skills and concepts, you may want to skip some

of the lessons.

Listed on the following pages are variow skills and tasks that a

project.manager should possess and be able to perform. For each task,

rate your own possession of the skills by using the scale provided. Be

honest since your own learning is involved. After you have completed

all items, turn to page 1.25to determine how to score your paper and make

a profile.

Rate yourself on each item by circling the number which you feel

best represents your competency at the task according to the following

interpretation of the numbers.

1 - Expert Knowledge. I am an expert at performing the task. I

am the type of person to whom other people come to for

advice.

2 - Extensive Knowledge. I can undertake to perform this task in

a project, but would need expert advice occasionally.

3 - Good Knowledge. I can make an Immediate and significant contri-

bution to the performance of this task in a project, but

would need further experience to carry the task out on my

own.

4 Some Knowledge. I have limited first-hand experience and know-

ledge to perform this task through working with other people

in a minor capacity or previous learning.

5 No or Slight Knowledge. T have no first-hand knogledge to per-
form this task and/or have only knowledge of the task's

relevance through discussions with other people.
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TASK

Project Managemppr

Recognize constraints on expenditure schedules

and rates imposed by federal, state and local

regulations.

2. Establish an expenditure plan (budget) which

is a single document that lists all cost estimates.

3. Realize that it is necessary toilave personnel

and resources on start up date.

4. Create a plan for project "gear-up."

5. Assemble aRd store those project records which

are required to be retained by contractor and

parent organization.

6. Start work-action on plan.

7. Design, set up, and initiate a project information

system for the project.

8. Determine cost for contracted services (computer,

printing/reproduction,
consultants).

9. Make use of reference

to obtain information

10. Create a plan for the

materials or consultants

on manpower/skill work rates.

implementation of a decision.

11. Break down the broad project goal into sub-goals

(missions) and breakdown the missions into sub-

missions (tasks).

12. Recognize significance of deviation from the plan.

13. Make a decision from alternatives and set criteria

for decision.

14. Determine the full time, part time, or on con-

sultant basis skill persons required.

15. Recognize deviation from the plan.

10. Establish the administrative routine, policies,

and procedure statements or handbook.

17. Translate a work breakdown structure into a logic

flow chart complete with milestones.

RATING

1.21

5 4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2 1

4 3 2 1

5 4 3 - 1

5 4 3 2 1
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Project Management Inventory
1.22

Remembek 1 . Event Knoweedge, 2 Extemive Knowledge, 3 - Good Knowledge,4 = Some Knowledge and 5 . No ot Stight Knowtedoe

18. Use the project flow chart and the project task-
event resource calendar to adjust those task-
events which are time flexible so as to fully
utilize the resources and to accomplish a somewhat
uniform rate of resource utilization.

19. Establish criteria for examining cost/benefits of
rental or purchase of equipment.

20. Determine cost of materials and supplies.

21. Estimate the resources (facilities, skills, equip-
ment, etc.) necessary for the accomplishment of
each task.

22. Investigate and determine costs associated wfth
needed equipment.

23. Specify for each pToject task the conditions under
which the performance is measured and the accepta-
bility standard for the performance.

24. Establish a set of nominal codes for the resource
items required for the project.

25. Create a work breakdown structure document, in-
cluding a chart, which contains the goal, missions,
and tasks arranged in hierarchial order.

26. Initiate and control deta collection on work
activity by reports, observations, discussion,
staff meetings and literature.

27. Release facilities and equipment to parent'organi-
zation or to other projects as directed.

28. Estimate the time required for task accomplishment.

29. Check flow chart for complete and orderly logic
by tracing an example sequence of activities
through the flow chart.

30. Determine the high and low counts (or require-
ments) for each resource item at various times
across the calendar.

31. Make up project task-event calendar using project
start date, logic flow chart, task accomplishment
times, and total project time.

5 4 3, 2 1

5 4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2 1

5 4 3 1

5 4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2 1
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Project Management Inventory

TASK

32. Obtain information on salary/wage/fee rates
for the required skilled persons and costs of
fringe benefits.

33. Designate from the flaw chart those events (start
or campletion of an activity) which are milestones.

34. Develop several alternative courses of action for
problem solution involving the trade off of per-
formance, schedule and cost.

35. Cost out fringe benefits, personnel travel ex-
pense, and other expenses.

36. Create status and action reports listing the in-..
formation, alternatives, and decision to dis-
tribute to the contracting body for information
and possible approval and to the project per-
sonnel to inform them of the changes made to better
achieve the overall goal.

37. Determine costs assoCiated with required facilities.

38. Prepare necessary and required final reports for
the project.

39. Estimate a "best" time for task accomplishment
for each task in a flow chart by applying an
effective resource application rate to required
times for these tasks.

40. Execuie the project gear-up plan.

41. Delineate responsibility for personnel.

42. Investigate and consider the local school system
for availability of personnel skills required.

43. Estimate total project (goal) time.

44. Determine the lead,time required for the acquisi-
tion of each type of resource or skill.

45. Determine the extent to which several types of
skills can be combined into a single skilled person.

1.23

IZATING

5 4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2 1

5 3 2 1

5 4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2. 1

5 4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2 1
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1.24

TASK RATING

46. Combine the task resource requirements with the
project task-event calendar using the nominal codes.

5 4 3. 2 1

47. Execute planned action of a decision or selected

alternative.

5 4 3 2 I

48. Fit project organization into existing LEA structure. 5 4 3 2 1

49; Operate within various federal, state, and local
guidelines concerning expenditures and budgets.

5 4 3 2 1

SO. Re-arrange the sequence and flow logic of the
tasks so that the work accomplishes the overall goal.

5 4 3 2 1

Sl. Create an expenditure schedule that plans for dis-

tribution of resources over the total project.

5 4 3 2 1

52. VicTk with functional organization units in arrang-
ing for disposition of project personnel by seeking
other assignments within organization.

5 4 3 2 1

53. Identify aad establish a broad project goal. 5 4 3 2 1

54. Purge project files of unnecessary materials and

items.

5 4 3 2 1

SS. Organize the staff into a control and communica-
tion hierarchy.

5 4 3 2 1

56. Cost out the salaries, wages, and fees for person-
nel resource requirements for the project.

5 4 3 2 1

57. Compare the actual performance, work schedule, and

expenditure rate to project plan.

S 4 3 2 1

58. Determine indirect costs for the project (by

either applying a percent to total personnel costs
of by specifying an amount).

3 2 1

59. Drmw a pictorial sequence (flow chart) which logic-

ally connects the tasks (activities) and events

5 4 3 2 1

(identified as a point in time when something
starts or is completed).
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Lesson.1--Introduction to Project Management

Exercise C--Summary Sheet

1.25

04:tections: TAan4 6en the scou you have citcted OA. each ittm in thue

phase categoAies. Then totat each phase categony and tAanSiet youk totat4

:4-theitext page.

Termination
Item Score
s

27

38
52
54

Total .

Planning A
Itelli Score

Planning B
Item Score

Preparation
Item Score

Control
Item Score

11 1
1 3 6

17 2 4 " 10

23 8 7 12

25 9 16 13

29 14
_

40 15

33 18
_

41 26

50 19 44 34

53 --'---- 20 48 36

59 21 55 47

Total- 22 Total 57

24
Total

. 28

30

31

32
35

37

39

42
43

45
46
49

51

56
58

Total

DiAections: Wen tnans6e4ting yowl.

totatz to the next page, teat oat th4.4

sheet. Ptace thLs rsheet in,to the speciat

envetope ptovided atong with the Lesson

Quatity Contut Fool which you witt com-

ptete tate/E.. Mait the envetope to Reseanch

Ok Bettet Schootz, Inc., Suite 1700, 1700

Matket Stneet, Phitadetphia, Pennsytvania

19103

SI)
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Lesson 1--Introduction to Project Mhnagement

Excercise C--Profile

My Profile for Project Management

rWectLon4: PtepaAe a pto6ite oi you& ptoject management 4kitta by
ttan4Sevrimg the totaa Sum .die ptevious page and compteti.ng the eat-
cutation4. Divide gout tota24 by the numbet indicated.

'Planning A

Planning B

Preparation

Control

Tenuination

Total

Total

Total

Total

Total

divided by 9 =

divided by 26=

divided by 9 =

divided by 10=

divided by 5 =

average score

average score

average score

average score

average score

,Ditecti.on4: Ptot yout avetagt 4cote on the ptoSite Sot each phase and
connect the point4. The dotted tine aeh444 the pkot5J2e indicates kegionA
coS4ttength and weakness and 4hows whete time might be spent 4:41.4tudy
and pkactZce.

My Profile

1

3
4
5

C64 '1?0
/qv

Tutit the page and p4oceed.
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Profile Interpretation

1.27

The profile line connecting your .average scores indicates regions for

strengths and weaknesses. The higher the line on the graph the better your

capability in project management.
The profile line peaking above the upper dotted line (less than 1.5)

indicates that you have a fairly good grasp of the knowl3dge and skills
needed to perform the tasks related to that particular phase of project
management. lf this occurs for you, you may wish not to study the lessons
associated with those phases and can skip them. Itc,is suggested that you

read the lesson abstracts and Outlines for lessons in those phases which.
you intend to skip.

If your profile line does not cut the upper dotted line then you
have a lower mastery of the knowledge and skills of project management
and should follow the regular sequence of lessons starting with lesson 2
and proceeding through lesson 12 in order. If your profile line falls

below the lower line (more than 4.5) then you should concentrate more
diligently on acquiring the knowledge and skills associated with the lessons
for those phases of project management.

Lesson Cocrespondence

Planning A tasks correspond to Lesson 2--Project Definition, Lesson 3--
Work flud and Lesson 4--Time Estimation.

Planning_ B tasks correspond to Lesson 5--Schedule And Resource Allocation
and Lesson 6--Costs and Budgets.

Preparation tasks correspond to Lesson 7--Project Start-Dp and Lesson 8--
Developing a Project Information System.

Control tasks correspond to Lesson 9--Problem Identification through

Management Report:, Lesson 10Problem Solving through Management
Action and Lesson 11--Division Implementation,

Termination tasks correspond to Lesson 12--Project Termination

ainection.S :

The diAection4 on the next page 6houed
a,id you in obtaining additional in6on-
mation on the concepts contained <In thia
exeitcae. %/En the page and pAoceed.

S')
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Module 2/

Lesson 1 (
Lesson 1--Introduction to Project Management

Directions and Choices Following the Practice Exercises

aze u.pon e A -ev a.1.4.on o gam. peA. wunan.ce. on exacc.6 e
and 13 you have. c.i-the.4:

A. acceptabty 4ati Aied the ob ective,6 oi .the. intitoduction to
ptoj e.et management, and 4hou2d now tau to .the po4.t-te6t
Aound on page 1.29.

An additionat exampte on the boic concept oA pujeet management
4auytd on page6 1.31 Re6e)teneel, iox addittona t. xeaciing ake

sted on page 1. 33.

not ,sati4ied the ob ecttveh . I A o , you zhoutd 4e2e.ct ono: OA.

mote o A the 6ot-towing coume6 o action;

1. 'study the. additionat exampte. on page 1.31, then n.ewoniz
exe)tthse A and B 4taitting on page 1 .15.

2. itea.d chapteitz 1,2 3 and 4 o A Educational!. Pito 'ea gan ement
by DeAmond L. Cook and then tewonk exe.keue A and 84.tvL.tJng
on page. 1.15.

1. 28

3. view the. 4tide- tape. plte/A e.n,tation; inist)uLaZonz ane on. page
1.7 . Mtn. the. pteis entaion kewon.k e A aifrd 8 4 tcati.ng
on page 1. 15.

4. kead th.e. .f.eh6on ncvuta.tLve. beginning on pege 1.8 , and then
ke1401th exeit.c.e. A and 13 4 taiaing on pagr, 1. 15.

5. ,,elgolth exeAcLse A a.ndS 4tahting on page 1.15.
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Module 2
,

Lesson 1
1.Z

.1 b

Lesson -tntroduction to Project Management

Post-Test /

Ditections: Pteahe take time to cakeiutty awN.lek the lp:ttipte choice and

tkue/Othe quehtionh given beZow. FM the muttipte chokce quehtionh pit

ake to cacee one cowtect ()A beht anhwtt (A,B,C (AV) and iel the tAue'

and iathe 'you TaTto indicate the coutect Athponhe with the-lettet T Oh F.

neahe vtite the taht tiouk dLgAt ci4 you4 Sociat Secutity numbeit 04 the .

tine betow so tharMe pageh can be identiiied in the event they be.come.

hepa&ated

1. What would be an example of'an "educational project" in a school district?

A. Established curriculum program
B. Cafeteria operation
C. Driver education summer program
D. Instructional mdterials development activity

2. While there are many definitions of management,what is perhaps the

most general one?

; A. Decision-making related to allocating resources and directing

the actions of people toward the attainment of desired ends by
/-

optimal means
B. Administration of policies and procedures established by higher

authority
C. Securing personnel and keeping cost records

D. Arranging people in patterns of relationships relative to

authority roles

3. What 1F probably the.most important management factor in the success

ful completion of a project?

A. Private funding
B. Cooperation from other school offices and departments

C. A large research staff
D. Project manager competency

4. Do any time, cost and performance trade-off's occur in the develop-

ment of the end product of a project?

A. Ycs, but only time and performance

B. Yes, all three often occur
C. No, they are only of concern in the project planning phase

D. No, they can be overlooked in solving project problems

4

I.
4

$
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What'are the fouK principz1 phases in the life span of a project?

1.29a

A. Planning, preparing, controlling and terminating

B. Planning, tontrolling, terminating and evaluating

C. Planning, management, evaluation'and termination

D. Planning, organizing, directing and controlling

6. What are generally considered as tile basic functions of management?

A. Planning, preparing, coarolling and terminaiing

B. Planning, organizing, directing and controlling

C. Cost allotation, directing, scheduliog and terminating

, D. Planning; scheduling, preparing and,controlling

7. Prolect management cah be discussed at what level in a school district?

A. Only at a school system level

B. Only at a single project level

C. Both at a school system level and a single project lever

- D. Only at a departmental level
. /

8. What phase of the project life cycle usually involve e detection

and correction.of deviations in order to ihsure successful accom-

plishment of the project gaal?

A. Planning
A. Preparation
C. Evaluation
D. Operational control r,

9. The termination phase refers to closing out the project at what point?

A. End of school year
B. The project goals are achieved

C. Project members take new positions

D. Evaluation report is completed

10. What is considered as the primary responsibility' of-a project manager?

A. Only to prepare the project report
B. To make dccisions regarding implementation of all tasks

C. To prepare a project manual
D. To accomplish project goals within time, cost and performance

specifications
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1.29b

11. What major activities ccmprise the planning phase of the project

life cycle?

A. Specifying goals and objectives, determining equipment, personnel,

materials, facilities, and information needs
B. Specifying goals and objectives, determining flow of tasks, esti-

mating time schedules, determining costs, manpawer needs and preparing

a budget
C. Doing needs assessment, writing proposal and approving the budget

D. Securing personnel, facilities, equipment and space

Indicate whethen the. 4tatement4 Lated betav aiLe tAtte OA ata.e by

miting a T on F an the tine.

12. Specifying tasks and workflow in a project is the duty of the

project staff.

13. A project has a finite life span .

14. The role of a project manager involves decisions and actions

which. make him the planner and integrator of project activ.ities.

15 The project preparation phase involvts the activities of esti-

mating time schedules, costs and manpower needs.

ITcan the page and check youitaluweA4
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t

I.

Lesson 1--Introduction to Project Management.

Directions and Choices Following Lesson Post-Test

Dinectionio The eatkect anwem to teA4on 1 pat-tebt Uoted

_down the /aght mangin.' Check you& connect At4pon4e4.

Dinection6: 16 you anmeked twelve on te64 quation4

contectly, you have not aceeptabty demonatAated (moat,

edge o6 the ba4ic eoneept6 o6 ptoject6 and ptojeet

management and Ahould 4etect one OA mote o he Ottowing

couh4e4 o6 action.

1. View the aide-tape pte4 entat4on by twining

to page 1.1 and ptoceeding. Age4 the Wm-
zentation tuAn to the La6on Quality Contnot

FOAM on page 1.34.

2. Read the Ze44on nannative beginning on page

1 8 and then twat to the Leuion Quatity

Lonttat FOAM on page 1.34.

3. Read chapten 1,2,3,4 o6 Educational P'ect
Management by Damond L. Cook andthuen n

to the 1c64on Quality Contnot row on page

1.34.

4. Study the additional exampta beginning on

page1.31 and then tau to the Luzon Quatity
Contnot Fonm on page 1.34.

5. RokoAk the te44on pa6t-terst and then tuAn to

the LaZon Quatay Contnol Fonm on page 1.34.

qatiple Choice

Dikectionis: .14 you have anisweited thLtteen ot make queztion6,con-

ta1tty, you hwe acceptabtg demonAtnated knowledge o6 the

pnoject deitnition pnocezz and Ahmed nag tunn to the

quaeity conttot 4AM on,page 1. 34 An additionat exampte

i4 6ound on page 1. 31. Retietence6 don additional /Leading

axe tiisted on page i.33.
1.00mM

1.30

1. D

2. A

D

4. B

5. A

6. B

7. C

8. D

9. B

10. D

11. B

True/False

12. F

13. T

14.

15. F
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Additional Example

1.31

Ditection4: Thi4 example ib an attempt to Ahm the ketationahip o4

the Pnojea Li6e4pan Pha4e4 and Ptoject Management MiS4i0114, the Man-

agement Function4, the putLe4 oti Pkoject Maxagem, and the Ta4h4 that

PAoject Manageu peA4oAm. Identi4icat2on o4 the t441-44 pexpAmed by

the ptoject managet iot each pfraze-tan be made by bleating the ta4k4

tihted on the Ptoject Management Inventoty. The numbem Wted emu-
pond to the item numbeA on the inventoAy.

roject 1 espan ases
and Corresponding Project
Mhnagement Missions ,

.
.

T. agement
Function
Involved

sroject . ager
Duties in each
Phase

'roject
ager Tasks
listed
Project
agement
Inventory

.

on the
Man-

ma--tem

Planning Planning a.Establishing 1 31

goals 2 32

b.Specifying tasks 8 33

and work flow 9 35

c.Time scheduling 11 37

d.Resource allocat- 14 39

ing 17 42

e.Budget develop- 18 43

ment 19 45

20 46

21 49

22 50

,_-_ 51.23
24 ' 53*

25 56

28 58

29 59

30

Preparation Organizing a.Gearing-up the 3

Planning operation 4

b.Delineating 7

responsibilities 16

for the staff 40

c.Establishing 41

policies 44

d.Developing a 48

l

Mhnagement infor-
mation system

55

88
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Project lifespan Phases
and Corresponding
Project Management
Missions

Management
Function
Involved

Project Manager -Trf-CTFEFFF-m-
Duties in each
Phase

ager Tasks
listed on the
Project Man-
agement

.--12.Y...tt2g----

Item Item
. .

.IV.

Control Controlling a.Creating a . 6

Directing reporting 10

Planning system 12

Organizing b.Evaluating and 13

reviewing proj- 15

ect activity 26

c.COntrolling 34

project 36

activity 47

d.Creating a pro- 56

.

.

Auctive project
atmosphere

e.Directing others
f.Reporting to

higher manage-
ment

Termination Directing a.Specifying tasks 5

Planning b.Controlling 27

Controlling project activity
,

38

c.Directing others 52

d.Reporting to
.

54

higher manage-
ment

.

9
.0
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Lesson 1--Introduction to Project Management

Reading References

Additional knawledge about projects and the basic concepts of

project management can be obtained by reading from the references cited

below. \.3

Archibald, R.D., and R.T. Villoria Network-Based. Management Systems.
New York: John Wiley and Sons, Inc., 1967, pages 1 Ei 2.

Baumgartner,-J.S. Pro'ect Mana ement. Homewood, Illinois: .Richard

Irwin, Inc. Introductioh and Chapter 1.

Cook, Desmond L. Educational Project Management. Columbus, Ohio:

Charles E. Merrill, 1971, Chapter 1,2, and 3.

Woodgate, H.S. Plannins by Network. London, England: Business

Publications, La., 1964, Chapter 16. c

:

tI
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Lesson Quality Control Form

1.34

Oi'lecti.ens: Home tafze time to cakeliutty arawert the Out que6ti0n4 given
betow. YOUA anmeu wiCf oovide vatuabte inpAmation OA the kevtiAion and
imoovemeut vA thid fe4Aon. Feet Ote to ultite additionat comment4 cot
.teemme1dation6 on the back o6 this 15o4m. Vault tapon4e4 witt be kept
.stqicttu coudentiae. Ptease wtite the taAt tioult digits o6 yam Sociat

monhcA on the Une baow Ao that the pages can be identitiied in
the event they become sepaitated

Ihank yca lcoL youA a4Ai4tance.

1. Indicate your overall impression of the quality of ;his lesson.

r-- Excellent 1::: Very Good F-71Good Fair
J

IPoor

2. What do you feel is the most positive aspect of this lesson?

3. What do );ou feel is the most negative aspect of this lesson?

4. What would you suggest to inprove this lesson?

9 ITtan the page and pitoce.e.d I
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Lesson 1--Introduction to Project Mlanagement

Termination Instructions

Upon camptetion oi the LeA4on (2uatity ContAot FOAM you aAe
to:

TeaA out and Atapte the page4 o6 the Le64on tuttuy Contitot Foto
Ptace the lioAm in the Apecia2 envetope pAovided atong with the Pitoject
Maiiii&ment Invert-Cony Sammy Sheet.
Mait the envetope to ReseaAch tiox Betta Schoot4, Inc., Suite 1700,
1700 MaAhaStiteet, Phitadetphia, PennAytvania 19103.

ThiA a-win on an intAoduction to ptoject maw/molt now com-

pteted. Lo6.6on 2 entUted "pxoject de4niVon 4.6 the next LeA-
Aon in the 4equence. You au advised to tocate the Le...win booktet
and /Lead the knttoductoxy pageA i6 you& pkoirite on the PAofect
Management Inventovd 40 indinateA. 16 you chomse not to Ottow the
Aegutax Aequence then deteAmine which te64on you 6houtd wock next

and tocate that tt66on'4 booktet and 'mad the intAoductoAy page6.
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Lesson 2--Project Definition

Introduction to Lesson

2.1

This lesson contains the following items. Make sure that each

item is present before starting to work through the lesson.

AA. Booklet containing the following items

Page

Introduction to lesson 2 1

Overview and objectives 2.2

Pretest 2.3

Lesson abstract and content outline 2.5

Lesson text 2.8

Exercises on project definition 2.14

Post-test 2.20

Additional examples 2.22

Reading references, . . 2.26

Lesson Quality Control Form 2.27

B. Set of Color Slides entitled "Module 2--Basic Principles and Techniques
of Project Management, Lesson 2--Project Definition.

C. Cassette Tape entitled "Module 2--Basic Principles and Techniques of
Project Mhnagement, Lesson 2--Project Definition."

EQUIPMENT NEEDED. The follawing equipment will be required for this

lesson and you are advised to arrange for their use:

cassette tape recorder
carousel slide projector /

. projection screen

TIME REQUIRED. The tape-slide presentation runs approximately-11 minutes,
the exercise takes approximately 30 minutes. About one hour is needed to

camplete the entire lesson.
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Lesson 2--Project Definition

Overview and Objectives

2.2.

OVERVIEW

In the previous lesson the general concept of project management

was intraduced, several terms were defined, and the overall sequence of

the project management toPics was explained. Terms important to-project

management are also defined in the glossary accompanying this module. .

This lesson is coneerned with defining the-tasks of a project.

Subsequent lessons expl4in how to place these tasks in proper sequence,

estimate the time and resources needed for their completion, and deter-

mine the budget items required.

OBJECTIVES

The .student in completing this lesson should be able to creite

a work breakdown chartishowing goal, missions, and tasks arranged in

hierarchical order when given a project description in narrative form.

The specific objectives of the lesson are as follows:.

1. The student sthould be able to state the broad overall goal of

a project when given a!description of a problem, a setting, and gudelines.

2. The student Should be able to create a breakdown of a given

goal statement into sOeral sub-goal (mission) Statements.

3. The student tiould be able to create a breakdown of several

mission statements int9 several sub-mission (task) statements.

'Read the dikection4 OA the ptetat on
the Wtowing page.

/ 95

1.1111111,
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2.3

Lesson 2--Project Definition

Pretest

Di/mations: Ptease take time t4 cakeiutty answet-thettipti choice
and tue/6o26e questions given betow. Fox the mattlate chaiei qaestions
you au to a/Late one colotect Oh be.t anstoet (A,B,C, ot p);, and :04 the
time and Otse youaZi to indicate tfve. covie.C2 ito4poh6e w.i.th the tette4
T F. Ci

Ptease olite the tast OM. digits o6 out Sociat Secukity numbeit on the ,

tine betow AO that the pages can be identiiied in the event theyG be-
come sepautedi

1. ' What caiigories of decisions are of chief concern in projcct
definition? .

A. Goals and objectives of the projedt
B. Procedures for conducting project
C. Relationships to other school offices and programs
D. Target audience /

2 Project definition is considered to be the most crucial istep in

what phase of the life cycle of a project?

A. Operational control
B. Planning
C. Evaluation
D. Termination

3. What types or forms of logic is used in developing the project
objectives?

A. Inductive
B. Deductive
C. Both inductive and deductive
D. Neither inductive or deductive

4. ,What is the main function or purpose of a work breakdown structure?

A. Summarize coat and schedule data
B. Define precisely the esqeatial tasks for accomplishment of the

overall project goal
C. Relate various objectives to the work schedule
D. Summarize evaluation data

4
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5. What is the lowest level of the work breakdown structure?

A. Event sub-division
B. Task or activity
C. Work. package

D. Network

2.3a.

6. Why is it important to carefully prepare the project definition?

A. It is use-1 as a basis for funding decision

B. It is the foundatioh ixgriwhAch all subsequent project effort

is built
C. It is the primary basis for staff assignments

D. It is the foundation upon which important documents are,prepared

7. The project definition process is analogus to what activity in

systems thinking?

A. Analysis
B. Management.
C. Synthesis
D.:Engineering

8 What is the chief product or output of the project definition process?

A. Work breakdown structure
B.Network diagram
C. Time-table of events
D. Personnel assignments

9. Who should be involved in the development of the project definition?

[--

Indicate whethelt the istatement4 a4ted bet= ane ttue wt. 6aae by wating

a I oft F on the tine.

A. All project staff
B. The project managonent and outside consultants

C. Only project manager
D. The project management and selected project staff

10. The concept of goal incorporates the idea of the end product

of the effort.

11. A work package is a task or set of sub-tasks whose accomplishment

will contribute to the finished produ:t identified by the

project goal.

12. A work package should be associated with two or three persons.

9 7
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13. The task or sub-task is the basic unit of the project goal.

2.3b

14. The first sub-division of the goal is often termed task.

15. The accoMplishment of all the lower level tasks results in the
attainment of the project goal(s).

Tunn the page and &Leek yowt an4wa6.

C)
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Dii.ections Following Lesson Pretest

2.4

Dinections: The connect answen4 to Lesson 2 ptete6t ate listed down

the night mangin. Check youn connect kaponses.

piteetidns.: Ikyou ansiwened tp4eve Oh Ze46 clue2ttoo4
conteetty, you have not acceptably demonstnated knowl-
'edge o6 'the pnoject pkocess and should tead
the lesson abstnaet and content outline on page4 2.5
and 2.6. Then begin the tape-AZide pte6entation by
bluing to the 4nistnuctionz on page 2.7.-

16 you an&weked thinteen ot mote que4tion4
connectlq, qou have acceptably dem.ristnated knowledge
o6 the ptoject de6inition pkocezA and should /Lead the
lesson abstnact and content outline on page 2.5. Then

iA you desine to 'skip the tape-Atide pte4entation, you
may do AO by ptoceeding diAectty to the pnactice exek-

ase on page 2.14. 16 you do desine to view the
tape-slide ptesentatLon, tuu to the inotnuetion6 on
page 2.7

Multi le Choic

A

2. B

3. C

4. B

5. C

6. B

7. A

8. A

9. D

True/False

10. T

11. T

12. F

13. T

14. F

15. T
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Lesson 2Project Definition

Lesson Abstract.and Content Outline

ABSTRACT

2.5

Project definition is the activity concernedyith describing a
project. This activity involves specifying a project boundary and
identifying these features of an educational problem area of concern
which are to be dealt with by the project. The description includes
all the statements of objectives which are intrinsic to the activity
being developed and explains the broad to specific nature of the
variousIstatements.

CONTENT OUTLINE

A. Project definition is the effort involved with describir:
a project. This description includes:

1. the general nature of a problem area,

2. the setting for the project,

3. a needs assessment,

4. an itemization of constraints, and

5. the list of objectives.

B. The second activity in defining a project is a hierarchical
ordering of the project objectives. These objectives are .

listed in order from the most general to the most specific.

1. A goal is the broadest statement about the project.

2. Mission statements are the first level set of objective
statements which together describe the overall goal.

3. Tasks are a second level set of objective statements. A
set of tasks completely describes a mission.

4. Subtasks are specific statements which subdivide a given
task.

C. The process for developing goal-mission-task hierarchy can
be of various types:

1. A deductive process of developing the hierarchy is one
where statement specification begins with the proje:t
goal statement.
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2. An inductive process of developing the hierarchy is one
where statement specification begins with a set of spe-

cific statements and builds.

3. Often in practice a combination inductive and deductive
process is used.

D. Various procedures are used in defining a project.

1. The cooperative effort of three to six peop1e is best.

2. Careful attention to the definition effort is important
as the definition is a foundation for all subsequent

project work.

3. Proper definition of the project permits a correct
delineation of necessary tasks and subsequently allows
for efficiency during project operations.

4. There is a need for precise task descriptions which
specify the exact nature of work and the level of per-
formance required for the task.

5. Project definition procedures are similar to systems
analysis techniques.

a. The boundary includes essential project elements.

b. Subsystems and camponents are identified.

c. Systems can be used for analogies.

lOj
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, Lesson 2--Project Definition .

Instructions

2. 7

7. Set up the tecotden, p4o:fectot, and 4cneen.

2. nace the cakowset 4tide tAay onto the pujectot and advance the
tkay to the aide maitized Modute 2--8d4ic Ptincipee4 and Technique4
o Ptoject Management, Le44on 2--Noject De4nition.

3. nace the ca44ette tape liot .thi4 twon into the tecdtda and tewind
to the tewind Atop.

4 Staitt the tecotden and advance the 4Ude4 with the "changk. tone."
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Introduction

Lesson 2--Project Definition

Lesson Text

2.8 .

This lesgon is the first of five lessons dealing with the project

. planning phase of the project management process. l'he project planning phase

includes the following activities: (1) defining the project in terms of its

goals and specifying the work to be done, (2) describing the flow of the wrk

or tasks, (3) estimating time, (4) allocating resources, and (5) preparing a

budget.

The activity ccncerned with the setting of goals and the specification

of the work to be done on the project is referred to as project definition.

The project definition activity is the first step in project planning and

forms the foundation upon which subsequent steps are based. The overall

success of a project is to a large extent determined by the care given to de-

fining the nature of project under consideration. Therefore, this activity

is a critical step in project planning.

'Project definition is a process of expressing in written form the project

goal or end product, the missions (major tasks) which will be undertaken.

to achieve the overall goal, and the tasks necessary to accomplish the

missions. The placing of tasks missions and goals into a hierarchy (goal-

mission-task) helps to order the work that is considered essential'for the

successful completion of the project. The product of the project definition

phase is referred to as the work breakdown structure COS).

Work Breakdown Structure (WBS)

The work breakdown structure can be developed by proceeding deductively

from the overall objective or project goal statement. This process involves

1 0:3
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writing additional objectiVesvor tasks thot are more specific or detailed and

smaller in scope. The hierarchy can also be devsioped inductively by listing

a relatively large number of specific objecives or tasks subordinate tJ the

overall project goal and then grouping relate:, objectives and tasks into

larger and larger aggregates, until the overall project goal is reached.

Another method involves using'both the ded 'ctive and inductive approaches.

This is accomplished by starting with both an everal project goal and a large

list of specific objectives or tasks and shifting between the two approaches

until the entire hierarchy is'completed.

The different levels in the hierarchy af )1.)_;oci, objectives, and tasks

represent different levels of specificity in desibing the pimiect.- The

overall project goal is at the top or first uf the hierarchy. ,The

first subdivision of this goal is into what are often termed m'issions. Each

mission at this second level in the hierarchy i'.epresents the accomplishment

of a set of interrelated and interdependent objectives or tasks. Objectives

found at the third level are usually called tasks. A task may he a segment

of worh assigbed to a single person or it may require the efforts of several

persons. If the task is too large, it can he fur ItAer sub -diided into two

or.more smaller segments called Sub-tasks. The lowest level of this hierar-

chy or goal-mision-t,isk breahdowb shouE: ir:lune the escatial tasks for

the accomplishnent of the ovetali pro.lect

sentcj Figur I.

A WBS is analogous to the tuacti,,nal l

ment ol a school ,,ystcm. 1;oi,ex.0;1ple, coira. i 1;, ,

tional chart presented in Figure 42. The scorc, of wolk,

responsibility is reduced as one move down vile chart,

of all tasks at each level prosum-)ly results in the attainment di' all won",

at the next higher level.

1 04
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Develop Test Booklet [Level 1Develop Accessory Mhterial

0

2.9a

4.0ara

Test ForMs

Write Items [Test and Revise Items

Create Answer
, Sheets

Fiure #1--Work Breakdown Structure for Developing an Achievement Test

195

Level 2

Level 3

106
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Medi61 Ivnt,

(

Superintendent

-Business Services

Delegated Authority

Personnel Dept.

1.
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Grouncls

I

IHigh;

School_

a.

2.9b

Program Operations Curriculum Dept.
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Middle Schopl

111-.. 02- iypical School Ditriyt 1:unctiona) Organization chart

Elementary School
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Project Definitiop Process

The process and procedures used in the definition of a project are simi-

lar to the techniques used in basic outlining procedures or in the analysis

procedures used in a sstems approach. System analysis is concerned with

dividing an overall system into subsystems and each,subsystem into its sub-

ordinate subsystems. This analysis or breakdown is continued until a level

of subsystem is reached which has a simple component with a relatively simple

purpose.

For example, the analogy between system analysis and project definition

can be seen by viewing a house as a shelter system with floors, walls and a

rooras its boundaries. The overall goal of a project is analogous to the

overall system. If the goal of the project is to have a warm dry place to

sleep, a good house represents sdch a system.. The missions of the project

are analogous to first-order subsystems. Jri this analogy the missions are

have heat, dry space, and sleeping area. The tasks of the project are

.ogous to second-level subsystems. Such tasks include having a furnace,

heat distribution system, temperature control, etc. The.sub-tasks of the

project are analogous to third-order subsystems. ln the analogy, the sub-_

tasks are to have a furnace with gas or oil input lines, ignition, a com-

bustion box, and safety controls. The various furnace components are anal-

ogous to these sub-tasks of the project.

As illustrated by this analogy, the project definition process consists

of analyzing or breaking down the overall project goal into smaller or more

specific'objectives and tasks. This process continues until a work breakdowm

structure has been constructed with tasks or sub-tasks appearing at the low-

est level in the hierarchy. These tasks or sub-tasks can usually be prepared

by a single person with a limited amount of resources.
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c)

The definition of a project should be accomplished through the coopera-,

tive effort of some of the important individuals who will be involved with

the project. Commitment to the goal and objectives of the project by those

persons respcnsible for major wtrk efforts will certainly enhance the likeli-

hood of positive achievement during the operation of the project. A group of

from three to six is of sufficient size to generate alternative ideas about

the goal, mission, and task statements, while not being so large a group that

ultimate consensus becomes extremely difficult to attain. The project defin-

ition, as developed by this small project planning group, can be submitted

to the entire project staff for additional comments and suggestions.

. The careful definition of the project is important because it is the

foundation upon which all subsequent project effort will be built and upon

which the project will be evaluated. In addition, the effort expended in

defining the project will be rewarded in later phases of the project by the

reduction of the likelihood of pbrforming unnecessary tasks, duplicating

activities, or performing tasks incorrectly.

Work Packaaps

Often several tasks or sub-tasks in a IN1136 ale, grouped together for the

purpose of identifying pieces of work that will serve as the basic units of

later project planning and control activities. These units, called work

packages, each represent a specific job with an identifiable output or prod-

uct that contributes to the accomplishment of the overall project goal. They

are the lowest level of work, along with schedules and costs that will be

monitored and controlled by the project director. The hierarchical combina-

tion of all work packages plus the overall management activity equals the

toAal work effort required to accomplish the project goal.
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In specifying work packages an effort should be made to insure that

they are clearly defined, represent a manageable amount of work for a few

persons or small organizational unit, can be completed in a relatively short

period of time and have definite start and completion points. It is espec-

ially important that work packages be defined so that they are meaningful to

the people who will perform the work and will facilitate the development of

specifications for the work that is to be done. A helpful technique in the

development of work specifications is to determine the inputs needed to do

the woik, analyze the processes involved in doing the work and Identify the

required outputs of the completed Work package. Work specifications should

include a statement of standards, i.e., the quality or degree of completeness

required. The work specification or set of standards can then be used-as a

measure of success, and it is often referred to as a performance criterion.

Work packages usually appear at the lowest level in a WBS. Work pack-

ages or task descriptions usually include an action verb and an object noun.

(e.g.; revise reading program, evaluaie revised readirig program, etc.).

Since many of the crucial, project activities appear at the task or sub-task

level in a work breakdown structure, it is imperative that each task be well

delineated. On the other hand, the task description should not be so exten-

sive that it produces ovkly simplified steps.

Summary

Project definition is performed by a small group of project staff persons

who will, consequently, be more likely to support the project. The staff

precisely defines the nature of the.final product and includes all activities

which are required to achieve the project goal. The goal statement, and re-

lii
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lated mission and task statements, are precisely developed, so that the goai-

mission-task hierarchy is clearly established. The tasks are delineated in

sufficient detail so that information about the work effort is clear, con-

cise, and explicit.

IRead the genekat 4ituation A04
Exekciza A and B on P. 2.14
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General Situation for Exercises A and B

2.14

The Superintendent of Metropolitan School District has made a

tentative decision to hold a workshop in conjunction with a Title III

operation for the purpose of instructing classroom teachers on how to

write behavioral objectives. He has also made certain initial decisions

wi'th regard to this workshop. The workshop will be held for

three days in a motel about 30 miles from town and personnel will

stay there at all times. A pretest and post-test will be included as

part of the workshop. Lesson materials and exercises will be made avail-

able for. participants. The teacher participants will represent each

building with a total of thirty teachers to be present. The planning

staff for the workshop.will be drawn from the Office of Research and

Evaluation.

You have been assigned as Project Manager for this effort. The

Superiniemdent has requested that you submit to him within the next

-few days a plan which will reflect the work that has to be done, the

schedule to be followed, the resources needed, and a budget covering

the direct costs of the project. He will then make his final decision

with regard to the workshop.

.1100101

1

1 Turtn the pape WT. ExeAcize A.

L
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Exercise A

2.15

Weit studying the situation de2sc,tibed on the pnevious page,
you afte to estabeish the objective hiertaAchy. Answet the questions
appeaA.i.ng betow. It is suggested that you atow appkoximateey 15
minutes Oh this exeAcise. When cempteted tunn the page.

1. Write in the space below what you feel is the major over-
all goal (mission, function, objectives, and/or purpose)
of the project.

2. Write the several major subgoals (missions, functions, and/
or purposes) which have to he accomplished in order to
achieve the goal you state above.

3. Identify those several minor tasks which have to be accom-
plished in order to achieve each of the major missions you
lisq.ed above. If deemed necessary, you mars-ubdivide some
of these tasks in order to completely-define the project
activity.
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Exercise A.--Solution'

2.16

A suggested object.t.ve hienanchy 4ok the pr,,r.ctice exetci4e i4

given betow. This hienakchy is not to be consideked the Aotution,

but tathet it an acceptabee one. Check pun wank ailainst this

Auggpted óotution. Feet 6tee to u4e some oti these objectives in

wO'L ig Exnu:se B. W(i en inahed tunn the paqe.

1. Write in the space below what you feel is the major over-

all goal .(mission, function, objectives, and/or puTpose

of the project.

An&wet: The goat oi.the project ib to conduct a aotkohop 6ot in4ttuct-

ing 4etected teachefus in the pkocedakes a6 wkiting behaviokat objective!).

2. Write the mapr subigoals Onissionsp functions, and/
or purposes) Which have to be accomplished in older to

achieve the goal you state above.

An4wet: The majok subgoatz 04 mi44ion4 oi the ptoject ate:
A. The pkojectok dikectok i4 to 4etect ot a44iat in 4etecting

the wokkshop sta4A and the pakticipants.
B. The dikectok and sta66 ake to devetop the wonkshop pkogkam.

C. The dikectok and 4tatili ake to make attangement4 tiok phoicat
need4 o6 the wotk4hop.

3. Identify those several minor tasks which have to be accom-

plished in order to achieTTeach of the major missions you

listed above. If deemed necessary, you may subdivide some

of these tasks in oxder to completely 'define the project

activity.

Answet: The sub-mi6sion4 on ta41a4 o6 the pkoject
Al. Attange dok and 4etect the intticuctiono2 and admini4tutive

sta66.
A2 Attange 6on and setect the teachen patticipants.

Bi. Oevetop instkuctionat-st4ategy in te4ms o wkiting in,stnue-

tionat objectives, wkiting content outtines, and devetoping instnuctionat

media mate4.6atz.
82. Vevetop the wokkshop pnognam schedute and have session

agenda ptinted.
83. Vevetop evatuatiOn ptan Ok the instnuctionat pnognam.
C1_4. McCze the atkangemenbs dok the wokkshop in toms o6

setecting and annanging hotet accommodations, akkanging 04 tkanspon-
tItion, akkanging On the wonkshop session space, and annanging On aud<.o-

uat equipment and 6acitities.
Vi. Conduct a Ottow-up study to get inOkmation on the

changed behavion o panticipants.
V2. Wkite the woAkAhop evatuation and Lummany kepokt.
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Exercise B

Wing the Aviltt.6 a4 the wteviouz exetcize an eztabUzhing the goat-maz,ion-tazk

hietanchy, you ake to devetap the wotte bneakdown ztAuctute by dtait'ing a gkaph,Lca.°. upte-.

zentation oA the pujo..ct degnition.- 14ze az many Zevetz az needed in otdet to zhow att

a6 the wokk that ha)s to be done in °Ace& to ateamptizh the ptoject. U Z4 zuggezted

that you atZow applLoximatefy ten minuteb. When 4ini..6.hed, tuAn the page.

.
level 0
(goal) .

level 1
(missions)

level 2
(tasks)
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Directions and Choices Following the Practice Exerclse

1

Based upon the 4e26-eva1uation o ykwt veit.aiunance on [the. exeha 6e,

A. acceptabty zatizAied the objective coS cneati.ng a if!uonk bneak-
down c.hakt aSten having been given a nannative dOcniption
coS a pkoject, and Ahoutd now tunn to the post-teSt Sound on
page 2.20.

2.19

4.

.you have eithen:

\

Additionae e.xamptez on cneating wank bne.akdown civ.v46 ane
?Sound beginniktg on page. 2.22. ReSenence6 addi,a nal
'Leading ane ted on page 2.26.

B. not 4atiz6ied the objective, and 4hou2d 4eeect. cone. on:\mone oS
the. Sol-towing c../una e4 o ac,tion.

1. IS you'L chant waz connect except 6cot the town taisk tevet,
then eLthen.:

a. Stu.dy the additional. exampteis beginning on page
2.22 and the.n itewonk exenc.ise B on page 2.17.

b. Read Chapten Five diS Educational Pnoje.ct Management
bti Demond L. Cook and- then newonk exencae. e on
page 2.17.

c.. Rewonk exenciA e. 8 on page. 2.17.

2. I6 yam. chant wa)s not connect at the uppen goat on mission
tevel is, then eLtheA:

a. View the sUde-tape pneisentation; in/stnuctiokus axe on
page 2.7. AS-ten the. ptezentation, newonk. exencize B
on page 2.17.

b. Read the tesison naAtative beginning on pacle 2.8 and
thew-tem:Ink exenci6e 8 on. page 2.17.
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Post-Test

2.20.

Vitections: Peea4e take time to cateiut.4 anhwet the muttipte choice and

ttue/iathe quehtionh given be-tow. FOA the mattipee choice que4tion,6 you

ate to cacte one comect 04 beht anhwet (A,B,C ot V) and iot the 'txue and

60.6e you ate Uindicate the coakect atoon4e with. thectettet T wt F.

Pteaoe waite the tazt oWL cUgLt6 oi yam Sociat Secutity numbet on the

tine beeow 40 tharla pageh can be identiiied in the event they become .

4epanated

1. What typcs or forms of logic is used in developing the project

objectives?

A. 4iductirie

B. Deductive
C. Both inductive and deductive
D. Neither inductive or deductive

2. What is the main function or purpose of a work breakdown structure? -

A. Summarize cost and schedule data

B. Define precisel\r the essential tasks for accomplishment of the

overall project\goal
C. Relate various Objectives to the work schedule

D. Summarize evaluation data

3 What is the lowest level of the work breakdown structure?

A. Event sub-division
B. Task or activity
C. Work packue
D. Network

r)

4 Project definition is considered to be the most crucial step.in what .

phase of the life cycle of a project?

A. Operational control
B. Planning
C. Evaluation
D. Termination

91
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5. What categories of decisions are of chief concern. in project

definition?

A. Goals and objectives.of the project
B. Procedures for Conducting project

' C. Relationships to other school offices and programs

D. Target audience

6. What is the chief prodult or output of.the project definition process?

A. Work breakdown structrqy
B. Network diagram. /

C. Timetable of events
D. Personnel assignments

7. Who should be involved in the development of the project definition?

A. All project staff
B. The project management and outside consultants

C. Only project manager
D. The project management and selected project staff

8. The project definition process is analogus to what activity in

systems thinking?

A. Analysis
B. Mhnagerent
C. Synthesis
D. Engineering

'

9. Why is it important to carefully prepare the'project definition?

A. It is used as a basis for funding decision

B. It is the foundation upon which all subsequent project effort is built

C. It is the primary basis for staff assignment's

11111D. It is the foundation upon which *portant documents are prepared.

1

whethek the istatementz Zated below ake tkue ok Obe by wtaing a

T Ok F on the tine.

The accomplishment of all the lower level tasks results in the attain-

ment of the project goal(s)

11. The first sub-division Jf the goal is often termed task.

12: The task or sub-task is the basic unit of the project goal.
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Module 2 .

Lesson 2

13. ,A, work package should be associated with two

14. A, work package is a task or set of sub-tasks
ment will contribute to the finished product
projeci,t goal.

15. The concept of goal incorporates the idea of
of the effort.

2.20b

or three persons

whose accomplish-
identified by the

the end product

IkTilir.n the page and che,ck yout amatem
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Directions and Choices Following Lesson Post-Test

2.21

1

Dinection4: The connect anzwenz to Let4on 2 po4t-te4t am, tated down

the Aight maAgin. Check yam conkea Ae4powse4.

Dinections: IS you an4weted twetve ot te44 que.4tion4
coAAectty, you have not acceptabty demomtAated
knowtedge oA the pnoject deSinitian pnaces4 and

4houtd 4etect one on.mone oS the Sottowing couh4e4
aS action.

1. VieW the 4tide-tape ptuentation by tanning

to page 2.7 and pnaceeding. 'Wet the pAe-
4enta2Lon, tunn to the Le44on Quality Con-

tnot Fa/till on page 2.27.

2. Read the tezzon nattative beginning on page

2.8 and then -tan to the Le44on Quatity

Cant/Lot Fonm on page 2.27.

3. Read Chapten Five oS Educationat Pnoject Man-

agement by Damond L.--ca-ok and thenZan to
hLe Le44on Quatity Conttat FOAM on page 2.27.

4. Study the additionat exampte4 beginning on
page 2.22 and then tuAn to the Le44on Quatity

Conttot FOAM on page 2.27.

5. RewoAk the te44on pa4t-tat -and then twin to the

Lezison Quatity Contnot FOAM on page 2.27.

WAecti,on4: IS you anzwened thitteen on mane quation4 con-
/re_cttli, you have acceptabty demon4tAated knowtedge aS the

ptoject deSinition ptoce4.6 and 4houtd now tan to the
Lez4on Qaati.ty Contnot Fonm on page 2.27. .Additionat

exampteis on cneating w'onk bneakdown chanbs ate Sound

begirning on page 2.22. Re4enenae4 Son additionat nead-

ing an() tizted on page 2.26.

MUltiple Choice

1. C Aft

2. B 1111"

3. C

4. B

5. A

6. A

7. D

8. A

9. B

True/False

10. T

11. F

12. T.

13. F 1110

14. T

15. T
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Lesson 2--Project Definition

Additional Example 1

2.22

The Metropolitan City School Board has voted to commence planning

mtion for construction of a new middle school building. You have been

designated as project manager for planning and coordinating the con-

struction of the building. This' planning includes getting teaching

staff suggestions and specifications for the new building, site selec-

tion, architectural plans, construction planning and equipment procure-

ment. The various teachers' committees, the central office staff, and

Mt. Jones of the Jones & Smith Architect firm are available AS resource

persons. You are tc establish the goal, mission, and task statements

and to arrange them into a work breakdown structure. You are to report

the preliminary project definition in chart form to the next school

board meeting.

The pr ject goal is that the Metropolitan City Middle School

building w. l be constructed in aCcordance with specifications and

ready for occupancy on the projected date.

The missions of the project include:

A. the development of educational specifications for the building.
B. the selection and development of the building site.
C. the development of the architectural and engineering plans.

- (and so on)

The tasks of the project involve:

Ad. the development and collection of the various instructional
and service department requirements for the building.

A2. the consolidation of the various requirement plans into one
set of specifications.

A3. the approval by the Schooa Board of the specifications.
Bi. . the development and Board approval of site selection proce-

dures.

(and so on)
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Lesson 2--Project Definition

00
Additional Example 2

General Situation:

The Metropolitan School District has received a request for pro-

2.24

posal from the Educational Research Laboratory which is'a department

of the Uhited States Office of Education. This request asks for a

research design concerning the effectiveness of self-instructional

materials in teaching statistics at the high school leVel. You'are to

plan the various goal, missions or tasks necessary for the research

design. The self-instructional materials and the materials for three

teacher-led classes will be supplied. You are to prepare the research

including a chart which shows the work breakdown structure of the goal-

mission-task hierarchy.

The overall goal is the development of a plan fork.= experimental

project.

The various missions include:

A. the definition of the problem statement.
B. the development of the research design.
C. the specification of the procedures for assigning subjects

to the various'groups.

- (and so on)

The tasks of the project include:

Bl. the specification of the treatments which are variable across
the groups of subjects.

B2. the development of the method which is to be used in the
analysis.

B3. the preparation of the work guide which controls the experi-
ment.

- (and so on)



Example 2 (continued)

4101

Experimental
project

Problem
statement

Error
decision

Design Subjects

Treatmentsr 1 Method of
-analysis

[lnterpreta- 1

L.

tlon

1

1-

Documentation 1

Work guide Treatment Measures

Pretests Criterion

Adapted from D. L. Cook, Program Evaluation and Review Technique, U. S. Government

Printing Office, TM:

2

1,1
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, Lesson 2--Project Definition

Reading References

Additional knowledge about defining the project apd specifying

2.26

project objectives can be obtained by reading from the.references cited

bel4w. .

Arc+ald, R. D., and R. L. Villoria. Network-Based Mana, ement S stems.

Ned York: John WHO and Sons, Inc., 1967 Chapter 2.

Baumprtner; J. S. Project Mhnagenent. Homewood, Ill.: Richard D.

Irwin, Inc., 1963, Chapter 2.

Cookt Desmond L. Educational Project Management. Columbus, Ohio:

I Charles E. Merrill, 1971, Chapter 5.

Woodg te, H. S. Planning by Network. Second Edition. 'London, England:
iness Publications, ltd., 19671 Chapter 12.

131
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Lesson Quality Control Form

2.27

IOiPtection6: Peea4e take time to calte6utty answek the Om questions given'

betow. You4 anzawus witt puvide vatuabte in600ation 604 the Aevi4i0n and

impkovement clA thi4 fe440n. Feet Vtee to wAite additZonat comments Oh .

ttecvmmendationo on the back 06 thi6 Otm. Yout kesponses mitt be kept

t'lietty conAidentiat. Ptease otite the &tat Out digit4 06 you& Social

colotity aumbeA on the tine betow 40 that the pages can be ident26ied in

the event they become sepanated .

Thank you Am rpm co4i4tance.

Indicate your overall impression of the quality of this lesson.

ql
Excellent n Very Good

.1,
Good Fair FlPoor

What do you feel is the most positive aspect of.this lesson?

3. What do you feel is the most negative aspect of this lesson?

4. What would you suggest.to improve this lesson?

ITuAn the page and pitoceedl
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Termination nstructions

2.28 .

Upon comptetion o6 the. Leoon Quatity Contnot. Eau, you ate to:
,

Tean out and 4tapte the pae o the Le44on Quatity Contut Fatm.
Naze the 6o4m in the 4pecia2 envetope pnovided.
MaLt the envetope to Re4eatch 6ot Beam. SchootA, Inc., Suite 17000'
TTOV Matket Stneet, Phitadetphia, Penn4ytvania 19103.

Th,i4 te44on on pkoject deOvition 44 now compteted. Le44on 3 entitted

Noth How" i4 the next te44on in the 4equence; you ate advi4ed to tocate
the te6son bookeet and tead the inttoductoxy pa9e4.

a
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Lesson 3

Lesson 3--Developing a Wbrk Flow

Introduction to Lesson

This lesson contains the following items.
item is present before starting to wor 'through

A. Booklet containing the following items

Make sure that each
the lesson.

Page

Introduction to lesSon 3.1

Overview and objectives 3.2

Pretest 3.4

Lesson abstract and content outline 3.6

Lesson text 3.10

Exercises on work flow delielopment 3.18

Post-Test
Additional examples

. . ..... 3:3324

Reading references 3.38

Lesson Quality Control Form 3.39

Set of Color Slides entitled Nodule 2--Basic Principles and Tech-
niques of Project Mknagement, Lesson 3--Developing a Work Flad."

C. Cassette Tape entitled "Module 2--Basic Principle§ and Techniques
of Project Mhnagement, Lesson 3--Developing a Work Flow."

EQUIPMENT NEEDED. The following equipment will be required for this
lesson and you are advised to arrange for their use:

cassette tape recorder
carousel slide projector
projection screen
coin or compass to draw circles

TIME REQUIRED. The tape-slide presentation runs approximately13
minutes, the exercises take approximately 60 minutes, and about 90 .

minutes is needed to complete the entire lesson.
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Lesson 3--. veloping'a Work Flow

Overview, and Mjectives

OVERVIEW

3 . 2

The previous lesson.presented the first step in the project plan-

ning phase--that of project definition. That step was concerned with

establishing the goal, mission, and tasks for the project. The end

product of this phase was the work breakdown structure.

This lesson is concerned with the process of developing a grmahi-

cal representation which shows the,logical sequence or order as to when

each task in the project will be accomplished in order to achieve the

overall project objective. The lesson represents the activiiies involved

in carrying out the second step of the project planning phase.

OBJECTIVES

As a consequence of completing this lesson, the student should he

able to create a proposed work flow in a graphical manner when given a

work breakdown structure for a project.

The specific objectives of the lesson are as follows:

1. The student should he able to draw a work flow

Z. The student should be' able to check and correct a given work-

flow chart for compi4eness and logical order by tracing an example of

tasks through the work flow.

3. The student should be able to rearrange the logic flow in a

given faulty work flow by using a variety of techniques for adjustment

so that the work flow accomplishes the overall goal.

4. The student should be able to designate from a given work

flow and work breakdown structure those significant points of accom-

plishment which are designated as milestones.

136
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5. The student should he able to create a complete and logical

woi-k flow chart, including milestones, given a work 1,..eakdown structure.

--Tailigete the pietut on the tialowing
page.
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Lesson 3--Developing a Work Flow

Pretest

3.4

Vitection4: Ptea4e take time to caneiutly anAwen the matt-pee choice
and tnue/Satise que4tion4 given below. Fat the mmttipte choice qm4tion4
you ane to cincte one connect on beat anmen (4,8,C o4 V), and Sot the
tue and 6dt4e youane f4 indicatelthe cattect te4pon6e with the tettek
T on F.

nease wnite the ta.st Out cUgUi o yowl. SodAt Secultity numbet on the
tine betow AO thathe page4 can be tdentiged in the evemt they become
4epaxated

1. What is the major function or purpose of the project work flaw?

A. To present a visual display of the sequential arrangement of the
various tasks determined in the project definition

B. To aid in highlighting major gains in the project
C. To display the various events in the project operation
D. To display the various tasks and events in the project prepara-

tion phase # .

2. Activity diagrams are especially useful when the project involves:

A. Mhny- different personnel working onproject activities
B. Relatively few activities
C. Many activities

D. Little considqration among individuals and departments within
the school diftrict

3. What criteria is usually used for defining an event?

A. Have a schedule data
B. Focus upon tasks
C. Represent a clearly difinable point of occurrence
D. Enables the planner to associate responsibilities and activities

4. What type or caiegory of work flow focuses upon the start and finish
of the tasks?

A. Activity-oriented diagram
B. Bvent-oriented diagram
C. Bar diagram
D. Gantt chart
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3.4a

5. In an "activity-oriented" work flow, where is the majorfocus placed?

A. Only on the start of the tasks

B. Tasks or activitieswhich have to be accomplished

C. Only on the finish or completion of tasks

D. On both the start and finish of tasks

6. The project uork flow clearly represents what characteristics of

project tasks? .

A. Only 6equence
B. Only sequence and constraints

C. Only sevence and interdependencies

D. Sequence, constraints and interdependencies

7. To what subsequent steps does the work flow diagram,provide a

basis in the project planning process?

A. Time estimating, scheduling and costing

B. Reporting and transferring personnel, records.and equipment

C. Determining personnel, equipment and materials

D. Analyzing problems and implementing decisions

8. Why is the development of work flow important to a project?

A. Helps to formulate the plan for the project effort

B. Aids in highlighting major project problems

C. Serves as a project operations guide for the superintendent and

his assistants
D. Represents points of divergence in the project plan

9. What is the chief function of milestone event?

A. Signals a major accomplishment or completion point in the project

B. Provides the basis for resource estimation

C. Serves as a guide for personnel recruitment

D. Represents the completion of the project

Indicate whetha the 4tatement6 ti6ted beeow ate time o't liatise by wating

a T ot F on the tine.

10. The work flow diagram serves as a communication medium be-

11.

12.

tween project personnel.

An event specifies only the start of an activity

Activities or tasks consume both time and resources.

139
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3 .4b

13. In the develoPment of event-oriented networks or flow diagrams
arrows are used to represent activities.

14. In flow diagrams triangles are used to represent

15. The developnent of a network can be acconplished
with the last task and working toward the first

4.

fr

tasks.

by starting
task.

4,

Tukn the page and check youk anwem.
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Directions Following Lesson Pretest

3.5

Dinections: The comect answeitA t4 Lesson 3 pnetest ane Usted down
the Aight maAgin. Check yam. connect tesponses. In sconing.youn answen,
4 6 any pant oi you& teAponSe L6 incoAtect, the whote item 46 inconnect

at aUX a04 es 0 evatuatin aelit en oAmakce.

DiAection6: 14 you anoweked twetve ok tes4 qut4tion6
cottectty, you have not.acceptabty demonstnated
knowtedge ofi the ptocess o devetoping a monk 4ow
and 4houtd 'Lead the tesson absttact and content
outtine beginnag on page 3.6. Then begin the
content pAe4entation by tuAning to the.InAttuc-
tion4 on page 3.9.

'a
Dinections: 16 you anstomed th,tAteen on mote questions

conztetty, you have acceptabty demonztAated knowt-

edge oK the wotk 4tow devetopment ptocas and
zhoutd /Lead the tesson allot/tact and content out-'

tine on page 3.6. Then you desine to skip the
content pAuentation, you may do 40 by pAoceeding
diAectty to the ptactice exeteise on page
16 you do dete to view the content ptesentation
tunn to the Instnuction4 on page 3.9.

Mkatiple Choice

1. A

2. C

3. C

4. B

5. B

6. D

7. A

8. A

9. A

True/False

10. T

11. F

12. T

13. T

14. F

F
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Lesson Abstract and Content Outline

3 . 6

ABSTRACT

The concept of work flow is defined and its relationship to the

overall project planning phase established. Basic principles of con-

struction and commonly used symbols are presented. Emphasis is given

to the use of event-oriented and activity-oriented network diagrams or
4

charts as a means of, showing the sequence and logical order hi which

project tasks identified in the work breakdown siructure or project

definition step must be accomplished. Thesimportance of the graphical

representation as a logical tool, a communication device,.and a means

of project control are cited.

CONTENT CUTLINE

A. Wiork flaw is the logical arrangement of the various tasks of the
project definition.

1. The development of the work flow is important because it:

a. shows the logic of the planner,
b. forces tha formulation of a plan,
c. serves as a communication link among staff, and
d. serves as a deVice for noting project process.

2. A work flow diagram is the visu'al organization and sequence
logic of the project tasks. Two basic types of diagrams or
charts are used in exhibiting work flaws:

a. event-oriented, where the start and completion of each task
is emphasized. PERT makes use of the event-oriented work
flow diagrams.

b. activity-oriented, where the emphasis is placed upon the
work taking place during the tasks, upon the products which
are inputs to and outputs from the tasks, and their sequen-
tial flow.

B. A variety of principles and procedures for creating work flow dia-
grams have been developed.

1 4
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1. Various symbols arc used to represent operationsband processes:

a. a circle for events, a box for activities;

b. a solid arrow for activity (event-type) or for innut/output

flow (activity-tyne);
c. a dotted arrow for a dummy activity which does not use time

or resources;
d. a diamond for a yes/no decision point; and

e. backflowing arrow for feedback.

2. Dependency among and between events or activities can occur in
series, in parallel, in a burst from one to many, or in a merge
of many to one.

3. A selection of styles exists for presenting task sequence in a
work flow:

a. event circles with activity arraws,
b. arrow activity sequence, .

c. box activity Aequence,
d. box activity with flow arrows, decisions points, and feed-

. back (called a flow process chart),
e. box activity with start/stop times (ends of the box), task

levels., and flaw arrows (called a Gantt or bar chart).

C. The logic of developing a work flow is of the antecedent-consequent
type but where tasks are linked by a time sequence.

. 1. Examples of this type of logic are:

a. a chemical mix of two elements,
b. a psychomotor reflex from a stimulus,
c. a toy or model with parts to be assembled in o*der.

2. The process of arranging the tasks in a work flaw initially can
be performed by using any one of three approaches:

a. starting with the first task and working toward the'end task,

b. starting with the end task and working toward the kart
c. starting with a middle task and working toward both the start

and end tasks.

3. Faulty work flow diagrams do not accomplish the end product and/or

leave out fundamental logic steps or sequences.

4. Correction of a faulty work flow is accomplished by revising or
adding the necessary steps or sequences.

D. Milestone events, such as reports or conferences, are especially
important start or completions points for tasks in the project. These
milestones should be specially tagged or identified in the work flow.

113
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E. A, wide variety of techniques and procedures have been developed
to assist the graphical representation of project work flow.
Some of the more common techniques are as follows:

.1. Gantt or bar chart,

2. Flow process charts,

3. Line of balance diagram,

4. Network diagraM,

5. Mdlestone chart,

6. 6itical path analysis.

The choice of a particular technique is left to the individual
project in terms of its needs and situation. There is no one
technique which can be apnlied to all project situations.

114
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Instructions

31,9

Set up the A.e.condeA., pnoje.cton, and 4cAe.e.n.

Ptac.e. 'the catOuzet aide tAay onto the pkojectot and advance to the

poition makked Modute 2--8a4ic Pnincipte4 and Techniquea o6 Puject

Management, Leszon 3--Devetvping a WoAk. How.

Ptace the cauette tape OA th.L4 te440n into the necondet and 'wind

to the tewind Atop.

Stant the AecoAdet and advance the Atidez with the "change tone."

^

t1'
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Lesson 3--Developing a Work Flow

Lesson Text

Introduction

Once the project has been defined, that is, the end product specified

and the set of tasks determined and arranged into a work breakdown structure,

the project planner is ready to develop the work flow.'

The work flow is a visual display, or "roadmap", of a proposed order of

task accomplishment from ihe start of the project to its completion. It is

important to the project in that it shows visually the logical border of the

project activities, serves as a communication meditnn among project personnel,

provides a basis for marking the progress of/6e project, and aids in high-

lighting major areas of risk or uncertainty.ii

Work flow diagrams are often constructed either as an event-oriented

diagram, where the major focus is upon the start and finish of the project

tasks, or as an.activity-oriented diagram where the major focus islupon the

tasks, activities or-work that must be accomplished. These two.basic styles

of diagram construction and their advantages are discussed in the sections

which follow.

Event-Oriented Diagrams

An event specifies the start or stop of a task. It is a point in time,

and does not consume resources. It is usually represented by a circle. The

description of an event must meet the following criteria: specify a clearly

definable point of occurrence in time, convey uniformity of understanding, and

be capable of verification. The start statement for a task is placed in a

circle and the stop statement is placed in another circle. These eventS are

called the start event and the completion event. The task or activity is



'7f .

1 !616.4

Event Numbers

1

2

Event Descriptions

Start Instructional Objeictiveyriting and Start Instructional Content Witing

Complete Instructional Objectives

3 Complete Instructional Content

4 Complete Test Plan and Start Selection of Item Writer

5 Complete Selection of Item Writer

Figure #1--Partial Event Oriented Diagram with Event Descriptions

1 A Q
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represented as an arrow which connects the start and completion events.

Since the start of a subsequent activity is often coincidental with the com-

pletian of a previous activity, one circle can represent both the completion

of one task and the start of the next sequential task. Examples of start and

completion events are shown in Figure #1.

The event-oriented diagram allows management effort to be concentrated

on the accomplishment of each of the various tasks, so that the interrelated-

ness of the tasks can be coordinatea. Such diagrams are especially important

for projects with either a great number of tasks or a high degreeof interre-

latedness among the tasks.

Another important concept is the designation of miletajne events. A

milestone event is an event whose completion signals a major, accomplishment
-

for the project and without which the project could not be completed. Mile-
!

stones often represent a gathering point for several actiirities, a point of

divergence for several activities, an interim project conference report, or

a point within the project about which there exists considerable risk and

uncertainty. The project manager identifies those events which are to serve

as milestones. Tnese milestones serve as a flag to signal major progress in

the course of the project.

The symbols most commonly used in the development of event-oriented net-

works are circles which represent events, triangles which represent milestone

events, arrows which represent activities, dotted arrows which represent log-

ical or planned constraints which do not consume time or resources (sometimes

referred to as dummy activities). Events are connected by arrws which

either represeni a time- and resource-consuming activity or merely a con-

straint upon the start or completion of an event. An example of an event-

oriented diagram is presented in Figure #1.

1 49
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Activity-Oriented Diakrams

The activity-oriented diagr allows management effort to be concentrated

on the state of action within a giliOn task. Activity diagrams are especially

useful when the project involvei relatively few tasks or when the interre-

latedness of the tasks is minimal. \

;.

e

t 3.13

\

An activity represents a project trk %)r work package and, consequently,

represents the consumption of time and r\sources.- The description of an ac-

tivity must meet the following criteria: Ilhe description must specify

either physical or rental work, be of sufficient detail so that the planner

\

' is able to associate required time and resou*ceS with the activity, enable

the planner to determine responsibility for ihe activity, convey a uniformity
'\

ofiunderstanding, and permit the activity to b'e observed and measured.

In an activity-oriented diagram a box ofterepresents an activity and

%1

an arrow indicates the flow of information betwe two sequential activities.

The input to an activity is the output of the prev.ous activity. Simplis-

tically, this is the conpept of input-process-outpUt often explained in books

on systems. An example of an activity-oriented diagram is presented in

Figure #2.

Constructing the Work Flow Diagram

The logic used in developing the sequence of tasks in a work flow diagram

implies a cause and effect relationship, where each task is related to other

tasks over time. The process.of ordering tasks is best accomiilished by

asking oneself questions about the logical connections between all pairs of

events, tasks, or activities. The purpose of this effort is to clearly rep-

resent the sequence, constraints, and interdependencies of ail project tasks.

. ::
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IAbK C

Activity/Task Letter Activity/Task Description

A Wtite Instructional Objectives

Write Instructional Content

.Select Item Witets

Figure #2--Sample Portion of an Activity..Oriented Diagram with Activity/Task Descriptions
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An example of dependency is the building of some plastic model airplanes

where certain-parts must.be assembled before other parts. That is, specific

sequential assembly steps must be followed to ensureethat the interior parts

axe attached to the wing or fuselage halves prior to the assembly of the

fuselage and wings into the whole airplane. In the work flow, the tasks

identified in the work breakdawn structure are placed in a sequential order

that is based upon logical or desired relationships. Thus, the input to

each task is,seen as the output of one ormore previous tasks. Also, tasks

may be performed in parallel or concurrently (that is, at the same time).

The development of the work flow can be accomplished by starting with the

first task and working toward the last task, starting with the end task and

working the antecedent-consequent task relationships backwards to the start-

ing task, or by selecting some "middle" task and expressing task relationships

in both directions until the start and end tasks are reached.

Faulty work flow diagrams can result in misdirected project effort and

wasted resources. Attention to the "correctness't of the work flow diagram

while planning a project can result in a more efrective and efficient project

effort. Faulty work flow diagrams are those which do not show .clearly the

route to the accomplishment of the stated end product, lack a single termina-

tion or end event, lack decision points, have activities where an antecedent

activity was not performed, or have closed loops that direct the work effort

in a never ending cycle. Corrections of faulty work flow diagrams are

accomplished by adding tasks to the flow, removing tasks, adding decision

points, branches or feedback to the flow, or by removing decision branches

or feedback.
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TASK A

TASK B
s.

TASK C

3.16

1 2 3

WEEKS

4

Figure #3--Sample Portion of a Project Gantt Chart

5 6

Z?-
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The work flaw diagram is a visual representation of the:various tasks or"

activities which comprise the project. The diagram shows the logical arrange-

ment and the interrelatedness of the various tasks. Two basic types of work

flow diagrams are often employed. An event-oriented diagram is used when task

accomplishment is the project managerrs primary concern. An.activity-oriente

1

diagram is used when the activities are the pr: goy focus of the project

manaker.

Various charts or diagrams have been developed to allow managers .po

visually represent the .proj eCt. effort, The %names ot some specific-kinds are

the "Gantt chart" and "networks". Examples of the latter are the "milestone

chart", "critical path diagram" and "network diagram". An example of a Gnatt

chart is presented in Figure #3. The event-oriented diagram in Figure #1 is

an example of what would be labeled a "network diagram".

Regardless of the type used, the project work flow diagram serves as

the basis for the subsequent project planning steps of time estimating, sched-

uling, and costing.

153
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Exercise A

Ditecaon4: Study eanetiutty the situatian deaciabed betow and
carmy out the actiyitie4 a4 noted. .....1-,.....

s)

3.18

The Metropolitan School District is planning to conduct an inservice
training workshop retreat. You are designated as project director.
Indicate for the tasks below what you believe is the order in which
they might be accomplished. Use "1" for the first task in the se-
quence, "2" for second,and so on.

1. Perform a follo14-up,study of the workshop participants 1.

to get information on change of attitude.

2. Make teachilig staff assignments to write and deliver 2;

the presentations at the program.

3. Survey the entire school district staff for possible 3.

teacher instructors for the program.

4. Write objectives and scrIpt for each program'presentation. 4.

5. Conduct analysis of completed pre/post tests and pre-
sentation evaluation forms.

6. Design and .produce the instructional media materials 6.

for each presentation.

7. Develop pre/post test and evaluation forms (a section 7.

of which asks about media effectiveness).

8. Conduct a meeting between teacher inStructors and a 8.

-media. specialist.

Tunn the page.--]
when you have
4nizhed.

I

,
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ExerciSe-A--Solution

A
3.19

.DixectiOns: Given betow -a a siAggesttd possibte okdek 6ok the-
tasks. Check youk tesponses against the given key. IA you did

,nat have att 66 them coititect, do not be distuAbed since vakious
peAsons can 4 ee the tasks ok activitits bang done in stightty

dekent okdetts;

16 you lime the need OA additionat insttuction on this point,

you can 4eview-Ae ideas contained in the tesson 04 check one

the options Listed on Page 3. . Wen youA teview, move on to
Eimise B on the next page. IA.you do notteView, go tight on
to the next page.

I. Perform a follow-up study of the workshop participants 1. 8,

to get information on change of attitude.

2. Make teaching staff assignments to write and deliver 2. 2

the presentations at the program.

3. Survey the entire school district staff for possible 3. 1

teacher instructors for the program.

4. Write objectives and script for each program presentation. 4. 3

5. Conduct analysis of completed pte/post tests and pre- 5. 7

sentation evaluation forms.

6. Design and produce the inStructional media materials 6.. 5

for each presentation.

7. Develop pre/post test and evaluation forms (a section 7. 6

of which a'sks about media effectiveness).

8. Conduct a meeting between teacher instructors and a 8. 4

media specialist.
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Exercise B

Pitection4: The te6,6on indicated that thete wete 4eveltatway4 that the won* 4tow coRtd be gtaphicaty

tepte6ented. The putpo4e ofq th,i6 exekcae'is to inttodude you to com o the Aymboa and ptocedutea

that ate oliten gmptoyed. F04 each oti the thtee tazia given betow, comptete the wotkaheet to Ashow how

they woutd appeat in an actuat woAk gow.

Task

Shaw as a.

Start event

Show as an
End Event

ghaw.as an
.Activity
ATTOW

Shour as an

Activity
Box 4:

Show as an Activity
Box with Start and
End Points,

....._.

1. Arrange for motel
accomodations by
name for the par-
ticipating teachers
and workshop staff.

2. Write objectives
for program
presentations.

s

.

3. Design and pro-
duce the instruc-
tional media
materials for the
program.

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

,
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

151.

comptet4ing the exekci6e, tutn the page to check yout an4W-eq !-44

tsJ
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Exercise B--Solution

N./tea-am: Age& compaAbig you& antuveAm to the 4olution, make cattectiono on youn. anzawo

az necezzaity. Then pnoceed to Exekeihe C on the next page.

f.

Activity Basic
Description

Shaw as a
Start event

Shaw.as an
End Event

Show as an
Activity
°Arrow

Sfiaw as an

Activity
Box

Show as an Activity
Box yith Start and
End Points

ITArrange for motel
accommodations by
name for the par
ticipating teachers
and workshop staff.

7 Start . .lete
Make Motel

Accommodations.1
.....--+

C.

Make Motel
Accommo-
dations

,j,

,S

Make Motel
AccoMmodationsf Motel

Accommo-
dations

cte
Accommo-
dation -

2. Write objectives
for program
presentations.

Start omplete

,

WriteProgram
Objectives

S C

.4 Progr.
jectives

. .)
Program'
Objecv

Proftam
Objec-

Write Programi
Objectives

-

3. Design and pro-
auce the instruc-
tional Media
materials for the

progrw.

StArt liplet-

,
.

S C

4
Design In-

structiOnal
Materials

4
Instruc-
tional

Material
s .J.

Design Inst-

ructional
Materials
..--.---)

Instruc-
tional

Material
1-siu.

Design Insf7777
tional Materials

.. .

.1
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Exercise C

Dinection4: Given betow i6 a phoject dainitton (Wank blieakdown
AtAuctute) 6cor.. the ttaiang ketuat noted in-Exelici4e A. VOuh taAk

i4 to Aini4h the incomptete woltk gow using the netwo4k appoach.
Fon. convemtence, wAite the aci.i.vity de6ch2pti.on4 on the aviox tined

04 iten4tnated dot tht iA6.t pbAtion 06 the netwoik. When 6ini4hed,
twin the page and check pun, wo4k.

,

A. Project Dekinition

Training]
Retreat

3.22

Workshop Personnel Space Workshop

Program Determination 4rrangements. Report

Instructional
Program

Pre/Post
Tests

Instructional
Evaluation

Presentation
Evaluations

B. Work Flow (to be completed)

Design and Produce Media

T
Instructors
Assignment

Develop Pre/Post Tests

7Develop Presentation Evaluations

162

Participants
Selection

Attitude
Follow-up
Study

TDnalyze

Evaluation
ata

Conduct Workshop



Lesson 3--DeVeloping a Work Flow

Exercise C--Solution

Dikeetion4: Given betow one po4Aibte woAl.gow. Y0UA4 4houtd took Aomewhat Like thiA but doe4

not have to be identica. Study the 4uage4ted mwde gow, then ptoceed f4 Exaciae V on the next

page.

f Design and Produce Media

Start Develop Pre/Post Tests

Develop Presentation Evaluations

Collect Write

Conduct Evaluation Analyze Workshop,

Wotksho Forms NEva ons o t
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Exercise D

3.24

OitectionA: Given betaw 4.A a List of ta4h49 04 aCtivitie4 which ate
nece64aty in atdet to conduct an in6avice tetteat being ptanned by

the Metupotitan High Schoot ViLttict. You ate designated as the ptoject

manag,a. Con6tAuct both an event- and an activity-otiented wotk gow.
diagtam which wiit teptesent the genekat 4equence in which the task
showed be done. The tasks ate some of those which have been identified
in the ptoject definition Moat. Undettined wotdA zhoutd be used in yout

diagtam6 az abbteviated desctiptionA ot tittes iot event4 and activitie4.

Task 1. arrange for hotel accommodations by name for the participating

teachers and'W5iFshop staff.

Task '2. develop the pre and post tests and evaluation forms for the
instruction 'presentations.

Task 3. make teaching staff assignments to write and deliver presenta-

tionS the instructional program.

Task 4. Aesip pnd produce the instructional media materials for the

program.

Task 5. plan the workshop presentation program in general terms.

Task 6. select the teachers from the school district who will be the
FaT-Inipants.

Task 7. arrange for the retreat locat:or, obtain a hotel conference

room.

Task 8. survey the entire school district staff for possible partici-

pants.

Task 9. write objectives and script for each program presentation.

Task 10. conduct the workshop.

TuAil the pagc Koh wvtizzheet's to be

116ed Exekci6e D.
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Exercise D--Worksheet 1

L.

Dirtectiom: We thi4 uoAkzheet to eorotAuct youit activity-otiented netwo4k. Wtite a btie6

dautiption o6 each tufe opt the akkow tia. When you have 4itahed, tuu to the next page

and compake yout °hawing to the zuggezted zotution. i

t
1 7
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Exercise DWorkshept.1--Solution

PCheck youn dtawing againzt the one ptovided betow. 16 youm i4 not exa
one ptezented, do not wotty.Az tong az you ate in the ball path., yout anwelt. i4 accepta
numbem have been supptied to hap you mote eazity identqy the zevetat activitiez.

Le. .Taziz
Zkke the

make'teaching
assignments write objectives develop tests

ass'

(task 3)

Start
task 7) (task 1)

LEGEND

= Milestone event

Activity or task

conduct
workshop

task 10)

IWet checking youn alomt, ptoceed to the 1

next page and comptete woAkzheet 2.



Lesson 3--Developing a WOrk Flaw

Exercise D--Worksheet 2

Dikection4: Uze this wonfisheet to con4tAuct pun event-otiented wonk gow. Atitex

you have &Lawn the wonte vow, compake youk dkawing to the suggested sotution on the

next.page.
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Exercise D--Worksheet 2--Solution

DiAections: Check you& goo Matt main4t the one pkovided below. I yoult4 gi4 not exactty &he

the.one pkeoented, do not be overtly concenned. IA you have the event6'identiged pkopenty ao

Ahown, you aim all tight. You& Aequence might not be the Aame, but t.ki.6 oiten OCCUA4 when

peuon4 devetop woAk gams pAoject4.

.1

, teachinprogram
i assign-:plans

ments\co let, (task 3) \
c mplete./

'pre/post ,

:tests !

amplete/

task 9)
ta's

Start

171

d_>

(task 7)

staff
survey

complete

(task 1)

.par- \

ticipant
selectio
complete

(tas1(

Wet you have checked
(feta anzweA, pkoceed to
the next page and complete
Exekcise E.

\V

start
work-
shop

LEGEND

(task 10)

= Milestone event

end ,

:work- i

shop I

--), = Activity

- -)= Constraint (Dumnry
activity) 172
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Exercise E

Ditection6: Given below i4 a wotk gow devetoped az a kezponze tiot Exacize D by a pekzon tike

youithse2 6 teakning about ptoject management. Sevekat etkokz exiAt in the dnawing. Find az many

az you can. Then ti4t them in the Apace pkovided at the bottom ot5 the page. Vou do not need

to tednaw the wotte gow.

partici-
pant
survey

3

17

retreat
location
complete

4

media
materials
complete

8

work-
shop

complete
9

List errors here:

A6tek tizting euom, go on to :the next

page.
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Exercise E--Solution

Dikecaon4: )Compate yowt tat'utith tho4e ettou noted beeow.

3. 30

The number of errors or mistakes.detected will be a function of

your sophistication with network techniques. As a minimum, you should

have listed at least three of the following six errors.

1. The network is not drawn to completion. No definite end

point tying all tasks together is presented.

2. The network or work flow is open or left hanging at events

5, 2, and 9.

3. An'unnecessary arrow line exists between event 3 and 4. o.

constraint exists between these two events.

4. A loop exists involving events.3, 5, and 4. That is, movement

is around in a circle in this part of the work flad.

5. Real task arrows or dummy constraint lines or arrows connecting

event 2 and 5 to the start of the workshop are not present.

6. Milestone events are not identified by appropriate symbols.

You may have noted others but the above are errors which can be

easily noted in the faulty work flow.

WeJt checking yout anmet, tunn the
page'.

1
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Directions and Choices Following the Practice Exercises

3.31

Based upon a setS-evatuation oS youk.pelLSokmance on the sevetat

exetc44e4 in this tesson, you have

A. eithen acceptabty 4atisAied the objective oS devetaping a wank

gout tiot a ptoject and shamed now tutn to the past-test Sound

on page 3.32.

Additionat examptes on devetoping a wotk gow ake Sound on

page's 3.34 to 3.37. ReAetence4 Sok additionat iteadi.ng ate

tisted on page 3.38.

B. ok not satisSied the objective; and should set Ct one ok moke

oS the Sottowing coutses.oS action.

1. IS yam. won* ow diagnam wene genekatty connect except

Sok smatt detail's oS constkuction, then:

a. Study the additionat examptes beginning on page 3.34

and then kewokk exetcises C and D on pages 3.22 and

3.24.

b. Read Chaptet\Six oi Educationat Pkoject Manapment
by Desmond L'Cook and then tewotk exetcise V on

page 3.24.

c. Rewokk exetcise D on page 3.24.

Ig youk wokk Stows weke not cottect even at a genetat

ovekatt tevei, then eithet:
4

a. View the stide-tape pkesentation again; instkuctions

-ake on-page 3.9. Aget the pkesentation, kewokk
exencises A, C, and D on_ page4 3.18, 3:22, and 3.24.

b. Read the te,s4on nattative beginning on page 3.1p,

and then kewokk exetcises C and D on pagez 3.22 and

3.24. .
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Post-Test

. 3.32

R.

Dine,ItiOnat Ptea4e take' time tt, cakeiutty answek themuttipte choice ue4t4on4

given betmg. F04 the matige choice questions you ake to elute one okkect

ok best answek (A,B,C ok V) and ion the time and liase you ake to rcate
the connect nespon4e with the tetten T on F.

Ptease wkite the tast Out digits oi pun Sociat Secukity numbek on the

tine betaw zo tharlIe pages can be identilSied in the event they be-

come 4epanated

1. What is the chief functianl)f milestone event?

A. Signals a major accomplishment or completion point in the project

B. Provides the basis for resource estimation

C. Serves as a guide for personnel recruitment .

D. %presents the completion of the project

2. Why is the development of work flow important to a project?

A. Helps to formulate the plan for the project effort

B. Aids in highlighting major project problems

C. Serves as a project operations guide for the superintendent and

his assistants
D. Represents points of divergence ia the project plan

3. To what subsequent steps does the work flow diagram provide a basis

in the project planning process?

A. Time estimating, scheduling and costing

B. Reporting and transferring personnel, records and equipment

C. Determining personnel, equipment and materials

D. Analyzing problems and implementing decisions

4. In an "activity-oriented" work flaw, where is the major focus placed?

A. Only on the start of the tasks
B. Tasks or activities which have to be.accomplished

C. Only on the finish or completion of tasks

D. On both the start and finish of tasks



Indicate whethek the Atatements ti4ted beem afte tkue olt liat4e by taiting a

T cot F on the line.

,
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5. The project work flow clearly represents what characteristics of Fmo-

ject tasks?

A. Only. sequence
B. Only sequence and constraints

C. Only sequence and interdependencies

D. Sequence, canstraints and. interdependencies

6. What type or category of work flaw focuses upon the start and finish

of the tasks?

A. Activity-oriented diagram

B. Event-oriented diagram
C. Bar diagram
D. Gantt chart

What criteria is usually used for defining an event?

A. Have a schedule data
B. Focus upon tasks
C. Represent a clearly definable point of occurrence

D. Enables the planner to associate responsibilities and activities

8. Activity diagrams are especially useful when the project involves:

A. Many different personnel working an project activities

B. Relatively few activities

C. Many activities
D. Little consideration among individuals and departments within the

school district

9. What is the major function or purpose of the project work flow?

A. To present a visual display of the sequential arrangement of the

various tasks determined in the project definition

B. To aid in highlighting major gains in the project

C. To display the various events in the project operation

D. To display the various tasks and events in the project preparation

phase

10.

11.

ilI
An event specifies only the start of an activity.

The work flow diagram serves as a communication medium betereen

project personnel.

1 76
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12. In the development of event-oriented networks or flow diagrams

arrous are used to represent activities.

13. Activities or tasks consume both time and resources.

14. The development of a network can be accomplished by starting

-----With the last task and working toward the first task.

15. In flow diagrams triangles are used to represent tasks.

rTurix the page and check yowl. an4weA4.

__
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Lesson 3--Developing a Work Flow

'Directions and Choices Following Lesson Post-Test

1

[-DiAection.,6: The coititect anzweius to Le44on 3 pozt-teist axe liAted down. I

the /tight mangin. Chec.k yawt cofrutect im6pon466.
1

4

ViiLection6: 16 you answeked twetve on. te.64 que4tion4
cot/tatty-, you have not demon4tAated acceptabte knowl-

edge o6 the wokk 61ow pkocess and shoutd setect one

o& mote o6 the iollowirg coukses oti action.

1. View the aide-tape pkesentation by tatning

to page 3.9 and pkoceeding.. Wen the late-
zentation, tutn to the Lesson Quatity Con-
tkOt FOAM on page 3.39.

2. Read the teis4on nakkative beginning on

page 3.10.and then tukn to thesLessonl'
Ouaeity Contkat FOAM on page 3.39.

A

3. Rg.ad Chaptek Six oA Educationat Pkaject

Management by Debmand 1. Cook; and then tukn

to ihe Leh4on Quality Conttot Fokm on page

3.39.

4. Study the Pdditionat examptes beginning on
paga 3.34 and then tukn to the Lesson
Ouatity Cantkot Fokm on page 3.39.

5. Rewokiz the tesson past-test Aound on page
3.32 and then tunn to the Lesson Quatity

Contkot FOAM on page 3.39.

IA you anzweked thitteen ok moAa questions cokkectty,

you have acceptabty demomtkated knowtedge o6 wokk
Atow development and 4hoad now tukn to the Lez4on

Quatity Conttoi). FOAM on page 3.39. Additionat

examptu on ckea,Ung pnoject woAk gow4 ake Aound

on page 3.34. Re6e4ence6 6oA additiorl 'Leading

ate ti6ted on page 3.38.

16 0

MialtiPle Choice

1. A,

2. A

3. A

4. B

5. D

6. B

7. C

8. C

9. A

True/False

10. F

11. T

12. T

13. T

14. F

15. F
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Lesson .3--Developing a Work Flow

Additional Example A

The last week's Executive Committee meeting of the Fairbanks

3.34

Guidance Counselors' Association, it was noted that a speech on your many

years experience with Educational Tests and Measurements would be a very

suitable subject for next Month's general meeting. Unfortunately, since

you are secretary-treasurer of the Association, youznot only have to

give the talk but must arrange for the roam, seating, and other details.

It is the usual practice in the Counselors' Association, meetings

to send out invitations to all members giving details of the time and

place as well as an outline of.the subject. Chairt must be arraaged

and name cards prepared, however, only for those members who send replies.

The meetings are usually held in a small roam at the Avondale Smorgasbord

for which a reservation must be made early.

Not having given a speech before, you decide the Vest procedure is

to prepare the speech in detail, dry-run it so that you can time it and

have your mife,criticize it, and then prepare the final version.

Since you'have just completed the lesson in the EPMIS Mbdule 2 on

work flaw, you feel that this is an excellent chance to try out your new-

found skills and therefore decide to draw an event-oriented network of

the jobs you have to do between now and the delivery of the speech. A

suggested possible work flow for such a situation is provided on the

next page.
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outline
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Lesson 3--Developing a Work Flaw

Additional Example A, continued

Rough
draft

'completed

Speech
final

version
completed

Project
start

Prep.

of
invitations;
started /

Invitations)
completed/

Replies Chairs i774 delivery
Sreech

received) arranged) \ started

Name \\

cards
complete

Speech 1

delivered!
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Lesson 3--Developing a Work Flow

Additional Example B

3.36

General Situation

The Metropolitan School-District encourages its administrators and

teachers to secure advPnced degrees. Bill.Jones, a principal at one of

the junior high schools, has been doing work toward a doctorate. ide fias

finished his general examinations and started to work on his thesis.

. Because of a limited time available to do all of the work, a desire

to make sure that the work moves along smoothly, and that all necessary

work gets accomplished, he has decided to view this situation as orie like

a project. Since the ploject was not too complicated, he chose to not do

a project definition as such but did elect,to develop a work flow. Feeling

that a network approach was not really needed, Bill elected to use albar ,

chart or, as it is more formally known in management circles, a Gartt

Chart approach.

The bar chart developed for the work flaw in connection with his

thesis is shown on the next page. As you examine the chart, note its

general similarity to the network approach, but note also that the task-

interrelations and dependency are not clearly shown by this method. On

the other hand, tasks can be shown to be carried out concurrently or in

an overlapping manner just as in the network approach.
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Lesson 3--Developing a Work Flow

Additional Example B, continued

Task March ril

1. Proposal preparation
Problem Prdtlem
Identified Defined

2. Chapter 1--Intro.

Chapter 2--Review of
Lterature

3. Chapter 3--Procedures
and Methodology

4. Chapter 4--Findings
and interpretation

S. Chapter S--Conclusion

6. Dissertz-jon Exam

7. Final copy suhmitted
and Graduation

1 S.3

Nhv JUMe Jul Au . Oct. Nov. Dec.

Jure 8

PropOsar
Submitted

August 30-Sept. 1

A A
Org. Structure Comp. Com4ete

Info. Research

Sept. 30-Oct. 1

1 i 1
Data needs, Data Complete

Resources, Gathered

elc., identified

:;::::-1

Oct. 20

Organize Data Complete

and Structure Analysis Nov. 5

Organize Complete

4 Structure

1
Nov. 5 Dec. 3

Dec. 9 Pec. 18

Submit Graduate

Final Copy

.4
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Reading References

w!

3.38

Additional knowledge about the principles and procedures of work

flow development and representation can be obtained by reading from

the references cited below.

Archibald, R. D. and R. L. Villoria. Network-Based Wangeinii Systems.
New York.: John Wiley and Sons, 1967, Chapters 1, 3, anci Appendix
C.

Baumgartner, J. S. Project Mhnagement. Homewood, Ill.: Richard D.
Irwin, Inc., 1963, Chapter 2 and Appendix B-1, pp. 165-172..

Cook, Desmond L. Educational Project ManageMent. Columbus, Ohio:
.Charles E. Merrill, 1971, Chapter 6.

Cook, Desmond L. PERT: Applications in Education. U. S. Office of
Education Monograph, No. 17, Government Printing Office, Washington,
D. C., 1966, Chapter 2.

Woodgate, H. S. Planning by Network (2nd edition). New York: Brandon
Systems Press, 1967-, Chapters 1, 2, 3, and 4.
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Lesson 3--Developing a Work PLIw

Lesson Qiality Control Form

Vi4ectiow: Ptea/se take time to caketiutty anoet the Souk que4tion4 given
be.tow. Youn an4weA4 w.LU pnovide vatuabte ineonmation eon the 4evaion and
imoovement ç thi4 fe4don. Feet enee to wti.te additionat comments 04
qecommendati.ons on the back oti thi4 6040. YOWL At00114e4 Witt be kept
stqictly conWemaat. Maze wtite the tut emit digip oe pun Sociat
Sccul.ity numben on the ane betow 4a.that the page4 can be.identitiied in
the event they become zepaitated

[

rhank you 6og youn coziztance.

1. Indicate your overall impression of the quality of this lesson.

Excellent TI Very Good
1
--1Good Fair I I Poor

2. What do you feel is the most positive aspect of this lesson?

3. What do you feel is the most negative aspect of this lesson?

4. What would you suggest to improve this lesson?

iTunn the page and pnoceed
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Lesson 3Developing a Work Flow

Termination Instructions

4.

3. 40

Upon comptetion oti the Lesson Quatity Conttot Fonm, you ate to:

Teat.out and stapte the pages o4 the Lepbn Quatity Contut FOAM
Piace the tiolur in the speciat envetope ptovided.
Warthe envetope to Reseatch 4ot Bettet Schoots, Inc., Suite 1700,
1700 Makket StiLeet, Phitadeephia, Pennsytvania 19103.

This tesson on devetoping a wotk gow A..s now compteted. Le4on 4
matted "Time Estimation" is the next teszon in the sequence; you
ate advised to tocate the tesson booktet and tead the intuductoAy
page.
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Lesson 4--Time Estimation

Introduction to Lesson

This lesson contains the following items. Mhke sure that each

item is present before starting to work through the lesson

A. Booklet containing the following items

Pag

Introduction to lesson 4.1

Overview and objectives 4.2

Pretest 4.3

Lesson !abstract and content outline 4.5

Lesson text 4.8
Exerciies on time estimation 4.15

Post-Test 4.20

Additional examples 4.22
Reading references .4.26 ;

Lesson Quality Control Form 4.27

B. Set oE Color\Slides entitled Nbdule 2--Basic PrincipleS andIech-
niquel of-Project Mhnagement, Lesson 4--Time Estimation."

C. Cassette Ta e entitled "Module 2--Basic Principles and Techniques
of Project gement, Lesson 4--Time Estimation."

EQUIPMENT NEEDED. The following equipment will be required for this
lesson and; you are advised to arrange for their use:

cassette tape recorder
carousel slide projector
projection screen

TIME REQUIRED. The tape-slide presentation runs approximately 12 minutes,

the exerci-es take approximately 20 minutes. About 60 minutes is needed

to camplete.the entire lesson.
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Overview and Objectives

OVERVIEW

4.2

The previous lesson dis4issed the logical arrangement of various

project tasks into a work flow. Consideration was given to different

types o work flow diagrams and methods of constructing them.

Tlhs lessoh con erns the methods of determining the time required

for various tasks and the total project itself based on the tasks that

must be accomplished. Different methods of determining time estimates

are presented.

OBJECTIVES

The student in completing this lesson should be able to creatr a

time estimate for a given work flow for a project. The specific objec-

tives of the lesson are as follows:

1. The student should be able to determine the time that will

most likely be needed for completing a given task.

2. The student should be able to calculate the critical path

for a project given a work flow and time estimates for the various

tasks.

1

Read the diuction4 604 the p4etest
on the Ottowing page.

192

i;
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Pretest

4..3

Ditections: nease take time to catetiaty amwet the matipte choice
'and ttue/W6e quationis given betow. Fon the muttipte choice questions
you ate to cincte one colotect wt. best anZweh (A,13,C a D), and 6o,E. the
ttue and liatse yoti7iiie to indLcate the cattect tesponse with the tettet
T on F. .

nease taite the tot liota digit6 oti youA Sociat Secutity numbet on the
tine betow 40 that the page's can be identi6ied in the event they be-
come sepatated

1. What is meant by process of "time estimation?"

A. Determining the length of time needed for completion of the project
B. Adjusting the times rekjuired for completing individual tasks and

the total project
C. Estimating personnel and:time required to complete project tasks
D. Determining the length of time needed to accomplish individual

project tasks and the total project

2. Deterministic time estimates are made for tasks of what type?

A. Repetitive
B. Unique
C. Once-through
D. Uncertain

3. What are the names of the multiple time estimates used when employing
probabilistic time estimating procedures?

A. Expected and pessimistic times
B. Expected and most likely times
C. Optimistic and pessimistic times
D. optimistic, most likely and pessimistic times

4. What is the generally recommended time unit for individual task
time esthnates?

A. Days
B. Biweeks and months
C. Weeks and tenths of weeks
D. Hours
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5. Why should tasks be selected at random from tasks in the work flow

when making time estimates?

A. To avoid placing a biased estimate on the later tasks
B. To save' time during time estimation
C. To allow many people to help in the time estimation process without

refering to the work flow
D. To avoid confusion with the constraints and interdependencies

represented in the work flow.

O. What is the basic project element to which time estimates are assigned?

A. Critical path
B. Activity
C. Event
D. Milestone

7. What is the basis generally used to determine the total project time?

A. Critical path
B. All individual task times
C. Work flow diagram
b. Milestone event times

8. Where are the activity or task times normally placed on thg work flow

diagram?

A. Along the activities of the diagram
B. Along the milestone everts of the diagram
C. Along the critical path of the diagram
D.'Along the events of the diagram

9. What is meant by the project rzitical path?

A. The average time for all project pathways
B. The shortest time consuming path of work flow
C. The longest time consuming path of work flow
D. The work flow path with the most amount of slack

10. Who should be involved in estimating task times?

A. Project director and funding agency
B. Project staff knowledgeable about thertask
C. All professional staff in the project
D. Only project supervisors
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Indicate whethek the Atatemenbs tiAted betow wLe ttue ok iatae by wkiting
a T cot F on the tine.

11. The total project time is based upon the time required for the
orderly accomplishment of key tasks in the project.

12. Probabilistic time estimates are made for tasks which are
repetitive.

13. The time to perform a task in time estimation is a function
of the nature of the task.

14. The time to accomplish a task is affected by the rate of
expenditure of resources.

15. The most likely or expected time is placed on the work flOw
diagram below the corresponding, tasks in time estimation.

Tutn the page and check you& an4wen4;

\
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Lesson 4--Time Estimation

Directions Following Lesson Pretest

4.4

Dinection6: The cotnect an4wen4 td Lezzon 4 ptetest ate tizted down !

the night mangin. Check yowl_ connect nuponseh.

Ditecton6: 76 you awswmed twave ot.Ze66 quation4
cottectty, you have not acceptabty demonzttated4knowt-

, edge o6 the time utimation pnoce'ss and 'showed nead the

.
feiszon abAtnact and content outeine on page's 4.5 and

4.6. Then begin the taoe.--,sti.cie ptehentatiQn by tutriag

, to the. in,stnuaLon on page 4.7.

16 you amweted thitteen ot mote que,Sti.on4
cottecau, you have acceptalley demonstnated knowtedge
oA the time mtimation.pnoce46 and Ahoutd nead the
teszon abstnact and content outeine on pagez 4.5 and
4.6. Then i6 you de4.0te tookip the tape-,stide p4e-
entation, you may do .6o by pnoceeding dinectty to

the pkactice exencise on page, 4.15. TA you do

desite to view the tape-Atideptezentatio.n, :Cann to
the imistkucti.ons on page 4.7.

1 96

Mhltiple Choice

1. D

2. A

3. D

4. C

5. A

6. B

7. C

8. A

9. C

10. B

True/False

11. F

12. F

13. T

14. T

IS. F
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Lesson Abstract and Content Outline

4.5

ABSTRACT

Time estimation is an attempt.to determine the length of time

needed by a skilled person to accomplish the task assuming availability

of equipment and resources. The time estimation is the amount of time

it takes to complete the tasks, especially the longest time path of the

work flaw, called the critical path. Time estimation ut-Ilizes units of.

time (e.g., weeks, days, etc.) and includes the most likely, pessimistic,

and optiMistic times needed to complete the project.

CONTENT OUTLINE

A. Time estimations are made for each of the tasks of a project and for
the total project time.

1. Work packages from the project definition are used.

2. The work flow diagram is used for total project time estimation.

3. Manpower manuals on work efficiency and standard tasks are used.

B. There are two basic types of time estimations.

1. Deterministic time estimates are used when fairly precise esti-
mates are made based upon considerable information available
from the same tasks done previously.

2. Probabilistic time estimates are used when little information
is available. Low, high, and middle estimates are made using
similar tasks performed previously.

C. Time estimates vary, depending upon:'

1. The nature of the task itself,

2. The degree of performance required in the task, and

3. The rate of resource expenditure allawed for the task.

D. Skilled persons are assigned roles in relation to their skills and
the work cf the tasks.
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E. Skilled persons assist in estimating time for the tasks by making

estimates and by evaluating estimates made by others.

F. There are specific procedures in making time estimations.

I. Weeks and tenths of weeks is the typical time unit.

2. Tasks are selected at random when making time estimations to

avoid bias estimates.

3. The people who are likely to be performing the specific tasks

should be involved but without making work assignments so as
to avoid "padding" of the estimate.

4. A maximum total project time is calculated by adding all task

times serially.

5. After task times are written into the work flow diagram, a
moSt likely project time is determined by adding the task tines .

along various paths. The most time-consuming path is called
the "critical path" and its time value is usually used for

total project time estimate.
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Instructions

4.7

1. Set up the necoltdet, pujecton, and 4cneen.

2. Ptace the canou4et 4tide tnay ox th4.4 tezzon onto the rtojectot
and advance the tnay to the 4tant o4 "Bazic Pnincipte4 and Tech-
nique4 o6 Puject Manwment, Luzon 4--Time Eztimation."

3. Ptace the cazzette tape 011. thi6 te44on into the xecoAdet and
&wind to the xewind 4top.

4. Stant the xeconden and advance the 4ti1e4 with the "change tone."
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Lesson Text

Introduction

4.8 ,

After developing the work flow, the next step in project planning is

the development of time estimates for individual project tasks and for the

total project. In order to make these time estimates, the type and extent

of work.required for the accomplishment of each task must be determined.

These individual tasks or work packages specify a certain amount of work.

The particular work involved is matched with the equipment, materials and

personnel needed to accomplish the specified work. Task time estimation is

an attempt to determine the length of time needed to accomplish an individ;.

ual task using the equipment, materials, and personnel assigned to the task.

The total project time is a function of the time required for the orderly

accomplishment of the specified tasks in the project.

Nature of Time Estimatim

Time estimates fall into two classes--deterministic and probabilistic.

Deterministic time estimations are those estinates which can be derived

with considerable accuracy, because the project staff has available to it

information from previous projects On how long a particular ..job will take.

In such instances greater confidence and certainty can be placed on tha time

estimates, and generally a single time estimate for these tasks is sufficient.

Probabilistic time estimates are those estimates whiCh cannot be deter-

mined with accuracy, because little or no information is available on the.

probable duration of the task. Tasks which are unique to the project staff

fall into this category. The aprA.oach in this case is to make some reasonable

estimate based upun the knowledge of the task. Generally, multiple estimates

,
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for these tasks are obtained. It is likely within a project that both deter-,

ministic and probabilistic time estimates will be required.

Some important aspects of time estimation in general need to be consid-

ered.

. First, the time to perform a task is a function of the nature of the

task. That is, some tasks are more difficult thanhothers and require more

time.

Second, the level of_perfotmance specified for a task affects the time

required. For example, if the task is to provide a typewritten copy where

no erasures or corrections are permitted, then the time is greater than when

the copy iS to be a rough draft for discussion purposes only.

Third, the time to accomplish a task is affected by the rate of expen-

diture of resources.. If the emphasis is upon rapid completion of the task,

many people might be assigned to work simultaneously. If the emphasis is on

economy, then limited resources would be made available. For example one

person mighebe assigned to work on the task during idle time.

Fourth, the time to accomplish a task is dependent upon the various job

roles required for its accomplishment. Some of the job roles for educational

projects are subject area instructors or specialists, evaluators, researchers,

statisticians, secretaries, typists, and clerks. The rate of work and the

performance expectations of these job roles must be considered.

Time Estimating Process

The process of time estimation involves both the estimate of the time

required to complete.individual tasks and the time required to complete the

entire project effOrt. These two different processes are treated separately.

below.
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Estimating Task Times: In determining the time required for each task,

a deterministic time or a probabiliStic time procedure can be used. In the

latter case, the estimator should consider using,multiple estimates: an

optimistic, a most likely, nt a pes . f he can find a.somewhat

stmilar.task in a previaus project where things went well, he can use the

reported time as the optimistic time. Likewise, he can obtain a pessimistic

time estimate by finding a similar task where,everything went wrong. The

most likely time is the time the task would take under normal conditions.

The project manager might want to use Program Evaluation and Review Technique

(PERT) for both task and total project time estimation. This procedure in-

volves.making pessimistic, most likely, and optimistic time estimates and

inserting them into fornulas to obtain 4n "expected" time for the completion

of each task and the total project. Regardless of whether three time esti-

mates or a single time estimate are secured, the most likely or expected time

is placed on the work flow diagram above the corresponding tasks.

The thne estimates can be made in various kinds of units. The rec-

ommended units are weeks or tenths of weeks. Note that a tenth of a week is

one-half of a day. When making time estimates for the various tasks, one

should select tasks at random rather than following a sequential or left to
111/1

right order of the tasks in the work flow. This helps to avoid biasing an

estimate on the later tasks by considering the time estimates assigned to

earlier project tasks.

It is highly recommended that the people who will eventually perform

the tasks, or are knowledgeable about the tasks, be involved in deriving

task times. These people are more aware of potential pitfalls and, as a

result oi their involvement, are more likely to have some attachment to the
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task in the event they are eventually assigned to it. The project Manager.

,must be alert to ihe tendency of people to pad time estimates in order to

provide self-protection. Consequently, the actual assiment of personnel to

each task should not be made:until time estimation has been completed.' The

use of potential project people should be clearly defined as assistance for

the purpose of time estimation and not be defined as task assignment.

Estimating Project Time. When all tasks of a project have an estimated

time for completion, a total or overall project time is computed. There are

a number of methods for obtaining a total project time estimate. One method

is to merely add the times for each task assuming that all tasks are com-

pleted in a linear sequence one at a time. Few if any projects,.bowever, are

done as a sequence of tasks'one at a time. Therefore, the actual project

time will surely be less than this egtimate.

A second method is to use the work flow diagram with the task times

placed along the activities of the diagram. The task times along all possi-

ble paths through the work flow are added. The most time-consuming path

gives a total project time called the critical path time. This time is the

time for the completion of the project if the resources allocated are suffic-

ient to allow indicated parallel activities to be performed simultaneously.

The sum of task times which fall along the longest, or critical, path in

the work flow diagram is recommended as the best estimate of the total proj-

ect time.

Because of an inposed constraint, such as a school year requirement or

a specific date imposed upon the project manager from outside the project,

the actual total project time may have to be adjusted from the originally

estimated time. The alternatives available to the project manager in solving
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this problem are to conduct more activities in parallel, reallocate resources,

obtain additiOnal resources, change the scope or performance specifications

of the project activities, or eliminate some actiyities.

Time Estimation Example

Let us nam look at an example of time estimation. Bridgetown School

has a project to plan the second semester adult.education program.. One work,

package is described as developing and reproducing the course offering and

sign-up form. The previous task of.determining the courses to be offered

has been completed. In estimating a time for this work package, the project

manager might first seeic someone who has designed a similar form and had it

printed. The time estimates from this previous project would then be used lo

heli: estimate times. If previous experience could not be obtained, the proj-

ect manager would have to use his best judgment in estimating how long it

would take,to write, review and re-write a clear form letter of about the

length required to convey the necessary infermation about the adult education

program. He would also have to consider the time required for a few people

to react to the form and the time necessary for typing and printing the re-

quired number of copies of the final version. The project manager would then

add these times to obtain a time for the entire work package. This process

of estimating the time Tor the completion of a work package is illustrated in

Figure #1.

As was done with this one work package, the project manager and his

staff would make time estimates for all the other work packages or tasks

appearing in the project work flow diagram. These time estimates would then

be placed above each task on the work flow. Next, the times along all the

0 4
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1) Work Packne/Task Description

Develop and reproduce the course
offering and sign-up form.

2) List of Subtasks

Subtask A

Subtask B -

Subtask C

Subtask D

Subtask E

Write draft

Review draft

Revise draft

Type final draft

Print final draft

3) Estimates of Subtask Times

Subtask E 1 week

Subtask B 2 weeks

Subtask D 1 week

Subtask A 2 weeks

Subtask C 3 weeks

205

4.13

4) Summation of Subtask Times

Subtask A - 2 weeks

Subtask B - 2 weeks

Subtask C 3 weeks

Subtask D 1 week

Subtask E 1 week

Total Time 9 weeks
fof Work
Package

(Note: Summation for estimation of work
package time assumes subtasks will
be perform° in a linear sequence.
However, if any of these subtasks
are performed in parallel or simu
taneously the total time for
package campletion will be less
than 9 weeks.)

FiEure #1--Example of Process Sequence for Work Package Time Estimation

2{)6
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4.13a

Task AB--3 weeks
Task BC--2 weeks
Task CF--5 weeks
Task FG--6 weeks

Total Project Time ---- 16 weeks

Longest time path through the project work flow diagram or network is A to B to C to F to G.

Therefore, the best estimate of the total project time is this critical path time of 16 weeks.

Figure #2--Example of Project Time Estimation
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possible paths through the work flow would be computed. The.longest "time

path" would then be labeled the project critical path. The time along that

path would be used as the best estimate of the total project time. This

process of estimating the time for the completion of the total project effort

is illustrated in Figure #2.

Summary

It is desirable that time estimates for project tasks be made by people

who are familiar with the activities involved. In making these estimates it

should be assumed that necessary resourCes will be available for the tasks.

Tasks, however, can be completed faster with a high utilization of skilled

persons and other resources or completed in a slower time with a low rate of

resource utilization. A "best" task time is one which conserves resources

and yet completes the task prior to the need for its end product by a sub-

sequent task. Time estimates should be made in a time unit such as weeks.or

tenths of weeks. Mbst likely, pessimistic and optimistic time concepts may

be employed if necessary.

Once time estimates have been made for all project work packages or

tasks, these estimates should be placed on the project work flow diagram.

The time required for campletion of the project is then determined by summing

times along various paths through the work flow. The time along the longest

time path, called the critical path, is the time for the completion of the

project.

Read the dinectims 40A EXPACiA0 A
on the 401lo14)ing page.
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Exercise A

4.15

Dikections: This exekci4*e cattie4 thkough with the insetvice tkaining
wokkshop devetoped in the exekcise4 in Lewin 3. In this exetase, you
a4e to make e4tmates Sok the time needed to comptete one oi the ta41as
invotved in /cunning the wothshop based on the inSokmation given. Cat-

=tate the tikety time Sok comptetion oS th4.4 ta4k and expke44 youk
anmut in tenth's o4 a week.

Task 9: Write ohjectives and script for each program presentation.

This task will involve getting together with the instructors and

drafting the objectives and script for the presentation. It will pro-

bably take one day-for the group to do this, after which timc it can be

given to the typist for typing. The group of instructors can then proof-

read the draft and make final corrections in about one afternoon.

The superintendent can then review the draft. Assuming you can get

it to his office in the morning, he has promised to get the draft back

to you with his comments by late the same day. You can then confer with

the instructors to revise the objectives and submit them to the typist

for final copy and for duplicating them so they can be distributed to the

workshop participants. It will take the group about a day and a half to

, write the revised version. Parts of the objectives and script can be

given to the typist during the last half day of the revising process. It

will take her about one whole day to type the final copy for duplicating.

The actual duplicating can be done in a half a day.

Estimated task time

FT tom the page. and cheek yowl. aiLoweho
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Exercise A--Solution

4.16

ViAection6: Given betow is a suggehted saution ofl. Exekcise A. Check

yom teAponse again6t the answek given.. Vouk answek 'showed be within

one-hatA day (i.e., one-tenth o6 a wzek) o6 the answek given. 16 you

ket the need ion additionat instkudion at thi4 point, keview the idea4

contained in the Zesson ot check one () the options on page 4.19. Alittk

out keview, move on to Exekcise B on the next page. 16 you do not

Aeview, go Aight on to the next page.

Initial writing of objectives and script
Typing the initial draft
Instructors review of initial draft

Superintendent's review of draft
Instructors' revision of objectives and
Typists' final typing of objectives and
Duplicating the final copy

1 day
1/2 day
1/2 day

.2 weeks
. 1 weeks
. 1 weeks

1 day .2 weeks

script. . 1 1/2 day .3 weeks'

script. . . 1 day .2 weeks

1/2 day .1 weeks

This appears to total to 1.2 weeks. However, remember that the instruc-

tors' revision of the final copy of the objectives and the final typing

of the objectives overlap by half a day (i.e., .1 weeks). This is

because the objectives and script are being given to her for typing as

they are completed. Therefore, the total for the entire task should be

1.1 weeks.
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Lesson 4--Time Estimation

Exercise B

Ditections: Reptinted betow ib the 6tow chant Lok the activitia invotved
in conducting the wokkhhorr Pkinted below each activity iz an estimate
oL the mast tikety timc .twitt take to comptete each activity, exptessed
in tenths o6 a week.

You ate to 6ind the ckiticat path o6 the pkoject and the
time tength o6 thi4 path.

A. Project Start
B. Staff Survey Complete
C. Retreat Location Complete
D. Program Plan Complete
E. Teaching Assignments Complete
F. Participant Selection Complete
G. Objectives Complete
H. Pre/Post-Tests Complete
I. Staff Workshop
J. End Workshop

"."1
moll 11*

.111

LEGEND

Milestone Event

Activity

Constraints
(Dummy Activity)

Tatn the page and check youk anmet.
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Exercise B--Solution

4.18

Diteetion6: Given betow the zotutioy to Exekci6e 8. Your:. zotution

4houtd not deviate Pcom it. Wet you have checked yout an4weA, pnoceed

to the next page.

Finding the critical path.' The critical path is the most time-consuming

path in the project. If you added the times along all possible paths in

the flow chart from "Start" to "End Workshop", you would have found the

longest path to be along Tasks 5, 3, 9, and 4. No other path is as long.

Finding the total time for the,project. The total time for the project

is the total time along the critical path. The total time along the

path of Tasks 5, 3, 9, and 4 is 4.3 weeks.

While it is not part of the exercise, you might want to consider how

you would reduce the total time of 4.3 weeks if given only 4 weeks to

complete the project. Would you speed up work rates for some task?

Reduce quality standards for the end-product? Devote -less time to some'

task? Or some other solution?
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Directions and Choices Following the Practice Exercise

4.19

8a6ed upon a Aeti-evatuation oi your,. pap/mance on the two
exexci6e4 in th,L6 ttsson, you have eithet:

A. acceptabty 4atis4ied the objectives o4 estimating time Pk
a pkoject and shoutd now ban to the po4t-te4t iound on
page 4.20.

B. not satiqied the objectives. l 0, you shoutd 4e2ect one
ot mote oi the Ottowing COUAAU Oi action.

1. Study the additionat exampte6 beginning on page 4.22 and
then tewotk Exenc44e4 A and S beginning on page 4.15:

2. Read Chaptex 7 ()4 Educationat Puiect Management by
Desmond L. Cook and then tewotk Exaci6ea A and B begin-
ning on page 4.15.

3. View the 4tide-tape puoentation again; in4tAucti4n4 axe
on'page 4.7 . Aitex the pxuentation, kewotk Exexci6e4
A and 13 beginning on page 4.15.

4. Read the tesson nattative beginning on page 4.8.
Then, tewotk exac26e6 A and B beginning on page
4.15.

5. Rewotk Exenci4e6 A and 8 beginning on page 4.15.
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Post-Test

4.20

Ditection4: Ptease take time t4 catedutey an4wa the muttipte choice and

ttue/datse questiona given betow. F04 thz muttipte choice que4tiona you

ate to ciActe one emtect Oh be4t answet (A,B,C ot 0 and dot the time and

dat4e you.ate 5indicate the cottect teisponoe with the tette& T 04 F.

Ptea4e waite the taat dout digaz od put Sociat*Secutity numbet on the

tine betokl so thaTthe page6 can be 4.denti6ied in the event they become

4epaaa2ed

1. Why should tasks be selected at random from-tasks in the work flow

when making time estimates?

A. To avoid placing a biased estimate sr5 the later tasks

B. To save time during time estimation
C. To allow many people to help in the time estimation process without

refering to the work flow.
D. To avoid confusion with the constraints and interdependencies

represented in the work flow.

2. What are the names of the multiple time estimates used when employing

probabilistic time estimating procedures?

A. Expected and pessimistic times
B. Expected and. most likely times
C. Optimistic and pessimistic times
D. Optimistic, most likely and pessimistic times

3. What is the generally recommended time unit for individual task

time estimates?

A. Days
B. Biweeks and mcmths
C. Weeks and tenths of weeks
D. Hburs

4. Deterministic time estimates are made for tasks of what type?

A. Repetitive
B. Uhique
t. Otce-through
D.'Uncertain
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5. %hat is meant by procesi of "time estimation?"

A. Determining the length of time needed for completion of the project

B. Adjusting the times required for. completing imdividual tasks

and the total project
C. Estimating personnel and time required to complete project tasks

D. Determining the length of time needed to accomplish individual

project tasks and the total project

*Where are the activity or task times normally placed on the work flow

diagram?

A. Along the.activities of the diagram
B. Along the milestone events of the diagram

C. Along the critical paths of the diagram
D. Along the events of the diagram

7. What is meant by the project critical path?

A. The average time for all project pathways
B. The shortest time consuming path of work flow

C. The longest time consuming path of work flow .

D. The work flow path with the most amount of slack

8. Who should be involved in estimating task times?

A,-Project director and funding agency
B.- Project staff knowledgeable about the.task
C. All professional staff in the project
D. Only project supervisors

9. What is the basis generally used to determine the total project time?

A. Critical path
B. All individual task times
C. Work flow diagram
D. Milestone event times

10. What is the basic project element to which time estimates are assigned?

A. Critical path
B. Activity
C. Event.
D. Milestone
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Indicate whethen the. Atatement4 tiated betow ate ttue on tiat4e by wkiting a

T ot F on the tine.

11. The time to perform a task ia time estimation is a function of

the nature of the task.

12. The most likely or expected time is placed on the work flow

diagram belmd the corresponding tasks in time esFimation.

13. Probabilistic time estimates are made for tasks wigch are

repetitive.

14. The total project time is based upon the time requirea,for the

orderly accomplishment of key tasks in the project. -

15. Thetime to accomplish a task is affected by the rate of

expenditure of resources.

'Tann the page and check yout-ag4weli
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Directions and Choices Following Lesson Post-Test'

4. 21

Ditections: The cottect answem to. Lesson 4 post-test ane Zated down

the tight maAgin. Check you,' 'cottect tehpOnseh.

DiAections: 76 you answeted tweve OA tess (14eht,i.on4
coviectty, you have not aceeptahey deminsttated knOwt-
edge o6 the time estimation pitoce4 4 and Ahoutd Aetect
one at mote o6 the 6oZ2owing eoumes oi aeaon.

1, View the stide-tape pkesentation by tutning
to page 4.7 and p4oceeding. A6teA the pke-
sentation, tutn to the Lesson quatity Con-
t&02 FOAM on page 4.27.

. Read the Lesson nattative beginning on
page 4.8. Then, tutn to the Lesson Quatity
Conttot FOAM on page 4.27.

3. Read ChapteA 7 o6 Educational. Ptoject Manage-.
ment by Desmond L. Cook and then tutn .6 the

Ouaaty Conttot FOAM on page 4.27.

4. Study the additionat examptes beginning on
page4.22 and then tan to the Lesson Quatity

Conttot Foul on page 4.27.

5. Rewotk the tesson pozt-tat and then tuAn to
the Lesson QuaiZty Contnot. FOAM on page 4.27.

16 you anisweAedthitteen OA makeluestions coLtmtey, you
have acceptabty demonsttated knowtedge o6 time estima-

tion and 4houed now tuAn to the Lesson Quatity ContAot

Fotm on page 4,27. Additionai exampleson estimating

time cute Aound on page 4.22. Re6enenca ok addi.tionai

teading aice VAted on page 4.26.

2

Multiple Choice

l. A

2. D

3. C

4. A

5. D

6. A

7. C

8.

9. C

10. 13

True/False

11. T

12. F

13. F

14. F

15. T
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Lesson 4--Time Estimation

Additional Example A

4.22

A school district in a southern state decided to implement a school

desegregation plan for its system. The district had been maintaining a

dual school system, one for Negroes and another for whites. The plan

included such activities as building additions to white schools to accom-

modate the increase in enrollment since the Negroes were all to be trans-

ferred to white.s4hOols and the Negro schools disestablished. It was

also necessary to bring various local grouPs into the plan so they could

be oriented to what would happen, to integrate the teaching and adminis-
;

trative staffs, and various.other activities.

Since the school district had no previous experience to guide them

in the preparation of a timetable for such a project, it was decided to

use a PERT network to show the flow for the various tasks and to' use

probabilistic time estimates to determine the times involved in the

implementation of the desegregation plan.

The flow chart for the plan is reproduced on the following page.

The time estimates are shown in weeks and only the times along the

critical path are given. For each activity, an optimistic, expected,

and pessimistic time is shown. For example, for the activity labeled

. "Complete Teacher Preparation Program" the times given are 18-24-30,

indicating that an optimistic time is 18 weeks, the expected time is

24 weeks, and the pessimistic time is 30 weeks for completion of the

activity. The total expected time for the project is 87 weeks.
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Additional Example B

4.24

The Midville School System is endeavoring to gather information

regarding the attitudes of local citizens towards local issues of concern

to the schools. George Smith, an administrator in the school system's

Planning Office has been given the task of making the survey.

In reviewing the surveys which had been taken in the past, he

found that previous efforts to gather information by such a survey method

had neglected to establish adequate hypotheses and to give proper consid-

eration as to why the study is being conducted and how the data is to be

analyzed. He decided to make this part of his planning for the survey

project and, once this was done, to draw up his design for collecting

this information, analyzing the data, and reporting it.

After determining the work breakdown structure for his project, he

placed the various tasks into a flaw chart and then assigned times to the

various tasks. Since he had previous experience in making such surveys,

he was fairly certain as to the time which would be required in carrying

out the tasks. Therefore, he made only one time estimate for each activity.

His flaw chart, with the times he assigned (expressed in 'days) is on the

ne-,:t page.

After looking at the tites which he placed on the chart, he found

that the critical path was along tasks 1, 2, 4, 5, 9, 10, 14, 15, 16, 17,

18, 19, 22, 23, 24. The critical path totaled to 61 days. With five

working days per week, this meant that slightly over 12 weeks would be

needed to complete the project.
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Additional Example B

r) ) )
%)

Event Identification

1. Start Project 9. Start Tryout 17.

2. Complete Objective 10. Start Final Form 18.

3. Complete Data Paradigm 11. Start Interviewer Selection 19.

4. Complete Hypotheses 12. Complete Administrative Procedures 20.

5. Start Item Construction 13. Complete Schedules 21.

6. Start Universe Definition 14. Start Field Interview 22.

7. Start Sampling 15. Start Data Coding 23.

8. Start Sample Selection 16. Complete Follow-up 24.

Chart derived from Desmond L. Cook, Pro am Evaluation and Review Techni

U. S. Office of Education Mbnograp 1iNö7 vernment inting I

page 43.

ue:

ice

sm.+ Bold lines
show critical
path.

Start Tabulation
Start Statistical Tests
Complete Tests
Complete Interpretation
Complete Tables
Complete Charts
Start Narrative
Complete Narrative

Aullications in Education,
as ington,

NJ
CJI
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Reading References'

4

4.26

Additional knowledge about the principles and procedures of time

estimation can be obtained by reading,from the references below:

Archibald, R. D. and R. L. Villoria, Network-Based Management Synems.
New York: John Wiley and Sons, 1961, thaptga. 11 and 4. .

Baumgartner, J. S. Project Mbnagement. Wormwood, Ill.: Richard'D.

Irwin, Inc., 1963,.Chapter 2, 3, and Appendix B-1.

Cook, Desmond L. Educational PTO ect Mbnagement. Columbus, Ohio:

Charles E. Wrrill, 1971, Chapter 7.

WOodgate, H. S. Planning by Network. New York: Brandon Systems Press,

1967, Chapter and 6.

2.5
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'Lesson Quality Control Forn

4.27

Pfeaze take time to eaketiutty an4wert the Out que4tion4 given
Wow. YOUh answem 4U go4ovide vatuabte in0Amation 604 the nevizion and
imptovement o6 this fesson. Feet Otee to wftite additionat comment:6 Oh
lecommendaUono on the back 04 tka 604M. Stout neaponau wat be kept
sttictly condentiat. Ptease mate the taAt oWt digitz o6 yoak Sociat

ictity numbeiz on the tine betow 40 that the pages can be, identqied in
the event they become 4epaAated

Thank you 401. you& assistance.

1. Indicate your overall impression of the quality of this lesson.

....
Excellent E Very Good ri Good E Fair ri Poor

2. What do you feel is the most positive aspect bf this lesson?

3. What do you feel is the most negative aspect of this lesson?

4. What would you suggest to *prove this lesson?

;226

ITtan the page and pitoeeed
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Termination Instructions

4.28

Upon comptetion o6 the Le44on Quatity Conttot FOAM, you ate to:

Teak out and stapte the pageA o6 the Lesson Quatity Conttot FOAM.
TWOSe 6otm in the Apeciat envetope ptovided.
Mait the envetope to Realeatch iot Bette& SchootA, Inc., Suite 1700,
1700 Makket St/met, Phitadetphia, Pennsytvania 19103.

Thi4 twonon time utimationi4 now compteted. LesAon 5 ematted
"Resoukce Estimation and Schedutine EA the next te46on j..n the

. 4equence; you ate advi4ed to tocate the twon booktet and aead
the intkoductoky page.
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Lesson --Resource Estimation and Scheduling

Introduction to Lesson

This lesson contains the following items. Make sure that each
item is present before starting to work through the lesson.

5.1

A. Booklet containing the following items

Page

Introduction to lesson 5.1
Overview and cbjectives 5.2
Pretest 5.4
Lesson abstract and content outline 5.7
Lesson text 5.11
Exercise on resource estimation 5.20
Post-test 5.28
Additional examples 5.30
Reading references 5.35
Lesson Quality Control Form 5.36

B. Set of Color Slides entitled 'Wbdule 2--Basic Principles and Teciniques
of Projeat Management, Lesson 5--Resource Estimation and Schedul g."

C. Cassette Tape entitled "Module 2--Basic Principles and Techniques of
Management, Lesson 5--Resource Estimation. and Scheduling."

EQUJPMENT NEEDED. The following equipment will be required for this
lesson and you are advised to arrange for their use:

cassette tape recorder
carousel slide projector
projection screen
small ruler or straight edge

TIME REQUIRED. The tape-slide presentation runs approximately 12
the exercise takes approximately 30 minutes, and about SO minutes is
needed to complete the, entire lesson.

2.2,9
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Lesson 5--Resource Estimation and Scheduling

Overview and Objectives

OVERVIEW

5.2

Up to this point in the lesson sequence, you have been exposed to

steps in the planning phase which focused upon objectives setting, work .

delineation, the sequencing of tasks, and deriving estimates of the time to

do each task and the total project. The successful completion of any

project depends on the amount and type of resources made available to the

effort and/or requested to support the various project tasks. This lesson

introduces you to the concept of resource estimation or determination. It

is the last step prior to establishing the budget or cost estimate for the

project which is the subject of the lesson following this one.

OBJECTIVES

Upon.completing this lesson, the student should be able to establish

for a given project the types and amounts of resources (personnel, materials,

services, travel, communications, and so on) needed to comp(lete the pro-

posed scope of work. The specific objectives of the lesson are as follows:

1. The student should be able to estimate the resources necessary

for accomplishment of each given task by detailing the resources under a

list of specialized headings.

2. The student should be able to construct or create a task-event

calendar given: (a) a project or task start date, (b) work flow diagram,

(c) estimated task times, and (d) overall project time.

3. The student would be able to combine the given task resources

with a project task-event calendar using nominal or color coding for given

resource items.

23 0
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4.. The student should be able to adjust the tasks which have an

associated slack so as to achieve a uniform rate or level of resource

utilization given: (a) a project task-event-resource calendar, and

5.3

(0) a work flow chart.

5. The student should be able to establish a resource commonality

table to exclude common resource items fram the list of resources included

on a given,calendar.

6. The student should be able to calculate or establish the lead

time required for the acquisitions of each type of needed resource.

Comptete the pteteot on the liottocang
page.
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Lesson 5--Resource ,BtiAation

Pretest \

5 . 4

VixectionA: Mae take time to caneiutty anoweA, th'4imuttipte choice

and twe/iatze queAtion4 given WOW. FOIL the mat4ge choice queztias

you ane to eitae ones,connect on but anmet (A,B,C on\O), and 04 the
tnue and'iat4e you-Wto indicate the eatkeet ke4pon4tqath the tater'.

T oit F.

Maze wnite tht ta4t cUgJ..t6 o youn Sociat Semaity n'umbet on the

tine bang 40 tkat the. pag6 can be identtged in the event they be-

come 4epanated

1. Resource estimation is concerned with what action or activity?

A. Determining the type and quantity of resources needed for each

project task and the total proj ect
B. Estimating the lead time for project resources
C. Estimating the cost to the organizatiaa for project space,

facilities, and resources
D. Developing schedules for resource utilization

2. What purpose can resource estimation serve in the project definition

process?

A. Examine the resources required for the completion of individual

tasks
B. Specify calendar dates for the acquisition of project equipment

and other resources
C. Translate plan into a tim-table
D. Determine what resources are important to the project

3. What is generally considered to be the most expensive project resource?

A. Equipment
B. Facilities
C. Computer services
D. Personnel

4. What is the common denominator to which all resource items are
converted for purposes of control?

A. Personnel codes
B. Dollars
C. Man hours
D..Calendar dates

232
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Nib 5. Scheduling or the translation of the project plan into a time-table
is done for what purpose?

A. To allocate resources to the various tasks over time
B. To identify the limits and constraints Important to the project
C. To insure the successful completion of the project
D. To show specific calendar dates for the start and completion

of work

6. What important criteria are generally considered while maintaining
application of resources in developing the project schedule?

A. Completing the project in the maxima time with minimum cOst
B. Completing the project to the maximum satisfaction of higher

authorities
C. Completing the project within minimum time and cost withmaximun

performance
D. Completing the project within ideal schedule with limited constraints

7. Which one of the following, generally makes the process of project
scheduling somewhat difficult?

A. 12 months academic yea,
B. Mbre p9Nsonnel available for short term employment
C. Mbre uble'of computers
D. Lack of necessary resources

8. What purpose can a Gantt or bar chart serve in the resource
estimation process?

A. To visualize reSources relate0 to a few important tasks
B. To present the task resource schedule
C. To visualize the distribution of tasks and all resources over time
D. To visualize resources related to project milestones

1

Tndicate whethe4 the ztatementz tisted betow cute time oh iiatze by wating
a T oft F on the tine.

9. The project schedule places an emphasis upon the start and
end of each activity.

10. The sequence of activities lying on the critical path of

11.

work flow should be indicated on the Gantt chart.

'The degree of planning and control applied to each type of .

resource depends upon its size.

12. The bar graph helps to visualize the effect of task rescheduling
upon the resource usage rate.

233
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13. Resource estimating and scheduling involve kheduling the

3.5a

project tasks with school system working dates.

14. Resource estimating and scheduling involve reducing the project

resource needs by rescheduling tasks.

IIlan the page and che.ek pun anatoem.
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Lesson 5--Resource Estimatiarf amd Scheduling

Directions Following Lesson Pretest

5.6

ViAection4: The coveect answem to Le44on 5 puteat aAe Zi4ted dawn the
/Light maAgin; the teAt coeumn 4 04 the 4.00t pacie o6 the pAe.,te6t, the
tight coeumn 6c1A the 4econd page. Check ea cottect Aebp0n4e6.

DiAection4: 16 you an&weked eleven cot te44
queotion4 coAAectty, you have not acceptabty
demon4tAated knoweedge o6 the AuouAce eAti-
mati.on pAoce44 ahd 4houid Avid the Luzon
ab4tnact and content outtine beginning on
page 5.7. Then begin the content pAehen-
tation by tutning to the in4tAucti,on6 on
page 5.10.

16 you an4weted twave on mote
quezti.onis coAAectey, you have acceptabty
demovattated knoweedge o6 the Ae4ounce
e4timation pAoce44 and 4houtd Aead the
tez4on ab4tAact and content outtine OE

page 5.1. Then, Li you de4ite to 4kip
the content pAe4entation, you may do
4o by pAoceeding diAectey to the ptactice
exaci4e beginning on page 5.20. IA you

do claim. to view the content pAe4entation,
tuAn to the in4tAuction4 on page 5.10.

MUltiple Choice

1. A

2. A

3. D

4.

5. D

6. C

7. D

8. C

True/False

9. T

10. T

11. F

12. T

13. F

14. T

41
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Lesson Abstract and Content Outline

5.7

ABSTRACT

Resource estimation is the process of determining the various types

or categories of resources needed to accomplish the various tasks or

activities in the project. Resources are generally of four types--per-

sornel, equipment and materials, services, and travel. Effective project

management requires that the resources be allocated in such a manner to

provide for a smooth flow of work. The use of modified bar charts pro-

vides a convenient way of not only determining resources needs for a par-

ticular task but also provides a means for efficient allocation. The

process of project scheduling is highly related to the careful determina-

tion of resource needs and their proper allocation among the tasks during

the course of the project.

CONTENT OUTLINE

A. Resource requirements for a project are determined by establishing the
personnel, equipment, materials and services; and travel needed for
each of the project tasks.

B. Project management deals with the complex problem of allocating, moni-
toring, and controlling various combinations of the resources to
achieve the project goal.

C. Some considerations in the estimation and allocation of project
resources are:

1. Manpower or personnel problems are a major area of concern.

a. Mbst expensive
b. Requims time to acquire and train
c. Trade-off exists between manpower and labor saving equipment
d. Trade-off exists between rate of manpower usage and project

time
e. Shortage of excessive manpower level can cause difficulties
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2. Questions which focus upon the level of performance required

. as compared to the cost associated with securing the desired

level of perTormance.

3. The possibility of shared use of equipment and matcrials,hy a

number of the.tasks.

D. Scheduling is the process of allocating resources to the various

tasks over time in order to insure calendar dates will be maintained.

1. Scheduling involves a translation of the plan into a timetable

.
identifying the start and completion time for each task.

2. Scheduling must consider constraints such as availability of

people; the nine-month schodl year; and local, state, and

federal guidelines.

3. A schedule is deemed best when it provides for completing the

project with specified criteria. Some criteria are as follows:

a. Minim= time
b. Minimum cost
c. Mhximum performance

4. The most typical case is a need to schedule with limited resources

rather than with maximum resources.

S. A bar or Gantt chart is a visual schedule plan where limited

resources are allocated to the tasks.

6. A task-event-resource calendar is a modified Gantt chart which

allows for several accomplishemnts.

a. Tasks are scheduled in time.
b. Resources to support each task are indicated using a code.

c. Examination of resources needed over time (yy counting

resource items to be used each week) indicates the lcrgest

amount of each resource item required for each week of the

project.
d. Adjustments of tasks in time allows for most efficient use

of resources where tasks share common resources.

e. The efficient use of manpower is accomplished by shifting

some tasks in time to permit a single skilled person to work

on a number of tasks or to perform in more than one job role.
This process is referred to as manpower or resource leveling.

Resource codes are used to permit the resource planner to utilize

manpower leveling and to integrate or dovetail personnel, equip-

ment and materials.

237
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8. Resource codes can be a color code, number code, letter code,
or any combination of these.

Tann the page OA content ptuentation
in4tluic,ao rt6 .
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Lesson 5--Resource Estimation and Scheduling

Instructions

5.10

1. Set up the AecoAdet, ptojectot, and scxeen.

2. Peace the cuou4et 4tide trtay onto the pxojectox and advance the tuy

to the stide maAked"Modute 2--Ba4ic Pxinciptes and Technique4 .o6

Puject Management, Lesson 5--Re4ouxce Est:Zmation and Schedattng."

3. Ptace the cassette tape tabeted4Modute 2--Ba4ic P/Uncipees and Tech-

nique4 o4 Puject Management, Le44on 5--Re4oulme E4timation and

Scheduti.ng" into the AecoAdeA and Aewind to the Aewind stop.

4. StaAt the AecoAdeA and advance the 4Lide4 with the "change tone."
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Lesscn 5--Resource Estimation and Scheduling

Lesson Text

Introduction

. 5.11

The next step after tine estimation in the project planning process is the

corbined operaticn of resource estimation and scheduling.

Resource estimation is the determination of the type and 'quantity of re-

sources needed, for the entire project by examining the resource needs of each .

task or work package outlined in the IVES. Resources in this context is considered. -

to mean manpower, equipnent, materials, specialized services or any other comnodity

which is expressible in physical form.

The utilization of resources has considerable influence upon project per-

formance standards, the reformulation of plans, the estimation of activity tines,

the establishment of schedules, and the monitoring of project progress.

Consequently, substantial managenent effort is often spent in determining re-

sources and monitoring or controlling their use to achieve the project goal.

Nature of Resources

Resource estimation is a very inportant activity, because the amount and

variety of resources purchased with project.money may be very great. The basic

unit of project operational control is money. Consequently, all of the physical

or manpower resources are eventually expressed as dollar amounts in the budget

and resource control docunents. It is still necessary, however, to talk about

the resources themselves.

Manpower is often the most expensive project resource. In addition, it is

a notoriously inflexible resource due to the tine required to recruit and train

personnel. Manpoder expenses can often be reduced by using labor-saving equip-

ment. such as conputers, autanatic typewriters, and reporducing machines.
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Project tine can often be shortened by increasing the manpower utilization

rate, but much nigner project costs are likely in tnis case. If, nowever, too

much manpoder is used, there is the likelihdod of idle time.

Because of the expense involved, it is necessary to plan ptoject work in

a manner which keeps all personnel in continuous, profitable activity. If too

little manpower is made available, work may be delayed. A manpower shortage

not onlylauses delay, but it can also withhold input to subsequent operations

which may have an adequate work force. The result is idle time and increased

-

cost. Careful manpower resource planning is necessary in order to avoid these

manpower problems.

Resource Planning

The primary questions that must be answered in project resource planning

are: What? How much? When? and What are the alternatives? Before these

questions can be answered it is necessary to review the performance level required

for each task, as specified in the project definition or work breakdown structure.

The first step in resource estimation is to examdne the resources required

for the completion of the individual tasks described in the project definition.

Once the required resources for each task have been estimated, the resources
11111

must be scheduled. This linking of resources to the project schedule can be

accomplished by indicating the assignment of resources to tasks directly on the

project work flow diagram.

Definition of Scheduling

Scheduling is the translation of the proposed plan into a timetable showing

the specific calendar dates for the start and completion of work. The project

schedule places an emphasis upon thb A,Fheduled start and end of each activity

41/
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and of the total project. Certain constraints can make the process of scheduling

somedhat difficult or lead toi a less than ideal schedule. Common constraints

include the 9- to 10-manth ac demic year, lack of necessary resources and the

limited.availability of personnel for short-term employment.

Possible criteria `..o consider in developing a schedule include completing

the project within mininun time and cost with maximum performance whileman-

taining an even flow'of resources. Due to limited resources or to schedule

constraints, it may be necessary to adjust the initial work plan. Although

the general configuration of the network may be changed, the planned sequence

of work is usually not altered. The project manager must create the best

schedule he can within existing constraints. He often must rely on his knowledge

and experience regarding the accomplishment of specific tasks in order to

create a realistic or feasible project schedule.

Task-Resource Schedule

Gantt or bar charts are often used to visualize the distribution of tasks

and resources over time. Such charts, or task-resource schedules, can serve as

the basic working tool for resource allocation and scheduling. In constructing

such charts, the vertical axis is usually divided into spaces that represent

the tasks which complise the p/oject, and the horizontal axis is used to re-

present time. The resources assigned to the tasks are visually represented within

the task blocks. The tasks are first placed on a Gantt chart in the initially

planned order. The sequence of activities lying on the critical path of the

work flow should be indicated on the chart in order to provide a basis for using

the free or slack time present on other pathways in order to obtain an even

flaw of resources.

After the schedule of tasks is represented on the Gantt chart, a shopping

list of resources is created for each task. Such lists usually have the

.42
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following resource headings--

o skilled manpower,

o contracted services,

o facilities,

o equipment,

o materials and supplies.

\ La order to effectively schedule resources

taS. blocks within the chart need to indicate

each t\ask. This can be accopplished by using

5.14

1

using the task-resource chart, the

the various resource needs of

some type of oade. The code might

consist\of numbers, letters, colors, or some combination of these. The choice

of a code is limited only by the individual performing the resource estimating

and sch'6duling. Such a chart with resources for each task coded is somtimes

termed a task-event-resource calendar. The quantity of each resource needed

during each time period can be determined by summing vertically across tasks

for each resource type.

In addition to illustrating manpower needs, the task-event-resource.calendar

is frequently coded for equipment, facilities and supplies. Note in Figure

that the color strips cover only the period of time during which the resource

item is needed. For example, if Task C is to prepare a visual illustration and

the graphic art is to be photographed, then only one week of time during the

task requires a camera, and a different week of time requires the orange-coded

artist materials.

Resource-Schedule Optimization

After the resources have been specified for each task, it is often advisable

to alter the task schedule in order to reduce the amount of the various

required resources. The objective is to share common resources among

243
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TASK A

TASK B

TASK C
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Resource Codes
.M1.110,

Artist/Illustrator

Writer

Researcher

Consultant

Art Supplies

Camera

Figure #1--Task-Resource Chart Illustrating Resource Cioding and Scheduling
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several tasks whenever possible, and to limit the amount of idle time for

particular resources. The degree of planning and control applied to each type

of resource depends, however, upon its relative importance. The effort'and

expense involved in some instance may not. be worth the cost.

An important consideration in scheduling manpower needs is, that with smaller

projects, a single person may be required to fill several manpower need.s. For

example, a project secretary may also be able to serve the statistician role

if the tasks can be scheduled so 'that both roles, or needs, do not have to be

served simultaneously. If, however, the overlapping tasks cannot be shifted

in time, it may still be possible to use a single skilled person by contracting

for additional services to oyver one of the positions during the time of the

overlap.i

This process of determining resources requirements bi summing vertically over

'the tasks, counting the high usuage times of each resource item and smoothing

the count by rescheduling tasks is called resource leveling. The task-event

resource calendar depicts resotirce item need over the time range of the project

and helps to visualize the effect of task rescheduling upon the resource usage

rate.

Resource Summarization

When all resource items have been leveled to an efficient rate of resource

use, the plannerjprepares a project-wide shopping list of resource needs. This

list, sometimes referred to as a resource commonality table, contains oolumn

headings for resource'item descriptions, quantity needed (as determined after

leveling), amount of lead time needed before the time is to be used, and the

date for ordering the item. The lead time for each item is determined by

examining catalogs, interviewing purchasing agents, and recalling past

experiences. 24 6
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Resource estimating and scheduling involves the following activities.

1. Determining the resources needed for each of the tasks.

2.. Determining the resource needs for each time period or uvek of the
project.

.3. Leveling the project resource needs by rescheduling tasks.

t

4. Scheduling the project tasks with calendar dates.

5. Developing a total project shopping list of resource needs.

4441*

t.

Tann to page 5.20 and Aead the diAection4

04 Exeita4e A.
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Lesson 5-4.osource Estimation and Scheduling

Exercise A

Ditectionz: Th, exekcize utilizeh the Mettopotitangehoot Diztltia
az a ze,tt.i.ng and deatz with a iatow-up Wont to the in4eAviee Behaviotat
Objective6 wottahop. Read ca4e02,4 the geneital 4i,tua.tion and the addi-
tionat in0Arnation. Then Ottow the tubsequent ditection4 on page 5.22.

General Situation

A state educational official present at the workshop requested the

school to submit a project proposal to modify the instructional materials

used in the workshop and to prepare a script/visual prototype set of

materials for use throughout the state. The proposal is in the process

of being developed. The projeci is presently scheduled to take place

between September 1, 19XX and November 5, 19XX based upon preliminary

time estimates secured from ihe project planning staff.

'Selected portions of the total proposal developed so far have been

worked out and these are presented,as follows:

A. Tasks, titles, descriptions, and time estimates

1. Task P: Prepare Visual Materials--six weeks

Prepare visual materials which relate to instructional lessons
one through five. Illustrate each concept of the lessons with
a 2 x 2 slide such that there exists at least two slides per
minute of presentation and that each slide will be photographed
in color from a professional illustration. The lettering on
the visuals will be typewritten. Each illustration will also
have a typewritten explanation of the setting, the impression
to be conveyed, the length of time for exhibiting, and the con-
cept mrae. Visitation will be made to the state department from
time to time for their reactions.

Task Q: Rewrite Lesson 5--eight weeks

Rewrite Lesson 5 such that the lesson flows easier from concept
and so that all comments and information from the Metropolitan
Retreat tryout are incorporated into the lesson. The time length
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of the lesson is not to exceed 60 minuteS. A 40 mdnute lesson

exercise dealing with statistical analysis and measurements for

educational behavior objectives will be developed. The lesson

script and exercise are to be typed as final copy. Travel will

be made to the state department for review of materials and .

recommendations for changes.

3. Task R: Type lessons one through four--three weeks. Type the

final copy of lessons one through four.

4. Task S: Print Final Report--four weeks. Produce 20 copies of

the final report by commercial printer.

Suggested work flow for the four tasks.

Prepare Visual Mhterials
6 weeks

Rewrite Lesson Five

Type Lessons 1 through 4

'Print Final Re ort

3 weeks

wee s

C. Time and Manpower Estimation for Tasks and Subtasks.

Task Time Wbrk Description Resource Code Time Needed

6 Illustrations--Art Work Illustrator ILL 3 weeks

weeks .Slides--Camera Work Illustrator ILL 2 weeks

Art Description-Writing Illustrator ILL I week

Visuals--Typing Typist SEC 4 weeks

8 Lesson 4--Rewriting Subject Specialist SAS 8 weeks

weeks Exercises--Writing Statisticie.n STA 5 weeks

Statistical Tallies--
Typing Typist SEC 1 week

Drafts and Final Copy
Typing Typist SEC 6 weeks

R 3

weeks
Lesson 1-4--Typing Typist SEC 3 weeks

4

weeks
Final Report Printing [Contracted

Services]

PS

Twin the page.
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Exercise A, continued

5. 22

Dixections: Using the setting and inOmmation pusented, you axe to
accomplish two activitie6 in advt. to comptete the exekei6e.

1. Using the paxtialty compieted ta6k-event-te6oukce caZendaA
(Wo)thsheet One) pte6ented on page 5.23 as a model., you axe
to ptace the thAee pdt*--P, R, and S--on the catendax and
6tate the Ae6otace item6 tequixed by the ta6k ductiption
and noted in the time-manpowex estimation tabte. You axe to

adjust the tasks back and Aotth in time 40 Ca to minimize
the xesouxces tequited to 6uppoAt the ta6k6 using a manpowex
ot 4e6ouitce teveting idea.

Wen .you have compte.te.d the above step, tau to page 5.14 and compate

youx sotution to the one pxovided thexe.

2. Wet checking yawt answen to Waksheet One, tan to page 5.25
and comptete WoAksheet Two accotding to the instAuctions. .
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Exercise A.--Worksheet One

Task-Event-Resource Calendar Form
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Lesson 5Resource Estimation and Scheduling

Exercise AWorksheet OneSolution

Task-Event-Resource Calendar Form

illustrator
art supplies

{....

k--secretary
typewriter

I

typist
typewriter

camera

11.01111111,L..._

subject specialist
typist

typewriter .

statistician- ------
typewriter
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2 3
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Exercige A--Worksheet Two

5.25

Dikection4: Using the'inAmmation Ahom the genekat setting, the setecied

inOtmation, and you& sotution sum Wokhsheet One, ckeate on comptete the
shopping List o6 needed tesoukces (commonatity tabte) using this wokk4heet.

Aitet compteting the uokksheet, tukn to 5.26 and check yaw:.

answets against the 4otaion6 pkesented.

Resource Commonality Table

Line
No. Resource -Type Code Quantity

./

11-+ er/1111

....1.a
-

....d

J

Twin the page atiten completing the
wonksheet.

25,3

(

a
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Exercise,A,--Worksheet Two--Solution

5.26

Ditect2ons: Compake youx'sotution to the one ptesented betow. Study

the noteo pkovided to hetp nuotve any di4c.4.epanc2e4.in youn aaven.
Study aga,i.n the task deacAiptions,ptus sotution to Woklaheet One 0.4

needed to hetp gain an undastanding oi the anowa.

Resource Commonality Table

Line No. , Resource Item Code Quantity

1

2

3.

4 .,

.

6

7

8

9

Project Manager

Statistician

Secretary/typist

Illustrator

Subject Area Specialist

Typewriter .

Artist Supplies
.

..

35 mm Camera .

Printing Services

PM

STA

SEC

ILL

SAS

TWR

AS

CAM

PS

1

,

1

2

1

...

1

3

1 set

1

20 copies

.

Notes regarding solution:

1. You may not have listed the project manager but he must eventually

be considered in resource estimation even though not directly

involved in the four tasks identified.

2. If you left out the equipment, then you need to think through the

task descriptions and the task calendar since these items are needed

to do the work.

3. If you listed only one typewriter, you have to consider that tasks

overlap and that each typist will have access to a typewriter. In

the next lesson, we will deal with the trade-offs in buying or rent-
ing of the typewriters.

[Go 2o to the next page.1

256
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Directions and Choices Following the.Practice Exercises

5.27.

opooloomMINOw.6.1.6.

Based upon the 4 et6-evatuation a4 yout pet4oAmance on the exetcise,
you have athet:

A. acceptabty 4atis6ied the objective o6 estimating ptoject
tesoutce tequitements and schedute devetopment. You shoutd
now twat to the post-teat 4ound on page 5.28.

Additionat examptes on Aesoukce estimation ate 4ound beginnikig
on page 5.30. Reietences 6ox additionat 'Leading ate Listed
on page 5.33.

B. not satis6ied the objective, and showed zdtect one on MOM.
06 the 4ottowing coultses,o4 action.

1. 14 youn woxk4heet. wee. cottect except tiot the minot
detaits, then eithet:

a. Study the adcationat examptes beginning on page
5.30, :and then toklonk exekase A on pagg. 5.20.

b. Read ChapteA Eight ok Educationat P4oject Management
by Desmond L. Cook, and then tewohk exetaise A.on
page 5.20.

c. Rewo4k exetcise A on page 5.20.

2. 16 yowl_ wothsheets wete genetatty incattect, then eithet:

a. View the stide-tape ptesentation;.instAuctions ake
on page 5.10. Aget.the ptesentation, towonk exetaise
A on page 5.20.

b. Read the tesson nattative beginning on page 5.11 and
then towonk extucise A on page 5.20.

0

.c
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Post-Test

5.28

.4T
Diuctiona: Peea4e take t2me to calteSutty an4wtt the muttipte-choice and

. ttue/6alseguestions gimen below. Fat the matilge choice queattona

you axe tvatcle one comect on beat analwelt (A,B,C on V) and 6on. the

time and tiatae you-FEe to indicate the eattect itz4pon4ekatk tIte tettet-

T on: F.

Maze wtite the ta4t tcoult d2gi.t4 o pun Sociat SeculUty nwmbek on the

tine Wow 40 tut:T7Ee page4 can be identitcied in the event they became

4tpauted .d

^A'

1. What is the common denamiaator to which all resource items are converted

for purposes of control?

A.:Personnel codes
B. Dollars
C. Man hours
D.:Calendar dates

2. What is generally considered to be the most expensive project resource?

A. Equipment
B. Facilities
C. Computer services
D. Personnel

3. What purpose can resource estimation serve-in the project definition

proms?

A. Examine the resources required for the completion of individual

tasks .

B. Specify calendar, dates for the acquisition of project equipment

and other resources
C. Translate plan into a time-table
D. Determine what resources are important to the project

4. Resource estimation is concerned with what action or activity?

A. Determining the type and quantity of resources needed for eadh

project task and the total project
B. Estimating the lead time for project resources
C. Estimating the cost to the organization for project space, facilities

and resources
D. Developing schedules for resource utilization

It
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S. Which one of the following, generally makes the process of project
scheduling somewhat difficult?

A. 12 months academic-year
B. Mbre personnel available for short term employment
C. Mbre use of computers

.

D. Lack of necessary resources

6. What purpose can a Gantt or bar chart serve in the resource estimation
process?

A. To visualize resources related to a few important tasks .

B. To present the task resource schedule
C. To visualize the distribution of tasks and all resources over time
D. To visualize resources related to project milestones

7. What important criteria are generally considered while maintaining
application of resources in developing the project schedule!

A. Completing the project in theimaximm time with minimum cost
B. Completing the project to the maxiffami satisfaction of higher

authorities
C. Completing the project within minimum time and cost with whim

performance
D. Completing,the project within ideal schedule with limited constraints

8. Scheduling or the translation of the project plan into a time-table
is done for what purpose?'

A. To allocate resources to the various tasks over, time
B. To identify the limits and constraints important to the project
C. To insure the successful completion of the project
D. To show ,specific calendar dates for the start and cdmpletion of work

Indicate whethek the Atatements Wted beeow ake time ok 6athe by wtiting
a T Ok F on the tine.

The sequence of activities lying on the critical path of work flow
should be indicated on the Gantt chart.

10. The degree of planning and control applied to each type of resource
depends upon its size.

11. The project schedule places an emphasis upon the start and end
of each activity.

12. Resource estimating and scheduling involve scheduling the project
tasks with school system working dates.
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,13; Resource.estimating and scheduling involve reducing the project
resource needs by rescheduling tasks.

14. The bar graph helps to visualize the effect of task rescheduling
upon.the resource usage rate.

rout-the. page and check youx anhweiGS. I
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Lesson 5--Resource atioa and Scheddling

Directions and Choices Fullowing Leson Post-Test

5,29

rkection4: The cokkect an6wem ,La Luzon 5 po4t-teot ate ti4ted down

the it.ight makgin. Check yam cowtect ke4pon4e6.

Diuctionz: li,you an4welted eteven ok teul que4tion4
contectty, yau, have not acceptabty demanztAated knows-

edge a6 the kuoukce utimation pxocea4 and zhoutd

4e2ect one ox malte ai the iattowing coukdeo oi action.

1. Viewthe Abide-tape pte6entatan by tukning
to page 5.10 and pxoceeding. Wet the pke-
zentation, tau to the Luzon Quatity Cant/tot,

Fo4m on page 5.36.

2. Read the tuzon riavtative beginning on
pute 5.11 and then ttan to the Le44on
QuatZty Contkot FuAm on page 5.36.

3. Read.Chaptut Eight o6 Educationat Puject Man-

agement by Dezmond L. Cook and-then tukn tO the

Luzon Quatity Contut Foltm on page 5.36.

4. Study the additionat exampte4 beginfting on page

5.30 . and then tukn to the Le44on Quatity Can-

t/tot Foxm on page 5.36

5. Reivotk the -ft.-64m pozt-tut and ,then ..,tAn to

the Luzon Quatity Coritnot Fonm on pay:. 5.36.

TiltectionA: 16 you anzweked twelve bt moxe queztiows

cottectty, you have acceptabty demonztAated knowtedge

o the 4e4oukce eablation pxocesz and zhoutd now

tutn to the Luzon Quatity Cont/tot FO4m 6n page 5.36

Additiona:e examptez on tuoutce utimation ate Aound

beginning on page 5.30. ReAetenceo Aot additionat

tcading cote Zioted on page 5.35:

.i..wenI/OIONNIIAWIMNO/WW.TIMPOMEW,....
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Kati le Choice

1.

2. p

3. A

4.A

5. D

6. C

7. C

8. D

True/False

9. T

10. F

11. T

12. F

13. T

14. T
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Lesson 5Resource Estimation and Scheiing

Additional Example A

5,30

The determination of resource needs and requirements can be carried

out by several different operations. The lesson content presented one

approach to the problem--that of using the bar chart or Gantt chart as

. *the basic vehicle. Regardless of the procedure, the objective is to

secure some type of estimate of the types and amounts of resources needed

to do the individual tasks and the total project. An alternative approach

based upon using the network or arrow diagram work flow is presented

below and in the illustration accompanying this example.

In this situation, an administrator.was interested in securing some

reactions of his staff to the problem of student parking at school. A

decision was made to utilize survey techniques which involved the prepa-

ration of a questionnaire, duplicating it, and then distributing it to

the staff. A sample had to be established for trying out the questionnaire

and a sample for final data collection established. Analysis and repol--

ing of the data were the final steps.

The accompanying illustration provides a summary network for this

project with events being numbered.. Below the diagram., the administrator

made up a form for estimating the number of hours that would ne needed

from the resources available to him. In addition to his own time (PO),

he had the use of a research associate (RA), his secretary (SEC), and

the services of a keypuncher (0) in the departmenf:..

It can be observed in this form that not only can the zunount

type of resource needed for each activity be determined by running across
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the table horizontally but that the total amount of time to be contri-

buted by each person could be obtained by summing the columns. A last

step in the process was to multiply the number of hours by the hourly

rate in order to arrive at a quick cost figure.

The table presented here shows only the personnel resources. It

could be expanded or a separate table created to show other types of

resources such as materials, equipment, travel, and related resource

types and quantities.
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Lesson 5--Resource Estimation and Schedulin8

Additional Example A--Illustration
CJ1

IEVent
P S

Activity
Descri.tion

t
e

Weeks
Estimated Hours e

_.,_

.
& Dollar

Total' 1 ' ' . "
,

01-02 Design Quest. 2.0 10 2 $10.00 $2.00 $104.00
02-03 Tryout Quest. Dupl. 1.0 4 2.00 8.00

02-12 Arr. Key Punch 1.0 1 10.00 10.00

03-04 Tryout Quest. 2.0 10 $5.00 50.00

04-05 Final Form Dupl. 1.0 8 2.00 16.00

05-06 Plmin. Quest. 5.0 20 , 5.00 100.00

06-07 Key Punch 1.0 8 $2.50 20.00

97-08 Data Analysis 4.0 4 20 10.00 5.00 140.00

08-09 Summarize Data 1.0 4 10.00 40.00

09-10 Prep. Final Renort 4.0 10 10 20 10.00 5.00 2.00 190.00

12-06 Hire Key Punch 0.4 1 10.00 10.00

02-13 Design Data Analysis 3.0 15 10.00 150.00

13-06 Dummy 0.0 --
01-14 Design Sample 1.0 4 10.00 40.00

14-03 Select Tryout Sample 0.6 5 5.00 25.00

14-05 Select Final Sample 1.0 10 5.00 50.00

TOTAL 49 75 34 8 _
$953.001

Crl

CA

2
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Lesson 5--Resource Estimation and Scheduling

Additional Example B

5.33

It is generally recognized that personnel and/ol =power is the

most costly item in the overall project budget. For this reason, many

agencies which provide project-support require a fair degree of detail

with regard to the personnel requested to support the proposed scope

of work. This request is usually met by the project proposer creating

a project manning table. Such a table is presented on the next page.

The table presents the estimated manpower needed for an effort

very similar to the one undertaken to produce these training materials.

Four phases were viewed for the project effort as noted. Estimates were

made of the'amount and type of personnel resources needed to accomplish

each of the phases. It may be noted that some persons were to be used

only in selected phases while others were to be carried over the four

phases. The total number of man days was calculated and then converted

to a percentage of the persons total working time.. Thus, the project

director will be on the project only about one-quarter of his available

time. It indicate's that he will be doing other things during the life

history of the project, such as teaching c1asses, meeting with students,

and perhaps even running another project. In the case of the graduate

assistants, the maximum percent of time they can have is fifty percent.

Working within this constraint requires careful thought as to .where they

14-11l he most needed during the course of the project.

Expression of personnel needs in terms of man days is a common

procedure and prospective project managers should be aware of this form

of request.
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Additonal Example. B--Project Manning Table

Personnel Requirement
Analysis
Phase

Conceptualization
Phase

Design
Phase

Development
Phase

Total % *

Project Director 8 5 5 30 48 24

Associate Project Director 33 22 22 121 148 100

Advisory Comnittee/Specialists

I Instructional System 5 5 10 5

Instructional Media 5 5 10 5

Evaluation 5 2 3 10 5

Consultants

Project Nhnagement 2 2 4 2

Local School District 2 2 4 2

Technical Support

Secretarial-Clerical 33 22 22 121 198 100

Media Specialist--Graphic Artist 11 11 16 38 19

Graduate Research Assistant
(Instruction) 16 11 11 60 98 SO

Graduate Research Assistant
(Management) 16 11 11 60 98 SO

Participant Observers (Two)
(Evaluation Specialists)--30
one-half da s each 15 15 8

.--
TOTAL 110 97 98 445 731 470

* Based on nine 22 day months

, 267
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Lesson 5Resource Estimation and Scheduling

Reading Refer nces

Additionil knowledge about the process of resource determination

and estimation plus the problems associated with project scheduling can

be °brained from reading the references cited below. ---.

Archibald, R. D., and R. L. Villoria. Network-Based Management Syste
New York: John Wiley and Sons, Inc., 1967, Onapter 6..

rBaumgartner, J. S. Project Management. Homemtod, Ill.: RiChard D.
1963, Chapter 2.

Ccok, Desmond L. ?42iiralpro.ectEducatiorg_
Charles E. rr ompany,

Wbodgate, H. S. Planning by Network.
1967, Chapters 10 and .11.

Mana ement.
apter 8.

New York:

Columbus, Ohio:

Brandon Systems Press,
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Lesson 5--Resource Estimation

Lesson Quality Control Form

5.36

OinecticHs: Peeaise take time to cateeutty anowet the Om quotionis given
betow. Yam anzwem witt ptovide vatuabte inemniation eot the tevi4ion and
.imp4ovement o4 thiz i'e44on. Feet Ktee to aftite additionat comment4 04
qecommendation4 on the back oe thi4 eotm. Yout tespon4e4 wat be kept
stlictty conildentiat. Ptease otite the ta4t Out digits oe you& Sociat
.evictity numbeA on the tine betow 4o that the page4 can be identitiied in
the event they become 4epakated

Thank you 04 you4 aisisi/stance.

1. Indicate your overall impression oi the quality of this lesson.

111....1110

Excellent ri Very Good riGood Fair Poor.

2. What do you feel is the most positive aspect of this lesson?

3. What do you feel is the most negative aspect of this lesson?

4. What would you suggeseto improve this lesson?

2/0

[TuAn the page and ptoceed I
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Lesson 5--Resource Estimation and Scheduling

Termination instructions

5.37

Upon comptetion ol5 the Lesson Quatity Contut Foul, you ake

eat out and stop& the pages oti the Lesson Quality Contnot Fatm.
ce e iotm in the specia2 envetope puvided.
the envetope t4 Reseatch son Bette& Schooth, Inc., Suite 1700,
Marla StAeet, Phitadetphia, PenmAytvania 19103.

TUA te44on on ftesoutce estimation LS now compteted. Lesson 6 emtitted
"Cost Estimates and Budgets" is the next te6zon in the sequence; you
ate advised to tocate the teAszonbooklet and Azad the intmductoity Foga.
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Lesson 6--Cost Estimates and Budgets

Introduction to Lesson

6.1

This lesson contains the following items. Nhke sure that each
item is present before starting to work through the lesson.'

A. Booklet containing the following items

pane

Introduction to lesson 6 1

Overview and objectives 6 2

Pretest 6 4

Lesson abstract and content outline 6 6
Lesson text 6 10

Exercises on cost estimates and budgets 6 17
Post-test,. , 6 32
Additional examples 6 34
Reading references. 6 42

Lesson'Quality Control Form 6 43

B. Set Of Color Slides entitled 'Module 2--Basic Principles and Tech-
niques of Project Management, Lesson 6--Cost Estimates and Budgets."

C. Cassette Tape entitled "Module 2--Basic Principles and Techniques
of-Project Management, Lesson 6--Cost Estimates and Budgets."

EQUIPMENT NEEDED. The 61lowing equipment will be required for this
lesson and you are advised to arrange for their use:

cassette tape recorder
carousel slide projector
projection screen

TIME REQUIRED. The tape-slide presentation Funs approximately 13
minutes, the exercise takes approximately 601minutes, and about 90
is needed to complete the entire lesson.

273
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\ Lesson 6--Cost Estimats and Budgets

Overview and Oljectives

6 . 2

OVERVIEW

In the previous lesson the scheduling of project tasks and the

allocation of resources to the various tasks over time was discussed.

In the lesson exercise you completed a task-event-resource calendar

and resource commonality table.

This lesson is concerned with translating the information con-

tained in the task-event-iesource calendar and resource commonality

table into a project budget document. Two types of budgets are intro-

duced--the project manager's budget based upon units of work arid the

typical budget format produced by the organization's accounting unit.

OBTECTIVES

The'student in completing this lesson should be able to prepare

a project manager's budget based upon units of work and a typical line-

item budget produced for the organization's accounting unit when given

a task-event-resource calendar and resource commonality table. The

specific objectives of the lesson are as follows:

I. Given a task-event-resource calendar and resource commonality

table, the student should be able to:

a. calculate estimated nersonnel salary, wages, and fringe
benefits,

b. calculate estimated project indirect costs.

c. calculate the estimated costs of project equipment,
materials and supplies, contracted services, and travel.

d. estimate the cost of individual Project tasks or work
units.

274
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. 2. The student should he able to fill in a project manager's

budget and a tynical line item budget after calculating project cost

estimates.

Comptete the pute/st on the liottowing
page.

27,5
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Lesson 6--Cd-t Estimates and Budgets

Pretest

64

Dikection4: Ptea4e take tole to cakeiutty anmen the mattipte choice
and tue/tSalse que4tion4 given betow. Fox the matipte choice quatiom6

i you axe to cixcte one coxxect 04 but answex (4,8,c ox D), and tiox the
I tue and .liathe youDii to indicate the catuct hapon4e with the tettek

T 04 F.

Ptea4e mite the taist Owt digits o6 putt Soda .ectvri.ty numbek on the
tine below so th7itthe page4 can be identiOed in the eve.nt they be.
ame 4epartated

1. Cost estimation is the process of translating project requirements
into what document?

A. Proposal
B. Schedule
C. Accounting procedures
D. Budget

Cost estimation and.budgeting is the last step in what project phase?

A. Organization
B. Termination
C. Planning
D. Preparation

3. What does a budget represent?

A. A planned expenditure of dollarc
B. An actual expenditure of dollars
C. A reference document for the business office
D: The cost account's code for expenditures

What is the basic unit of work under which various project costs
are accumulated?

A. Activity
B. Event
C. Work package
D. Goal
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5. What are the two main categories used to classify project costs?

A. Labor costs and indirect costs
B. Direct costs and indirect costs
C. Personnel costs and material costs
D. Direct costs and personnel costs

6. What would be an example of a typical indirect cost?

A. Tape recorder
B. Reference books
C. Salaries of staff
D. Building electricity costs

7. What basic reference document is used in determining assigned costs

to various budget categories?

A. Expenditure plan
B. Gantt Chart
C. Previous project history
D. Resource canmonality table

8. In determining the costs for a typical 1idget what is generally

used as a basic reference?

A. Previously developed resource canno ality table

B. State budget
C. Neighboring school system budget

D. Federal guidelines

Ptea,se indicate wkethet the 6tatements ttt betow ate ttueot 6atAe by

miting a T on F on the tine

9. The budget helps the project manager control project costs

10. A costing unit is a unit of work.

11. In developing the budget, project indirect costs are usually

specified first and itemized.

12. The format of the budget is normally specified by the project

director

13. The final activity in planning is to identify the authority

who is to put the plan into operation.

14. The project proposal usually is prepared by combining the docu-

ments produced during the various steps of the preparation phase.

277
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Check yout an&wetz on the tiottowing
poge.
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Lesson 6--Cost Estimates and Budgets

Directions Following Lesson Pretest

6.5

IDaection4: The coAtect anmeA4 to Luzon 6 pte,tezt ake eiated down
the tight maAgin. Check yam couect ke6pon6e4 .

Ditection4: 14 you an4weted eeeven 04 ems
que4tion6 conkectly, you have not acceptably
demon6ttated knowledge o4 cozt e.sti.mtez and
budget4 and Ahould 'Lead the tezzon abAttaCt
and content outtine on page4 6.6 to 6.8.
Then begin the tape-4.We pkesentation by
tatning to the intstiutc-tAlonz on page 6.9.

Dikectiona: It( you an4wekedtweeve cot make
queztion4 colftectly, you have acceptabey
demonztnated knowledge o4 cozt e4timate4
.and budget4 and Ahould Azad the lezzon
abztuct and outline on page4 6.6 to 6.8.
Then L4 you de/sine to Akip the tape-aide
pkmentation, you may do 40 by pkoceeding
dikectey to the pkactice exetcLse on page
6.17. 14 you do desike to view the tape-
Atide pkezentation, twin to the inatAuc-
tirin6 on page 6.9

MUltiple Choice

1. D

2. C

3. A

4. C

5. B

6. D

7. A

8. A

True/False

9. T

10. T

11. F

12. F

13. T

14. F
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Lesson 6--Cost Estimates and Budgets

Lesson Abstract and Content Outline

6.6

ABSTRACT

Cost estimatian is the determination of the amount of money needed

for a work unit and for the total project. The budget is the plan for

expending project resources. Budgeting involves the determination of

both direct and indirect costs. Typical budget categories are personnel

salaries, wages, and benefits; equinment, materials and sumplies, travel,

contracted services, and indirect costs. The resource commonality table

or "shopping list" is the basic document used in estimating costs and

budgeting.

CONTENT OUTLINE

A. Cost estimating and budgeting is the third dtmension of project man-
agement (after schedule and performance) where the objectives of the
project are transformed into the costs required to achieve them.

1. Cost estimation is the determination of the amount of money
needed for a work unit and for the total project.

2. The budget is the plan for expending project resources.

3. Mona is the unit used in expressing project resources.

B. The budget helps the manager control expenditures during the opera-
tion of the project.

C. General budget terms include the following:

1. Direct costs are costs of resource items purchased for the project.

2. Indirect costs are those shared with a larger organization where
the resources only support the project.

3. Costing unit is a function or task around which costs are
accumulated.

4. Expendi'ure plan is a set qf decisicns about what, when, and how
resoulce items are ,to be purchased.
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D. The style of the budget depends on:

I. .Categor;es of costs needed for a project.

2. Typical style used in the parent organization.

3. Local, state and federal reauirements.

E. The following constraints aff&thig-the budgeting process:

6.7

1. Minimum wages, maximum fees, retirement funds, payday restric-

tions, and certification requirements.

2. Lack of ability to shift funds from one budget category to

another during operations.

3. Specific requirements of local, state and federal agencies.

F. \The folloudng are typical budget categories:

1. Personnel salary, uages, and benefits.

2. Equipment

3. Materials and supplies

4. Travel

S. Contracted services

6. Indirect costs

G. The resource commonality table or shopping list is the basic docu-

ment used in estimating costs and budgeting. ft is used to deter-

mine, in proper order, the costs of the resource items needed for

the project. The costs are collected under the following categories:

1. Personnel and benefits

2. Bouipment

3. Materials and supplies

4. Contracted services

5. Travel and per diem

6. Indirect costs

P. Local source of resoarce items should be given, priority over out-

side sources.

2, 09

O
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I. Decisions concerning rental as compared to purchase of equipment.

J. Authority to purchase resources is part of expenditure planning.

K. Budget style should conform to ability of parent organization to
collect costs into project categories. Otherwise, project mana-
ger may need to develop a second budget for controlling the project.

L. All documents developed during the entire planning phase become
part of the project proposal which is to be submitted for funding.
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Instructions

6 . 9

1. Set up the 4ecoltdex, ptojectot, and Acteen.

2. nace the canoudee aide tuty onto the ptojectoA and advance the

tkay to the ..staxt o4 &die Nacipted and Techniqued oti Pkoject

Management, LeddoktSix--Cadt Eht.imatea and 8udget4."

3. Race the caszette tape 44 thi.d teddon into the tecakdet and

togind to the 'woad dtop.

4. Statt the tecotdet and advance the aided with the "change tone."

282
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Lesson 6--Cost Estimates and Budgets

Lesson -Text

6.10

Introduction

Cost estimation and budget preparation is the last step in the project

planning phase. The project goal and objectives have been stated, the tasks

specified, the work flow created, and the resources scheduled as prior steps.

The schedule and performance dimensions for the project have thus been

specified. This lesson concentrates on the cost dimension.

In placing cost estimation and budget preparation as the last step in

the planning phase, it is recognized that in same cases the available dollar

amount is known at the start of the project. Objectives and resources to

support the work may follow Parkinson's law in that they expand to meet such

available funding levels. Even when the final dollar amount is known, how-

ever, the planning process outlined in these lessons should be followed.

In addition to providing a written record of planned expenditures, the

budget helps the manager control project costs. He does this by looking for

deviations flan the spending plan as the operational phase of the project is

being carried out.

Basic Concepts and Terminology

A budget is a plan for the spending or allocation of money to accomplLih

some objective or goal. A family develops a budget to accomplish such goals

as having a.home, providing transportation, or sending the children to college.

Just as we allocate money to family objectives, so we allocate money to

project objectives. The process of determiaing how much money is needed to

accomplish project objectives is called cost estimation. These estimates are
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summarized in a document called the budget.

Before considering the process of cost estimation and budget preparation

in detail, it is important to define a few key terms or concepts.

Direct costs include expenditures for persannel, equipment, facilities

and services obtained especially for the project.

Indirect costs are usually support costs of the larger organization

which are pro-rated to a project, but which are not purchased especially for

it. Costs such as space, electricity or heat in the building within which

the project is located are knawn as indirect costs or burden or overhead.

A costing unit, or center, is a unit of work. Usually it is a work

package, specific function or task under which various costs are accumulated.

An exRenditure plan usually shows the rate of expenditure over time. It

represents a set of planning decisions concerning expenditure questions such

as--

o what is to be purchased or rented?

o when iS the item to be ordered?

o what weekly or monthly rate is to be used for the .item?

o how and where is the item to be purchased or rented?

The term constraints refers to limits or boundaries specified by a

funding source or school board relating to employee salaries, wages, benefits,

and certification, or the ability to shift funds from one budget category to.

another. Various local, state, and federal policy manuals, statutes, and

instructions should be reviewed frequently in order to insure that the budget

meets the needs of the project and is within externally-imposed constraints.
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Developiqg the Budget

6.12

The process of project cost estimation and budgeting is fundamentally

one of translating resources needed to accomplish all of the desired objec-

tives into a common denominator--that of dollars.

Budgets are usually prepared in a form consistent with either the loyl

organizational format or that required by a funding agency. A typical budget

lists dollar amounts for pertonnel (salary, wages, and,benefits), eq ipment,

materials and supplies, travel, and other costs and expenses such as pr ra-

tion of reports, computer services, and consultant services. In determining

the cost of these budget items, the previously developed resource commonality

table,can be Utilized as a reference.

In developing the-budget, personnel is usually the first direct expen-

diture category to he costed. The skilled persons needed for.the project

are costed for a salary, wage, or fee, using current salary or wage scales.

The budget should list each person by position rather than by name. If,

however, the position will surely be filled by a known person, then his name

cpuld be included. The type, rate of pay, and duration of work should be

indicated.

In computing the project cost of skilled personnel both a base salary

and employee benefits are included. Employee benefits usually include pay-

ments or contribution:, to such items as a retirement fund, social security,

a life insurance program, and health or medical insurance. For example, a

typical personnel entry might be--Statistician (annual base salary di $10,000

working 100% for 6 months)= $5,000. Employee benofits for the statistician

may include the following school system contributions--

2 S5
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o retirement fund ($5,000 by 12%)=$600 and

o medical insurance ($25 per month by 6 months)=$150.

6.1.3

The cost entries for equipment, materials, and supplies are determined

by first referring to the resource commonality table to identify the needed

items and then consulting catalogues and suppliers for cost estimates.

Major items should be listed separately. If an item is paid for in install-

ments or rented, the rate of expense per unit time should be specified. Con-

sideration should be given to the alternatives of purchasing, renting, or

leasing equipment. Factors to be considered in making the decision are rela-

tive cost, the possibility of follow-up projects sharing the equipment, and

governmental and local school regulations. Typical project budget entries

under equipment and materials and supplies might include--

tquipment

o electric typewriter (par-chase)4500

o calculator (rental at $20 per month for% months)=$80

Materials and Supplies at

o plexiglass, plywood, and steel materials for construction = $800

o general office supplies (paper, pencils, and typewriter ribbons) = $100

The next category that often appears in project budgets is contracted

services. Estimates of the tosts of these services are based upon information

from actual bids, reference catalogs, or previous project histories. Consid-

eration should be given to the availability of local pools of either full-

time or part-time skilled persons, the availability of equipment,from local

sources, and the consolidated procurement of materials and supplies.

Contracted services for a project might include entries such as--

o clerical support ($20 per day-for-10 days) = $200

2 36
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o Final project report printing $1.50 a copy for 20 copies = $30

o computer services (keypunching, $3 per hr. for 20 hrs.) = $60 and

o computer.time, $600 per hr. for 30 min. = $300.

Travel is another budget category requiring careful planning. Travel

costs are calculated for project staff and consultants and based upon a

mileage rate for the use of a personal automobile or an estimated average

cost of commercial transportation. In addition, a 221.: diem allowance of a

fixed amount of money iler day, or actual expenses, is allowed to cover ex-

penses such as meals ahd lodging for each traveler. Cther incidental.expen-

ses such as taxi or limousine are usually listed separately as part of

"travel."

Project indirect. costs 4re usually specified last in the budget since

they are often related to part or all of direct costs. The method for cal--

culating project indiiect costs or expenses varies from place to place. A

fairly typical procedure is to take a percentage of the wages or salaries of

project personnel, including consultants. For example, suppose a project has

personnel salaries of4-
n

o project manage'''. $12,000

o secretary 6,000

o statistician, (Ifull,time for 6 mos.) 6,000 and

o research assis.qant, (one-half time for 12 mos.) 6,000

TOTAL = $30,000

The agency uses an in4rect cost rate of 50% applied only on wages and sal-
,

aries. The budget entry for indirect costs would be campared by multiplying

50% by $30,000 which equals $15,000. It is the rate that must be determined

by law, regulation, or computation. It is often different for each job

category.

2 s
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With these specific line items determined, a line item t can be pre-

pared for the project. The format of the budget is normal y speci led by

the school district or funding agency.

Budgeting in Perspective

It is iinportait to remember that the budget represents a planned expen-

diture of dollars Oy specific categories. Thus, the budget can be used as

,

the basis for cen4olling costs during project operation. For this purpose,

the various project costs should be collected for accounting purposes accord-

ing to the categories appearing in the budget. Consequently, a major cencern

_when setting up budget categories is the ability of the local accoiunting sys-

tem to collect costs into or against the allocated budget categories. If the

cost accounting system does not categorize g sts in the same way that they q

are budgeted by the project, difficulties wil4l rise during project operation.

Hence, when the accounting system of the parent organization does not collect

costs using project categories, project managers are often found using two

budget reports -- one produced byhe organization's accounting ,unit for

audit and one maintained by themselves for work flow regulation.

Cost estimating and budgeting is the final activity of project planning.

Here the resource needs that support the project objectives are converted

into dollar cost estimates and fitted into the budget document's fcrmat.

Tutn to page 6.17 and /Lead the ditec-

tions ok Exacibe A.
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Lesson 6--Cost Estimates and Budgets

General Situation for,Exercises A and B

6.17

DiAectionts: Stiidy the Weaving in6oftmation beOte beginning the exekcidoes.

Metropolitan Sdhool' District is conducting a project involving the

design and production of instructional materials. Pertinent information

regarding the production phase is given below.

A. Resource Commonality Table from Lesson 5

Resource Item Code iantit

Project Manager IV1 1

2 Statistician SEA 1

Secretary/typist SEC 2

4 Illustratór ILL 1

5 Subject Area Specialist SAS 1

6 Typewriter

Artist Supplies

TWR,

AS

3

1 set

8 35 mm Camera. CNM 1

.....

Printing Services PS 20 copies

B. Salary/Wage/Fringe Benefit Schedule

1. Salaries (for full-time basis assume four weeks/month):

*Project manager $1000/mo.

secretary/typist $ 500/mo.

*statistician $ 800/mo.

illustrator $1000/mo.

*subject area specialist $ 800/mo.

2. Fringe Benefits (for all personnel):

retirement 10$ of mondily salary

life insurance $12 ner month

health insurance $24 per month

2 .99
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C. Travel

*Each person with an asterisk before his name under "Salaries" on pre-
vious page, travels two trips at $100.00 per trip. This figure covers

auto expense, per diem, and air travel.

D. Equipment. and Mhterials Cost

TypewriterS (rent three) rent at $20/month

Artist supplies and materials $80.00 per set
35 mm camera (one available from

the resource pool at the school) rent by month only at $10/month

Camera film and developing $60.00

E. Services

Printing services contracted at $1.50 per printed copy

F. Indirect Cost Figured as SO Percent of Salaries and Waus Only

G. Task-Event-Resource Calendar

6.18 .

Week%

months

LIJ
LL

A S
0- SIC

- TWR
C A M - - - -$

SAS
SEC--
TWR

STA
nm

- S C - -

-TWR--

Printing of
Repert (PS)

2 3

September

4 7

October

8 10 11

November

12

[-Ran the ..al.2COICLtSelteAth.r..1.
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Lesson 6--Cost Estimates and Budgets

Exercise A

6.19

Diiteosti.ons: 4tite4 istudying the 442uation due/abed on the pkeviou4
pages, you cote. to de.ve2op a. budget using a. pkojeat task wt. co4tin9
unit appkoach. In thiz case, the iouk. pkoject tasks IP, R, and S)
kepnesent co4ting u.nt. You. ake to deteAnane the. totat co4t o the
pkoject by 64)4t iigtvting the cost cq each taok, emptoye.e beneiits,
and indaect costs. TheAe iwte Showed -then be 4wnned in (Ada to
obtain the totat pkoject co4t. The 40&Lti.on o6 thits type bi a cozang
pitobtem-can be 0.ciii,tated by Ae. comptetion..o6 a. pkofect task-itzsotace
matkix. FLU. in the btankis in the matkiit on the ot.e.owing page and
entek the. appkopAi.ate 4iguxeis in -the budget tummy that OM to.



Lesson 6--Cost Estimates and Budgets

Exercise AProject Task-Resource Matrix

rDineetion6:- Comptete the matnix betow taing the in0Amation pltovided in-the Genekat Situation On

Exekciae A and B. bash totath (cotumn 15)..ate 4iguned by adding cotumn4 (6), (9) (12), (13), and

(14) togethm

Personnel
Salary and Wages

Equipment Materials
.

and Supplies
(13) (14)

ao
;7g)
*47.,F

zyi
41;6? Totals

(15)

Task) (2) (3)1 (4)

s 63.'"

,...)A,

( (6) (9) (10) (1)4. (12)

c4. Sub- SUb- .s SUb-

Total Total Total

z;,.

4
1,-

TASK-P
.

.

TASK-Q

1500 1000 750 1600 4850 55 -- 55. -- -- ---

Four
Trips

400 -- $ 5305

TASK-R..

300 -- 375 675 15 15 _ -.. --- 690

TASK-S

Sub-
totals 3000 1000 1600

-

,

r-i > 1-4
4 rl .;-; a.

$+c g

Employee Benefits . Enter Employee Benefits Total Here
$>

Enter Indirect Costs Total Here \ $

.

Indirect Costs
I

Grand
Totals

..

.

$ $

*It is estimated that the project manager spends 30% of his time on task P,

SO% on task Q, 10% on task R, and 10% on task S.

c):1.)

LjuAn the page and puceed.1

9
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Lesson 6--Cost Estimates and Budgets

Exercise ABudget Sumary

6.21

Ditection6: Comptete the budget summaky beau) by enteting the appto-

pkiate 6iguices AhOm caumm4 (6), (9), (12), (11), (14), and (15) oti the

.pkoject ta4k-te6outce matkix. The 4guice6 ioe't4.412.6 Q and R ake enteked

on the Ottowing page tion yout te6ekence.

Project Title: Instructional, Materials Production

Funding Agency: Metropolitan Schools

Work Package Time 3 mon hs

Dates from 9/1/19XX

COSITAG UNIT .TOTALS

TASK--P

= = = = == ========================

Total

294
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TASK--Q

1. Salaries and Wages

PM--50% x $1000/M6. x 3 mo. = $1,500

STA--5 weeks x $200/week = 1,000

SEC--6 weeks x $125/week = 750

SAS--13 weeks x $200/week = jApp'
Sub-Total T-475-0-

2. Equipment

TWR-211 weeks x $5/week

3. Travel

Four trips @ $100/trip

TASK- -R

1. Salaries and Wages

=$ SS

=$ 400

PM--10% x $1000/mo. x 3 mo. = $ 300

SEL--3 weeks x $125/week = 375

Sub-Total $ 675

21 Equipment

TASK--S

TWR--3 weeks x $5/week = $ 15

a

Total $5 305

Total $ 690

Total

6.22

1
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ADMINISTRATIVE SUPPORT

Total

PROJECT GRAND TOTAL

6.Z3

1Tunn the_ pag e_ and comect youh
woith.
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Lesson 6Cost Estimates and Budgets

Exercise ASolution

6.24.

NAection4: The otution to Exeimae A--Budget Summang
betow. Cheek yow E. iiguted and wolth and make,the appuptiate calaec-

tion4. The AotutZon to Ea./Laze APuject-Tazie-Re6ounce

Budget Summary .

Projedt Instrudtional Material; 'Production
Project Time: 3 months

Funding Agency: Metropolitan Schools .

Dates From 4/1/19xX

.COSiING UNIT
= = = =

TASK - P

TOTALS

1. Salaries and Wages
PM -.30% x $1000/mo. x 3 mo. = $ 900

SEC - 5 wk. x $125/wk. = 625

ILL 6 wk. x $250/wk. = 1,500
Sub-Total $3,025

2. Equipment
TWR 5 wk. x $5/wk. = $ 25

CAM - 1 mo. x $10/mo. 10

Sub-Total $ 35

3. Materials and Supplies
AS - 1 set x $80/set = $ 80

CAM Supplies @ $60 60

Sub-Total $ 140

4. Travel
Two trips @ $100/trip = $ 200

- Total $ 3,400

V
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TASK - Q.

1. Salaries and Wages
PM - 50% x $1000/mo. At 3 mo. = $1,500

STA 4- 5 wk'. x $200/wk. '= 1,000
SEC - 6 wk. x $125/wk. = 750
SAS - 8 wk. x $200/wk. = 1,600

Sub-Total Min'

2, Equipment
TWR - 11 wk. x $5/wk. = $ 55

3. Travel
Four trips @ $100/trip = $ 400

TASK - R

1. S,ilaries and Wages
.PM - 10% x $1000/mo. x 3 mo. = $ 300

SEC - 3 wk. x $125/wk. = 375
Sub-Total T-775

2, Equipment
TWR - 3 wk. x $5/wk. = $ 15

TASK - S

1. Salaries and Wages
PM - 10% x $1000/mo. x 3 mo. = $ 300

2. Contracted Services
Printing - 20 copies x $1.50/copy 30

6 2S

.Total $5,35

Total $ 690

ADMINISTRATIVE SUPPORT

1. Employee Benefits

Total 330

a. Retirement - 10% x $8,850
b. Life Insurance - 45 wk. x

= $ 885

$3/wk.
c. Health Insurance - 45 wk.

= 135

x $6/wk. = 270
Sub-Total $1,290

2. Indirect Costs
50% x $8,850 -7 $4,425

'Total $ 5,715

PROJECT GRAND TOTAL $15,440

Plan the page 604 the 4aution to the Pkoject Took-Rulowtee Matiaxli

299



Lesson 6--Cost EstiAates.and Budgets
1

Exercise A--Project Task-Resource Matrix--Solution

Diteetions: Compate yout 4igute4 with those given beim and make Aecessany ccouLection6.j

,_-

.r

I* ,.." Z ,c) ..`)' c;:r

.i -', ci,-;: (-'7Y A-,.

. !

I

i TA S K I.
I

1

___ 900 -- iI 625 imp 1 --____t__

Personnel
Salary and Wages

a.
Equipment Materials

and Supplies c.c

Sub-,
,,e, -

Total 0'3' Z's 4--/,,,

sz.c Q. c,V lotals
.......... __________

,

Two
Trips

140, 200

Fr
Trin:

3400

ou

400 ....

TASK- Q
I

1500 I 1000

R

-

3025

, 1
S.

--- 1600 4850
-=1 . ... r

30 1 375

1
j 300

I

I

25

5

10

-

675 15

300

35

55

15

_.....11,,,M.

..1114.11/....11

1

5305

690

30 330

:ot..s 3000 .1000 11750 1500 1600 8850 95 10 . lns 80 60
tret....arwo

- .
-

.;

6rand
-Total

..1111.1MW1.4!

ETIn1nv.?:2 Bon:fits

ar

140 600

$1290 Enter Employee Benefits Total Here

IndlTect Cost. $4425

.$14,565 :

30 9725

> $1290

Enter Indirect Costs Total Here S4425

! $105 $140 1$600 $30 $15,440 L. 369

*It is estimated that the nroject manager spends 30% of his time on

. task P, 50%.on task Q, 10% on.task R, and 10% on task S; 1_21Tu .thpa.

00'4
-
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Nizection4: Wing the iniotmatiOn Ptom the Cotumn totats o6 the task-

te/soukce mattix on page 6.20, you ate to comptete the budget zummaxy

betow. It tepko4ent6 a typicat budget 0/mat ptoduced by an otganiza-

tio,04 accounting unit.Budget cate9okie4 ate taated act044 the entPie

pu I I eet dlOtation. ..,.......;..,

Lesson 6--Cost Estimates and Budgets

Exercise B

6.27*

Budget SumMary . \
v,v

Project Title: Instructional Mhterials Production
Worl Package Time:3 months

Funding Agency: Metropolitan Schools
Dates from: 9/1/19xx

Category 'Sub-
Totals TOTALS

Personnel

A. Salaries and wages

:*

B. Employee Benefits

2. Travel

3. Equipment
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4. Materials and Supplies

5. Contracted Services

6. Indirect Costs

GRAND TOTAL

6.28

LTuAn the page and cattect pun wwdz.



IVitections: The 4aution to Exekcitse 13 4:4 given be-tow. Check gout

6iguners and wank, and make the appkopaiate eolftection4.
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Lesson 6--Cost Estimates and Budgets

Exercise B--Solution

6.29

Budget Summary

Project Title: Instructional Materials Production
Project Time:3 months

.Funding Agency: Metropolitan Schools
Dates from: 9/1/19xx

Category Sub- .

Totals TOTALS

1. Personnel (manpower)

A. Salaries and Wages
PM--3 mo. x $1000/mo. $3000

s.

STA-5 wk. x 200/wk. 1000
SEC-14 wk. x 125/wk. 1750
ILL-6 wk. x 250/wk. 1500

SAS-8 wk. x 200/wk. 1600 $8,850

B. Employee Benefits
Retirement--10% x $8,850 $ 885
Life Insurance-45 wk. x $3/wk. 135

Health Insur.--45 wk. x $6/wk. 270 1,290

2. Travel
6 trips @ $100/trip 600

3. Equipment

Typewriter-19 wks. @ $5/wk. $ 95
Camera--1 $10/mo. 10 105

4. Materials and Supplies
Art Supplies $ 80

Camera Supplies 60 140

393
P.4
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5., Contracted Services

1,1

6.30

Printing--20 copies,at $1.50/copy 30

6. Indirect Costs

.0/

50% x $8,850 $4)425

PROJECT GRAND TOTAL . $15,440

Tukn the page and pkoceed.

394
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Lesson 6--Cost Estinates and Budgets

Directions and Choices Following the Practice Exercise

6.31

4

Baaed upon the hetti-evatuation o4 yout pe,14oxmaAce on the exert-
ci4e you have taken:

A. acceptabty 4ati46ied the objective oti devetoping a' ptoject
budget and Ahoutd now tam to the po4t-teat 4ound on page
6.32.

Additionat examptea on co<st eztimtea and budget4 axe tiound
'on page4 6.34 to 6.41. Wetence4 40k additkonat,teading
axe ti4ted on page 6.42.

B. not 4ati44ied the objective, and Ahoutd 4eZect one Oh mote
oi the 4ottowing couues o4 action.

1. 4tudy the additionat exampte4 beginning on page
and then xewak exekci4e B on page 6.27.

2. /Lead chaptet nine oi Educationat Pxoject Management by
by DeAmond L. Cook and then tewokk exekci4e ton page
6.27.

3. iteWolth exeltzibe B on page 6.27.

4. view the aide-tape pte4eKtation; in6tluw,tion6 axe on
page 6.9. Wet the pke4entation, towonk exe1tei4e B
on page 6.27.

5. Auld the &Awn nattative beginning on page 6.10 aAd
then tewoxk exetci4e B on page 6.27.

41

305
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Lesson 6--Cost Estimates and Budgets

.Post -Test

6.32

V4Aution6: Phaae take time to caneimety anomie& the matipte choice and

time/024e queattona given beeoto. FolL the muttipte choice que4ti0n4 yoa

alCe to ciActe one couect Oh beat anhwex (A,B,C nk V) and Loa the time

and liatae you7ETE to indicate the co/meet At4pon4e with the Lettek T ok F.

Moe mite the taat Foux dLgW o6 you,' Soc2a2 Seeuxity numbex on the tine

betoat AO that theWea can be identifiedin the event they become

aepauted

1. What is the basic unit of work under which variois project costs are

accumulated?

A. Activity
B. Event
C. Work package
D. Goal 414

2. What does a budget represent?

A. A, planned expenditure of dollars
B. An actual expenditure of dollars
C. A reference document for the business office

D. The cost account's code for expenditures

3. Cost estimation and budgeting is the last step in whatproject phase?

A. Organization
B. Termination
C. Planning
D. Preparation

4 Cost estimation is the process of translating project requirements

into what document?

A. Proposal
B. Schedule
C. Accounting procedures
D. Budget

5. In determing the costs for a typical budget what is generally used as

wbasic reference?

A. Previously developed resource commonality table

B. State budget
C. Neighboring school system budget
D. Federal guidelines

3 06
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Ptea4e indicate whethet the 4t4temen14 Lated b byeLow 61/.e time on iat4e

waiting a T at F on the tine.

4
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6.32a

6. What Vasic reference document is used in determining assigned costs

to various budget categories?

A. Expenditure plan

B. Gantt chart
C. Previous project history

D. Resource commonality table

7. What would be an example of a typicaljndirect cost?

A. Tape recorder
B. Reference books

C. Salaries of staff ,

D. Building electricity costs

8. What are the two main categories used to classify project costs?

A. Labor costs and indirect costs

B. Direct costs and indirect costs ,

C. Personnel costs and materialicosts

D. Direct costs and personnel costs

11.

A costing unit is a unit (If work.

In developing the budget, project indirect costs are usually

specified first and itemized.

The budget helps the project manager control project costs

12. The final activity in planning is to identify the authority

who is to put the plan into operation.

13. The project proposal usually is prepared by combining the do-

cuments produced, during the various steps of the preparationlahase.

14. The format of the budget is normally specified by the project

director.

ICheck wait an4welt4 on the Ottowing

page.

307
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Lesson 6--Cost Estimates and Budgets

Directions And Choices Following Lesson Post-Test

6.33

Ditection4: The connect an4aeic.4 to Le64on.. po4t-tezt axe tated
down the night maAgi.n. Check yam eGiftect Aupontses.

Vinection4: 14 you anAwened eteVe.i oft te44
queAt1.0n6 connectey, you have not accept-
abty demon&tnated knogeedge oA coAt e4ti-
mate4 and budget4 and shoutd Aetect one
on mate o4 the 4ottawing coun4e4 b4 action.

1. View the htide-tape pkosentation
by tuAning to page 6.9 and pito-
ending. /Wet the pteoentation
tunn to the Le44on Naito Contnot
FOAM an page 6.43.

2. Read the town nannative beginnim
on page 6.10, and then tunn to the
LeAson Quatity Contue Fohm on page
6.43.

3. Read chaptet nine o4.Educationat
Pnoject Management by ReAimand L.

Cook and then tunn to the Lea.son
Quaiay Contnot FOAM on page 6.43.

4. Stu.441 the additionat examptet begin-
ning on page 6.34, and then tuAn to
Le6,son QuatLty Canticoe Fos) on page

6.43.

5. Rewakte the eaum post-tat, and-then
tunn to Lmon Qua-ay Conttot Falun on
page 6.43.

Dinection4: 14 you andweiLed twelve 04 MOAe ques-
tionS canAeetty, you have acceptabey demanstAated
knowtedge o cozt c6timateA and budgeta and 4hautd
WNV tcan to the Luzon owatity Contnot FOAM on page
6.43. Additionat exampee6 o4 budgeth a/Le Aaund on
pageo 6.54 to 6.41.
Rekkence6 ofl. additi.onat 'Leading trite Li6ted on

page 6.42.

1. C

2. A

3. C.

4. D

, 5. A

6. A,

7. D

8. B

True/False

9. T

10. F

11. T

12. T

13. F

14. F
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Lesson 6--Cost Estimates and Midgets

Additional Example

6.34.

The Metropolitan City School Board has initiated a project to

survey the attitUdes of the stuaents amd.community toward the school

administration, staff, and educational program. The project proposal

identifies the following live major tasks:

A. Develop the project objectives and.survey design.

B. Develop the.survey instruments.

C. Administer the survey instruments.

D. Analyze and interpret the data.

E. Prepare a project final report.

The man selected to head the project has,prepared the resource

commonality table and task-event-resoUrce calendar which appear,below.

A. Resource Commonality Table

Resource Item Code Quantity

Project Manager PM

Statistician

Researcher

Writer

Secretary

Typewriter

Duplication

Printing Services

Paper

Mailin ML 1

.STA

RES

WR

SEC

TWR

PUP

PS

PR

, 1

.1

1

1

1

1

1000 pages

36 copies ,

8 units
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6.35

B. Salary/Whgds/Benefit Schedule

1. Salaries (assume four weeks/month)

project manager $1000/month

statistician 800/month

researcher 1000/monthi

writer. 800/month

secretary 500/month

2. Fringe Benefits (all personnel)

retirement 10% of safary

life insurance $12 per month

health insurance $24 per month

C. Equipment

Typewriter rent at $40/month

D. Materials and Supplies

Paper $25/unit

Mhiling $100

E. Services

Duplicating services contracted at $0.03/page

Printing services contracted at $1.50/copy

F. Indirect Cost

Figured as 50% of salaries and wages only

rj
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G. Task-Event-Resource Calm:War

4.

6.36

Task A
e- - - -RES-.

- S E C-

o

T W R-
- S T A-

Task B
- R E S- -
- - - P R -

-SEC
-TWR-

Task C

*MO

-
- R E S--

M L-

Tast D

a- - 8 T A-
.- - E S-

1 Task E

- S E C-
T W R-

- W R---

p

WEEKS

MONTHS

1 2

OCTOBER

3 4 5 6 7

NOVEMBER

311

9 10 11

DEC51BER

12
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Based upon the procee,'Ing information, the yoject manager then

prepared the following nroject task-resource matrix.
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After completing the project task-resource matrix, the project

manager filled in the-project manager's budget using the totals obtained

from adding across the matrix. He completed the line item budget uf..ing

the totals obtained from adding down the matrix. These budget summaries

appear on the following pages.
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Lesson 6--Cost Estimates and Budgets '

Additional Example--Budget S.unimary 1

6.38

'Project-Title: Attitude Survey Project Time: 3 months

Funding Agency: Metropolitan Schools Dates From: 10/1/I9xx

Project Manager 's ,Budget

Costing.Unit Sub-Totals Totals

TASK-A

1. Salaries and Wages

PM---30% x $1,000/mo. x 3 mo. ,= $ 900'
STA--, weeks x $200/week ' _400
RES--2 weeks x $250/week = SOO
SEC7-2 weeks x $125/week = 250

Sub-Total $2050

TASK-B

2. Equipment

TWR--$ ,20

1. Salaries and Wagesg

PM---209ó x $1,000/mo. x 3 mo. = $ 600
RES--3 weeks x $250/week = 750

SEC--3 weeks x $125/week 375
Sub-Total $1725

2. Equipment

MR-4 30

3. Mhterials and Supplies

Pnper-$200

4. Contracted ServicFp

Duplicating--$ 30

3.13

Total
1

$2070 ".+

Total $1985
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Lesson 6

. TASK-C
h.

Salaries and Wages

$1,000/mo. x 3 mo. = $ 300

RES--2 weeks x $250/week = 500

Sub-Total

2. Mhterials and Supplies

Mailing-7$100

TASK-D
441'

1. Salaries and Wages

P4---20% x $1,000/mo.'x 3 mo.
STA."3 weeks x $200/week
RES--3 weeks x $250/week

Sub-Total

7

TASK -E

1.

Total.

= $ 600
= 600
a 750

= $1956- Total

Salaries and Wages

PM---20% x $1,000/mo. x 3 mo. = $ 600

RES--1 week x $250/week = 250

141---2 weeks x $200/week 7. 400

SEC--2 weeks 012S/week. = 250

1Sub-Total = $1500

2 Equipment

T101--$ 20

3. Contracted Services

Printing--$ 45

ADMINISTRATIVE SUPPORT

1. Employee Benefits

a.

b.

C.

G7

Total

Retirement 10% x $8025 =$803

Life Insurance 37 wk. x $3/wk.= 111

Health Insurance-37 wk. x $6/wk.= 222
$1.176

'6.39

4.

900

$1.950_

$1565

14,

,
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4

2. Indirect Costs

6.40

50% x $802544013
Total $ 5149

tJ

Project Grand Total $13 619

315

I
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Lesson 6

Lesson 6--Cost Estimates and Budgets

Additional Example--Budget Summary 2

6.41

Project Title: Attitude Survey Project Time: -3 months

Funding Agency: Metropolitan Schools Dates From: 10/1/1gxx

Accounting Unit Budget

Category Sub- Sub/Grand
Totals Totals

1. Personnel (manpower)

A. Salaries and Wages

PM---$3000
STA-- 1000
RES-- 2750
WR--- 400
SEC-- 875

$8025

B. Employee Benefits
--

Retirement $803
Life Insurance 111

Health Insurance 222
$1176

2. Equipment

TWR--$ 70.00

3. Mhterials and Supplies

Paner----$200.00
Mailing--$100.00

$300.00

4. Contracted Services

Duplicating--$ 30
Printing 45 $ 75

5. Indirect Costs

50% of $8025.00 $4013

e

$8025

$1136

$ 70

$300

PROjECT GRAND TOTAL

31 6
t

$13,619
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.

Lesson 6--Cost Estimates and Budgeis

Reading References

6.42

Additional knowledge about'cost'estimates and budgets can be

obtained by reading from the references cited belqw:

Baumgartner, J. S. Project Management.' Hbmewood, Ill.: Richaid D.
Irwin, Inc., 1963', Chapter 2, pp. 21-2.

-Cook, Desmond L. Edtwcir_iationavW7rocia_t_geMann_ement. Cnlumbust*Lio:
Charles E. rri titer .

ilbodgate, H. S.- Plannini\hy Network. london,'England: Business
Publication's, Ltd., 1964, Chapter 12, pp. 266-72.
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Lesson 6

Lesson 6--Cost Estimates and Budgets

Lesson Quality Control Form

6.43

ViAectims: Peeaze take time to cate6utty answen. the 6ourr. questions given

betow. Yam amsare44 wat pnovide vatuabte iniokmation ion the tevioion and

ilvLovemeNt o6 thi4 ees4on. Feet 6nee to witite additionat comments 04

Ilecommendation6 on the back o6 this 6okm. YOWL nesponses witt be kept

stIlicttif con6identiat. Ptease umite the trot 6out digits o6 youk Sociat
Scouq.ity numben on the tine beau). 4o that the pages can be identi6ied in

the event they become 4epaltated

I._

Thank you 6o4 yam assistance.

1. Indicate your overall impression of the quality of this lesson.

111....

Iectit Very Good Good E Fair 1---1Poor

2. What do you feel is the most positive aspect of this lesson?

1

What do you feel is the most negative aspect of this lesson?-

,

4. What would you suggest to improve this lesson?

3 ! s
ITtan the page and pnoceed I
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A

Lesson 6- -Cost Estimates and Budgets

Termination Instructions

6.44

Upon comptai.on oti the Luzon Clua.tity Contiwe Foiun, you au to:

Tealt out and stapte .the page4 o6 the Le.64on Quatity Contitot Foiun.
P.eace the 6onm in the. 6pe.a.a2 envetope puvided.
Maa the. envelope to Rehseatch BetteA Schoot 46, Inc.. ,- State. 1 700,
1700 Maithet Sttee t, Phttadel.plaa, P enn4 ytvania 1910 3.

Th,i4 tezzon on co.6t eAtimatea and budget4 14 now compeeted. Tunn
the page. and n.e.ad the dime-U.1one) ion. Pha.,6e Tat 1.

3 9
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PHASE TEST 1

, Project Planning Phase

Pr 1.1

Directione: The following pages contain a series of items in a

variety of formats which are designed to assist you in assessing

the knowledge you have acquired from Lessons 1 through 6 of Module

2. This set of items gives emphasis to cognitive abilities as con-

trasted to attitudes or skills.

The expectation is that you should answer aZZ items correctly

in order to consider your learning in this phase as being complete.

In this sense, the test can be considered as a mastery test, a

minimum,easentials test, or a criterPm-referenced test.

Read each question carefully and circle the letters of the'beat

response on the separate answer sheet immediately after this page.

After you complete the Last item, review yOur responses then turn to

page 21 which contains the answers for the several phase tests and

check your answers against those presented there.

Turn the page and begin.
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Phase Test 1

Answer Sheet

for

Project Planning Phase

PT 1. 2

1.A BCD 11. -A

2.A BCD 12. ABCD
3.A BCD 13. ABCD
4.ABCD 14. A B C D

5.A B.CD 15. ABCD
6.ABCD 16. A BCD
7.A BC D 17. A BCD
8.ABCD 18. ABCD
9.A BCD" 19. ABCD

10.A BCD 20. A B"C D

-q I
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Project Planning Phase Test

PT 1. 3

1. 'What statement probably best characterizes a project?

A. Objectives are set within time, cost, and performance specifi-
cations.

B. Usually only a single objective is involved.
C. Projects are usually finite in character, ccmplex in nature,
. consists of a unique 'series of tasks, and are generally a

one-of-a-kihd activity.
D. Project objectives once established eliminate the need for

. further planning.

2. What criterion is used for determining the number of ieveliT
necessary to define a project?

A. The finest detail possible.
B. Skeletal breakdawn.
C. -Necessary detail based on project manager's desires or wishes.
D. Must always extend to five levtls of breakdown.

3. Why does the work breakdown structure enable a project manager to
be more consistent in his planning?

A. It aids in determining the critical path.
B. The network cannot be developed without the work breakdown

structure.
C. It establishes a framework of.objectives to be accomplished and

for all work that is to be performed for each objective.
D. The time estimates of the project can be determined.

4. What term best describes the primary or central role of a project
manager?

A. Coordinator.
B. Information generator.
C. Decision-maker.
D. Developer of products.

5. Starting fran the top and going down, what is characteristic of
any work breakdadn structure?

A. Cost and schedule status is summarized.
B. Way in which the various end objectives of work are related is

determined.
C. Work to be perfoimed IS defined in successively greater detail.
D. Prime objectivt leasing to the attainment of each supporting

objective is not carefully defined.
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6. How is scheduling defined?

A. Action which adjusts operations to predetermined standards.

B. Me translation of the plan developed from the 1,revious steps

in the planning process into a timetable showing the specific

calendar date for the start and completion of work.

C. A statement containing the major goal of the project, but also

includes a recognition of limits and constraints important to

the project.
D. The organizational unit dedicated to the attainment of a

goal--generally the successful completion of a development

product,on time within the budget, and in conformance with

performance specification."

7. Time estimates should be provided by what person on the project?

A. Project manager.
B. Project writer.
C. The person performing the task.

D. An efficiency expert.

8. In network terminology, what do we call a specific definable accom-

plishment?

A. An activity.
B. An event.
C. An obiective.
D. A task.

9. What do we call the process of breaking dawn a system into inter-

dependent parts?

A. System management.
B. System synthesis.
C. System analysis.
D. System sequence.

10. Which one of the following is probably the single most important

factor in scheduling?

A. Time.
B. Efficient utilization of personnel and facilities.

C. Availability of resources.

D. Accounting for overestimate of abilities.

3 23
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11. What major subsystems comprise the planning system?

A. Reports', scheduling, project plan, management actions.
B. Decision implementation, time estimation, scheduling, project

definition.
C. Project plan, project definition, tdme estimation, scheduling,

cost/budget.

12. What is generally recognized as the first step in the management
proceis?

A. Witing a proposal.
B. Personnel employment.
C. Bidding for projects.
D. Establishing objectives.

13. What is the definition for work package?

A. The tasks required to accomplish the lowest level end items.
B. A summation acrosS the work breakdown structure.
C. The basic time planning and performance element in the

PERT/Time system.
D. A device by which actual tikes are determined and actual

costs accumulated.

14. Why are traditional budgeting and accounting practices generally
not applicable to the project situation?

A. Projects are non-continuous and are due to be totally
consumed.

B. The traditional budgetary mechanism is too detailed and
lacks flexibility.

C. Educational budgets are based upon annual or biennial appro-
priations.

D. Too many resource and personnel allocations are on a part-time
,basis.

15. What basic relationship exists between the scheduling process and
work flaw?

A. Work flaw provides the framework for scheduling.
B. Scheduling provides the restraints necessary for woik flow.

. C. Work flaw and scheduling are PERT activities.
D. The more complex the work flow the simpler the scheduling

process.

16. What types of costs are usually involved in developing the
project budget?

A. Direct costs and indirect costs.
B. Labor costs and indirect costs.
C. Indirect cost, direct costs, previous costs.
D. Direct cost, work package costs, previous costs.
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17. What is the chief product of the project definition phase of the

planning system?

A. Persohnel assignments.
B. Network diagram.
C. Work breakdown structure.
D. qimetable of events.

18. What word would best.typify the management approach contrast to

the traditional approach to budgeting?

A. Inputs.
B. Outputs.
C. Charge number.
D. Control.

19. What is the function of a task-event-resource calendar?

A. It indicates resource needs in priority order.

B. It assigns a calendar date for the completion of project

tasks.
C. It indicates resource needs over time.

D. It provides an ordering of project tasks.

20. What would be an example of a project indirect cost?

A. Salaries paid to the project staff.

B. Heat and light charges for the office.

C. Retirement contributions for the project staff.

D. Unanticipated overtime payment for project personnel.
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Lesson 7--Project Start-Up

Introduction to Lesson

7.1

This lesson contains the following items. Mhke sure that each

item is present before starting to work through the lesson.

A. Booklet containing the following ite.s

0. 4 4

. .
:

A 4 OOOOO

Pate

7.1
7.2

7.3
76
7.9,

7.14
7.30
7.32
7.34
7.35

Introduction to lesson
Overview and objectives . OOOOO
Pretest
Lesson abstract and,content outline
Lesson text OO
Exercises on ;,roject start-up

Post-test
Aldltional examples r

Reading references
Lesson Quality Control Form

B. Set of Co]or Slides entitled "Module 2--Basic Principles and Tech-

14niques of P-rbject Management, Lesson 7Project Start-Up."

C. Cassette Tape entitled 'Module 2--Basic Principles and Techniques

01-Project Management; Lesson.7--Project Start-Up."

EQUIPMENT NEEDED. The following equipment will be required for this

lesson and you are advised to arrange for their use:.

cassette tape recorder
carousel slide projector
projection screen

TJME REQUIRED. The tape-slide presentation runs approximately 10

minutes, the exercise takes approximtely 60 ',inutes, and about 85

minutes is needed to complete the entire lesson.
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Lesson 7--Project Start-Up

Overview and Objectives

OVERVIEW

7.2

'The previous lesson was the last lesson on the first phase of

project managementthe planning and proposal preParation phase. Thee

lesson was concerned with translating the information contiined in the

task-event-resource calendar and resource commonality table into a

project budget document.

.This lesson is the.first of two lessons on the project preparatidn

phase of project management. The lesson concentrates on proposal and

contract review, project manager appointment, personnel recruitment,

equipment and materials-acquisition, space and facilities acquisition,

and project handbook de*elopment. The next lesson focuses upon the

development. of the project information system.

OBJECT rVE5

The student when given a project proposal should be able to:

1. Specify neeled L'evisions in the proposal in preparation for

contract negotiation.

2. Identify the job qualifications and principal duties of

selected project personnel.

3. Describe the project orientation and communication plan.

4. Identify equipment, material, facility, and space needs of

the project.

5. Locate information to be included in the project policy and

procedures handbook.

Comptete the ptetat on the
liottowing page.

3 0
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Lesson 7--Project Start-Up,

Pretest ,

7.3-

Ditecttons: Ptea4e take time to caketcutty ansuleit the muttipte choice and
ttue/6atse questions given Wow. F04 the muttiple chatce que4ti.on4 you
ate to ciActe one co4tect ot best answet (A,13,C ot D), and bot the time.
and 6a24e you aiTto indicaxe the couect Atisponze with the tettet T Oh F.

Peeade white the tut £oux digits oti yout Sociat Secutity numbet on the
Zine betow so tharthe page4 can be identgied in the event they become
sepatated

1. What phase of the project life cycle is concerned with the questions,
problems and procedures of getting the project underway?

A. Planning .

B. Preparation
C. Organization
D. Operational control

2. What factor usually has a strong impact upon the successful initiation
of the project?

A. Lack of necessary computer facilities
B. Time interval between the approval'and the actual start-up

date of the project
C. Inadequate time to review the project proposal
D. Lack of competent research staff

3. What is the major task of the project manager in project start-up?

A. Recruitment and employment of project personnel
B. Preparing the project budget
C. Improving project operations by establishing an information

system
D. Orientation of project staff

4. How is project equipment and materials categorized?

A. Listing characteristics
B. Specifying date needed
C. Specifying date needed and place of assignment
D. Listing characteristics and specifying date needed and place of

assignment
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7. 4.

5. At what time in the project life cycle should the project policy

and procedures handbook be developed?

A. When the derision to write tht project proposal is made

B. Upon completion of project definition
C. During the project start-up phase
D. When the project is funded

6. What is the main purpose of a policy and procedures handbook?

A. To facilitate the project manager's decision-making during

project operations
B. To inform project staff about budgetary kocedures
C. To improve project operations and staff morale
D. To pravide more information about future activities of the project

7. Who should be involved in the development of the project policy

and procedures handbook?

A. Only senior project staff
B. Project director and selected project staff
C. All project staff
D. Project director with aid of consultants

8. Who should receive copies of tfie policy and procedures handbook?

A. Ail senior project staff
B. All project staff
C. Project director and funding agency
D. Project director and selected project staff

a

--1-1i1

Indicate whethen the 4tatement4 tioted betow arte tkue 0. 6at4e by wAiting

a T on F on the tine.

9. Little or no lead time may result in the late start
of a prTject because of the lack of neceS'sary personnel.

10. Once the project propOsal is completed, it is seldom revised

11. Contract negotiations will dictate all of the operational
guidelines of the project.

12. Mbst all project supervisory staff should be given the authority

to review project plans and take necessary actions. .

13. All project sonnel need to be given a.perspective of the

total project
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14. Staff orientation activities must be designed to secure co-

aperation from participating functional departments within the

school district.

15. Project policy and procedUres handbook should be revised and
-----kept current as the project moves through the operational phase.

I.

TuAn the page and check pm. anoxia.
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LessonJ--Project Start-Up

Directions Following Lesson Pretest

7.5

Ditectiona: The coAnect answas to Les6on 7 pteteat ake Listed down

the Aight maxgin. The tat cotumn id!) 04.. the iixst page, the taght
cotumn L4 ok the Aecond. Check youk couect tesponses.

Dix.ection41 16 you ansurelted iv' OIL Lea,s.
qu.esti.ons coxxectty,.you have not acceptabty
demonttnated hnmaedge o6 ptoject staAt-up
and 6houtd /Lead the talon abstract and con-
tent outtine beginning on page 7.6. Then

begin the tape-sttd pkesentation by tutning

to the imAtAuction4 on page 7.8.

DiAections: 16 yott an4we1e.d thixteen
mone ouesti.ons comectty, you.have
acceptabLy demonatuted knowLedge o6 pnoject
stet/a-up and shoutd nead the Lesson abstAact

and content outline on page 7.6. -Then

you desiu to Akip tape-aide pusentation,
.you may do 40 by pitoceedi.ng dinectLy to the

pitacti.ce exe4cise on page 7.14. 16 you do

dui/Le to Oieku the tape-aide pnesentation,
tunn to the in6tkuction4 on page 7.8.

Multiple Choice

1. B

2. B

3. A

4. D

5. C

6. C

7. C

8. B

True/False

9. T

10. F

11. F

12. F

13. T

14. T .

15. T

4:
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Lesson 7--Project Start-Up

Lesson Abstract and Content Outline

414

7.6

ABSTRACT

Project start-up focuses upon the activities involved in preparing

to put a project into operation. A project start-up plan should be

developed. It should cover proposal and contract review, project manager

appointment, personnel recruitment, equipment and material acquisition,

space and facilities acquisition, and project handbook developnent. Care-

ful planning and preparation at this stage i prevent many p/oblems and

delays in project operations.

CONTENT OUTLINE

A. Project preparation focuses upon activities necessary to get the
project underway once it is funded.

AO

B. The two basic tasks involved in project preparation are:

1. Preparing to put the project into operation--covered in this
lessor.

2. Developing the project information system--covered in Lesson 8.

C. A plan for project start-up should be developed.

1. The plan should cover proposal and contract review, project
manager appointment, personnel recruitment, equipnent and
materials acquisition, space and facilities acquisition, and
project handbook development.

2. The ability to implement the plan is affected by the lead
time available between the approval date and project start date.

D. Proposal and contract review often results in changes in areas of
performance, objectives, schedule, budget manpower requirements,
and performance #lecifications.

E. A project director should be identified and appointed early. Hie

must be given the authority and responsibility to get the project
underway.
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7.7

p. Personnel recruitment should be planned.

1. Personnel requirements shmad be listed.

2. Personnel should be recruited from inside and outside the

school district.

3. The project staff and district should be oriented to the project.

4. It may be necessary to conduct needed staff training.

G. Equipment and materials acquisition should be planned.

1. Equipment includes direct items necessary to project operations

but not normally consummable.
JP.

2. Materials are direct cost items but usually viewed a consuninable.

H. Space and facilities acquisition should be planned.

1. It is important to have an adequate and pleasant work space.

2. Desks, typewriters, storage cabinets, and related items to be

secured should be identified. -

I. A project handbook should be developed.

1. It should contain general procedures and policies for project

staff guidance.'

2. It should be distributed to each staff member.

3 3 6
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Lesson 7Project Start-Up

Instructions

7 . 8

1. Set up the teconden, ptojectot, and beiteen.

2. Race the caitou.4a 422de Vtoly onto the pujectolt. and advance the
ttay to the Ataltt or8a44c Pninapte.6 and Te.chniqtte4 ("15 Pnofect
Management--Le64on 7, Noject Staxt-Up."

3. Race the cr1.6,6 ate tape kx te.64 on into ihe kecokdeic and
newind to the, xewind ztop.

4. Stant the Aecotda and advance the 4.Lide4 with the "change tone."
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Lesson 7--Project Start-Up

Lesson Text

Introduction

The first phase in the life cycle of a project is that of planning. The

developed project definition, work flag, time estimates, resource schedule, and

budget are conbined to fora a project A.lan. If properly prepared, the plan wile
receive a favorable review and the project will be approved and furded. This

approval, which may cone in the form of a letter, phone call or telegram, signals

the second phase in the project life cyclethe projeet preparation phase. This

phase is concerned with the questions , problems and procedures of getting the

project underway.

The preparation phase can be divided into two major tasksraring-up for

project operations .and establishing a project inforrnation system. This lesson

is concerned with the first of these two tasks and Lesson 8 with the second.

The preparations undertaken in the time interval between the approval and

the actual start-up date of the project have a strong invact upon the success

of the initiation of the project. Poor preparation may result in the project

being initiated before competent personnel have been secured or delayed because

of the lack of necessary personnel. Either of these condi ticns may have

negative effects' upon the entire life of the project.

Project Preparation Activities

In order to _insure a smooth start-iv, a project preparation plan should be

developed. The lead tire for developing and carrying out a preparation plan may

vary from only a few days to several months.

Sane of the major preparation activities that must be included in the
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plan are: appoint a project manager, review the proposal and contract, employ

personnel, acquire equipment and materials, and Obtain space and facilities.

These activities are discussed below.

Project Manager Appointment.- If not done as part of the planning phase, the

identification and selection of the project director or manager is the first

task to be accomplished in this phase. Ideally, the individual who directed

the project planning activity should be maintained to manage project operations.

As noted before, this individual is critical to the success of the project. Once

appointed, the project director or manager should be given almost complete

authority to negotiate, make recommendations, review project plans and contracts,

and take whatever actions are necessary to get the project underway.

Proposal/Contract Review.- The project plan, while well done, may best be

considered as an ideal or initial plan, which may have to be adjusted to fit

a variety of situations and circumstances. One of the first tasks is to review

possible changes that must be made to the original proposal as submitted as a

result of conflicts with the contract actually negotiated. Such adjustments are

often settled in an activity referred to as "contract negotiation." The

negotiation results in a contractual arrnagement which may dictate changes in

the operation of the project. Changes in the plan may occur in several places.

Among the most common are: objectives, schedule, budget, manpower requirements

and performance specifications.

Persconel Employment.- In order to insure meeting the project needs that were

described in the resource allocation steps of the planning process, a careful

listing of required personnel should be prepared, including the following

3'39
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minims information: duties 'and responsibilities, skill level, education and

experience, date needed, duration of enployment., proposed salary, andtenefitSe

Certain personnel may have already been assigned to the project by their being

listed in the project budget by name, title, and duties. Persons with desired

cometencies may have to.be located within the functional departments of the

school district or recruited from outside.

In additiOn, plans should be developed for the orientation `and training of

staff personnel so that they can begin functioning alnost imnediately on project

tasks. Project personnel need to be given a perspective on the total project

and their contributions to it. Orientation activities can be designed to provide

visibility to the project and to secure cooperaticn from those functional depart-

Ments within the district that will be participating in the project. District-

wide comnrunication regarding a new project is essential and can be handled by.

special briefing sessions, newsletters, reports, formal announcements and news

releases. Such details as the project's mailing address and telephone nurnber

should be disseminated to all functional departments within the school and to

those external agencies that might become involved with the work or results of

the project.

Equipment and Materials Acquisition.- The equipment and materials acquisition

part of the preparation plan should be developed in a manner similar to that for

personnel. Equipment and materials should be listed in terms of their character-

istics, date needed, and place of assignment. In order to insure orderly and

timely acquisition of eqUipnent and materials, planning prior to their utili-

ation is mandatory.
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Space and.Facilities Location.- Obtaining space and facilities for the project

involves securing work and storage space, as well as desks, typewriters, fibli

cabinets, and items of a similar nature. Sufficient space should be acquired

so that project personnel can work closely together and yet have an adequate

work climate and an atmosphere conducive to effective and efficient project

operations. Project space should be adequate to house both imnediate and

future staff and to store project equipment and materials.

project Handbook.-.Staff operations and communications can be facilitated

during both the preparation and operaticms phases if a. project handbook is

developed as part of the preparation activities. Development of the handbook

4

should involve the project staff in order to secure their support, keep them

informed, enable them to better see their role in the project and assume respon-

sibility for that role. lithe project handbook is kept in loose leaf form,

it can be nodified with ease as the project develops.

Although no standard format exists, a project handbook should generally

cover such items as project environment or setting, general project informatian,

organizational chart, reporting formats and frequency, staff meeting schedules,

purchase order procedures and other logistics, schedules, contract, communication

flow, evaluation procedures, and training and travel information. Copies of

the project handbook should be distributed to all members of the project staff.

It should be revised and kept current as the project moves through the operations

phase.
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Summary

The development and implementation of a project preparation plan will

assist greatly in getting a project off to a good start. The major activities

involved in project preparation, or "start-up", are: appointing a project

=lager,. reviewing the project proposal and contract, enploying personnel,

acquiring equipment and materials, and locating and obtaining space and

facilities. The early accomplishment of these activities will greatly increase

the likelihood of having a successful project.

Twut the page and /mad the ciiitecti.ono

Exvitiose A
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Lesson 7--Project Start-Up

.Gneral Setting for Exercise A

7..14

Setting

Jonesville School District has receivod word that their proposcd

individualized reading project has been funded. Assune that you have

been appointed project manager. You are preparing for contract nego-

tiation and the start-up of the project. The superintendent has asked

that you review the proposal and anticipate what aspects of it may need

revision.

11,111=11111.

I

Diltection4: Read the puject pupozat on pages 7.15 thuugh 7.21
,

belione answeA,Lng the questions beginning on page. 7.22.
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Lesson 7--Troject Start-Up

Proposal f9r Ixercise A

JONESVILLE SCHCX)L DISfRICT
Jonesville, Piedmont

DEPARTMENT OF CURRICULUM AND RESEARCH

ESEA Title I--Individualized Reading Proposal

1970-1971

SUBSECTION I1--PROGRAM ACTIVITIES

7.15

This ESEA proposal is concerned with the establishment of an Indi-

vidualized Reading Laboratory to meet the special edUcation needs of edu-

cationally deprived children from grade three through six in the follow-

ing elementary schools.

Melrose Hudson Linden Armstrong Washington

The primary concern of this proposal is with children who suffer

from a dual di3advantage: Academic and Fiscal.

It is this proposal's intent to improve the learning climate for

these children in a rapid effective manner. A secondary purpose of this

proposal is to train teachers and aides who have little or no experience

in Individualized Reading.

Brief Description:

Reading classes will serve children in grades three, four, five,

and six. Children in small groups (10-14) will receive. individual instruc-

tion in a laboratory,type setting. After identification of the child's

weakness :through the utilization of diagnostic instruments, the teachers

will develop an individualized prescription from a wide variety of learn-

ing matetials to overcome his educational weakness in the area of reading.

Those children evidencing the most severe deficiencies in reading

will be transported to the "Barrier Analysis Centers" for intensive diag

nosis. Upon completion of the diagnostic process, individual remedial

prescription will accompany each child as they return to the home school

Reading Laboratory.

1.1 SUBJECT TO BE TAUGHT: Individualized Reading

1,2 GRADE LEVELS:

3rd--125 pupils 5th--50 pupils

4th--125 pupils 6th--50 pupils

4. 3 4

Total--350 pupils
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1.3 PARTICULAR NEEDS:

7.16.

1.3.1 Each of the listed schools are recomnended for inclusion in the

activity, and to provide adequate space.

1.3.2 Each school contains children who have frustrations towards.school,

lack of interest and development of s9f-responsibility.

1.3.3 Individualized assistance in the us6 of materials both A-V and

regular.

1.3.4 Special help on a small group or individual basis in the area of
verbal skills and usage.

1.3.5 Supportive services from an adult other than the classroom teacher

in times of emotional crisis.

1.3.6 Supportive services from a non-professional in the area of home-

school relations.

1. 4 OBJECTIVES:

.1.4.1 To produce students who demonstrate willingness to participate in

the identification of their own "barriers to learning."

1.4.2 To produce students who demonstrate the ability .to locate from a

well-organized collection of materials, those learning materials
which they need for their cwn learning activities in the corrective

reading program.

1.4.3 To produce students who are highly stimulated to "go ahead on
their own" whenever possible.

1.4.4 To produce students who know when they need help and to ask for

help when they need it.

1.445 To produce students who are able to analyze'their own work to the

small extent needed to decide whether they have mastered a single

behavioral skill in reading, and when they are ready for a test
on that skill.

1.4.6 To produce students who are developing a growing sense of accom-
plishment and positive self-concent.

1.4.7 To produce students who can relate their enjoyment in reading to
their need to attain mastery of certain fundamental reading skills.

1.4.8 To produce students who have changed from disinterested non-readers

to those who take pride in their growing ability to read and to

enjoy reading and discussion.
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1.5 METHODS, PROCEDURES, AND ORGANIZATION:

7.17

1.5.1 Individualized materials used are those that are keyed to specific

behavioral reading skills; stated in a way that the students, as

well as the teacher and teacher aides, can understand the objec-

tives to which tile materials are keyed. The Oak Leaf list of

behavioral skills will be the basis for the program.

1.5.2 Each student will be given on a daily basis, an individually pre-

scribed lesson plan, together with feedback information on how

well he succeeded in his previous day's work.. This plan is pre-

1110
pared by the teacher, but with involvement of the aide and the

student.

1.5.3 Sufficient help, in the form of instructional aides for the teacher,

will give each student the attention necessary.for him to learn to

participate in his own "learning barrier analysis". Such instruc-

tional help will be provided by teachers and aides, who have

received intensive training and practice in guiding students to

accept more self-responsibility in their planning and in their

daily work. (The Jonesville Schools already have a cadre of

teachers and aides who are so prepared.)

1.5.4 A "reading materials center" will be organized in which the pro-

grammed materials are arranged so that students can learn to carry

out their "prescriptica" for the day's work.

1.5.5 A daily progress record, in terms of behavioral skills mastered,

will be kept for each student. This record is to be reviewed and

up-dated each day by the instructional aide, so that it is readily

available as a basis for the teacher in preparing the new pre-

scription for each child.

1.5.6 Pre and post-tests, which are keyed to the specific behavioral

skills above mentioned, are provided. The pretest will help iden-

tify the specific needs of each child before he embarks on a new

skill unit. The post-test will be given at an appropriate time

to demcnstrate the individual student's mastery of that skill.

The teacher and aide will involve the student in the analysis of

his own pre and post-tests.

1.5.7 A "behavioral journal" will bc maintained on each student. This

journal, to be Maintained by the teacher with the help of the

instructional aide, will identify each student's attitudinal and

.study patterns. It will be used extensively in arriving at the

regular report card "grade."

1.5.8 These corrective reading procedures will be used to supplement

and reinforce the regular class reading program for the identified

students.
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1.6 STAFF:.

7.18

1.6.1 Each school will need a full time reading teacher to facilitate
the reading laboratory.

1.6.2 There will be a need for an instructional aide in.each of.the Read-
ing Centers to work with the teacher in identifying individual
student needs and in providing the clerical and instructional sup-
port needed to provide the daily feedback information necessary for
each student to enable the program in corrective reading to succeed.
The aide will be necessary in each classroom to provide the time and
energy for frequent tontact with each child. The aide will help
each student to learn to organize and proceed in each step of the
program,. without regard to what other childien may be doing. ;

1

1.6.3 An itinerant reading supervisor will work with teachers.

1.7 MEA '14 I TOOLS/TECHNIQUES AND EVALUATION DESIGN

The Stanford Achievement Test (primary mid intermediate) will be
given at the beginning and at the end of the program.

1.7.2 'Tbi Slosson Oral Reading Test--Slosson Educational Publications,'
East Aurora, New York,.

1.7.3 The Sullivan Associates CMcGraw Hill & Co.) placement tests will be
given at the beginning of the program to each student. From this
starting point individual progress records will be maintained.

1.7.4 TheNew Developmental Reading Tests--Bond, Balowan.and Hoyt.

1.7.5 A before and after attitude inventory will be given to each student.
This will reflect the change of attitudes that are identified as
some of the listed objectives under section 1.4..

1.7.6 All individual skill mastery records will be kept as evidence of
the units completed.

1.7.7 A summary of each teacher's and each aide's responses in the student
behavior journal (see section 1.5) will be reported.

1.7.8 Responses of parents to a checklist of observed behavioral changes
in their children will be reported.

Part 2--SUPPORTIVE SERVICESDNA

Part 3INSERVICEDNA

Part 4--PARENT PAMICIPATIONDNA
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The Jonesville School District views dissemination as a twofold \

affair. First, there must be local efforts in order to build local sup-

port for innovative programs. Secondly, there must be effort beyond

the local in order to spread information of successful programs.

Local Dissemination:

Periodic news stories will be released to local press and radio.

An attempt will be made to place several feature stories about the pro-

gram in the local press and on local radio.

Program spokesmen will be made available to PTA and other groups.

We will actively encourage building principlas to make use of these

spokesmen.

Program personnel will carry out some dissemination activities with

school personnel and community people as a part of their everyday activi-

ties and other work done by these personnel and community people as a

part of their everyday activities. All work done by these personnel will

be identified as federally funded under ESEA Title I.

The School District willsprgpare and distribute a brochure on the

program.

State and National Dissemination:

The brochure mentioned under local dissemination will be available

for wider distribution.

Program and other personnel will be available for work'at state

and national conferences. They will, in fact, seek out the opportunity

to appear-on panels at such conferences.

SUBSECTION TVJUSTIFICATION

Roles of Teacher and Learner:

The teacher's major role is clarifying and reiterating general and

specific expectations for the learner. He addresses himself as a diag-

nostician. This includes the defining,. delimiting, correcting, activa-

ting, and reinforcing that role.

Role of Evaluation:

1. To reach the individual learner, and effectively influence his par-

ticipation in the activities or the classroom, requires continuous

pretest data.

1
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2. There is also need for techniques to "demonstrate" what they have
learned at some time after the bulk of learning has occurred. This

role is best,fserved by giving post-tests of behaviorally defined
educational goals.

3. Screening and placement functions must be served by specific place-
ment tests.

4. Continuous testing will provide feedback data.

Need to Develop New Strategies of Instruction:

To direct the learner to make appropriate sequences of choices
through a programmed course of experiences requires:

1. The teacher to have information concerning student's apparent moti-
vations, competencies, and concentratioh of attention, on things
to be learned.

2. The teacher to theorize about the state of rapport he has with
student, and govern himself accordingly.

3. The rationale of teaching to center around activities and games
through which the learner is invited to practice desirable per-
formance,.

4. A clear understanding by teacher and student of the complex nature
of the helping relationship.

3
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INSTRUCTIONAL (200)

213 5 Teachers

218 5 TeaCher Aides

222 Materials & Supplies

224 Audio-Visual Equipment

TOTAL INSTRUCTIONAL

FIXED CHARGES (800)

831 Retirement

832 FICA

834 Insurance

TOTAL FIXED CHARGES

TOTALS

BUDGET

OTHERS CONTRACTED TdrALSALARIES

$46000

15,000

$13,369

2,000

3,000

3,000

1,100

$76,369-

$ 7,100

$61,000 $22,469 $83,469

ITuu the page a0 beg.bi Exencize A.

3 1
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Lesson 7--Project Start-Up

Exercise A

A. Preliminary Proposal Review

7.22

Ditectioa: Btiegy de6cAibe what kind o4 neviaion may be needed
in the Ottowing pkopo4at Aection4.

1. Objectives

2. Schedule

3. Budget

4. Manpower requirements

5. Performance specifications

A

B. Project Manager Appointment

[
oDikection4:

State the job quatiAication4 oA the wwject manage4 co
eci4ied in the ptoject ptopmat (4 they exZst). ,

Job Qualifications

3
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C. Personnel Acquisition

7.23

4.01111W

Diuction4: Locate and 4pecip the job dutie4 and quaticat40n4
o6 the "teachen (inztituctiona.t) aide' a4 deosciabed Ln the,puject
ptopozat.

'Position Title: Teacher (Instructional) Aide

1. Principal Duties

a. Help the teacher prepare a daily, indiv:idually prescribed

lesson plan for each student (paragraph 1.5.2).

b.

C.

d.

e.

f.

g.

2. Qualifications
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D. Orientation and Communication

7.24

tViAection6: Identi6y the media ot communication puce64 and genetat
context tv be pAuented OA tocat di64emination a6 4peciiied in the

.

diA4emination Aection (4 the pAbpozat.

0

1. Media or Comilunications Process

a.

b.

C.

e.

2. Content to be 'Presented
45

\\

E. Equipment and Materials

...111111.11.

DiAection4: The pkopcoat budget tatz audio-vauat equipunt. What
aAe the genekat 6pec4ication4, date needed, and ptace v6 catginment
cl6 tha equipment?

General Specifications:

Date Needed:

Place of Assignment:
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F. Space and Vacilities Acquisition

7.25

Dinection.s: The pkopozat tetiem to a "'Leading mate/U.414 centee

(pa/LagAaph 1.5.4). BAiegy dactibe the activi.ty to be pekAarned

thme and 4tate the 6peci6ication4 6ot the Apace and 6acititie6

needed.

Activity Description:

.

Space and Facilities Specifications:

G. Project Procedures Handbook

wm.a

Dihectionb: Check thoise item Zioted betow 6ox which additionat

inOulation otheA than that contained in the pxopa6a2 A.4 needed in

ondek to wkite the ptoject poticy and pucedukes handbook.

1. Project Environment

2. General Project Information

3. Organizational Chart

4. Report Formats and Frequency

5. Purchase Order Procedyres

6. Schedules

7. Contract

8. Communication Fherw

9. Evaluation

10. Training of Project Personnel

11. Travel

aZ

[ Rom the page and check yowt wokk.

354
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Exercise A--Solution f,

7.26

Diteetion4: The araw the que4tion6 in Exekc46e A appecut. below.

Read the an4wem and check yout wade. Stout anzatm need onfid appnox,41-

mate tho4e puvided

A. Proposal -Contract

1. Objectives

Revipw

Need to 4pecik andlot defLine pet40tmance cterta.

2. Schedule ,No zoledute.i4 poisemted. Need to eneate an acat;ity ot

tok time Achedute.

3. Bildget Budget _Aokmat L4s imp4opet. Need to xevihe acconding to

standad budget Ao4mat p4e6ented in theyteviouts tebton.

4. Manpower Requirements They au identiKied in tite budget. They

4houtd atso be 4pec4ied in numbek acing with the taht2,6 ot activities

they wiet peA04m.

5. Performance Specifications Nune de6ined. Need to speciAy them in

the pujeet objectives.

B. Project Manager Appointment

Job Qualifications None. given. Theq showed be inceuded in

the propozat.

C. Personnel Acquisition

Position Title: Teacher (Instructional) Aide

1. Principal Duties

a. Help the teacher prepare a daily, individuallx prescribed lesson

plan for each student. (1:5.2)

355
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b. Give each 4tudenk the attention nece/s4aAy 6ot him to teann to

pattidpate in h,i4 agn "teatni.mg baAnien ana1y4,1,6". (1.5.3)

c. Keep a 42ty pkop.e.44 AecoAd in teAm6 o6 behavioAat 41i//4

ma4teAed ,6oA each 4tudent. (1.5.5)

d. Heep the teacheA and 4tudent in the anaty4.6 o 4tudent pAe

and po4t tato. (1.5.6)
110

e. Heep the teachet maintain a "behaviout jomAnain on each

4tudent. (1.5.7)

f. Hap the teacheA in idemti6ying individuat. 4tudent need4.(1.6.2)

g. Pnovide the ceenicae and inAttuctionat 4uppoAt needed to
,

t the &it eedback in onmatAlon.neceis6 ot each 4tudent.

(1.6.2)

2. Qualifications

accept 4e2.6-Aeoponzibeity Ln theiA panning and daity woAk.

D. Orientation and Communication

1. Media or Communication Process

a. Aadio

b. pAe,44

c. 4peaking engageopent4

d. eveAgday conttacts

c. pAogAwn bAochme

2. Content to he Presented

Not oeced.
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E. Equipment and Materials

7.28

General Specifications: Audio-vi6ua equipment, but it ZS not 6peciAied

6 UMr. ow"

Date Needed: Not 4peci4ied

Place of Assignment: Not 6pe.ci6ied

11111
F. Space and Facilities Acquisition

Activity Description: Students ate to catny out thein,"pte6atiption" ot

the day'4 wotk. Futthet 6pecication i4 needed.

Space and Facilities Specifications: Showed be tame enough to hou6e the

oogummed matekiats and 6tudent6. FuAtheA speciiiication 4:4 needed.

G. Project Procedures Handbook (cOmments added 6.°A. etati4ication)

X 1. Project Environment 16 thete a ooject oti4ice? What 6pace
witt be oovided (lot the "teading matelti.aa centet"?

2. General Project Tnformation Sub6cction II

X 3. Organizational Chart Not pte6ented in the pkopo6a2.

X 4. Report Formais and Frequency Not 6pecl4ied in the oopoutt.

5. Purchase Order Procedures Ate they diAtcvtent 6tom tke
Aegawt 6choof. p1ocedute6?

X 6, Schedules Not 6peci6ied in the oopozat.

X 7. Contract - Witt 4ottow cant/tact negotiations.

X 8. Communication Flow Not 6peced 6/ the onopo6at.

X 9. Evaluation No evaeua,Uon stAateqy 6pecied in the wwro6(te.

10. Training of Project Personnel Suppoóedty none iz needcd.(1.5.3)

X 11. Travel MeAtioucd but uot spec(:ed.

1

TWIII the pcw aud wtocee.d.
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Lesson 7--Project Start-Up

Directions and Choices Following the Practice Exercise

7. 29

Nne.ctanz : Btu) ed upon the. et6- evatctaton o pun. peAktmarice on the.
ekenaa e you have e.i-then:

A. acceptabty za 54-Led -the ob e.etiv c) .the. tez# on and 4ho wed
now tu)z.n to the po4t- teis t 6ound on pag e 7. 30. ,

Addit-iovute exampta on pn o j ect taiut- up cote. 6ound on pagez
7 . 32 -to 7 . 33 . Re..6e.A.g.ncez don. additio nat. te.a.dimg ane Vte.d
on pag e. 7 . 34 .

B. no t 6atiA 6i ed the. ob j eetiveo , and 'shot, ed s d.e.ct one. on. mone.
o the. 6o flowing coun4 c) ( action.

1 . Study -the. ackU-Uo nat. exampea b eginnirtg on pag e. 7 . 32,
and then newonk exeAcjA e. A. on page. 7.22.

2. R e.ad pag eis 22.5 to 227 oti Educati.o nat. Pnoj ect Management
by Deismond L. Cook, and -then newonk exeAc.ifs e A on page
7 . 22.

3. Rewonk exeActz e A on page 7. 22.

4. V dit, the 6Ccdte.- -tape pne,s enta-Uo inztnuctionz ane; on
pa.ge 7 . 8 . /Wut the. pteAs entation, newonk exe,tc,i,o e A

n page. 7.22.\

5. Read the te,640a pezioutti.ve. beginiming on page. 7.9 and
-then newokk ex(oteZse A on page 7.22.



\

IDixecti0n44 nease take time to cateiutty arowtx the muttipte choice

and ttue/iatAe que4t4on4 .given betow. Fox the muttipte choiCe quation6

you axe to cixcte one coxxect a be4t anowet (A,8,0 ox V) and liot the Ulae

and liat4e you ate 57:indicate the cottect te4pon4e with the Lettet T 04 F.

Ptea4e wtite the ta4t Out di4it4 o6 pun Sociat Secuxity numbet on the

tine betow zo that the page6 can be identied in the event they become .

4epanated .
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Lesson 7--Project'Start-Up

e

Post-Test

7.30

1. What is the major task of the project manager in project start-up?

A. Recruitment and employment of poroject personnel

B. Preparing the project budget

C. Improving project operations by establishing an information system ,

D. Orientation of project staff.

2. Haw is project equipment and materials categorized?

A. Listing characteristics
B. Specifying date needed .

C. Specifying date needed and place of assignment

D. Listingcharacteristits and specifying date needed and plate of

assignment

3. What factor usually has a strong impact upon the successful initiation

of the project?

A. Latk of necessary computer facilities

B. Time interval between the approval and the actual start-up date

of the project
C. Inadequate time to review the project proposal

D. Lack of competent research staff

4. What phase of the project life cycle is concerned with the questions,

problems and procedures of getting the project underway?

A. Planning
B. Preparation
C. Organization
D. Operational control
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5. ilho should receive copies of the policy and proceduxes handbook?

A. All senior project staff

B. All project staff
C. Project director and funding agency

D. Project director and selected project staff

6. Who should be involved in the development of the project policy

and procedures handbook?

A. Only senior project staff
B. Project director and selected project staff

C. All project staff
D. Project director with aid of consultants

7.30a

7. What is the main purpose of a policy and procedures handbook?

A. To facilitate the project manager's decision-making during project

operations
B. To inform project staff about budgetary procedures

C. To improve project operations and staff morale

D. To provide more information about future activities of the project

8. At what time in the project life cycle should the project policy

and procedures handbook be developed?

A. When the decision to write the project proposal is made

B. 1400n completion of project definition
C. During the project start-up Oase
D. When the project is funded

Indicate whe isthet the tatem tateent6 d betow au time Jot iathe by wkiting

a T oft F on the tine.
lill/

9. Mbst all project supervisory staff should be given the authority

to review project plans and take necessary actions.

10. Contract negotiations will dictate all of the operational

guidelines of the project.

11. Once the project proposal is completed, it is seldom revised.

12. Little or no lead time may result in the late start of a project

-----becauseEf the lack of necessary personnel.

13. Staff orientation activities must be designed to secure cooperation

from p_rticipating functional departments within the school

district.
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14. Project policy and procedures handbook should be revised and

----kept current as the project moves through the operational phase.

15. All project personnel need to be given a perspective of the

total project.

. Tau the page cind check out an4welo.
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Lesson 7Project Start-Up

Directions and Choices Following Lesson Post-Test

7.31

.

LDikection4: The cokkect anhwem to Le44on 7 po4t-tut ake LiAted dagn
the /Eight makgin. Check youk cowtect te4pon6e4.

Dikection4: IA you antmeked twetve cit te44
queation.s cokkectty, you have not acceptabty
demomtkated knowtedge oA pkoject AtaAt-up and
zhoutd Aetect one cot moke oA the Aottowing
couk6e6 oti action. .

1. View the ztide-tape pkehentation
by tukning to page 7.8 and pko-
ceeding. Wen the pke6en2ation
tukn to the Luzon Quatity Contkot
Fokm on page 7.35.

2. Read the te64on nakkative beginning
on page 7.9, and then tukn to the
Lezzon Quatity Contkot Fam on
page 7.35.

3. Read page6 225-227 o Educationat
Ptoject Management by De4mond L.
Cook and then tau to the Leotson
Quatity Contkot Fokm on page 7.35.

4. Study the additionat exampte6 begin-
ning on page 7.32, and then tukn to
Lerszon Quatity Contkot Fokm.on page
7.35.

5. Rewakk the te44on put-te6t, and
then tukn to the Le4,6on Quatity
Contkot Fokm on page 7.35.

11.

Ditection6: IA you an&weked thitteen cut mom
quation6 cokkectty, you have acceptabty demon-
4tkated knowtedge o6 puject ztant-up and zhoutd
now tukn to the Leszon Ouatity ContAot Fokm on
page 7.35. Additionat exampLe o puject ztakt-up
ake Aound beginning on page 7.32.
Retiekenceo oit additionat /Leading ake tisted on

page 7.34.

1. A

2. D

3. B

4. B

5. B

6. C

7. C

8. C

Time/False

9. F

10. F

11. F

12. T

13. T

14. T

15. T
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Lesson 7--Project Start-Up

Additional Examples

7.32

Example A

Project X in Jonesville Local Sdhools was about to begin a

project desigued to change the attitude of students and staff in three

buildings. The project proposal stated that "space sufficient to house

the project staff and required facilities and equipment will be rented

in a local business office building," since space was not available in

the schools to house the project staff and required facilities and

equipment. No more consideration, was given to this item until word was

received that the project was funded and could start in six weeks. At

that time, the superintendent did not begin to look for project office

space, but waited until two wteks for the scheduled start of the project.

When he did begin to look for office space, he found that none was

available until the end of the next month. Consequently, the project

begun one month late due to the failure to initiate project start-up

activities early.

Example B

Project Y in Smithville City Schools began as scheduled. One of

the early project work units required the assistance of a consultant

from the nearby university. No attempt, however, was made to ascertain

his availability until one week before his help was needed. Unfortunately,

the professor was scheduled to be out-of-town the week he was needed and

heavily booked the following week. Consequently, project operations were

held up for two weeks while waiting for his services.

3 63
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Example C

Project 7. in Orangeville City Schools Was nearing completion of

its first year of operation. In order to receive continuation funds

for the second year, the funding agency was requiring evaluative data'

regarding pupil achievement according to the project objectives.

Eight months after the start of the project, the project director hired

an evaluation specialist to design the necessary evaluation instruments.

It was soon discovered, however, that it was impossible for the evalua-

tion specialist to design instruments to measure pupil attainment of

the project objectives since the project objectives were written without

reference to any performance criteria or specifications. For example,

one objective stated that the prOject would "prlduce students who are

highly stimulated to go ahead on their awn whenever possible." Con-

sequently, the project staff had to take time out to create new project

objectives that included performance specifications and were congruent

with the activities conducted during the first year of the project. .

Then they had to hope the funding agency would accept their "after the

fact" changes.
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'Reading References

7.34

Additional knowledge about project start-up can be obtained by

reading from the roferencei cited below.

Archibald, R. D. and R. L. Villoria. Network-Based Management Systems.
New York: John Wiley and Sons, Inc., 1D67, Chapter 8.

Baumgartner, J. S. Project Management. Homewood, Ill.: Richard D.

Irwin, Inc., 1963, Chapters 7 and 11.
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Lesson Quality.Control Form

4

7.35

Diuctions: Please take time to cake6ut4 aulvet the 6ouA questions given

betow. YOUA answem LU pkovide vatuabte in6oAmation 6ot the nevi4ion and

mpuvement o4 this tesson. Feet 6,tee to mite additionat comments ot

AecommendationA on the back o th.is 6otm. YOWL teApowseis KW be kept

stAietty con4idemtiat. Please vate the taat Out digits o6 youA Sociat

Scotaity numbeA on the tine betoto so that the pages can be identiged in

the event they become. sepanated

[Thank you 604 yOU4 assistance.

1. Indicate your overall impression of the quality of this lesson.

PoorExcellent E Very Good :]Good Fair

2. What do you feel is the most positive aspect of this lesson?

3. What do you feel is the most negative aspect of this lesson?

4. What wguld you suggest to improve this lesson?

ITuAn the page and pnoceed I
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Termination Instructions

7,36

Upon comptetion o6 the Le 64on Quality Conaot Row, you. wee. to:

Teem. ou.t and 4tapt.e. the pager) o6 the Luzon Quality Contitot Fonm.
Peace the tionin in the Apec-iat envetope pnovided.
Mail the envetope to Re6eaftch don. Be,tten. SchooL6, inc., Suite 1700,
1700 Mai:Jut Stte.et, Phitadetphia, PennAytvania 19103.

Thiz te.64on on pn.oject ztairt-up iz now compte,ted. Le64son 8 entitled
"Paoject Indonmati.on Soter" s the next tes4on in the 4e.quence; you
ate advi...6ed to Locate the Luzon booktet and n.ea.d the intitoductoky page4.
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Lesson 8--Project Information System

Introduction to Lesson

8.1

This lesson contains the following items. Make sure that each

item is present before starting to work through the lesson.

A. Booklet for Basic Principles and Techniques of Project

Management

Pap

Introduction to lesson ,
8 1

Overview and objectives 8 2

Pretest 8 4

Lesson abstract and content outline 8 7

Lesson text
8 11

Exercises on information systems 8 17

Pbst-test 8 24

Additional example .

8 27

Reading references 8 28

Lesson Quality Control Form 8 29

B. Set of Color Slides entitled "Module 2--Basic Principles and Tech-

niques of ProjeCT%nagement, Lesson 8--Project Information. -

, System," .

C. Cassette Tape entitled "Module 2--Basic Principles and Techniques

of Project Management, Lesson 8Project Information Sy'stem.4"

EQUIPMENT NEEDED. The following equipment will be required for this

lesson and you are advised to arrange for their use:

cassette tape recorder EPMIS Mbdule 2--Lesson 7--

carousel slide projector exercise setting

projection screen

TIME REQUIRED. The tape-slide presentation runs approximately 10 minutes,

the exercise takes approximately 30 minutes, and about 70 minutes is

needed to complete the entire lesson.

3 69
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Lesson 8-.-Project Inforration System

Overview and Objecitives

8 . 2

OVERVIEW

Previous lessons covered the activities involved with planning

a project. Lesson 7 presented the gear-up activity which includes the

acquisition of project personnel, Space, and resources. This lesson

deals with establishing the project information system whereby the mana-

ger makes provisions for the storage and subsequent use of information

pertinent to the operation of the project.

The lesson which follows this one deals with project management

controls and the operations of the project.

OBJECTIVES

The student in completing this lesson-should have knowledge about

a project information system and be able to create the project organiza-

tion plan.

The specific objectives of the lesson are as follows:

1. Thc student can identify and describe the three basic tasks

involved in setting up the Project Management Information System.

2. The scudent can identify the essential components of a

project handbook.

3. The student can develop an organizational chart for project

personnel showing lines of authority and responsibility.

4. The student can develop a management responsibility chart

for a project.
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5. The student can define the meaning of "data base" and indi-

cate its role in management information systerp.

6. The student can identify the basic elements of a data base

for' the project'situation.

7. The student can state the relationship between the functions

of planning and control and howithe data base and information system

is used to facilitate these Management functions..

,

1

i-

Twill the page and kead_Lthe_ItZkettionz
A o/t the pn eta t.

3

I
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Pretest

8.4

Dikeetion4: nea4e take time to cakeliuti.,an6wek the matipte choice and

titue /ia,tse queistion's g4.ven beam Fat the matipte Choice que4tion4

ake to citcte one cokkect ok bat an4wa (A,B,C ok V), and dok the

time and ia,e4e yoU-ae to indicate the co/meet 4e4pon4e with the tettet

ok F.

Ptecoe waite the ta,st 6ouk digits o6 youk Sociat Secukity numbek on the

tine betow zo tharthe page4 can be identqied in the event they become

4epanated

1. What is the commonly identified procedure or operation used in

knowing what is happening in the operation of a proj-ect?

A. Project proposal
B. Project budget
C. Project information system
D. Project final report

2. What is the principal purpose or function of the project information

system?

A. To aid in the development of a project proposal

B. To serve as a basis to know project problems

C. To assist in acquiring materials
D. To aid in the development of the negotiated contract

3. What is the basic or principal function of the project data base?

A. To collect information for writing the projecv final report

B. To accumulate information regarding the budget

C. To accumulate background infoimation about funding source operations

D. To accumulate in one place all of the schedule, budget and per-

formance decis:tons made during the planning phase

4. A well structured, organized and presented -11ta base facilitates

work in what phase of the project life cycle?

A. Organization
B. Planning
C. Operational control
D. Preparation
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S. From what source is the basic information in the data base is derived?

A. Work sequence and Gantt chart
B. Proposal document and negotLated contract
C. Policy and procedures handbook
D. Project budget document and funding agency guidelines

6. 42 What method is most often used to communicate information to personnel

about project status?

A.-Workshops
B. Orientation progiams
C. Newsletter and briefings
D. Report forms and charts

7. Why does the project data base have to be continuously 'updated?

A. To keep up with changes often made in schedules, costs,and performance

B. To make a better project final report
C. To keep the funding agency up-to-date

D. To save projeCt records

8. In addition to showing authority and responsibility for project

staff, what else can an organizational chart show?

A. Work yet to be accomplished
B. Flow of information to decision centers
C. Work in progress
D. Critical areas of current work

9. The process of developing an organizational chart is similar to what

special process in the project planning phase?

A. Work flow development
B. Resource estimation
C. Schedules establishment
D. Project definition

10. Why are management responsibility guides often developed?

A. to facilitate scheduling
B. To show budget reporting procedures

C. To establish the authority and responsibility for project activities

D. To assist in personnel recruitment
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1
Indicate whethelt the 4tatemen2s tiAted below ate ttue 04 iatbe by wtiting

a T ot F on the tine.

11 The central component in project infdrmation system is the project

budget.

12. Data regarding actual and planned project status are of little

value unless nade readily available to the project funding agency.

13. One of the criteria for a good report form or chart is that,
it should be graphical.

14. The management responsibility guide is a useful device to insure

that project tasks are not overlooked.

15. The project information system enables the project manager to
-----know who has-the authority and responsi ility to take corrective

action.

1

Turcx the page and check youA answeitz.
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Directions Following Lesson Pretest

8.6

DiAectioro: The cotAect an6wem to Le44on 8 pAeteAt alte tated down

the night maAgin. The Ze6t cotumn i4 OA the iiut page, the night

cotumn i4 6olt the zecond. Check yout cotAect taporme4.

Ditection4: 16 you avolcoted twelve

QA ti44 que6t,ton4 cotteetty, you

have not acceptalaty demoruotAated

knattedge oi the ptoject in6otmation

4y4tem and Ahoutd Aead the tezzon

abAtAact and content outtine begift-

ning on page 8.7. Then.begin the

tape-4,eide pAuentation by tutning

to the bizttuction6 on page '8.10.

Ditection6: 16 you anzwened thi,Ateen

oft mme queistionz cottectty, you

have acceptab4 demomtnated knowt,

edge o6 the ptoject intion.mati.on

AyAtem and 4hou2d tead the Ze.64on

almtnact and outtine on page 8.7.

Then ,q you dez,ae to Akip the
tape-Atide pAuentation, you may
do 40 by pxoceeding diAect,ey to the

pkactice exekciise on page 8.17. 16

you do dersite to view the tape-
Aeide pkeAentation tuitn to the

inztAction6 on page 8.10.

Multiple Choice

1. C

2. B

3.

4. C

5. B

6. D

7. A

8. B

9. D

10. C

True/False

11. F

12. F

13. 3

14. T

15. 1
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Lesson Abstract and Content Outline

8.7

ABSTRACT

Developing a project information system is an early activity in

managing a project. This information system includes 'a project data

base, organizational charts and dociments, and a procedures handbook.

Work sheets of schedule, cost, and performance are inputs to the data

base as well as information frmn the proposal plan document and the

negotiated contract. Task assignments, responsibility appointments,

and updated progress of work are inputs to the information system,

reports to.the project director and to other organizations are outputs

of the information system.

CONTENT CUTLINE

A. The project information system serves to:

1. Reflect actual progress against planned project status at

any given time.

2. Provide a means for general communication as well as specific

techniques of reporting.

B. The components of a project information system are:

1. Data base

2. Organizational chart and related documents

3. Project handbook or marlal

C. The data base is developed using a number of principles.

1. The data to be included come from planning decisions concerning

the time, cost, and performance for the various tasks.

2. The proposal documcnt and negotiated contract are used as a

data source.

3. The data base will be dynamic, not stati,, to reflect changes

in project operations.

3 6
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4. Written records are developed for each task showing time, cost,

and performance data.

5. Processing of data can be dane manually or by computer depend-

ing on the degree of complexity.

6. A decision concerning the use of a computer involvts factors

.such as:

a. Project complexity

b. Project duration

c. Project type

d. Report frequency

e. Costs

f. Facilities available

7. Reports are the principal vehicle for presenting data and infor-

mation to the project director and staff. ,

D. Organizational charts and related documents are developed using a

number of principles.

1. The Project Organizational chart is created to show authority

and responsibili;.y patterns and to identify decision centers.

2. The Written Job Descriptions are derived from the organizational
chart and typically show:

a. Position tiile

b. Duties

c. Responsibility and authority

3. Management Responsibility Guides are constructed in matrix form
to ghow authority and-responsibility for project tasks.

a. The columns usually represent positions.

b. The rows usually show tasks.

c. The matrix cells indixate the level of authority and
responsibility.

4. Flow and Process Charts are developed to reflect movement of
Eta and reports tn and out of project decision centers.

t
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E.: The project handbook or manual is a basic element of the information

system.

1. The handbook contains the organizational chart, flow charts,
responsibility guides, and policy and procedures statements.

2. The handbook is revised as components of project information
system are modified. a.e

F. A project information system is essential to operational control
of a project.

%.4

TuAn the page On. pte4entation
tioro, on going dikectty to the
tezzon e1ekci4e/6, tan to page 8.17.

Ls,
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Instructions

8.10

1: Set up the. IL ecoxcleA, ptoje.c-tox, anzl Acice.e.n.

Reace.:the cair.ocuset otLde. titay onto the pkojeciton and advance. .the ticay

to the. 6V..de. manked Modute 2--Baaic PAA.naptez and TechiliqUeb 0
Pxoject Manageme.nt, Le..64on 8--De.vetoping the Pltoject Intioluna-Uon

Syhten.

3. Ptace the. ca,64ate. tape iolt thi,6 te..6.5on into the neconda and newind
to the kewind .6top.

4. Stcot the. necolt.den and advance. the. Ati.dea wilh the "change tone.."
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Lesson 8--Project Information System

Lesson Text

8.11

Introduction

The previous lesson was concerned with project preparation activities

such as acquiring personnel, equipment, materials and supplies, and space

facilities. This lesson is concerned with the secaad major task of developing

a project information system.

Successful operation of the project, once underday. depends to a great

degree upon the project Manager and his staff knowing what shauld oe happening

on the project, what is actually happening, and who should make it happen.

This is usually accomplished with a procedure or operation canmonly identified

as a project information system. This system can be considered as having three

components or sub-systems. They are the project data base, organizational dharts

and the project handbook. Data base and organizational charts are discussed

below in more detail. The project hadbook was discussed in the previous lesson.

-

Project Data Base

The basic function of the data base is to accumulate in ane place all of

the initial schedule, budget, and performance decisions made during the planning

and negotiation activities. By this means, theproject director can have ready

access to the basic or initial planning de4sions which reflect what should be

happening in the project.

The information to be placed in the data base is usually derived from the

proposal document and the negotiated contract. Thc more specific the desisions

that ane includes in the project data base, the greater the chances are that such

data will be useful in managing the project. Specific data is usually included

38o
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regarding project objectives and specifications, activity and event identifi-

cation, work sequence and schedules, resource requirements, and the budget.

Project objectives and specifications refers to statements of objectives

to be reached and products to be produced, along with the Standards and specifi-

cations for their achievement. Schedule data should include initial decisions

1reflecting
such items as calendar dates for the start of the project, major

..

.
milestone points, duration of tasks, project completion dates, and similar time-

related 4ata. Budget or cost information should include dollar amounts allocated

\\

to personnel, travel, facilities, equipment, and other major cost categories

over the duration of the project.

It is important to understand that the number of items in the data base is

likely to expand during the project life cycle, reflecting the expansion of work

and activities once the project is underway. Thus, the data base is considered

to be a dynamic, not a static, entity.

In relatively small projects, the project director might be able to keep

all of the performance, schedule and budget data in his head. In large projects,

however, some form of written record,should be made of the initial data base

items and their updated version. In addition to being of immediate aid to the

project manager and his staff, written records are advantageous in creating

project reports. The w/itten records should include work sheets which assemble

together the data for each work package or task in the project and cover the

basis dimensions of schedule, cost and performance.

In addition to written forms and records which are maintained by hand,

computer programs have been developed to process selected dimensions of a project

data base. The dimension most commonly maintained by means of a computer has

been information relating to the project shcedule. The second dimension most
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commonly handled by computer is that of budget. Daily, weekly and monthly

reports and summaries of schedule and/or budtet status are often routinely

prepared by the parent organization hoUsing the project. An example of such

a report would be the monthly.project budget statement issued by the business

office of a school district. Several factors should be considered in determinihg

whether or not a particular project should utilize a computer as a means of

maintaining the data base. Amang these factors are project complexity, duration

and type; the desired report frequency; the availability -of computer facilities;

and the cost involved.

Regardless of how changes in project status are maintained, manually. or by

Computer, data regarding actual and.planned. project status at any time are of

little value unless made readily available to the project manager and his staff.

Report forms and charts are the typical method used to communicate information

to project personnel about the status of the project at given times. Three

criteria for a good report form or Chart are, that it Fhould be graphical, should

clearly illustrate the actual project status against the planned statuS, and should

identify areas in which problems are developing and their impact on future project

effort.

Within most organizational settings, reports relating to actual budget status

are routinely supplied by the business office. Reports telating to schedule and

performance, however, are left to the project staff to develop and use for manage-

ment purposes. Regardless of the scale of schedule, budget, and performance

involved, the data base should be updated cantinually to show accomplishments to

date, work in progress, and future work. Using report forms which reflect updated

project status, as derived fram the data base, the project personnel have a means

of knowing the exact status of the project at any given time.
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Organizational Chart

The second component of.the project information system involves the deVelop-

meat of a project organizational and responsibility chart. The function of an.,

organizational chart is to show authority and responsibility for project staff

aad to show reporting channels for the flow of.information.

In general, an organizational chart is developed by sub-dividing major

project authority and responsibility into lesser, or smaller, units in much the

same manner as the project work breakdown structure was developed. Each of these

umits, large c:)t small, can be thoUght of as a decision center for the project.

In developing the chart, it is common practice to show the relation of the project

to the overall local district organizational structure. An example of a project

organizational chart is presented in Figure #1.

Once the organizational chart is established, a description is written for

each role, function or position in the chart. The description should include

the title, duties, and responsibility and authority patterns for each position. An

organizationali chart can be supplemented by flow or process charts which reflect

the vertical a:nd horizontal flow of reports and information to and from the several

decision units:, or centers, in the project organization.

In order to clarify project authority and responsibility lines, management

responsibilit>f guides are often developed. A management responsibility guide is

1

usually constiucted in ntcxfonn by placifig position titles on the columns, and

tasks and fun4tions dowp the sisg".--NStand4rd symbols are then placed in the cells

to indicate respOnsibility for notification, advisement, decision, and other

actions. Theimanagement responsibility guide i$ a useful device in preventing

project tasks,from being overlooked because no one is charged with the authority
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School District
Superintendent

IAist. Superintendent 1

Curriculum and Instruction

1

Project Director

'Consultant
Curriculum

Advisory Council

8.15,

Writer

Graduate Asst.'

--I Graduate Asst.'

--I Graduate Asst.]

3S4

Researcher

Statastician

Artist/Illustrator.]

Figure #1--Example of a Project Organizational Chart

Subject Area
'Specialist

3S5

-
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8.16

or responsibility for their execution. An example of a management responsi-

bilitrguide is presented in Figure #2.

The organizational chart and res;ionsibility guide work together to identify.

who needs what data in order to make effective decisions 1bich All move the

project toward successful completion. Once developed, data base, the

organizational chart, and responsibility guides are ass mbled into the project

handbook, discussed in the previous lesson.

Summary

To summarize, successful operation of a project is dependent upon the

project manager's ability to know what should be happening and what is actually

happening. The project information system enables him .to carry out this

function with ease. It enables him to know where problems exist in the project,

how serious they are and who has the authority and responsibility to take

corrective action. The value of having a well-developed project information

system will be demonstrated in the next series of lessons, which outline the

principles and procedufes of project control.

'Tunn the page and head the dihection4

Sot Exeteize A.
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1

Lesson 8--Project Informatioli System

Exercise A--Developing Information Systems

8.17

Nitectionb: U6Ang the pkopobat document inctuded in Le64on 7, arawet the

quekti.on4 betow by Aupptying the inOkmation kequated.

A. How would you rate the proposal document (as now written) in terms of

its usefulness.in.supplying basic data for the Project Management Data

Base?
1. Exceptionally usetul 4. Below aVerage

-2. Above average ----5. Little or no use

3. About average

B. The proposal provides the most &tailed and useful data in which of

the fallowing dimensions of project data?

1. Schedule
2. Budget

----3. Performance

C. The proposal provides the least detailpd andlegdalictita in which of

the following dimensions of project data?

1. Schedule
2. Budget
3. Performance

D. For each item listed below, indicate whether or not the proposal pre-

sents data/information about the item.
Available Not Available

1. Proposed start date

2. Number of instructional aids

3. Specialized reading tests

4. Standards for accomplishment of objc..:tives

5. Number of parent orientations

6. Schedule date for post-tests

7. Qualifications of itinerant reading teacher

8. Specifications for attitude inventory

-

1
! Tunu the page and check yowl naponAez. ,

3,9
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Lesson 8--Project Information System ,

Exercise A--Solution

8.18

Dikeetiom: The zotution to Exekci4e. A a given bly.ow. Cottect yout

A. How would you rote the proposal document (as now written) in terms of

its usefulness in supplying basic data for the Project Management Data

Base?
1. Exceptionally useful

----2. Above average
3. About average

4. Below average
V 5. Little or no use

B. The proposal provides the most detailed and useful data in which of

the following dimensions of project data?

1. Schedule
2siL 2. Budget

3. Performance

C. The proposal provides the least detailed and useful data in which of

the followinil dimensions of project data?

\,/,. 1. Schedule
2. Budget
3. Performance

D. For each item listed below, indicate whether cr. not the proposal pre-

sents date/information about the item.
Available Not Available

1. Proposed start date

2. NuMber of instructional aids

3. Specialized reading tests

4. Standards for accomplishment of ol-iectives

5. Number of parent orientations

6. Schedule date for post-tests

7. Qualifications of itinerant reading teacher

8. Specifications for attitude inventory V

fTuA.n the. page (tad ,te.a.c1 the. dikeetionz
6ok .Exacize. B.
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Lesson 8--Project Information System

Exercise RDeveloping an Organizational Chart

Dikectionk: The plt.oldosat used in the pteviou4 Zeeman need4 some
tections'in otde& that it can be used to 4peci6y Imoject te6pon4ib
ties,and otganization. Use the ptojed budget shown betow instead.pli
the one in the pneviou4 tesson. An abbteviation tiole peksonnet totes

in theptoject axe shown betow immediatety Ottowing the position titte.
We& 'Leading this budget, tunn the page and begin the exaci4e.

8,19

INSiRUCTIONAL.(200) Salaries Others Totals

210 Project Mhnager (114) $12,000

211 Communication Specialist (CS) 10,80?

212 Reading Supervisor (RS) 10,800

213 5 Reading Teachers (RT) 46,000

218 5 Teacher Aides (TA) 15,000

222 Materials and Supplies $13,369

224 Audio-Visual Materials 2,000

TOTAL INSTRUCTIONAL $109,969

FIXED CHARGES (800)

831 Retirement 9,460

832 FICA 4,730

834 Insurance 1,600

TOTAL FIXED (1 IAW;I I S , 790

'MAL S $94,600 $31,159 $125,759

3 91
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Lesson 8--Project Information System

Exercise B--Worksheet

8.20

Ditection4: U4ing the pnapo4a2 document inctuded in Le44on 7 and the 1

abilteviated tittes o4 pWonnet Aown on the pkeviou4 page, a44ign 4taa I

to the vaitiota te4pon4ibititie4 indicated Wow.

The responsibilities involved in the project are listed as:

Position

1. managing the project

2. developing of program brochure

3. speakins to school and collimunity groups

4. working in regional, state, and national conferences

5. releasinsLnews articles to news media

6. plannins readins activities

7. teaching reading.

8. organizing the reading materials center

9. operating the resource denter (day-to-day)

10. maintainins individual students skill mastery and behavioral

records

11. developing student before and after attitude test

12. administering placement, achievement, and attitude tests

13. developingteacher and aide response journals

14. maintaining teacher and aide response journals

15. coordinating with supportive services

16. 'developing and operating the inservice training_program

17. involving parents in the reading program

18. ordering supplies and equipment

Ara?

I Rem the pacw and pAocce.T1



Lesson 8--Project Information System

Exercise 8Worksheet

1

Ditections: Devetop an okganizationat chant which 4h.oat6 the tine4 o6 Atoomibitity zuch

that the 13 positions (kotes),ake shown and the 18 kesponsibitities ake accvunted 6ok by

the items Listed in the chatt. Use the undettined wokds 4kom the ke6ponsibiiitie4 tat

.on page 8.20 and the abbAeviated titee6 oli peksonnet. shown on page 8.19. When 4inished,

tan the page.

01
PM

(1. managing the project)
15

18

394

..
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Ditections: A zuggezted puject otganization chant a ptezented betaw.

aokkeet az necezzaAy.

Lesson 8--Project Information System

Exercise B--Solution

\ S.

Compau yam c.haitt

PM .\

1. manages the project
15. coordinates supportive ervices

18. orders'supplies and equipment

CS
2. develops brochure
3. speaks to groups
4. works in conferences
5. releases news

17. involves parents

< >

'3 ')

= coordination/
communications
link

.11.1.1
RT (5)

7. teaches reading
12. administers tests
14. maintains journals
17. involves parents .

TA

10. maintains records

411,

1
RS

6. plans reading activities
8. organizes materials center'

9. operates resource center
11. develops tests
13. develops journals
16. develops/operates inservice

Tukp ,t11( pag e. and pued..1

._..1

3 gi-;
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Lesson 8--Project Iaformation System

Directions and Choices Following the Practice Exercises

8.23

Based upon the se4-evatuation o you& pet6okmance on the exert-

cise, you have eitheA:

A. aceeptabty s'atied the objective ()A devetoping a ptoject

oAganization chaAt, and shoad now tuAn to the post-test

Ound on page 8.24.

An additionat exampte on devetoping puject inAokmation

systems is liound on page 8.27. ReAetences additionat

'Leading cae tisted on page 8.28.

B. not satised the objective, and 4hotted setect one on mote

oti the kttawing coukses oA_Action.

1. View the slide-tape. pusentation; in4tAucti0n6 ahe on

pape 8.10. AKteA the pte4entation, newokk exaci4e4

A and B on page 8.17.

2. Read the tesson naAAative beginning on page.8.11, then

Aewonk exenci6e6 A and B on page 8.17.

3. Study the additionat exampte on page 8.27, and then

tewoAk exacisei A add B beginning on page 8.17.

4. Read Chaptous Thkee and Eteven o6 Educationat Pkoject

Management bu Ve&mond L. Cook and then tewoAtz exaciseis

A and-8 -beginning on page 8.17.

5. Rookie exeteizez and B beginning on page 8.17.
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Lesson 8--Project Infdrmation System

Post-Test

8.24

Dixection4: Ptea4e take time to caueutty wawa the muttipte choice
and tue/ia24e que,sti.onz given betow. Foh the muttipte choite que4tion4
you au t.o eitete one coxtect on be4t an&wex (A,8,C on, V) and eox the
ttue and liat4e youai to ,indieate the coxtect Atoon4e with the Zettek
T on F.

Ptea4e mite the ta4t Out digita o you&SocaL Secutity numbet on the
tine below Ao that the page4 can be identi6ied in the event they become
4epakated

1. From what source is the basic information in the data base is derived?

A. Wbrk'sequence and Gantt chart .

B. Proposal document and negotiated contract
C. Policy and procedures handbook
D. Project budget document and funding agency guidelines

2. What is the oasic or principal function of the project data base?

A. To collect information for writing the project final report
B. Tb accumulate information regarding the budget
C. To accumulafe background information about funding source operations
D. To accumulate in one place all of the schedule, budget and per-

formance decisions made during the planning phase

3. A well structured, organized and presented data base facilitates
work in what phase of the project life cycle?

A..Arganization
B. Planning
C. Operational control
D. Preparation

4. What is the principal.purpose or function of the project information
system?

A. To aid in the development of a project proposal
B. TO serve as a basis for progress reporting
C. To assist in acquiring materials
D. To aid in the development of the negotiated contract
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5. What is tfie commonly identified procedure or operation used in
knowing what is happening in the operation of a.project?

A. Project proposal
B. Project budget
C. Project information system
D. Project final report

8.25

6. The process of developing an organizational chart is similar to what
special process in the project planning phase?

A. Work flow development
B. Resource estimation
C. Schedules establishment
D. Project definition

7. Why are manageMent responsibility.guides often develoOed?

A. To facilitate'scheduling
B. To show budget reporting procedures
C. To establish the authority and responsibility for project aCtivities
D. To assist in personnel rperuitment

8. Why does thP proj ect data base have to be continuously updated?

A. Tb keep up with changes often made in schedules, costs and per-
formance

B. Tb make a better project final report
C. To keep the funding agency up-to-date
D. To save project records

9. En addition to showing authority and responsibility for project
staff, what else can an organizational chart show?

A. Work yet to be accomplished
B. Flow of information to decision centers
C. Work in progress
D. Critical areas of current Work

10. What method is most often used to communicate information to personnel
about project status?

A. Workshops
B..0Tientation programs
C. Newsletter and briefings
D. Report forms and charts
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8.25a

Indicate whethm 4t4tements ti4ted betow ake time Oh tiatae by

uniting a T cot F on the tine.

11. Data regarding actual and planned project status are of little

value unless made readily available to the project funding

agency.

12. One of the criteria for a good report form or chart is that, it

should be graphical.

13. The central component in project informition system is the.project

--budget.

14. The project informatiun system enables the project manager to

--know who has the authority apd responsibility to take corrective

action.'

15. The management responsibility guide is a useful device to insure

that project tasks.are not overlooked.

ITuAn the page and check yout an4wet6.
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Lesson 8--Project Information System

Directions and Choices Following Lesson Post-Test

1.

Ditections: The catnea answens to Le4'4on,8 post-test axe Listed down
the tight maAgin. The tat column Z6 604 the 4/4 page, the night
column is 4on the second. Check yo wl. connect xespbnses.

DiAections: 16 you answeiLed twelve on less
questions connectly, you have not acceptabty
demonstnated knowledge a4 the pxocess oi
developing the puject inlimmation system
and should setect one on mate oi the 6o12owing
counses a4 action.

1. View the slide-tape pnesentation by
tunning to pv2e 8.10 and pnoceeding.
Wert the pusentation tuAn to the
Lesson (Way Cant/Lot. FOAM on page
8.29.

Read the Zesson nannatiire beginning
on page 8.11. Then tuAn ta thg Lesson
Quaity Contnal FOAM on page 8.29.

3. Read Chaptem 3 and 11 cq Educa-
tionat Puject Management by franiad
L. Cook, and then tutn. to the Lesson
Quatity Conttot Falun on page 8.29

4. Study the additional example begin-
ning on page 8.21, and then tuAn to
the Lesson Quatity Con-aot Fatm on
page 8.29.

5. Rewank the tesson post-test and then
tuAn to the Lesson QuaUty Cant/Lot
Fool on page 8.29.

Ditections: 16 you arawaed thiAteen on mane
questions connectly, you have acceptably demon-
stnated knowledge o the pAocess o1ç developing .

the pAoject inOnmation system and should now
tuAn to the Lesson Quatity Cant/rat Fotm on page
8.29. An additional example on developing the
pAoject inOnmation system is 4ound on page 8.27.
Raetences 60A additionme Aeading ane tisted on
page 8.28.

1

le Choiceli
1. B

2. D

3. C

4. B

5. C

6. r

7. C

8.A

9. B

10. D

True/False

11. F

12. T

13. F

14. T

15. T
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Lesson 8.--Project Information Syitem

Additional ixample

8.27

An instructional development project of the Metropolitan City

Sdhools began on the scheduled date with a staff consisting of a Project

Manager, Public Relations Specialist, Evaluation Specialist, and Instruc-

tional Design Specialist. The staff reviewed and modified the project

task breakdown structure. Subsequently they assigned the tasks to appro-

priate staff persons or made arrangements for consultants' services. The

task assignments or responsibilities, and the staff organization was then

made visual by constructing the responsibility chart shown in part as

follows:

Instructional

Performing task
analysis of type
1 technician

Writing instruc-
tional objectives
for program devel-
oping training

Designing program

1

Project NWnager
Managing the Project

Evaluation Specialist

Forming program evalua-
tion.plan

Developing in-the-field
technician survey

Writing pretest instru-
ment

Public Relations
Specialist

Developing PR
plan

Contacting com-
munity news media

Writing prototype
news releases

402

MM.

Consultants]

Auditing
the project
plan

Assisting
in writing
program
objectives
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Lesson 8--Project Information System

Reading References

8.28

Additional knowledge aboui the project information system may

be Obtained by reading from the"references cited below.

Archibald, Russell D. and Richard L. Villoria. Network-Based Managenent

Systems. New York: John Wiley and Sons, Ihc.,1967,-Chapter /.
,

Bauffgartner, John S. Project Mhnagement. Homewood, Ill.: Richard D.

Irwin, Inc., 1963, Chapter 3.

Cook, Desmond L. Educational Project ManageMent. Columbus, Ohio:

Charles E. Merrill, 1D71, Chanters,3 and 10.

Woodgate, H. S. PlanniwLby Network, second edition. London, England:

Business PUblications, Ltd., 1967, Chapter 7.
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Dikections: Ptease take time to catelcutty attsweA the Om que4tIon,6 given

betow. Youk an4weA4 witt pkovide vatuabte in6oAmation Sok the kevizion and

impkovement oS thi4 te44on. Feet titee to mite,additionat commeAt4 a
kecommendation4 on the back oS thi4 Sokm. Sloan Aesponses witt be kep.-.

stAictfy conSidentiat. Ptease (Amite the twit Souk digits OS youk Sociat

ecatity numben on the tine betow 40 tha the page's can be idemtiged ix

the event they become sepauted .

IThank you 60k youll 0464.6tanCe.

8.29

Lesson 8--Project Information System

Lesson kuality Control Form

1. Indicate your overall impression of the quality of this lesson.

r--] Excellent E Very Good FlGood Fair Poor

2. What db you feel is the most positive aspect of this lesson?

3. What do you feel is the most negative aspect of this lesson?

4. What would you suggest to improve this lesson?

101 ITtan the page and pkoeeed
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Lesson 8-rioject Information System

Termination Instructions

8.30

Upon'comptetion o6 the Lesson Quatity Cohttot Fowl, qou cute to:

Teat owt and ztapte the pctgc o the Le66on Quatity Contkot FOAM.
PtaceTthe 6onm in the oeciat metope ptovided.
Mate the envetope to Re6eaitch On Bette& &hoots, Inc., Suite 1700,
1700 Matket Stneet, Phitadeephia, Pennagvanta 19103.

This tesson on pnoject inlonthation 4ptem #1.4 now compteted. TuAn
the page and Azad the dbtectZon4 04 Phase Te6t 2.

,
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PHASE TEST 2

Project Preparation Phase

sl

PT 2.1 1

Directions: The following pages contain a series of items in a'

variety offormats which are designed .to assist you in assessing

the knowledge you have acq-ired ftom Lessons 7 and 8 of Module 2.

This set of items gives empl,sis to cognitive abilities as con-
trasted to attitudes or

The expectation is that you should answer, aZZ items correctly

in order to consider your learning in this phase as being complete.

In this sense, the test can be considered as.a mastery test, a Mini-

mum essentials test, or a criterion-referenced test..

\ Read ec,ch item carefully. Record your answers on the separate

.answer sheet immediately after this page. After you have completed

the last item, review your responses, then turn to page 22 which

contains the answers for the several phase tests and check your

choices against the answers presented there.

Zion the page and begin.'

4 06
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1. A B-

2. A 13,

3. B

4. A

5.ABCp
6.ABCD
7.ABCD
8.ABCD
9.ABCD

10. A B

BCD

C' D"

Answer Sheet

--for

Project PreparationThase

._

Et'

to

1

PT 2.2

U. A. B C D,

12.ABCD
13.ABCD
14. A B C 'D

15.ABCD
16. A B C D

17.ABCD
18.ABCD
19. A B C 41)

20.ABCD

0

0 .

p.
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Phase Test :

for )

Preparation Phase

PT 2. 3

Diliect4on4: Read the dixection4 eot each section cateiatty and
4e4pond az indicated. Wen compating the test, tuAn to the ttiodute
manuat to'checte youn an4tom.4.

[The next zet oli item 4houtd be anzweted a4 Ve4 04 No. 'Ma/1.k A on the

anzwelr. shett iti Ve6; makk 8 iti No.

..........

Items 1 through 5. Listed below to be used as responses for the items.
.indicated are four elements of the project.management information
system. Match the activity listed with the proper element.

A. Organizational chaft
B. Management Responsibility Guide D. Handbook

1. Approval of final report.

C. Data Base

2. Schedule date for completion of a product.

3. Signatures necessary for approval of travel.

4. Outline for rePorting format and procedures.

5. InJividual to whom the project manager reports.

A

6. The ptoject proposal should
each person who is proposed

7. Proposals are accepted by a
as originally developed.

specify the types of skills needed by
to work on the project.

funding agency in the format and content

8. Each person on the project should be given a statement of his duties,
responsibilities, authority, and related information.

9. The implementation plan should include a list of equipment needed
for the project.

10. Needed orientation and traintug,sessions for project staff members
are conducted by the agency in which the project is housed.

405
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4

PT 24.

The next 4et oti item4 Ls in choice 0/mat. Setect youlL hedpon4e and

matte the apptoptiate tette/E. on the.'.anzweA. tiheet.

11. Optimum program management is a combination of the management of

what three principal elements of information?

A. Planning, controlling, organizing.
B. Cost, time, performance.
C. Wn, material, missions.
D. Weas, actions, results.

12. What are the basic comparisons macle in the tvnical project manage-

ment information system?

A. Actual costs to actual tasks.

B. Estimated times to actual times.

C. Actual costs and task times.
D. Estimated tasks and estimated times.

13. What is the basic function.of a,management information system in

a project?
\

A. Communicate the decisions of the management to the performance

levels of the project.
B. Establish a data base for the planning stages of the project.

C. Provide the manager with inforiation relevant to the time,

cost, and performance factors.
D. Provide the manager with nrogress reports from all levels of

the project.

14. Where would one look for data or information with /lard to

equipment needed for the project?

A. Budget section of proposal.
B. Policy and Procedures Handbook.
C. Organizational chart.
D. Mhnagement Responsibility Guide.

15. What is the basic function or purpose of the Management Responsi-

bility Guide?

A. To identify appropriate actions to be taken by each person.

B. To assign costs to persons working on the project.

C. To identify the end products of the project.

D. To sfate the conditions of employment.

r
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.-
16. Where would one eipect to find information orvretirement and

benefits for the project personnel?

A. Organizational chart.
B. Data information base.
C. Policy and Procedures Handbook.
D. Project Nbnagement Office.

17. What would not normally be included as an item of project
equipment?

A. Reading accelerator or pacer.
B. Duplication supplies.
C. Typewriter.
D. Case to carry overhead transparencies.

18. When should the implementation or preparation plan be developed?

A. When notice of funding is received.
B. Only after the official Contract is signed.
C. Upon authorization by the Superintendent to proceed.
D. When'the proposal is submitted.

19. What dimensions are usually exhibited on a Management Responsibility
Guide?

A. Project personnel and tasks.
B. Tasks and organizational agencies outside of the project.
C. Tasks and events.
D. Persons and budget expenditures.

20. Who should receive copies of the policy and procedures handbook?

A. Project staff.
B. Project staff plus related persons.
C. Project Manager only.
D. Contractor only.
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Lesson 9Project OperationsMbnitoring
and Control

Introduction to Lesson

9.1

This lesson contains the following items. Mhke sure that each

item is present before starting to work through the lesson.

page

A. Booklet containing the following items

Introduction to lesson
9.1

Overview and objectives
9.2

Pretest. . . .

9.3

Lesson abstract and content outline 9.5

Lesson text
9.7

Exercises on problem identification
9.13

Post-test
9.23

Additional example
9.25

Reading references
9.28

Lesson Quality Control Form
.9.29

B. Set of Color Slides ehtitled 'Wbdule 2--Basic PrincipAes and Tech-

niques of-Project Mhnagement, Lesson 9--Project OperationsMardt-'

bring and Control."'

C. Cassette Ta e entitled "Mbdule 2--Basic Principles and Techniques of

oject Mahagement, Lesson 9--Project OperationsMbnitoring and

Control."

EQUIPMENT NEEDED. The following equipment will be required for this

lesson and you are advised to arrange for their use:

cassette tape recorder
carousel slide projector
projection screen

TIME REQUIRED. 'The tape-slide presentation runs approximately 12

minutes, the exercise takes approximately 60 minutes, and about 90

minutes is needed to complete the entire lesson.
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Lesspn 9--Project Operations--Mbnitoring
and Control

Overview and Objectives

9.2

OVERVIEW

The previous lesson was concerned with the establishment of the

project information system. Providing for the storage and subsequent use

of information pertinent to the operation of the project was emphasized.

This lessowis concerned with the first step of project operational

control--problem identification. Problems in the operation of a project

are identified by comparing the actual status of the project with the

planned status indicated originally in the project information system.

The next lesson is concerned with the development and selection of alter-

native solutions to the identified Problems.

OBJECTIVES

The student in completing this lesson should be able to identify

differences between the actual status and planned status of a project

in terms of time, cost, and performance. Specifically, the objectives

of the lesson are:

1. The student should be able to specify the type of information

needed in a project status report in order to identify time, cost, and

performance deviations.

2. Given a project status report, the student should be able to

specify deviations from the project plan in terms of time, cost, and

performance.

[Comptete the pketeat on the &Wowing
page.
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.
Lesson 9--Praject Cperations--Manitoring and Control

Pretest

Dinection4: Made take time to ea/mime...4 wawa the matipte choice and

tium/15atse que4tion4 given betow. FOIL the matipte choice queation4 you

ate to eitete one coAtect olc'best wawa (A,B,C on. V), and Lon the tnue

and Latse you Zia-to indicate the ammet teaponse with%the tett& T on F.

Pteaae w/cite the Last Out digits o6 youA Soaat Secuitity ken on the

tine betocv 40 tkgthe page4 can be identiged in the event they become

4epautted

1. What major activities comprise the operational control phase of the

project life cycle?

A. Problem identification and estimAirik budget
B. Constructing resource schedule and preparing time estimates

C. Developing project procedures and preparing work flow diagrams

D. Problem idgntification _and corrective actions

2. What is the first step in applying the control concept in the
operations phase of a project?

A. Problem solution
B. Problem identification
C. Problem analysis
D. Progress reporting

3. The basic function of a reporting system is to present the project

manager with a current view of what project conditions?

A. Actual situation and planned status
B. Planned situation and project proposal
C. Past situation and present status
D. Planned situation and negotiated contract

4. What is the commonly accepted management definition of a problem?

A. An unanswerable question
B. A deviation from plan
C. A decision to be made
D. A lack of staff initiative
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S. What is the foundation for problem identification in a. project?

A. Midget document
B. Project schedule
C. Project handbook
D. Project plan

6. How can control be most effectively exercised during the life cycle

of a project?

A. Consiructing network diagraMs

B. Developing many evaluation reports

C. Identifying points of accomplishment to be monitored

D. *asuring the behaviors of staff

7 What is the first step usuaily followed by the project manager in

the operational control phase in order to insure that most serious

problems are solved first?

A. Preparing a priority ranking of the alternatives

B. Preparing a priority ranking of the deviations

C. Developing a project information system

D. Implementing the project reporting system

whethet the 4tatememt4 tiAtv4 betaw ate ttue on Sabe by wItiting

a T cot. F on the tine.

8. Control is basically a problem solving process.

9. The control process recycles sometimes through the life of a project.

10. Progress reports should always'be in written form.

11. The time inherent in oral reporting can be minimized by adopting

briefing techniques.

12. For a project control points are calendar dates,dollar allocations,

nd performance specifications.

13. The criteria used to establish both standards and limits depends

only upon the project contract-

14. The method of employing standards and bounds creates a rationale

for judging the significance of a deviation.

Cheek you& an4we1A.6 on the

tiottawing page.

41,5
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Lesson 9--Project OperationsMbnitoring and Control

Directions Following Lesson Pretest

9.4

ViAection4: The coAAect answem to Le44on 9 pketea tiate4 dawn

the ught maAp.n. Check yom'coAtect Ae4pon6a.

DiAectiona: -14 you answerced eteven OIL teaa
quation4 comectty, yotp have not acceptabty .
demonstuted knotate.4t orpAobtem
cation and Ahoutd Aead the Leaaon abat&act
and content outtine on page 9.5.

Then begin the tape-atide pne.sentation by
tuAning to the inatAuction.6 on page 9.6.

Ditectiona: 14 you antweked tWetve OA mote
queationa coueetty, you have acceptabty
demonatActed hnowtedge o4 pubtem idea&
4ication and 4houtd tead the talson afmtotact
and content outtine on me 9.5. Then i6

you dui/Le to akip the tape-4tide pteaen-
tation, you may do Ao by puceeding ditectty
to the puctice exekciaeas beginrang on
page 9.13. 16 you do deaixe to vieull the
tape-aide pkeaentation, tunn to the
inatutaionz on page 9.6.

Mx.

416

MUltiple Choice

1. D

2. B

3. A

4. B

5. D

6. C

7. Pe

True/False

'8. T

9. F

10. F

11. T

12. T

13. F

14. T

4.
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Lesson 9--Project OperatiOns--Monitoring
and Control

Lesson Abstract and Content Outline

ABSTRACT

9. 5

Problem identification through management reports is the first step

in the three-step, problem-solving process called control. Problem iden-

tification is dependent upon a reporting system which provides information

on the past, present, and projected status of the project work effort.

Deviations betweeh the planned situation and the actual situation repre

sent management problems. Deviations are discovered by making time, cost,

and performance mpasurements and specified points in the life-of a project.

CONTENT OUTLINE

A. Control is a 'cyclical, three-step problem-solving process that includes

problem identification, the creation and selection of alternative

problem solutions, and solution implementation.

B. A reporting system which provides written and oral information is

needed in order to exercise management control.

C. Control information is usually provided in the form of progress reports

wbich include past, present, and projected information on the status

of the project work effort.

D. The essence of problem identification is the comparison of the planned

situation with the actual situation.

E. When a deviation between "shoulds" and "actuals" is found, a project

management problem has been found.

F. Deviations are identified by making time, cost, and performance measure-
ments at specified points in the life of a project.

G. Time, cost, and performance standards and permissable bounds for devia-

tion should be specified prior to measurement.

H. Identified deviations should be listed in priority order on the basis

of their likelihood to impede the progress of the project.
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OperatiOns--Mbnitoring and Control

Instructions

9.6

1. Set up the tecotda, pkojectolt, and scAeen.

2. Peace the caltou4et stide txay onto the pujecta and advance the

tnay to the stant ol4 "Basic Rtinciptes and Techniques oi Pkoject

Management, Lewin 9--P4ojezt Opeita2ion4--Monitoung and.Conttat."

3. Peace the caozette tape 6ot thio Lesson into the necoAdet and

tewind to the tewind stop.

4. Staitt the tecotdek and advance the.stides with the "change tone."
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Lesson 9-4rbject Operations--Mbnitoring and Control

Lesson Text

9.7

Introduction

After a project has.been planned, the proposal written, the funds

authorized and the start-up plan executed, the actual operation of the

project begins. One ha to assume that the plan for the project is de-

signed to optimize the operation of the project. During the planning

phase many.alternative means were considered and the best course for the

project was selected.

Regardless of the best planning and preparation effort, operations

do not always go as planned. Thus, the project director must have a system

or procedure for knowing the status of the project at all times. The in-

formaton system discussed in the previous lesson can be useful in this

regard. Operational problem identification and corrective actions make up

the major activities of the third phase in the project life-cYcle--operations

phase. Lessons 9, 10 and 11 are concerned with this phase.

What is meant by the concept of operations monitoring and control?

This process is basically a problem-solving process which can be conven-

iently divided into three basic steps. The first step is the identification

of a problem, utilizing the plan as a guide. The second step is the devel-

opment of alternative solutions to correct the problem and the selection of

the most desirable solution. The third step is the implementation of the

desired solution and the communication of dhanges in operations to the pro-

ject staff and other affected offices. This three-step control process is

repeated throughout the operations phase of the project. In order to further

explain this monitoring process, the steps will be presented sequentially

in this and subsequent lessons. 419
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Reporting System

9.8

A basic element of the operations phase is a 2._g_ess_mi_s_a_roztinstem.

Such a system enables the project director to determine hoW the project

activities are proceeding, i.e., determine the current status of project

operations at various intervals. Establishing a progress reporting system

involves creating reporting forms and procedures deiigned to furnish project

status.information. The project manager and his staff must decide on the

type, content, format, and frequency of these reports. They must also

specify who is to receive which report.

Progress reports can be. written or oral, or both. Same reports, such

as accounting records and inventory reports, are usualli written, since they

contain a large amount of detailed information. Written reports, however,

do not neceisarilihave to contain a large amount of information. They can

consist of a single sheet with appropriate boxes checked to indicate task,

or project, status. Project progress reports should imdicae the activities

completed or the events that have occurred to date. They can also contain

a reestimation of the time and cost required to finish activities that are

in progress or that will take place in the future, as well as any changes

in performance standards. As progress reports are received from the project

staff, any time, cost and performance information contained in the reports

must be incorporated into the.project information system.

Oral reports, such as those presented in staff meetings, can also

provide necessary management information. An important advantage of oral

reports is that they provide a means for inmediate feedback and an oppor-

tunity to pursue a question about the statu§ of a-task in detail by raising

questions. Also, tecause of their informality, they nay aid the project

-manager in becoming better acquainted with his staff. The time needed for
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1

. .

oral reporting can be minimized if briefing techniques are utilized.,

Deviation Identification

Regardless of the form of the report, its basic function is to pre-

sent the project manager with information comparing the actual to-date

progress with the planned progress in terms of schedule, budgets, and per-\

formance. If a report indicates that there is no discrepancy between the

actual status and the planned situation, then project operations are moving

smoothly. If, however, a report indicates that there is a divergence, then

a deviation is said to exist. From a project management point of view, this

deviation or dife4ence between the project plan (the should's) and what is

actually happening (the actual's) is called a problem. Deviations or pro-

blems can be categorized into either positive or negative --In the former,'

operations are going better than planned, while in the latter, they are not

going as well as desired. Problems can occur in the schedule, budget or in

task performance. That is, problems can be identified by noting deviatian

fram the project time, cost and performance standards.

How does one identify such deviations during project operations?

Since all project activities cannot be monitored simultaneously and con-

tinually, the project manager must monitor or measure progress at various

critical points in the process. For example, the process of learning can

be considered to a continuous operation. The monitoring of the learning

process takes place at specific points, usually by employing some type of

test.

For a project, such monitoring or control points involve calendar dates,

dollar expenditures, and performance specifications. Standards and bounds
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are set for each monitoring or control point in the project. A standard is

usually a specified level of performance, a scheduled date for the comple-

tion of a task, or an expenditure figure in dollars. A bound is the accept

able range of deviation (positive or negative) from the specified standard.

It is important to have specified duting the planning phase the tolerance

or boundaries in project performance,' time, and cost. It should be realized,

however, that these standards and bounds are subject to change as the pro-

ject progresses.

Standards and bounds for time, cost and performance should be estab-

lished simultaneously. For example, the desired standards for a teachet

behavioral rating scale prepared by a project evaluator might be "Have a

reliability coefficient of .90, be ready by September 20,tand cOst 4150 to

produce." The boundaries at this cantrol point might be characterized as

"Have a minimum reliability figure.of .85, be completed within two working

days either side of September 20, and cost plus or minus $50 to produce."

Since a project can encounter difficulties if tasks are ffnished either

earlier or later than the specified completion date, limits should be es-

11111
tablished for both, sides of the time standard. Setting limits on both sides

of the standard also applies to the areas of cost and performance. This

insures that both positive ancl negative deviations can be identified. This

method of employing standards and bounds creates a rationale for judging the

significance of a deviation. If a deviation falls within the limits, then

it is not as important or significant as a deviation which exceeds the limits.

The criteria used to establish both standards and bounds depends upon

the project contract, local education agency constraints, the desires-of the

educational executive, and the requirements of the project director. The

12,2
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performance.
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9.11

depend on the relative.importance attached to time, cost, and

For example, if the project director feels it is most important

not'to overspend the budget, ae might set more specific standards.and -

closer limits on money spent than upon the project schedule and performance

dimensions.

The project manager may elect to identify deviations himself by re-

viewing progress rePorts, or he may have his staff identify them in the

reports. Since the project staff should be quite familiar with their own

tasks, they may be better able to judge their progress than the project

manager, provided they are given standards and limits from the project

informAtion system..

During the operation of a project, several deviations may exist sim-

ultaneously. In this case, the reporting system can be used to aid the

project director iii determining the cumulative effect of the several de-

viations. The system can also be utilized to list the deviations in terms

of their likely impediment or facilitation of progress toward the achievement e

of the overall project goal. Such a list establishes.a priority order for .

solving the most serious deviation problems first.

Summary

A basic step in the operations process involves developing a report-

ing system and utilizing the reporting system to describe th.:; actual situa-

tion and comparing it with the plan in order to identify deviations or

problems. The significance of the deviations can be determined and the

deviations (or problems) can be ranked to establish a priority for solving

123
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the most serious problems first. The next lesson is concerned with methods

to solve these problems.

Read the. diAec1tion4 ion.
Exeitc.tae. A on the. Fattowing
Page-.

S.
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Problem Setting for Exercises A, B, and C

[I--

,

Dikection4: Fead the pkobtem 4ett.in1 Wow. Then tukn the page and
comptete the exekcae.

9.13

PROBLEM SEMNG

Metropolitan School District is conducting a curriculum project
under contract with the National Science Foundation (N.S.F.). The project

goal is to produce short science lessons geared to the local area. Climate,

terrain and ecology are particular to certain geographical regions of the

United States. The study of science in these regions can be facilitated if

lessons are built to utilize the natural surroundings.'

Geology, ecology, zoology, botony and other science areas which have

specific application to the local area are to be utilized in lesson devel-

opment. The lessons are to be designed for fifth and sixth grade students.

The project runs for a full year and is divided into six time
periods. Lesson materials are to be sent to N.S.F. every eight weeks as
they are developed. The project should produce 30 lessons--five lessons
for each eight-week period.

The contract is such that the Metropolitan School District receives
money each time five are received and accepted. The school system is not

providing any additional funds, but is providing all facilities and start-
up equipment. Special services are provided at a reduced price. The

project is responsible for personnel, new equipment, and materials.

The project thus far has produced five lessons (A, B, C, D, and E)
and is operating in the second time or work period. To simplify the prob-

lem, assume that you are only concerned with the second work period of the

project. Personnel includes the project director and five lesson devel-
opers. Data from the first period'indicates the work rate for the staff
is that one person working full time can produce one lesson in eight weeks.
This work rate also applies when several people work on the same lesson,
i.e., two people can complete one le'sson in four weeks. Assume that each

staff member has a working knowledge in pll of.the science areas.
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Exercise A

I.

9.14

Dinection4: In youk tote az ptoject diAectot you teeeive the OZtowing

'ztatuz tepott duking the 4second wide pekiod. Study the tepatt and

anzweA the queztion that Ottoms.
4

PROJECT STATUS REPORT--SECOND WORK PERIOD

Work Status

Lesson Current Status

Lesson F Complete

Lesson G Complete

Lesson H 3/4 Complete

Lesson I 1/2. Complete

Lesson J 1/2 Complete

Expenditures to Date

Item

Projector Director

Personnel (5 people)

Mhterials

Equipment

Special Services

TOTAL

$ 1,800

7,500

700

450

300

$10,700

TuAn the page.
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Question: If you can identify any time, costp'or performance deviations,
indicate them below. If you cannot, explain why not.

Tunn the page and check yourt.
anzweA.
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Exercise A--Solution

9.16

I

Ditection.s: YOWL answen to Exacioe A Am& app4oximate the totution

given betow. Read the zotution and tan the page Pvt. Exaci4e B.

Question: If you can identify any time, cost, or performance deviations,

indicate them below. If you cannot, explain why not.

Cannot. Noyean i4 giVen with which Woit can compate the actuat

4.ituation in oulet to idehtik deviation4 Ptom the attn.
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Exercise B

9.17

Dinections: Using the wtoject status Itookt given in Exencise A,

answen the question below. I
c .

Question: What information do'jrou need in order to detbrmine time,
cost, and performance deviations.

a.

b.

C.

d.

[TuAn the page and check tom
aamm.

,

9
- 9

. I
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Lesson 9-4toject OperationsMonitoring and Control

Exercise BSolution

9.18

I.

DiheCtion4: YOWL anowa to Exenzae 8 4houtd apptoximate the 4aution

'given betow. Read the zotution and tuAn the page OA Exekcitse C.

Question: What information do you need in order to determine time and

cost deviations?

a. The date oi the Itepont.

b. The time 4chedute ion comptetion oi the teoson6.

c. The budget and expendi.tme ptan and timitA 04 tie woltkpeniod.

d. InioAmation indicating whethen Oh not the compteted .tedzon6 have

met the tazon. 4 eck 'cation's.

NI
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Lesson 9--Project OperationsMonitoring and Control

Exercise C

9.19

...711.11.1.

ectionh: The pkoject managa kecava the Ottowing kevized pxoject

kepakt. Study it and anzwek the que4tion that Ottow.s.

roject Title:

PROJECT STATUS REPORT,

Curriculum Revision

Planned Duration: Eight weeks

Current Project Date: End of sixth week

Schedule and Performance Status

Item

/ LesSon F

Schedule Performance

Planned Present Planned Present

Completion Schedule Work Work

Date Status Status Status

Specifica-
tion
Review

Lesson G
Lesson H
Lesson I
Lesson J

8th week ahead
8th week ahead
8th week on
8th week behind
8th week behind

3/4 tömp4te
3/4 compl
3/4 comple e
3/4 comple e

3/4 con21te

Financial Status/

Planned Expendi-
/ Item :tures for total

'project.

Project Director ! $ 2,400
Personnel (5

people) 12,000
Materials 1,000
Equipment 500
Special Services 400

TOTAL $-26,300

complete
complete
3/4 completel
1/2 complete!
1/4 completel

ok
ok

-7

Planned Expen-
ditures fpr 6
weeks

Current
Expendi-
tures

Permissible
Deviation
Limits

$ 1,800 $ 1,800 + 10%

9,000 7,500 + 10%
750 700. T. 10%

375 450 -47 10%

300 300 -T 10%

$11,225 $10,700 Not to
overspent1

43i

Tmto the page.
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Question: Briefly describe each of the deviations from the project plan,

that you can discaver by comparing actual project status with planned

status in the Revised Project Status Report on the previous page.

1,

2.

#fr

3.

4.

"'

s.

--;:nithe page and check yowl. anutleA.

[
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Lesson 9--Project Operations--Mbnitoring and Control

Exercise CSolution

IDikection6: Read the zotution to Exetci4e C given betow. Vouk anzwen6
4shoutd apptoximate thoze given. A bAieti exptanation o the Cti14weh4 4:4
pkovided to hetp ctatiliy them.

Question: Briefly describe each of the deviations from tile project

plan that you can discover by comparing actual project status with
planned status in the Revised Project Status Report.

\ 1. Lu4on:4 F and G weke p:nifshed mktg. (They 4houtd onty be 3/4

,comptete at thiz time.)

2. Wokk on Lmson 1 and J 42) behind 4chedute. (They 4houtd be

3/4 comptete,.but 1 i6 112 com tete and I 1/4 com tete.

3. Budget item "pekzonnet" £6 undeupent and beyond pemi44illee

(Shoutd have Apent $9,000 at thjA. time.)

4. SUdget item "mateniate £6 undeupent but within pekmirmibte

(Shoutd have Apent $750 at thirs time.)

5. Budget item "equipMent" ib oveitzpent and beyond pekmiuibte

Limits. ($375 + 10% o6 $375 $412.50, not $450).

ITuAn the page and pnoceed.

433

4:11
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Directions and Choices FoliOwint the

--I'vbnitoring

Practice Exercises

9.22

8a4e4-upon the seti-evatuation o6 you& petiotmance on the exacae,

you have eithek:

A. acceptably 4at4Aiied the objective oti identiking pkobtem in

a pkoject wokk eiiott and.4hould now tutn to the poAt-teat

iound on page 9.23.

An additional exampte on pkobtem identiiication iound begin-

ning on page 9.25. Re6etence4 sot additional teading ate

tioted on page 9.28.

6. not zatiziied the objective, and shoutd zetect one on mote

oi the Weaving couh8e6 o6 action.

1. Study the additional exampte beginni.ng on page 9.25, and

then 'mow& the exetcizeo beginning on page 9.13.

Read Chaptek Ten oi Educati.onat Puject Management by

De4mond L. Cook, and then kewokk the: exehc-ae6 beginning
on page 9.13.

3. Rewokk the exeteiheo_benning on page 9.13.

4. View 'the 4tide-tape pteetentation; inzttuction4 ate on
page 9.6. Aga the pke6entation, keivokk the exacizeo

beginning on page 9.13.

5. Read the Luzon naVtative bi,eginning on page 9.7, and

then kewokk the exetcae6 beginn2ng on page 9.13.

1
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Post-Teet

9.23

V4.tection4: Remise take time to cateStaty anmet the muttipte choice and

time/t5a.t4e "que4tion4 gimen below. F04 thi matipte chaide que4ti4n4

you ate to cite& one couect ot bat an4wet (A,B,C ot D) and Sot the

tune and Sat4e you7ai to indicatt the cottect te4pon4e with the, tettet

T on. F.

Rea4e wtite the taat iota digit:4 oS yout Sociat Secutity numbet on the

tine betow 40 thartEe page4 .can be i4eriti6ied in the event they become

4epartated

1. What is the commaaly accepted management definition of a problem?

A. An unanswerable question
B. A deviation from plan
C. A decision to be made

D. A lack of staff initiative %.

2. The basic function of a reporting system is to present the project

manager with a current view of what project conditions?

A. Actual situation and planned status

B. Planned s1tuatioi and projnct proposal

:
C. Past situation arid present status

D. Planned situatign and negotiated contract
1

3. 'What is the first step in applying
,

the:control concept in the

operations phase of a project?

A. Problem solution
, B. Problem identification
C. Problem analysis
D. Progress reporting

4. What,major activities comprise the operational control phase of the

project life cycle?

A. Problem.identification and estimating budget

B. Constructing resource schedule and preparing time estimates

C. Developing project procedures and preparing work flow diagrams

D. Problem identification and corrective actions



IIndicate whethen the 4tatemen1t6 ti6ted below ate twe ot 6at6e. by miang

a T ot F on the tine.

a
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S. How can control be most effectively exercised during the life

cycle of a project? ,

A. Constructing network diagrams

- B. Developing many evaluation reports.: ..0

C. Identifying points of accomplishment to be Monitored e

D. Measuring the behaviors of Staff -:i

by,

6. What is the first step usually followed by the project manager

in the operational control phase in order to insure tbat most &,O.f.

serious problems are solved first?
;

;1
a. ...

A. Preparing a priority ranking.of the alternatives
.

B. Preparing a priority ranking.of the deviations

C. Developing a project information systeM

D. Implementing the,prOject reporting system-

li,C4Vba

4

7. What is the foundation for problem identification in a project?

A. Budget document
B. Project schedule
C. Projectvhandbook
D. Project plan

8. For a project control points ate calendar dates, dollar allocations,

and performance specifications.

9. Progress reports should abrays be in written fofm

10. The time inherent in oral reporting can be minimized by adopting

--briefing techniques.

11.. The control process recycles.sometimes through the life of a project'

12. Control is basically a problem solving process.

13. The method of employing standards and bounds creates a rationale

for judging the significance of a deviation

14. The criteria used to establish both standards and limits depends

only upon the project contract.

iCheck vat araweith on the tiottotang I

.Page
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Ditections: The comect anwem to Lesson 9
p04t-tat ate tisted down the tight makgin.
Check yowl. coAnect /!.e6pon6e4.

Lesson 9--ProjPct OperationsMonitoring and Control

Directions and.Choices Following Lesson Post-Test

Ditection6: IA you answeted eteven ot tem
queistions cottectey,. you have not Acceptabty
demonstkated knowtedge, oA pnobtem identiAica-
tion and shoutd setect one OA MOAR 06 the
Aottowing couseh OA action.

1. View the stide-tape p&esentation
by tutn-i.pg to page 9.6 and ptoceed-

ing. AAte,t. the ptesentation, tunn

to the Luzon QuaLity Conttot FOAM
on page 9.29.

2. Read the 4,64on nattativesbeginning
on page 9.7, and thin tann to the
Leo4on Quatity Conttot F0AM on page
9.29.

3: Read Chaptet Ten oi Educationat
Ptoject Management by Desmond L.
Cook and then Awl to the Lazon
Qualty Contuit Fonm on page 9.29.

4. Study the additionat exampte begin-
ning on page 9.25, and then tutn to
the Lesson ouatity Conttot Fatm on

_page 9.29.

5, Rewotk the tezzon pozt-tat, and then
. tutn to the Luzon Quatity Conticat

FOAM On page 9.29.

Dikection4: IA you anzweted twave ot mote ques-
tion's cottectty, you have acceptabty demonsttated

knowtedge oA ptobtem identiAication and shoutd
nmo twin to the Leimon Quatity Conttot Foto?' on

Rae 9.29. 'An additionat exampte oti pubtem iden-
Wication iz Ound on page 9.25. ReAetences

jadditionat 'Leading ate tiAted on page 9.28.

-9.24

MUltiple Choice

1. B

2. A

3. B

4. D

5. C

6. B

7. D,

True/False

8. T

9. F

10. T

11. F'

12. T

13. T

14. F
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Lesson 9--Preject OperationsMonitoring and Control

.4 Additional Example

9.25

Smithville Schools has been running a summer curriculum rivision

project in junior high mathematics. The goal of the project is to

prepare course guides for use by teachers. A guide is to be prepared

for mathematics 7, mathematics 8, general mathematics (3M), Algebra 1

(Al) and mathematics 7A (accelerated). The Project staff includes the

mathematics supervisor at half time (project director), six mathematics

teachers at full time, and one secretary at full time. The project is

planned to run for eight weeks. At the end of the fourth week,

the project director received the project status report appearing on

the following page.

43s
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Project Title:

Planned Duration:

Current Project Date:

PROJECT STATUS REPORT

Mhthematics Coyne Guides

Eight weeks

End of the fourth week .

Schedule and Performance Status

Item Planned Ttesent Planned Present

Completion Schedule Work Work

Date Status Status Status

Mhth 7 Guide 4th week behind complete 1/2 complete

Mhth 7A Guide 8th week on start 5th
week

not started

Math 8 Guide 4th week behind complete 1/2 coMpleie

GM Guide 6th week on 1/2 complete 1/2 complete

AI Guide 8th week on start 5th
week

not started

Financial Status

. 9.26

Specifica-
tion
Review

not reviewed

not reviewed

not reviewed

not re'lewed

not reviewed

Item
'Planned Expen-
ditures for
Total Project

' Planned
Expenditures
for 4 weeks

Current
Expendi-
tures

Permissible
Deviation
Limits

Personnel $14,600 $ 7,300 $ 6,800 + 5%

Equipment 600 300 285 + 10%

Materials and 1,000 500 400 + 10%

Supplies

Indirect Costs 6,400 3 200 2,800 + 10%

Grand Total $22,600 $11,300 $10,285 Not to be
overspent

-4-
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After studying the above project status report, the project man-

ager identified the following deviations from the project plan.

1. MATH 7 GUIDE is behind scYrdule.

2. MATH 8 GUIDE is behind schedule.

. PERSONNEL
1$7,300
$6,800 act

4. EQUIPMENT
[$300 (.

is underspent and beyond the 5% permissible limit.

(.05.x $7,300) = $6,935, which is greater than

pal].

is underspent, but within the 10% permissible limit.

10 x $300) = $270, which is less than the $285 actual].

5. MATERIALS AND SUPPLIES is underspent and beyond the 10% per-

missible limit. [$500 - (.10 x $500) = $450, which is greater

than the $400 actual].

6. INDIRECT COSTS is underspent and beyore4 the 10% permissible

limit. [$3,200 (.10 x $3,200) = $2,880, which is greater

than $2,800 actual].

Having identified the above deviations or problem, the manager's

contern.was with determining what to do about it. Since the financial

expenditures are not tied to the work performed in this typical project

status report, it is difficult to,immediately discover the cause of the

problem. Discovering the, cause of the problem, generating alternatives,

and selecting a problem solution from among the alternatives is discussed

in Lesson 10.
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Reading References

9.28

Additional knowledge about problem identification can be obtained

by reading from the references cited belaw:

Archibald, Russell D, and Richard L. Villoria. Network-Based Management

Systems. New York: John Volley and Sons, Inc., 1968, pp. 411-21.

Baumgartner, J. S. Project Nhnagement. Homewood, Ill.: Richard D.

Irwin, Inc., 1963, Chapters 3, 4, and 10.

Cook, Desmond L. Educational Project Nhnagement. Columbus, Ohio:

Charles E. Merrill, 1971, Chapter 10.

Wbodgate, H. S. Planning by Network. Landon., England: Business Publi-

cations, Ltd., 1964, Chapter 9 and Chapter 12, pp. 272-89.
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Lesson 9--Project Cperations--Monitoring and Control

Lesson Quality Control Form

9.29

DiAectZ0n4: Ptease take time to cateiutty gam the Om questions given

betow. yowl. answem witt'p&ovide vatuabte inlioAmation SOA the Aevision and

impuvement o6 thi6 Zesson. Feet 6/tee to mite additZonat comment4 Oh
Itecommendationo on the back o th,i4 Lotm. YOWL tesponses witt be kept

tsttLctly conicidentat. Ptease mite the fast OWL digit4 oi Sociat
SecuAity numbek on the tine betog 40 that the page/6 can be identqied in

the event they become 4epaltated

Thank you iolt yoult assistance.

1. Indicate your overall impression of the quality of this lesson.

Exc'ellent E Very Good nGood Fair 7 Poor

2. What do you feel is the most positive aspect of this lesson?

3. What do you feel is the most negative aspect of this lesson?

4. What would you suggest to improve this lesson?

ITuAn the page and pAoceed I
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Lesson 9Project OperationsMonitoring
and Control

Termination Instructions

Upon comptetion o6 the Leaaon Qwatity COntA0t FOAM, yOU

't

Teax out and atapte the pagea o6 the LesAon Quatity Contxot Foam.
Ptace the 6oam in the apeciat envetope puvided.
Mate the envetope to Reaeaach OL Bettia Schoot4, Inc., Suite 1700,

1700 Maaket Staeet, Phitadaphia, Pennwevana. 19103.

ThiA tezaon on PAoject opeAationA id no4compteted. Luzon 10.emtitted

"Pxobtem-Saving Thnough Management Action" ib the.next Zeaaon in the

aequence; you (me adviaed to &cote the teaaon bookeet and /Lead °the

intaoductoay pagea.

4/13
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Lesson 10--Problem-Solving Through
Nhnagement Action

Introduction to Lesson

10.1

This lesson contains the following items.
item is present before starting to work through

A. Booklet containing the following items

Make sure that
the lesson.

eadh

Page,

Introduction to lesson 10 1

Overview and objectives 10 2

Pretest 10 3

Lesson abstract and content Outline 10 6

Lesson text 10 9

Exercises on problem-solving 10 20

Pos t- test. 10 34

Additional examples . . 10.37

Reading references 10 39

Lesson Quality Control Form 10 40

B. Set of Color Slides entitled 'Nodule 2--Basic Principles and Techniques

of Project Mhnagement, Lesson 10--Problem-Solving Through Management

Action."

C. Cassette Tape entitled "Module 2--Basic Principles and Techniques of

Project Mhnagement, Lesson 10--Problem-Sclving Through Management

Action."

EQUIPMENT NEEDED. The following equipment will be required for this lesson

and you are advised to arrange for their use:

cassette tape recorder
carousel slide projector
projection screen

TINE REQUIRED. Tliattape-slide presentation runs approximately 15 minutes,

the exercise takes approximately 30 minutes, and about 80 minutes is needed

to complete the entire lesson.

415
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Lesson 10Problem-Solving Through Management Action _

Overview and Objectives

10.2

WERVIEW

The previous lesson developed the concept of problem identifica-

tion during the operation of a project. This lesson presents proce-

dures for analyzing the cause of problems and examining various alter

native solutions. A rationale for weighing alternatives is giveh such

that one alternative solution is indicated over the others. The next

lesson deals with implementing the chosen solution.

OBJECTIVES

The student in completing the lesson should acquire knowledge

about project control and its relation to problem-solving actions.

The specific objectives of the lesson are as follows:

1. The student will be able to establish a set of needs/likes

criteria useful in the selection of an alternative.

2. The student will be able to develop alternative courses of

action for dealing with a deviation from the plan.

3. The student will be able to act upon the information secured

for each alternative and choose the alternative most likely to remedy

the problem situation or deviation from plan.
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Lesson 10Problem Solving Through. Management Action

Pretest

Dift.ecti.ons : Pee.as e take time. to c.aiLeiaty anowa the. muttipte choice.
and tAue/tiatoe que6tion4 given below. Fon the muLtipt.e. choice. que4tilon4
you. ane to ciActe one. connect an best anzweA. (A,13,C on D) , and 6ox the
tAue and 604 e you."7-Ine to 'indicate. the come.ct kezponae. with the taten
T. on F.

Ptea4e wkite tke taAt 'Souk digitz o youk &mica Secukity nambek
on the tine betowita that the page6 can be ideatiiied in the event
they become zepaAated

1. From the project management point of view, what is the first actiVity
in decision-making?

A..Specifying the causes of the problems
B. Specifying the means for solving problems
C. Specifying the results or ends that are to be achieved
D. Developing the competencies of project staff

2. Should there be any restrictions on how many alternatives a project
manager and his staff can-develop initially in solving an operational
problem? Why?

A. Yes,-because one alternative removes confusion

B. Yes, since only two or three alternatives are li*ely to br.; useful
or practical

C. No,beeause kojects require many alternatives
D. No, since potential alternatives could be overlooked

3. What is the initial standard agiinst which possible solution alter-
natives are judged?

A. Statement of likes
B. Statement of needs
C. Staff Acceptability
D. Project plan

4. Whom should the project manager primarily involve in developing
potential alternative courses of action?

A. All project staff
B. Contracting agency program officer

C. Project personnel familiar with the problem
D. Departmental Supervisors

44 /
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Will any time, cost and,performance trade-off's occur in the develop-

ment of alternative solutions?

A. Yes, all three will be involved

B. Nb, they ard only of concern in the project pranning phase

C. Nb, they are only of concern in the project preparation phase

D. No, they can be overlooked in solving problems

6. What is generally considered as the most serious change in the project

plan?

A. TO modify slightly the work: breakdowa structure

B. TO revise the project budget

C. TO modify some project schedules

D. TO modifythoroughly the project goal or mission

7. What should be the final output of a staff meeting devoted to progress

reporting?

-A. A priority listing of deviations

B. A set of possible problem solutions

C. A statement of decision Objectives or goals

D. Revision of the data base.)

Indicate whethet the 4tatements ti4ted betaw ate ttue ot 6at4e by miting

a T cot F on the tine.

8. Ln most,cases a deviation occurs because of same unplanned change.

9. The :inal output of the problem identification step in 'project

is a-priority listing of-solutions.

10. Decision making from a project management point of vie

consists of identifying all the deviations first.

11. The project manager must develop a list of selected needs and likes

which serves as standards against which to judge alternatives.

12. The project manager should visualize each alternative as optional

and consider the effect it might have on the project.

13. The selection of a best alternative will likely be the result of

----trade-off's between .the various advantages and disadvantages of

selected prospective alternatives.

14. In specifying the ends, the project manager must delineate both

results expected and the resources availabe for carrying out

the corrective course of action.

1.1 Check yam. anwetz on the tiotZowing

ge.
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Lesson 10-rProblem-Solving Through
Manag0Fent Action

Directions Following Lesson Pretest

t-.:1

Dae ows: T e connect anuova Lewn
10 pAeteAt aAe ti6ted down the /Light mangin.
The iikst cotumn.ane OA-the gut page,.the
second catumn L son. the Aecond page oti the

.pkete6t. Check youn connect AuponAe6.

DiAection4: 14 you answem eteven on

ee44 questions conxectty, you have not
acceptabZy demon4tAated knoweedge oA the
ptobtem-sotving pAoce44 and shoutd tead
the te64on ab4tAact and content outtine
beginning on page 10.6. Then begin the
t4pe-4Ude pteaentation by tuAndtng to
the inatAuctian6 on page 10.8.

14 you anzweAed twetve OA
make questions caAtectty, you have
acceptabty demonstnated knmAltedge o4
the pubtem-sotving pkocess, and shoutd
Aead the t.eatIon ab.sttact andAcontent
outtine on page 10.6. Then, i4 you
de6i)Le to Aip the tape-aide pAetsen-
tation, you may do so by ptoceeding
ditectey to the pAactice exaci6e on
page 10.20. 14 you do desike to view
the tape-4tide ptauttation, tuAn to
the in6.t.Auctn6 on page 10.8.

149

Multiple Choice

1. C

2. C

3. D

4. C

5. A

6. D

7. B

True/False

8. T

9. T

10. F

11. T

12. T

13.

14. T
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Lesson Abstract and Content Outline

ABSTRACT

10.6

The solution of a problem which occurs during the operation of a

project-involves the determination of the cause of the problem, the gen-

t.,

eration of alternative solutions, and the selection of a "best" solution.

The selection of a "best" solution is facilitated by the analysis of each

alternative on the basis of the project manager's objectives in making

his dhoice of solution. The analysis of each alternative involves a

go/no go evaluation against each "need" and the assignment of a weight

for each "like."

. CONTENT OUTLINE

A. The identification and solution of problems in the operation of a

project is a fundamental action in project control. Management

action is needed on three points.

1. To determine a likely cause for the problem,

To develop ideas useful in analyzing the cause,

3. T determine what corrective or adaptive action would be

11111

appropriate.

13
/Problem-solution Centers upon a decision concerning alternative

means to alleviate the problem (deviation).

1. The desired outcames or ends are to be specified.

a. The end results and required resources are 1 .ted.

b. The ends are ranked in terms of "needs" and "likes" where

needs are absolute requirements and likes are desirable

requirements in the outcomes.

c. The likes are ranked and given weights.

2. Buying a car is a situation which permits the use of a

needs-likes analysis.
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C. Alternative solutions for resolving the problem are developed by:
Ng.

1. determining time, cost, performance trade-offs,

2: altering goal or plan to fit the actual conditions:

D. The alternative which offers.the highest likelihood of solving the

problem is selected on the basis of:

1. a go/no go evaluation for each "need,"

2. the weight on each "like,"

3. the multiple of weights and "satisfying score" fot each like

within an alternative,

4. the sum of the multiples for each alternative,

5. the set of consequences surrounding each alternative including

probabilities and threats.

4.

r.

Ran to the pneaentation
the 6ottowing pagg on
to the tezzon exetcizea,

inztkuctiono on
going di/tectty
tuAn to page 10.20.
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Lessor' 10--Problem-Solving Through Management Action

Ins.tructions

10.8

1. Set up the kecotdet, pujectot, and 4ckeen.

2. Peace the canou4et 4tide ttay onto the pxojecton and advance the

ttay to the .6tide matked Modute 2-43a4ic Ptincipte4 and Technique4

oi Ptoject Management, Leulon 10--Pubtem-Sotving Thtough Management

Action.

3. Ptace the cetisze,tte tape Oli thi4 te64on into the necoAd elt. and kewind

to the newind 4top.

4. Stant the xeconde& and .advance the 4tide6 with the "change tone."

rS
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Lesson Text

10.9

Introduction

In the previous lesson the monitoring of project progress and problem

identification was described. The output of this process is a priority

listing of current deviations or problems. This lesson is concerned with

the next step--problem solving.

Determining Problem Cause

fter having identified a deviation, the project director must'fully

investigate all aspects of the problem in order to determine why it has

occurred. In most cases a deviation occurs because of scae unplanned or

unanticipated change. Some examples of unplanned or unanticipated changes

are staff illness, staff conflict, late arrival of materials and supplies,

arrival of materials and supplies of the wrong type, or inability of the staff

to perform at the expected level.

If the projectounager cannot readily identify the situation that

caused the deviation, several alternative ideas or hypotheses regardiig

what change may have occurred can be developed. These ideas should be

developed into precise statements to be tested later to determine the likely

unplanned change causing the problem.

Once the project manager has generated a seemingly camplete list of

statements of probably problem causes, he should test each statement to

determine the true cause of the problem. In testing the statements, tbe

project manager tries to eliminate or discredit each statement by asking if

the stated unplanned situation could result in the reported deviation, That

is, would it cause what is observed, and nothing more?

4.5.3
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By this process of elimination, the project manager is able to determine

the cause of the deviation or problem.

Problem Solution

After determining the cause of a problem, the project manager must

develop a solution to the problem. One alternative is to eliminate, if

possible, the cause. If he cannot eliminate the cause, he must then try to

minimize the effect of the cause by taking some type of adaptive action which

reduces the significance of the immediated deviation, or problem, and possible

future deviations. In either case, the project director must make a decision

on the appropriate course of action to correct the deviation. Decision-

making consists of specifying the result that must be achieved, developing

alternative courses of action to achieve that result, and selecting tne most

desirable alternative by using criteria of advantages and disadvantages.

is

Specifying Results: The project manager and staff must first specify the

results or ends they want to achieve. For example, to keep the project on

schedule, etc. In specifying the ends, the project manager must delineate

both the results expected and the resources available for carrying out the

corrective course of action. Consider the example of a project being off

its time schedule due to insufficient staffing. In this case, the expected

results might be that the project manager must acquire an additional staff

member to stay on schedule, but within a maximum weekly salary of $200.

Once the project manager has determined generally what he wants to

accomplish, he c',.ould try to specify it in more detail. The more specific

he can be, the easier it will be to develop alternative courses of action

454
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to satisfy the ends. In order to achieve specificity, the project director

can ask: What are the absolute minimum requirements? (What are my real

"needs"?), and What features do I want to include? (What are m'y "likes"?).

A "need" represents an absolute necessity which cannot be violated.

A

For example, suppose a project proposal must be submitted by a certain date,

so that a school district can receive*funds. The 'heed" is to have a pro-

posal by a certain date. .Suppose that during the preparation of the pro-

posal, new inforation is obtained wiiich, if included in the proposal, might

insure the grant but delay the proposal beyond the set date. Such informa-

tion,could not be included in the proposal because it would violate the

concept of satisfying a "need". A "like" is something not absolutely nec-

essary, but-quite desirable. For the project proposal example, the "likes"

might be to have the proposal bound with appropriate covers, consist of

approximately 50 pages, offset printed, and edited by a professional. Since

some likes are more desirable than others, they should be ranked according

to their desirability. The ranking can either be done simply by listing the

"likes" in their order or'desirability or by assigning relative weights to

each.

To illustrate the process of specifying an end result, consider the

example of a man who needs a second car, or other means of transportation

for his wife, so that they can both get to their respective places of em-

ployment. He determines the "needs" to be--

it must oe a car, not anything like a pick-up truck or motor cycle,

o it must have an automatic transmission,

o it must not be more than three-years old in order to minimize re-

pair expenses,
o it must cost less than $2000, due to budget constraints,

o it must yield at least 15 miles per gallon of gasoline,

o his wife must like the car.

,), j
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He determines the "likes" to be--

10.12

o have a blue finish, clean interior, power brakes, air conditioning,

radio and good tires,
o start easily,
o run smoothly,
o accelerate fairly rapidly,

o brake well.

Also, if it is bought from a dealer, the dealer should--

o offer et guarantee,

o give a "good" deal,

o have a good service reputation.

After listing the like, he must rank them by reordering the list or

by assigning relative weights to each. He then gathers information.by look-

ing at alternative cars that fit the list, being careful to see.that the

cars do not violate any of the "needs" and still score high in satisfying

the various "likes". The project manager mast also develop a list a "needs"

and "likes" which serves as a standard against which to judge alternatives.

This list will reflect his value system and that of his staff.

Developing Alternatives. After the desired ends have been specified for

a problem situation, alternative courses of actian must be developed. There

are usually a number of alternative courses of action that will solve a

particular problem, but sometimes there is only one. The project director

should develop as many alternatives as possible. Mbst of the alternatives

will deal with trade-offs. In making these trade-offs, care should be taken

not to drastically affeCt the overall project plan, especially with regard

to performance standards.

In developing the alternative courses of action, the project directol

should consult the project personnel that are most familiar with the problem.

456
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Because of their intimate knowledge of the problem, they-can give vaelable

advice. Sometimes, however, the perscanel most familiar with the problem

have diffi6i1ty thinking of new or different approaches. Consequently, it

may be advantageous.to use experts or outside consultants in the problem

area to help generate alternatives.

Selecting an Alternative. - After a number of possible alternative solutions

- to the problem have been generated, the project manager compares each al-

ternative with his list of "needs" on a go/no-go basis. Any alternative

which does not satisfy all of the "needs" is deemed unfeasible and is, con-

sequently, rejected. The project manager now has a smaller set of feasible

alternatives.

Next, he compares each of these feasible alternatives with his list

of ranked or weighted "likes". Eadh alternative is judged against each of

the "likes". If the project director chooses, each alternative can be

assigned a number to show how well it satisfies or fits each of the "likes".

This can be done by assigning a value of satisfaction on a scale running from

1 to 10, as was done for the weighting each of the list of "likes". Next,

the weight of each "like" is multiplied by the value of satisfaction for each

alternative. The results of these multiplications are then added to obtain

an overall score for each alternative. The alternative with the highest score

is deemed and the most desirable, or "best", alternative. This process of

judging alternatives against each of the "likes" is illustrated in Table #1.

In selecting an alternative, the project director does not necessarily

have to use this method. He can choose to judge intuitively the overall raak

of each alternative in fitting all the likes. He could also simply count
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_

Weight
Or

Importance

Alternative A

,

Alternative B Alternative C

Satisfac-
cion

Value

Subtotal
(Weight

X
Value)

Scale

Value

Subtotal
(Weight

X
Scale
Value)

Scale

Value

Subtotal
'(Rall( times

Scale
Val ue)

LIKE 1 I 2 2 6

.

6 7 7

LIKE 2 3 7 21 2 6 . 3

..%

9

LIKE 3 2 5 10 4 8 6 12

TOTAL

11.. ". .. :-. :. 4; :. ...f. : 9. :: :: : ". 4:". :". : : : ." 4: ." :

..._.A...v,..A.,..........
i;-------:::
......._..............w.

33

----
............

20

e--v_.___.-.. . . .--............ 28

Table #1--Sample Table for Judeng Alternatives
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the number of likes satisfied by each alternative and select the one that

satisfies the most likes.

Even though one alternative course of action may satisfy all of the

"needs" and have the highest score on the "likes", the result of selecting

that particular course of action may yield undesirable consequences. The

project manager should visualize each alternative as operational and con-

sider any possible effect it might,have on the project, and the effect that
4:6

other events might have on the alternative. The project manager is well

advised to ask his staff and others for help with this difficult task. The

undesirable consequences of the tWo or three alternatives with the highest

scores or rankings should certainly be considered before a final selection

is made. Alternatives with highly undesirable consequences should be rejected.

Some alternatives, although satisfying fewer "likes", do not threaten

to result in undesirable consequences. The project manager is advised in

such cases to estimate the probability of undesirable consequences resulting

from the selection of somewhat less highly-ranked, or valued, alternatives.

The selection of a "best" alternative will probably bethe result of

trade-offs among the various advantages and disadvantages of several pros-

pective alternatives.

An example from a real project may help to illustrate this problem-

solving, decision-making process of project control.. A periodic progress

report described a situation in which it was estimated that 25 weeks were

needed to complete the project end product (a published monograph) and that

only 14 weeks remained before the monograph was due to be campleted. Thus,

the project will have an 11-week overrun. The cause was determined to ,be

the large amount of artwork to be done. The staff then met to consider

4 6 0
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other alternatives. One possible alternative was to ask for a time exten-

siOn. The next two were concerned with cutting down the time to be spent

on artwork by simplifying it or by reducing it. Since finishing as scheduled

within the budget was a 'heed", the first possible alternative was rejected

from final consideration. After considering the advantages and disadvantages

and possible undesirable consequences of these other two alternatives, the

project manager decided to both simplify and reduce the amount of the artwork

but not to eliminate all of it. He traded off what might be called the per-

formance dimension of the project, in order to maintain the time schedule

and stay within the budget figure.

Summary

Resolving deviations or problem-solving is the second step in the

operations phase. This step involves determining the cause of a problem

or deviation, specifying desired results or ends relative to the problem

situation, developing alternative courses of action to resolve the problem,

and selecting a "best" alternative by comparing the various alternatives

against the specified ends. The next lesson is concerned with the third

step in the operations phase -- decision implementation.

Turtn to page 10.20 and Auld the dinectiona

Exeltazu A, 8, C and V.

L
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Lesson 10--Prob1em-Solving Through Management Action

Setting for Exercises A, B, C, and D

BACKGROUND:

Metropolitan School District is conducting a cdrriculum project
pnder contract with the National Science Foilndation (N.S,F.). The project

goal is to produce short science lessons geared to the local area. Climate,

terrain and ecology are particular to certain geographical regions of the
United States. The study ogscience in these regions can be facilitated if
lessons are built to utilize the natural surroundings.

Geology, ecology. 7oologv, botany and other science areas which have
-.specific application to the local area are to be utilized in lesson devel-

opment. The lessons are to he designed for fifth and sixth grade students.

The project runs for a full year and is divided into six time periods.
Lesson materials are to be sent to N.S.F. every eight weeks as they are
developed. The project should produce 30 lessons--five lessons for each
eight-week period.

The contract is such that the Metropolitan School District receives
moneveach time five are received and accented. The school system is not
proviJ g any additional funds, hut is providing all facilities and start-
up cquiient. Special services arc provided at a reduced price. The

prolect responsible for nersonnel, new equipment, and materials.

The project thus far has produced five lessons (A, B, C, D, and E)
and is owrating in the second time or work period. To simplify the prob-

lem, assOme that you are only concerned with the second.work period of the

project. Personnel includes the project director and five lesson develoners.
Data fnym the first period indicates the work rate for the staff is that one

Person wor,king full time can produce one lesson in eight weeks. This worF
rate also applies when several people work on the same lesson, i.e., two
people can complete one lesson in four weeks. Assume that each staff member
has a working knowledge in all of the science areas.

PROTIUM:

As project manawr, you receive the project status report shown.on
the next page. After studying the report, You identify the deviations and

list them in order. The deviation that appears at the top of the list is

that lessons I and J arc behind schedule. These two lessons are the ones

that are only one-half finished and should be three-fourths finished by
the date of the report.
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Project Status Report

Date: End of fifth week of second period

.10.21

a:e

SCHEDULE PACKAGE PRJFQRMNCE x"
Checked Plan MetActual Status Planned Status

......

-sson F

Lesson G

Lesson H

Lesson I

Lesson J

Lesson K

Lesson L

CoMplete

Complete

3/4 complete

1/2 complete

1/2 complete

Just started

Just started

3/4 compl-te

3/4 camplete

3/4 complete

3/4 complete

3/4_complete

Third work period

.Thirdlkork period

es No Yes No
x

x

x

x

x

.

x
,

x

x

x

x

Item

Budaet and Expenditures

ACTUAL BUDGETED

6 weeks

Project Director

Personnel (5 people

Materials

Equipment

Special Services

$1,800

7,500

700

450

300

TOTAL Mom

6 weeks Limits 8 weeks

$1,800 4 $180 $2,400

9,00b 4- 900 12,000

750 75 1,000

375 4. 38 500

300 4- 30 400

$12,225 $13,448 $16,300

xxx
Local performance specifications for the lessons are higher than

National Science Foundation requirements. Performance is evaluated by a

reaction team which reviews the lessons during four stages of the devel-

opment process. An X in the "checked" column indicates that the lesson

has been checked and an X in the "Plan Met" column iLdicates the lesson

has met the planned specifications.
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Lesson 10--Problem-SoIving Through Management Action

Exercise A

r-
-1

Ditectiond: Wing the in4oArnation contained in the bachwtound, pubtem,

,
and tepoAt, comptete the item betow.

1. Propose a least four possible reasons which might explain the deviation,

a.

b.

C.

d.

C.

f.

2. Describe how you might test or check each of your proposed possible

reasons to determine if it would explain the cause of the deviation.

a.

b.

C.

d.

C.

1.

rTon the page and die . yowl. arowem
aga,i.46 t ugge)ste.d an4wcfl,ó. Coro. dotab
tatLtude twit ,ed b e pc funitte.d cus 10101

anAton nee d o ;ay captum th e e,s en ce (J

the. Lde.a. Then p.frtoce.ed excAci)se 5.
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LessOp 10--Problem-Solving Through Managemeht Action

Exercise A--Solution

1. Propose a least four possible reasons which might explain the deviation.

Your answer might include some of the following possible reasons

for the cause of the deviation.

a. Statii has been 44.62.

b. Statikau woiLking on too many te44on4 at once.

c. .Matekiats 6o/L teuons have not attived.

d. Weathet conditions have not been 4avotab1e iot ocadoot wank.

e. On-the-job,wonk tate 6ot the 4t46_ha4 been teduced.

2. Describe how you might test or check each of your proposed possible

reasons to determine if it would explain the cause of the deviation.

a. Detetm'ne that no stalq has been sick.

b. EstabLi.sh that the ista,i6 has been wanking on too many tessons

at the 4ame time.

c. Check 4eceipt o6 matetiab.

d. Detetinine -that weatheA condi,tAlons weA.e. acceptabte 6ot autdcot

Wank.

e. Check pte4ent wokk nate o the tjL
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Lesson 10--Problem-Solving.Through Management Action

EXercise B

You have investigated the proposed reasons and find that the cause of

the problem is that the five people on the staff.are working on too many

lessons at once. You must correct the deviation. Identify and list the

desired ends in correcting the problem.. Remember you must consider two

.aspects in developing your ends, the results you expect and the resources

you will utilize. I desire that:

ft.

TuA /..)acie altd Ch C.Ch ilot afowe

aq t Sittiqe6 tOd W1,6(0(1.'1.5. Ccii-Sidenab
l'ati1ade 6houtd he pormitted as Itom
answk pc.cd oati captwic thc e.sselice o(
the idca Thep wtoceed With eKorc,iise C.
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Lesson 10--Problem-Solving Through Management Action

Exercise B--Solution

You have investigated the proposed reasons and find that the cause of

the problem is that the five people on the staff are working on too many

lessons at once. You must correct the deviation. Identify and list the

desired ends in correcting the problem. Remember you must consider two

aspects in developing your ends, the results you expect and the resources

you will utilize. I desire that:

Your answer might be:

a. Five te4Aon4 mot be compteted on time.

b. The bucliget Ahmed not be ovmpent.

c. Ptoject ditectot continuez at the zame tate in devetopment o6 tezzonz.

cr. Wotk on mote than iive tez4on.6 at once.

(15*/
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Lesson 10Prob1em-Solving Through Management Action

Exercise C

1. You have determined the given list of ends appearing in the table

for solving the deviation. Identify them in terms of the "needs"

and "likes" with checks. Then for each of the "likes" assign

weight using a scale of one to ten for little to very important.

Remember that "needs" are absolutely necessary ends and "likes" are

desirable ends that are not absolutely necessary.

ENDS "Needs" "Likes" "Likes"
Weight

A. Five lessons must he
completed on time.

B. The budget should not
be overspent.

C. Project director conti-
nuts at the same rate on
lesson development.

.

.

D. Work on more than five
lessons at once.

2. Htilize this "needs/likes" list and create several alternative
courses of action to alleviate the deviation.

:1.

C.

d.

the paq and cumpa tic tiou an.swe .
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Lesson 10--Problem-Solving Through Management Action

Exercise C--Solution

1. You have determined the given list of ends appearing in the table

for solving the deviation. Identify them in terms of the "needs"

and "likes" with checks. Then for each of the "likes" assign

weight using a scale of one to ten for little to very important.

Remember that "needs" are absolutely necessary ends and "likes" are

desirable ends that are not absolutely necessary.

ENDS "Needs" "Likes" "Likes"
Weight

A. Five lessons must be
completed on time.

X

B. The budget should pot

be overspent.

X 8

C. Project director conti-
nues at the same rate on
lesson development.

X 5

U. Work on more than five
lessons at once.

X 4

,

2. Utilize this "needs/likes? list and create several alternative

courses of action to alleviate the deviat.on.

Alternative courses of action might he the following:

a. Vitect att peuonnet to 6inish te/mon I, J, and H.

b. Hite two new peopee to hetp with the &Mom.

c. ffep mote with' development wok/2 younset6 (puject di/Lee-to/).

d. TeAminate the ptojeet when the money kun4 out.
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Lesson ln--Problem-Solving Through Manegement Action

Fxercise D

After considering a number cf alternatives, you have established the

following list of alternatives to alleviate the deviation for serious con.-

sideration.

a. Direct all pelsonnel-to finish lessons H, 1, and J.

b. Hire two new people to help with lessons I and J.

c. Project director increases his participation in lesson develop-.

ment and directs some of the staff to ftnish lessans H, 1, and J.

d. Terminate the project when the money runs out.

You are to determine which of the alternatives-to select for implemen-

tation. The selection is acwmplished by determining how well the olterna-

tives.satisfy the "Need/Likes" list of ends. Each alternative must be judged

ogainst each "need" and each "like."

The table oi ne next DSO,C will aid you in this process. The table is

set un so that the "needs/likes" ae in horizontal rows. The alternatives

are vertical columns. In this hay the intersecIion of the rows and colt=

will provide a space to indicate how well the particular "need/like" is satis-

fied hy the particular alternative. Judging the alternatives is done in two

stens: fir5t for the "needs" ahd second for the "likes."

Judging "needs"

Since a "need" is an absolutely necessary end, you must first deter-

mine if each "need" is comnletely satisfied by each alternative. If the

alternative satisfies the "need" then indicate this by placing the uord "g "

in the intersection sPace. 11 it does not satisfy the "need" completely,

place a "no go" in the box. An alternative receiving a "no go" in any box

is not to he considered in the "likes" judgement process. You have rejeeted

it.

Jadi,,Ilie "likes"

Since "likes" are just desirable ends, you must determine h.ew well each

alternative satisf. -s each "like." Forget for the moment how desirable each

"like" is. Judge on)v op 11111 well the alternative s:itisfies the 'need" by

assigning a satisfying score (cc). The satisfying score is simnlv a

or number between zero and ton indicating hnw well vou_th ink the alternative

satisfies the "like." A zero would indicate that ttie ariTrn:Itive does not

satisfy the "like at all and a ten would indicate that it satisfies the

"like" completely.

After You have assigned a satislvin sco-e for each box y(a) are to imi!-

tiply two lumbers. Multiply the desirability weight- (weight (w) on the table)

hith the satisfying score (ss) and pii.ce your result in the multiple columi

(mult. on the table).
w x ss = Mult.

Do this for each box. Then add the multiple columns for each of the alter-

natives. The alternative receiwing the highest score is the most desirable.

The alternative satisfies the most desirable "likes" f-e.-st.



Alternative 1.
Alternative 2.
Alternative 3.
Alternative 4.

Lesson 10--Problem-Solving Through Management Action

Exercise D

Direct all personnel to finish lessons I, J, and H.

Hire two new people to help with lessons H through L (cost: $1000).

Project director and all staff v;Tork on developing lessons 1, J, and H.

Terminate the project when the money runs out,

Alternatives

Needs/Likes List

NEEDS

Alternative 1 Alternative 2

Need 1. Five lessons must be completed
on time.

Need 2.

S.

Alternative 3 Alternative 4

go or no/go go or no/go

LIKES

Like 1. The budget should not
be overspent.

Weight
w)

8

Satisfyin
score
ssl

Mult.
x ssl

go or no/go go or no/go

Satisfying
score
ss2

MUlt.
w x ss2

Satisfying
score

_533

Like 2. Project director con-
tinues at t'he same rate
on lesson develovent.
Work on more than five
lessons at once.

4 7 1

4

TOTAL SCoRE

Mult.
x ss3

Satisfying
score

w x ss4

NJ
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1. What is the most desirable alternative?

10.30

2. Determine the consequences of the two best alternatives, list them,

and determine the probability that they may occur.

3. Would they affect your final choice? Yes No

[ Twm Ow 000 mid MM.-. (loco comk.
4



Alternative
Aiternative
Alternative
Alternative

Lesson 10Problem-Solving Through Management Action

Exercise DSolution

1. Direct all personnel to finish lessons I, J, and H.

2. Hire two new people to help with lessons H through L (cost: $1000).

3. Project director and all staff Oork on developing lessons I, J, and H.

4. Terminate the project when the money runs out.

Alteniatives

Needs/Likes List -......
Alternative 1 Alternative 2 Alternative 3 Alternative 4

, NETS go or no/go go or no/go go or no/go go or no/go

Lcf.!l 1. Five lessons must be completed
f on time.

go go go no/go

i' -t:,: ::.:,

i

i LUES
L---

Weight

(14)

Satisfying
score
ssl

mt.
w x -$S1

Satisfying
score
as2

Mult.
w x ss2

24

Satisfying
score

s3s,

7

t.l

w x ss3

56

Sati5fying
score
sa4

X

Mult.
w x ss4

1Lilo 1. The budget should not
; he overspent.
,

8 10 80 3

,
ildke-,:. Pr9jr.:cc cirector con-

i tinues at the same rate
1 cn lesson development.

5

4

10

0

50

0

10

10

50

40

.

0

10

0

40

X

X

f

i
'

h
xe 3. Work on more than five

lessons at once.

L

i

;Ake 4.

1
,

4 7 1.
TOTAL SCORE 130 113

j

96

475
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1. What is the most desirable alternative? Aeteknative 1 in thio

ca6e ha's the highat totat.

2. Determine the consequences of the two best alternatives, list them,
and determine the nrobability that they may occur.

FOA Atteknative 1 youn answe't might be: Sta6() may not want to be

tkanAgekked to te/monis 1 and J. Low ptobabitity.

Fon Attetnat-ive 2: May not gLt.sta..Ati on time. fi,igh pkobabitity.

3. Would they affect your final choice? Yes No X
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Directions and Choice's Following the Practice Exercises

10.33

Ba4ed upon the 4e26-evatuation o4 yout patiokmance on the exekci4e

you have athek:

A. acceptabty 4aed the objective o sotving a pkoject pubeem

and shoutd now taun to the po4t-tat 4ound on page 10.34.

An additionat exmmpte on deating with opekationat pkoject 0,9b-

tors is Pund beginning on page 10.31. RekkeilLe4 04 addi-4

tionae. /Leading ake ti4ted on page 10.39.

B. not satiqied the objective, and shoutd setect one on mote
o4 the Aottowing couk4e4 o4 action.

1. 1,6 youk exekcise D chant was comect except 04. the numbe4

ca1meation4, then eithen:

a. Study the additionat exampee beginning on page 10.37
and then kewokk exekci4e D on page 10.28.

b. ReaCI Chapta Ten oA Educationat Pkoject Management by
Desmond L. Cook and then it.euroitE exeAcZae D on page

10.28.

c. Rewokk exekci4e D on page 10.28.

2. lA youk exekci4e. D chant was not cokkect in m04t o6 the
44pect4, then eithek:

a. View the 4tide-tape pke4entation; imtkuction4 ake on
page 10.8. AMA the ptuentation, kewokk exekci4e D

on page 10.28.

Read the emson namative beginang on page 10.9.
AAtek the pit.ezentati.on, AemoAk exekaise. D on page

10.28.
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Post-Test

10.34

Ditectionz: Ptease ta(z.e time to cake6utLy anzwet the matipte choice and

tkue/liabe que4tian,6 given betow. Fak the muttipte choice que6tiart4 you

ate to cite& one cottea ot\but wawa (A,B,C ot V) and tiot the tkue and

6atze you ake 75indicate the connect u4poue with the Zettek T ak F.

Ptea4e,wkite the ta4t oWt cU.gt4 o6 yout Sociat Secutity numbek on the

tine bkZOW 40 tha,f the pagez can be identiPled in the event they became

sepakated

cl
1. Whom should the project manager primarily involve in developing

potential alternative courses of action?

A. All project staff
B. Contracting agency program officer

C. Departmental Supervisors
D. Project personnel familiar with the problem :.

2. What is the initial standard against which possible solution alterna-

tives are judged? (s

A. Project plan
B. Statement of needs
C. Statement of likes
D. Staff acceptability

3. Should there be any restrictions on how many alternatives a project

manager and his staff can develop initially in solving an operational

problem? Why?

A. Yes, because One alternative removes confusion

B. Yes, since only two or three alternatives are likely to be

useful or prattical
C. No, because projects require many alternatives

D. No, since potential alternatives could be overlooked

4. From the project management point view, what is the fivt activity

in decision-making?

A. Specifying the results or ends that are to he achieved

B. Specifying the means for solving problems

C. Specifying the causes of the problems
D. Developing the competencies of project staff
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5. What should be the final output of a staff meeting devoted to

progress reporting?

A. A priority listing of deviations
B. A set of possible problem solutions
C. A statement of decision objectives or goals
D. Revision of the data base

10,35

111/1
6. Will any time, ccst and performance trade-off's occur ia the develop-

Ment of alternative solutions?

A. Yes, all three will be involved
B. No, they are only of concern in the project planning phase
C. No, they are only of concern in the project preparation phase

D. No, they can be overlooked in solving problems
A,

7. What is generally considered as the most serious change in the project

plan?

A. To modify slightly the work breakdown structure
B. To revise the project budget
C. To modify some project schedules
D. To modif Y thoroughly the project goal or mission

Indicate whetheA the 4tatement6 tizted betow au tAue 04 6atbe by wtiting

a T OA F on the tine.

8. The final output of the problem identification step in a project
is a priority listing of solutions.

9. Decision making from a project management point of view consists
of identifying all the deviations first

10. In most cases a deviation occurs because of some unplanned change.

11. In specifying the ends, the project manager must delineate both
the results expected and the resources available for carrying

out the corrective course of action.

12. The selection of a best alternative will likely be the result
of trade-off's between the various advantages and disadvantages
of selected prospective alternatives.

13. The project manager should visualize each alternative as optional
and consider the effect it might have on the Proiect.

14. The project manager must develop a list of selected needs and likes
which serves as standards against which to judge alte,aatives.

Check ;:ow t. anuoms on the ,;c1Ltowiiig

17,9 _119e.
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Directions and Choices Following Lesson Post-Test

wigiRtcons: The cottect anmeto to lezzon
10 po.st-te4t aae ti6ted down the /Eight
mang.in. Check gotta cm/Lea kesponses.

Diaection4: 14 you andweted eteven on

test. questions coaaectly, you havP not
acceptably demonstaated knowtedge o6 the
-puject.paablem-Aolving pkocess and
Ahould setect one at make o4 the 4ottow-
ing coutses o4 action.

.4

1. View the stide-tape pkesentation by
tutning to page 10.8 and paoceeding
Wen the pauentation, tan to the
Lesson Quatity Contut FOAD1 on page
10.40.

2. Read the tesson namative beginning
on page 10. 9. Then tukn to the
Lesson Quatity Contaot Foam on page
10.40.

3. Read Chaptea Ten (pages 174-181) o4
Educational Paaject Management by
De/smoktd- L. Cook and then twat to
the Lesson Quatity Contaot Foam on
page 10.40.

4. Study the additional example
beginning on page 10.37 and then
tuu to the Lesson Quality Contaot
Foam on page 10.40.

5. Rewonk the tezzon post-test and
then tuAn to the Le/szon Quatity
Contaot Foam on page 10.40.

Diaectioms: 14 you anweked wetve OA
moae questions cotkectty, you have
aceeptabty demoutaated knowledge (,A
the puject paoblem-Aolving pkocess
and 6hould now tuan to the Lesson
Quatity Contaot FOAM On page 10.40.
An additional exampte on 6olving
contaot publems t.o ound on page
10.37. Re4eaences Oa additional
aetd.nv aae listed on age 10. 39.

MUltiple Choice

1. D

2. A

3. C

4. A

5. B

6. A

7. D

True/False

8. T

9. F

10. T

11. T

12. T

1J. T

14. T

10.36
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Lesson 10--Problem-Solving Through Management Action

Additional Example

The following memorandum was used in the problem-solving activity

of a project. It presents the identification, analysis and solution

of a problem.

Memo to: J. J. Rutledge, Program Specialist, Instructional Development
Project.

From: P. P. Gross, Project Manager

Date: Nhrch 8

I. By this date, the project was to have 180 color illustrations drawn
and photographed. I note that only 120 have been finished. Since
the instructional tryout is scheduled for March 17, and this date
is firm, then we need to make a decision regarding the 60 illus-
trations which are not finished. The artist has been producing
an average of six illustrations a day.

NEEDS

1. By March 17, need the 60 slides.
2. By March 15, need 60 illustrations.
3. By March 15, need the illustrations photographed.
4. Produce slides without exceeding the $200 contingency fund

amount.

LIKES

A. All 60 illustrations showing consistent artistic work
with the other 120.
All 60 illustrations in color.
All 60 illustrations will score
of ten from the review panel.
Not exceed $40 extra production

B.

C.

D.

a value of eight out

costs.

WEIGHT

8

6

7

5

II. Alternatives

1. Have artist get as many illustrations done during the remaining
five working days as possible. Projection: 30 illustrations
will not get done. Need 60, therefore No go.
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2. Have artist work double shifts and/or additional days (will cost
$200) which will probably reduce Value-quality.

Needs 1, 2, 3, 4 Co

Likes Rank Satisfying Score MUltiple

A 4 10 40

2 10 20
3 0 0

1 0 0 Total 60

3. Hire another artist to assist in drawing the illustrations. Due

to the need for orientation to materials, both artists' production
reduced and estimated at five illustrations wch per day for five
working days (cost: $200).
Projection: 2 X 5 x 5 = 50 illustrations done: No go.

4. Have artist draw high quality illustrations, but draw black and
white illustrations which permits production time to be doubled
and all 60 drawings.to be finished.
Needs 1, 2, 3, 4, Go

Likes Rank Satisfyinli Score MultiPle

A 4 10 40
2 0 0

3 5 15

1 10 10 Total 65

III. Decision

Alternative four does not violate any of the Needs and it scores 20
on the Wants.

IV. Consequences

1. The lack of color will reduce the quality of illustrations for
the tryouts.

2. When time permits the illustrations can be colored and rephoto-
graphed at nominal cost.

3. The black and white illustrations will be somewhat scattered
through the presentations and me: present a variety to the color
illustrations.

V. Insure that H. Roper, the artist, is informed of this decision.

4
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Reading References

10.39

Additional knowledge about problem-solving within project

operational control can be obtained by reading from the references

cited below.

Archibald, R. D. and R. L. Villoria. Network-Based Mhnagement Systems.
New York: John Wiley and Sons, Inc., 1967, Chapter-16.

Baumgartner, Jo:Ain S. Project Management. Homewood, Richard D.
Irwin, INt., 1963, Chapters 3 am 4.

Cook, Desmond L. Educational Project Mhnagement. Columbus, Ohio:
Charles E. Merrill, 1971, Chanter 10.

Woodgate, H. S. Planning by Network. London, England: Business
Publications, Ltd., 194, pp. 323-325.
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'lesson Quality Control Pam

10.40

Vi4ectionA: PCeaze take time to ca4e6utty an4wek the Om que4tionts given
betow. You4 anzweu witt ptovide vatuabte inOtmation 04 the kevi4ion and
imptovement oA dais te)mon. Feet 64ee to w4ite additional commutA Oh
qecommendationA on the back o6 WA 04m. YOWL AzAponAez milt be kept
stnietty conident(at. Ptecoe wAite the tatst OWL digita o 1owk Sociat
RccuiLity numbeA on the tine betow Ao that the page's can be identi6ied in
the event they become 4epartated

Lima you. 04 1Jou4 a44i4tance.

1. Indicate your overall impression of the quality of this.lesson.

41.
Exce I lent E Very Good 41.1. Good ri Fair

2. What do you feel is the most positive aspect of this lesson?

Poor

3. What do you feel is the most negative aspect of this lesson?

4. What would you suggest to improve this lesson?

s' /
[Tu/tn the page and phoceecTI
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Lesson 10--Problem-Solving Through Management Action

Termination Instructions

10.41

Upon comptetion o6 the Lesson Quatity Conttae FOAM, you au to:

Teak out and stapt.e the pagez o.6 .the°1144on Quatity ContAot FOAM.
Peace the liOAM in the 4peciat envetope puvided.

. .

Mait the envelope to Re4eatch 6ot Betten Schoot4, Inc., Suite 1700,
inT,Makket Stteet, Phitadetphia, Pennaytvania 19103.

This tez,son on ptobtem-sotving thtough management action ih now compteted.
Lesson 11 elltiteed "Imptementim Changes in Ptoject Opehation4" ih the
next te44on in the 4equence. You au advised to tocate tke te44on
booklet and tead the.inttoductoty page.
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LeSson 11--Implementing Changes in Project Operations 4

Introduction to Lesson

This lesson contains the following items. Make suxe that
is present before starting to work through the lesson.

A. Booklet containing the following items

each item

Page

Introduction to Lesson 11 1
Overview end objectives 11 2
Pretest 11 3
Lesson abstract and content outline 11 5
Lesson text

on solution or decision implementation
11 8
11 13

Post-test 11 18
Additional examples 11 20
Reading references 11 25
Lesson Quality Control Form 11..26

B. Set of Color Slides entitled "Module 2--Basic Principles and Techniques
of Project Management, Lesson 11--Inplenienting Changes in Project Operations."

C. Cassette Tape entitled Nodule 2--Basic Principles and Techniques of
Project-Management, Lesson 11--Implementing Changes in Project Operations."

EQUIPMENT NEEDED. The following equipment will be required for this
lesson and you are advised to arrange for their use:

cassette tape recorder
carousel slide projector
projection screen

TIME REQUIRED. The tape-slide presentation runs approximately 8 minutes,
the exercises take approximately 30 minutes. About 70 minutes is needed
to complete the entire lesson.

4
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Lesson 11--Implemanting Changes in Project (perations

Overview and Objectives

11.2

OVERVIEW.

In the previous lesson, the methodology of problem-solving wts dis-

cussed. Problem-solving was presented with respect to the steps of deter-

mining causes, specifying ends, developing.alternatives, and selecting the

best alternative.

This lesson is concerned with the implementation of the selected

solution. Emphasis is given to developing the implementation plan and the

need for informing Management of changes madi.

OBJECTIVES

The student in completing this lesson should be able to create a

plan for implementing a given decision. The specific objectives are as

follows:

1. The student will devise an implementation plan for a given

decision.

2. Identify actions needed to insure successful implementation of

a given solution.

3. Identify information that should be provided to management

abbut implementing a given decision-pe...Tormance evaluation: the student's

answers are to be judged as satisfactory by self-checking the answers

against the suggested answers provided.

Comptete the pite,tea on the.
6ottowing page.
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Lesson 11--Implementing.Changes in Project Operations

Pretest

11.3

Ditection6: Pteaae take time to cate6utty ammvek the muttipte choice
and ttue/liaae quation6 given betow. Fat the muttipte choice queationa
you ate to cacte one cottect at beat ammo. (A,B,C ot V), and 6ot the
time and 6aCoe youaree to indicate the comect ituponAse with the .f.ettet
T ot F.

ttaae wtite the taat Out dig.aA o out Sociut Secutity numbet on the
tine bellow 40 thar7the pagea can be. identi6ied in the event they
become 4epatged

1. What are the three basic steps in the control process?

A. Preparing schedules, listing costs, and decision-making
B. Deviation identification, decision making, and decision implementation
C. Creating a plan, preparing directions, and implementing the decisions
D. Listing costs, preparing directians, and decision-making

2. What major tasks comprise decision implementation in the operational

control phase?

A. Creating a plan and estimating time
B. Making changes in the project and implement them
C. Informing top management and selected project staff of changes

in the project
D. Creating a plan, informing the project staff and tap management

about resultant changes and carrying out the action

3. The creation of a solution or decision implementation plan is
basically what general type of management function?

A. Controlling
B. Planning
C. Organizaing
D. Directing

4. What is the major function or purpose of a change memort,idurn of
an implementation plan?

A. To specify in detail the corrective actions to be taken
B. To develop a plan for preparing alternatives
C. To provide more responsibilities for the staff
D. To prepare a follow-up plan

4 99
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5. Why is the process of control considered to be cyclical in nature?

A. Mbst eviations in the project are complex in nature and
frequently re-occur

B. Each decision must be reviewed by projedt staff
C. The consequences of each new decision need to be reviewed as

the prject proceeds towards its goal
D. A decisigh needs to be reviewed only in t4e beginning

6. Why is a plan needed for the inplementation of a problem solution?

A. To provide more responsibilities for the project staff.
B. To satisfy the funding agency

To help insure that the corrective action will be carried
out properly

D. To establish better controls in a project

7. What relationship exists between the planning and the operational
control phase in the overall project management context?

A. Control is independent of planning
B. Planning follows project control decisions
C. Planning assists control to a limited extent
D. Planning is the basis [br effective control

Ie.icate whethen the otatemento ti4ted betow ate ttue on tiatse.by mitAing

a T ox F on the tine.

8. Changes in the work breakdown -structure and performance
standards of the project should be reflected in a revised
work breakdown structure.

9. Any changes to the task sequence of the project should be
identified and incorporated into.a revised work flow.

10. The change memorandum should include actions taken for all

11.

12.

the project problems.

The information contained in the change memorandum must-'oe
communicated to the project staff.

A report to top management film the project manager should
contain the selected course of action but not the reasons
for selection
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13. The project manager must verify particularly that the respon-
-Thibilities designated in the memorandum are understood by
project senior staff.

14. The three steps of the process of control are repeated
throughout the life cycle of'a project.

z.

I-

iam the page and cheek you.A. &n4t/m.4.

1-----L\

set
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Lesson 11--Implementing Changes in Project Operations .

Directions Following Lesson Pretest

11.4

1

Ditection6: The cottect anzweAz to Luzon 11 ptetut ate tizted down
the night matgin. Check yout coatect tezponze5.

Diicection6: 16 you ctoweited eteven at tem quattons
cotkeaty, you have not acceptabty demootkated knowe-
edge o6 the zotution ot decision.imptementation pnocezz
and shoutd aead the &mon abstAact and content outtine
beginning on page 11.5. Then begin the tape-ztide
ptezentation by tuAning to the instnuctionz on page
11.7.

Ditectio16: 16 you anzweiced twelve at mote questions
cottectey, you have acceptabty demonsttated knowt-
edge o6 the sotution ot decision imptementation
ptocuz and shoutd tead the teszon abztnact and
content outtine beginning on page 11.5. Then i6
you desine to zhip the tape-ztide ptesentation,
you may do so by ptoceeding dinectty to the ptactice
exekcizez beginning on page 11.13. 16 you do dezine
to view the tape-ztide ptezentation, tan to the
imtAucti.on4 on page 11.7.

*wow

Choicl

1. B

2. D

3. B

4. A

5. C

6. C

7. D

True/False

8. T

9. T

10. F

111/111. T

12. F

13. F

14. T
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Lessou ll--IMplemencing Changes in Project Cperations

Lesson Abstract and Content Outline

ABSTRACT

11.5

After selecting action to be taken to solve a problem, it is neces-

sary to implement it. Such action must plan for consequences, and in4ude

controls, reporting procedures, and detailed staff instructiOns. .Informa-

tion must be provided to management about the changes made. The decision

must be monitored.to be sure it is working. smoothly.

CONTENT OUTLINE.

A. Control of a project is a three step process which includes:

1. Identifying the problem,

2. Selecting the solution from several alternatives, and

3. Implementing the chosen solution.

B. An implementation plan is needed for the action and the changes in
a project.

C. The project director should use planning thinking in developing the
implementation plan or change memorandum.

1. Goals or tasks may be changed.

2. The work breakdown structure and performance standards for the
project may be revised.

3. Changes in the work sequence may require a revised work flow.

4. Project times may have to be re-estimated.

5. A revised schedule may incorporate changes in time and dates.

6. There may be changes in the project budget.

7. There may be changes in the project'information system.

8. Staff member responsibilities should be clearly defined.

9. All potential problems resulting from the change must be identified.

493
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D. The project staff must be informed of the actions and the dhanges.

E. Top management must be informed of the project progress prdblems and
solutions.

F. The project manager must follow through on action implementaiian.

1. He must verify that responsibilities:are understood,

2. He must verify that directions are carried aut.

3. He must establish early warning devices to deteCt iiroblems.

G. The steps of the operational control phase are reviewed.
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Lesson 11--Imp1ementing.Changes in Project Operations

Instructions

11.7

1. Set up the xecotdek, pujectot, and zekeen.

2. Peace the catou6et 6tide tAay 6ox th.L4 te<s4on onto the pujectak and
advance the tnay to the Atakt o6 "Bazic ftincipteA'and Technioue6 o6
Puject Management--Lewn 11, Imptemnting Change4 in PtOject

3. Ptace the ca.64ette tape 6ox tha te8.6on into the tecakdet and 'wind
to the tewind 4top.

4. Staxt the 4ecotdet and advance the 4tide4 with the "change tone."
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Lesson 11--Implementing Changes in Project Cperations

Lesson Text

11.8

Introduction

The basic step in the project operations process wam the identification

of deviations between the plan and the actual situation (by using a reporting

1111/
systen) and the determination of the impact of any deviations on the progress

of the project. The second step was to determine the cause of each deviation

and to develop a ceurse of action designed to correct it. Usually several

alternative courses of action are considered before the most'desirable one is

selected for implementation. The third step, making changes in operations,, is

the concern of this lesson. The tasks performed in this step are: creati4 a

plan for implenenting the selected course of actian or change, informing the

project staff and top-level management of the action and resultant changes in

the project, and carrying out the action.

Implementation Plan

Once a best alternative course of action, or problem solutions,

is selected, the project manager !must implement the actian specified. In order

to carry out this decision, an implementation plan or change memorandum should

be prepared, specifying in detail the corrective action that is to take place. ,

Since the creation of an implementation plan is basically a planning activity, the

project manager is well advised to follow the same general thinking that he used

in the project planning phase, regardless of whether the change is large or

small. This iisures that all aspects of the implenentation are considered.

The implementation of a given problem solution can cause changes in

future project operations and, if so, should be identified and detailed in a

4Q6
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thange memorandum. For example, if dhanges occur in the overall goai or in

one of the major tasks of the project, such changes should be specified in a

change memorandum and agreed upon by the funding agency. Changes in the work

breakdown structure and performance standards of the project should be re-

flected in a revised work breakdown structure and set of performance standkrds

for the project. Any changes in the task sequence of the project should be NN

identified, and incorporated into a revised project work flow. Estimates of

the time to complete each new task, and re-estimates of.the time to complete

any original tasks affected by the change, should be incorporated into the

reirised project work flow. A revised project sdhedule, including calendar

dates for new tasks and revised dates for orginal tasks, should be generated.

Changes in personnel and other resource items, as well as changes in the

prOect budget and expenditure plan, should be determined arid indicated in

the change memorandum. Any changes to be made in the operation of the prcdect

information system and the project reporting system should be indicated. Also,

any changes in information contained in the project information system should

be specified.

After specifying the action and identifying the changes to the project,

the project director should determine the responsibilities of each staff

member in carrying out the proposed corrective action. He then must

specify these responsibilities in detail and incorporate them into a change

memorandum. In oanjunction with these new responsibilities, the project

director should detail or think through the direction and guidance he will

give to his staff for carrying out their responsibilities effectively.
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Once the project manager starts to *gement the decision, adverse

consequences considered earlier in the decision-making process'become potential

problems. Consequently, the following questions should be answered as the last

step in developing the implementation plan or change memorandum: What are

the potential problems in implementing this,course of 'action? What are.the

possible causes of each problem? How can the potential problems be prevented

or their effects minimized?

Ideally, the change memorandum should include the specification of any

action .to betaken in the event that each, particular potential problem occur.

Staff Communicatioa

The information contaired in a change nlemorandun must be communicated

to the project staff. The project manager should inform his staff of the

action that is to take place and cheir responsibilities in carrying it out

A report to top management should contain a description of the deviation

which exists, the cause of the deviation, the two or three alternative

courses of action that have been generated to alleviate the deviation, the

selected course of action, the reasons for the selection of that course of

action, and the plan or change memorandum for implementing the selected

course of action.

Change Execution

.In the execution of the action described in the change memorandum, it

is the project manager's responsibility to make sure that it is carried out

fully and efficiently. He must verify that the responsibilites designated in

the memorandum are understood by the project staff.

The project manager must also follow-up on the directions given to

4,98
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the staff to assure that they are followed. The project manager is well

advised to establish a method through the project reporting system that

will give him early warning if the execution oi the action is running into

difficulty.

The three steps of monitoring operations--to note deviations, decision-,

making and decision implementation--are repeated throughout the project.

The process of operations nonitoring it continuous, since the consequences

of each new decision are always reviewed as the project proceeds taaard its

goal. Nbst deviations, are elementary in nature and can be corrected easily.

The project manager should be prepared hawever, for situations that might

create a great deal of anxiety for his staff and himself.

In summary, the operations phase.consists of developing a reporting

system to inform the project director of the status of the project at any

give time by comparing the actual to the planned status; recognizing positive

and negative deviations in terns of time, cost and performance; determining

the ca..,e of each deviation; creating several alternative courses of action

to alleviate each deviation; selecting the most desirable course of action,

using criteria based on advantages and disadvantages; implementing the course

of action and making changes in the project; informing the staff and top

management of the action and the changes, and the following through to see

that the action is carried out.

1

Tutn to page 11.13 and tead the

ditecti.on4 6ot Exeteize A.

499
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Lesson 11--Implementing Changes in Project Operations

Exercise A

DiAect4on4: ThAA exekciAe continua th. Aituation becfun in the exekci66
in Le44on 10. With Aupect to the pkojeet phOWM6 Oom thoAe exekciAeA,
you, co puject managet, have 4dected the ateknative coume o6 action to
41a0 the wakkem to 4niish the package4 that hke one-hat4

1. Listed below are elements to be considered in writing your change
memorandum to implement the action you have decided upon. Indicate
briefly what changes, if any, you would make in each element.

Changes in:

a. Project goal

b. Project work breakdown
structure

c. Project task-work sequence

d. Project time estimation

e. Project resources and
schedule

f. Project budget and
expenditure plan

g. Project, information system

h. Project information system
inforMation

i. Project personnel respon-
sibility

i. Directions

k. Potential. problems

2. In this particular case what must you do during the execution of the
change memorandum to insure success?
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3. Indicate the elements you would include in a report to top management.
Be specific for this problem which covers the following points:

a. Deiiation

b. Cause of deviation

c. Alternatives

d. Selection

e. Reasons

f. Plan

Tu4n to the next page and check yowl.
anztoeitz

4
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Lesson 11--Tmplementing Changes in Project Operations

Exercise A--Solution

11.15

1. Listed below are elements to be considered In writing your change
memorandum to implement the action you have decided upon. Indicate
briefly what changes, if any, you would make in each element.

Changes in:

a. Project goal

b. Project work breakdown
structure

None

None.

Project task-work sequence Shi4t pemonnet to Packageh I and J.

d. Project time estimation Additionat peuonnet 6houtd 6i1V(,6h
packagm on time.

e. Project resources and schedule None

f. Project budget and expenditure . None except 60k pozzibte
plan. 'bonw Aolt compteting.

g. Project information system None

h. Project information system Shi6t oKpleAzonnet topackagekl
information and J to compZete them on time.

i. Project personnel respon- Peuson A and B to comptete Package I
bility refuson and V fib colyZete Package

j. Directions Tatk to Temonh aA6ected by the change.

k. Potential problers Peuonnet not wanking wea to9etfie.t.
a) give encounagemea (-on coopekation at
.6tant; b) aive a bonu6 ok move peopte
aftound apAn the ptottem occuu.

2. In this particular case what must you do during the execution of the
4change memorandum'to insure success?

1. Communizate the. contents oA the change memotandum

2. yeltipi that itesponsibiUtie6 and d.iwctions We.ke. undoAstood by
pemonis A, 13, r, awIV.

3. ,Set up change.s im the .(epotting 5i/stem (10A MiPte cutunt i(le.dback
04 eatew Wait-Tiao.
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3. Indicate the elements you would include in a report to top manage-.
ment. Be snec i fic for thi.s problem which covers the following points:

a./' Deviation Packas eh 1 and J wilt not be 6..in,Lehect on
Vine -1,1 the Aitualicin pehotiSt6.

Cause of deviation Pem o nnet .wokking o too many packv e.s
o

1

c. Alternatives paaonnel aka toid to Ln.Lh
packag ez I and J.
A. 2--ftai.. two new peopte. to h.etp
package4 I_ and'. J

d. Selection Atteimati.ve 1

e. Reasons

f. Plan

Att package6 milt be i.niA lied o n time with no
inekeaz e 0 6 expendi,tuiLeA exc.ept 60 k poz it te.
bonwse 6 .

A 4ummaity o 6 the anzweit gue4ton 1 o 6

te)s.00n.
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Lesson 11Implementing Changes in Project Operations

Directions and Choices Following the Practice Exercise

11.17

Bazed on the 4e4-eva2uation oA youn petAotmance on the exe4ci4e,
you have eithek: .

A. acceptabty 4ati/stiied the objective o ckeating a change mer-
otandum and 4upptying in4oAmation to top management and 4houtd
now tan to the pozt-tat Ound on page 11.18 .

Additionat expe o zotation ot decihion imptementation
ake 6ound on pageo 11.20 to 11.24 . Rekkence6 iot additionat
teading ate ,t,i.hted.on page 11.25.

B. not 4atiAed the objective, and 4hou2d 4e2ect one on mote oti
the .6ottowing cout4e4 oti action.

1. Study the additional exampte4 beginning on page 11.20
and then itewotk exekci6e. A on page 11.13

2. Read Chaptet Ten o6 EdueationaZ Ptoject Manwment ba
Dehmond L. Cook and then tewotk exer,kci6e A on page 0.13.

3. View the aide-tape pte4entation; in4tuction4 ate on
page 11.7. We,'t the pkwentation, tewoth exekcae
A on page 11.13.

4. Read the teis4on nmknative beg,inning on page 11.8, and
then Aewonk exekci6e A on page 11.13.

5. Rewonk exaci6e A on page 11.13.
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Post-Test

11.18

Ditection4: Ptea4e take time to ca4e6utty anmet the muttipte choice and
the ttue/iSat4e que4tion4 given betaw. FM the muttipte choice que,Won4
you att to cincte one couect 04 but an4M4 (A,B,C 04 V) and 04 the time
and iat4e you ate Tgindicate the ccoutta nedponde with the tettet I o4 F.

Ptea4e wtite the toot Out digit6 off you4 Sociat Secutity numbet on the tine
betow 40 that the page6 can be identiged in the event they become
4epatated

1. What is the major function or purpose of a change memorandum. of an

implementation plan?

A. To specify in detail the corrective actions to,be taken

. B. To develop a plan for preparing alternatives
C. To provide more responsibilities for the staff
D. To prepare a follow-up plan .

2. The creation of a sblution br decision implementation plan is basically

what general type of management function?

A. Controlling
B. Planning
C. Organizing
D. Directing

3. What major tasks comprise decision implementation in the operational

control phase?

A. Creating a plan and estimating time
B. Making changes in the project and implement them
C. Informing top management and selected project staff of changeS

in the project
D. Creating a plan, informing the project staff and top management.

about resultant changes and carrying out the action

4. What are the three basic steps in the control process?

A. Preparing schedules, listing costs, and decision-making
B. Deviation identification, decision making and decision implement,tion
C. Creating a plan, preparing directions, and implementing.the decisions

D. Listing costs, preparing directicns and decision-making
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5. Why is a plan needed for the implementation of a problem solution?

A. To provide more responsibilities for the project staff
B. To satisfy the funding agency
C. To help insure that the corrective action will be carried out

properly
D. To establish better controls ta a project

6. What relatiOnship exists between the planning and the operational
control phase in the overall project management context?

A. Control is independent of planning
B. Planning follows project control decisions
C. Planning assists control to a limited extent
D. Planning is the basis for effective control

7. Why is the process of control considered to be cyclical in nature?

A. Nbst deviations in the project are complex in nature and
frequently re-occur

B. Each decision must be reviewed by project staff
C. The consequences of each new decision need to be reviewed as the

project proceeds towards its goal
D. A decision needs to be reviewed only in the beginning

I

Indicate whethek the stateMent6 tiAted betow ate tAue cot: liatse by wkaing
a T ot F on the tine.

8. The information contained in the change memorandum must be
communicated to the project staff.

9. The change memorandum should include actions taken for all the
project problems.

10. Any changes to the task sequence of the project should be
identified and incorporated into a revised work flow.

11. Changes in the work.breakdown structure and performance standards
of the project should be reflected in a revised work breakdown
structure.

12. The three steps of the process of control are repeated throughout
the life cycle of a project.
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13. A report to top management fram the project manager should
contain the selected course of action but not the reasons for

selection.

14. The project manager must verify particularly the responsibilities
designated in the memorandum are understood by project senior.

staff.

ITutn the page and check you4 anwenz.

yr
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Directions and Choices Following Lesson Post-Test

11.19

Ditections: The cottect answeAs to Lebzon 11 po4t-test ate tisted down
the tight marEgin. Check yout couect teoponza.

DLtections: Li you answeited eteven 04 £64 que6tion4
connectty, you have not acceptabty demonstAated taloa--
edge o6 the sotution at decision imptementation puce64
and shoutd 4etect one cot mote oti the Ottowing cout4e6
o6 action.

1. View the 4tide-tape pke4entation by tutning
to page 11.7 and ptoceeding. qtet the
pkuentation, tutn to the Le44on Quatity
Contkat FO4M on page 11.26.

2. Read the tesson natkative beginning on page
11.8, and then tutn to the Lamm Quatity
Conttot FOAM on page 11.26.

3. Read Chaptet 10 () Edueationat P40 ect Malt-
a( rent by Desmond L. Cook and .thehtwvt to
ae-leTs-son Quatity Conttot FOAM on page 11.26.

4. Study the additionat exampte4 beginning on
page 11.20 and then tan to the Le44on Quatity
Contnot FO4M on page 11.26.

5. RemAk the te66on post-teot and then twin to the
Lewn Quatity Contkot Fokm on page 11.26.

Dikection4: 16 you anzweAed twelve 04 mote questions co)- 7

kectey, you have acceptabty demonztkated knowtedge o6 the
4otution wi decision imptementation wioce64 and should now
tunn to the Le44on Quatity Contkot FOAM on page 11.26.
Add/itionat examptez on Aotution on. dec,aion imptementati.on
ake tiound on page)s 11.20 to 11.24 . Ree.itence iço1 addi-

tionat 'Leading cote A9.44ted on page 11.25.

Multiple Choic11110

1. A

2. B

3. D

4. B

5. C

6. D

.7. C

True/False

8. T

9. F

10. T

11. T

12. T

13. F

14. F
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Lesson 11--Impleinenting Changes in Project Operations

Additional'Example A

John Janes is the director of a project to produce instructional

materials such as overhead projector transparencies and other art work

for social studies instruction in the Midville School District. The

project was designed to run for twelve weeks and had as its tasks

(1) the identification of needs for such items among the school district's

social studies teachers, (2) the production of such art work, and

(3) the tryout of the art work produced to get teacher reaction so modi-

fications could be made if any were needed.

The project has been plagued by a flu epidemic which hit the town

during the first four weeks of the project. Of the five members of the

project staff (the director, two writers, an artist, and a typist), three

have been absent for periods ranging from one to two weeks with the flu.

As a result of the delays which this caused, the projector now finds him-

self in the seventh week of the project, some two weeks behind schedule

and likely to get still further behind. No art work has been accomplished.

The written guidance for the artist is still only about half done. The

lessons and text which are to accompany the slides and other materials are

also about half done.

Faced iwith this situation, Mt. Jones investigated several alterna-

tives including simpl) cutting down the number of slide-and-text sets

which would be produced, hiring another artist to speed the art work, try-

ing to get an extension of time for the project, and a couple of other

solutions. After talking it over.with the staff, he decidea that the best
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decision would be to hire another artist for the final four weeks of the

project. The writers could speed up production of the text, and with two

artists working together, the art work cduld be produced much more quickly.

It was not possible to get an extension of time for the project and

another artist was readily.available from another project which had just

ended.

In developing his change memorandum, Mi. Jones detailed how the

tasks would be changed. with the addition of the new artist. Each artist

was now assigned specific slide-and-text sets to d6 and could work with

one of the writers on each one. With midi close codperation between

artist and writer, it was possible to eliminate part of the internal

review on the sets; each set went through one review instead of two as

previously scheduled. The project times were re-estimated; the sets

would be available for initial tryout on their originally sCheduled date

but with the two artists working, it was now possible to have the art

work for two sets being done simultaneously. This also produced a change

in the dates on which some of the sets were scheduled to be finished.

The hiring of the new artist also required the transfer of funds from

other parts of the budget to pay his salary. It was planned that there

would be a slight increase in artist's supply costs since there appeared

to be a need for duplicating equipment between artists but this cost

proved to be minimal.

The responsibilities under the new organization were clearly defined

and the school system's curriculum director'informed of the situation and

tilt.. solution.

d ;
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One problem which was identified and which was feared would cause

some trouble in the final product was the differences in the artists'

styles. The sets could readily be distinguished as to the artist who

had done them simply because their styles looked very different. However,

in the initial tryouts of several of the sets, this was not the object of

unfavorable comments. Thus, the project proceeded ahead and was completed

on its scheduled date with all products produced to standard.
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Lesson 11Implementing Changes in Project CVerations

Additional Example B

11.23

Assume for the purposes of this example that the problem situation

is the same as that of Example A. Mat is, the project to produce over-
t

head projection transparencies is two weeks behind schedule because of

the absences of project personnel Abe to a flu epidemic. In this example,

however, the project manager has dhosen a different solution from 'chat

in Example A.

After examining several alternative solutions, the project manager

has decided that it will not be possible to hire an additional artist to

help complete the project on time. Still, the transparencies must be

completed bjr the project deadline date since teachers have planned to use

them in their classes on certain dates and these transparencies must be

done by them The only alternative which seemed to be viable was to lower

the quality of the materials in order to speed up production. After con-

ferring with the project staff and with the teachers who would use the

materials, it was decided that the final product could be altered in two

ways without substantially affecting their potential performance. First,

the drawing and art work on the slides could be simplified. Instead of

using slides with complicated cartoon drawings, most reproduced in color,

the drawings for the slides would be simplified and would be done in one

color only. Secondly, the number of slides per lesson would be reduced.

Only the main points would be covered by the slides.

In drawing up his change memorandum, the project director outlined

the nature of the changes to .be made. Although the goals of the pLoject
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remained the same, the tasks involved in designing the visuals Welt some-

uhat simplified. The figures in the slides did not need to be as compli-

cated, there was no need to use the processing whereby the slides could

be done in three colors, and emphasis was placed on Charts and diagrams

which could be more quickly drawn. This required some change in the work
.

flaw since the color processing was no longer part of the work sequence.

The speed-up in the writing of the texts which accoMpanied the slides and

the elimination of the lengthy color processing step made possible the

revision of the time needed to complete each lesson and the consequent'

revision of the completion dates for:Some of the lessons.

The project budget was also affected by the chauges. With fewer

slides being produced and the substitution of a less expensive one-color

reproduction process for a more costly three-color process, the expendi-.

tures for producing the final lessons could be lower. This money that

was saved was used to pay overtime wages for the project typist so she

could get out the written texts that accompanied the slides on.time.

The project evaluation system was modified to include provision for

comments from users of the materials about whether the lessons would have

been better had the original standards been maintained, i.e., if the

slides had been in color and there had been more of them. The complete

detailed change memorandum was distributed to the members of the staff

and their questions answered. The school system's curriculum director

was informed of the changes.

The project was completed on time and the evaluation of the final

products indicated that the use of fewer one-color slides was acceptable to

the teachers and did not produce results substantially different from that

planned for the original three-color slides.
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Lesson 11--Implementing Changes in Project Operations

Reading References

Additional knowledge about solution or decision implementation can

be obtained by reading from the references cited below.

Archibald, R. D., and R. L. Villoria. Network-Based Mhnagement S stems.
New Ybrk: John Wiley and Sons, Inc., 1967, Chapter-17.

Baumgartner, J. S. Project Mhnagement. Homewood, Richard D.
lrwin, Inc., 1961, Chapter-6 and 10.

Cook, Desmond L. Educational Project Management. Columbus, Ohio: Charles
E. Merrill, 1971, Chapter 1D.

Woodgate, H. S. Planning by Netdork. New York: Brandon Systems Press,
1967, Chapter 8.
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Lessoa Quality Control Form

11.26

Dikection4: Pteaze take time to cakeiutty an4we/t theloun que4tion4 given
betow. YOWL an&weto witt puvide vatuabte in0Amation OIL the tevision and
imptovement o6 thi4 te44on. Feet itee to wtite additionat comment4 on
4ecommendation4 on the back ot5 thi4 15o4m. Yourt. naponse4 witt be kept
thictty con6identia. Ptea4e mite the taat 16ourt. di9it4 oi you& Sociat

.qecuivity numba on the tine betow 4so that the pagez can be identiiied in
the event they become 4epakated

IThank you 04 0(14 a44istance.

1. Indicate your overall impression of the quality of this lesson.

Excellent H Very Good Good Fair 17 Poor

2. What do you feel is the most positive aspect of this lesson?

3. What do you feel is the most negative aspect of this lesson?

4. What would you suggest to improve this lesson?

ITunn the page and pxoceed I
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Lesson 11Implementing Changes in Project Operations

Termination Instructions

11.27

.wsr..=.a.r...eaowwaora.I..ws.wwlllmmllmaOV.P

Upon compee,ti.on o6 the Le44on Qua:ay Contitot Fotm, you ate. to:

Term out and <stapt.e. the pagez oA the Luzon Quatity Contime. Falun.
Peac.e. the poi in the 4peci01 enveeope. ptovicled.
Kate. the envetope to Re,6ea1ch Lox Bata Schoots, Inc.., State. 1700,
1700 Maithet StAte,t, Pkiladetphia, Pe.nnayevan.i4 19103.

ThZ6 teAson on impeehienting change4 4. n ptoje.ct opeitati.opta 4.6 now
compteted. Twut the. page. and te.ad the.daection4 Lot Pha.tie TeA.t 3.
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PHASE TEST 3

Operational Control Phase

Directions: The falowing pages contain a series of items which are
designed to assist you in assessing the knowledge you have acquired
from Leseons 9, 100 and 11 of Module 2. This set of items gives
emphasis to cognitive abilities as contrasted to attitudes or skills.

The expectation is that you should answer aZZ items correctly
'in order to cons:der your learning in this phase as being complete.
In this sense, the test can be considered as a mastery test, a mini-
mum essentials test, or a criterion-referenced teet.

Read each item carefully and circle the letter of the best ,

response on the separate answer sheet immediately after this page.
After you complete the last item, lieviod'your responses then turn to
page 23 which contains the answers for the several phase tests and
check your answers against those presented there.

, r,..

Turn the page and Aerin.

,

7?

,`,

,
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Ph
P'
se Test 3

LABCD
2.ABCD
.3.ABCD

1 4.ABCD
5.ABCD
6.A BCD
7.A BCD
8.A BCD

Answer Sheet

for

Operational Control Phase

PT 3.. 2

11.ABCD
12. A 8 C D

13.ABCD
14.ABCD
15. I-BCD
16.ABCD
17.ABCD
18.ABCD

9.ABCD 19.ABCD
10.ABCD 20.ABCD
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Operational Control Phase Test

PT 3. 3

1. Before a manager in a project effort can adequately assess progress
and take administrative actions, what must he receive?

A. OcCassional progress reports from each of the work package
areas.

B A continuous flow of data concerning the exact status of
the project at all times.

C. All project progress data which is available to him.
D. Timely information which concerns his activities and respon-

sibilities.

2. Whatrare the basic procedures to be followed in updating?

A. Identify completed events, evaluate completed activities,
and replan current activities.

B. Audit current activities, replan future activities, and,
reschedule future events. 140 '

C. Identify completed events, evaluate current activities, and
re-examine future activities.

D. Calculate new time estimates, program a new network, and
obtain new cost estimates.

3. What is managenent control?

A. .Assuring that specific tasks are carried out effectively and
efficiently.

f: B. Collecting, manipulating, and transmdtting information.
C,. Reporting financial information about the organization to

the outside world.
D. Assuring that resources are obtained and used effectively

and efficiently in the accomplishwnt of the organization's
objectives.

4. What are-the three major subsystems that comprise a cantrol system?

A. Reports, managements, decision implementation.
B. Time, cost, nerformance.
C. Project definition, network system, gctivitibs.
D. Tasks; activities, dummy activities.

5. Management by exception'can be interpreted to mean a manager must
study what tynes of nrohlems?

A. All key issues brought to his attention.
B. Key deviations between the'plan and execution.
C. Those presented by superiors without exception.
D. Problems of exceptional visibility.'
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6. Mhnagement report is one kind of device used to carry out the con-
trol function. What should such reports include?

A. Brief comparison of actual progress against planned progress;
improved situation resulted from previous corrective actions;
and future status or progress of the project.

B. Details of task completion which results in the present
status of the project and prediction of future status.

C. Detailed explanation of corrective actions recommended in
order to complete all the tasks within the time frame.

D. Resource shortage due to unexpected and/or uncontrolled
circumstances.

When does the project manager make use of the control function in
project management?

A. Only after objectives have been determined and a plan set in
motion.

B. Only after a budget has been completed and approved by manage-
ment.

C. At all times, oven during the project planning phase.
D. Any time after the first event in the flow chart has been

accomplished.

8. Hbw can control be most effectivly exercised &Wing the life cycle
of a project?

A. During the construction of the network and budgeting.
B. Careful planning of the reporting system.
C. Designation of points of accomplishment to be mcaitored.
D. Measurement and quantification of behaviors.

9. In general, who should be charged with control of an operation
within a project?

A. The management team.
B. The project manager.
C. Supervisor of the operation.
D. Person charged with carrying out the operation.

10. What is the essential factor to be considered in generating new
and alternative solutions for a part of the project that is a
problem area?

*
A. Gather all information and make the decisiou as quickly as

possible.
B. The manager must know the objective of his decision before

he makes that decision.
C. Gather together a many project staff as possible im order to

generate solutions.
D. Have the necessary control formula built into the planning

phase of the project.
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11. Listed below are several actions which a manager might take as he
responds to a status report. Select the answer which contains
the set of major importance.

1. Alters resource requirements 4. Implements decisions
2. Analyzes problems 5. Makes decisions
3. Generates alternative solutions 6. Prepares reports

A. Acts l, 2, 3, and 4
B. Acts 2, 3, 4, and 5
C. Acts 3, 4, 5, and 6
D. Actions 4, 5, 6, and 1

12. What is the relationship between management control and the
problem-solvin; prc.Less?

A. No relationship exists.
B. Problem-solving is not useful to managers but contra]. is.
C. Control contains elements not found in the problem-solving

process.
D. They can be considered somewhat identical or similar processes.

13. HOW is a problem defined in the, concept.of management control?

A. As a question to which there is.no immediate answer.
B. As a deviation between planned and actual condition.
C. As a late report coming from a subordinate.
D. As a process which has gone astray.

14. How does the manager go about establishing whether or not a problem
is considered as being important or significant?

A. By asking the staff member involved in the problem.
B. Using his own intuitive judgment.
C. By setting standards or boundaries.
D. By noting actions of project personnel.

15. Before corrective action can be taken, what step must he taken
first?

A. Assemble the staff together.
B. Find the cause of the problem.
C. Generate possible solutions.
D. Set up a format for reporting solution implementation.

16. What part of the problem-solving process involves the setting of
the actions that must be achieved in reaching a solution?

A. Stating the needs.
B. Stating the likes.
C. Examining solutions.
D. Ranking the alternatives.
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17. What is the major function of the change memorandum?

A. To set forth the problem.
B. To communicate decisions to project staff.
C. To notify higher levels of decisions.
D. To serve as a document for the final report.

18. Thinking about.the life cycle of a project, when would one expect
the highest nunber of deviations to occur?

A. In the initiation of the project.
B. During the middle operational stages.
C. At the end of the project.
D. About evenly distributed in the project.

19. What might cause a small deviation to become a larger one over
time?

A. Failure of some one to report the deviation.
B. Failure to take action when it was noted.
C. Failure of management to read forwarded reports.
D. Any one or all of these.

20. What relationship exists between the planning phase and the
operational control phase in the overall project manager operation?

A. Good planning assists very much in carrying out effective control.
B. Control is independent of planning.
C. Planning cannot exist unless control takes place.
D. Planning is independent of control.
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Lesson 12--Project Termination

Introduction to Lesson

This lesson contains the following items. Make sure that each
item is present before starting to work through the lesson.

A. Booklet for Basic Principles and Techniques of Project
Management

Page

Introduction to lesson 12 1

Overview and objectives 12 2

Pretest 12 3

Lesson abstract and content outline 12 6

Lesson text 12 9
Exercises.on project termination 12 18
Post-test 12 32
Additional examples 12 35
Reading references 12 37
Lesson QUality Control Form 12 38

B. Set of Color'Slides entitled Nodule 2--Basic Principles and Tech-
niques of Project Management, Lesson 12Project Termination." .

C. Cassette Tape entitled Nodule 2--Basic Principles and Techniques
of Project Mhnagement, Lesson 12--Project Termination.".

EQUIPMENT NEEDED. The following equipment will be required for this
lesson and you are advised to arrange for their use:

cassette tape recorder
carousel slide projector
projection screen

TIME REMIRED. The tape-slide presentation runs apnroximately 13 minutes,
the exercise takes approximately 30 minutes, and about 70 minutes is
needed to comnlete the entire lesson.
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Lesson 12--Project Termination

Overview and Objectives

12.2

OVERVIEW

The previous lessons havt dealt with the planning, preparation,

and operational control phases of proiect management. This final

lesson deals with planning the activities that are directed at closing

out or terminating the project.

OBJECTIVES

'De overall objective of the lesson is to present the student

with information and practice about the activities required in termi-

nating a project. Specifically,

1. The student should be able to explain principles of manage-

ment connected with closing out a project.

2. The student should be able to list the set Of activities

required in terminating a project.

3. The student should be able to develop a project termination

plan.

Read the ditectionA tiot pkete..6t on

the tiottowi.ng page.
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Ptetest

12.3

NAection4: Ftea4e take time to ea/mica-4 am4wek the muttipte choice
questionz gaen betow. FOA the muftipLe choice que4tton4 you au to

. atete one couect ot. beat an4wek (A,8,C ot V), and Lot the ttue and
tiat4e YEate to indicate the cokkeet ke4pon4e with the" tettek
T ot F.

Ptea4ewkite the ta4t Oak dig4t4 o6 you& SocLaL Secutity numbek on the
tine betow 40 tharthe page4 can be identLiied in the event they
become 4epaka0ted

1. "Phase out" generally refers to closing out the project at what point?

A. At the end of school yea:.
B. When the goal is reached
C. When project members take ngmr positions
D. After the evaluation report is completed

2. Who should approve the project phase-out or transition procedures?

A. Funding agency
B. Project director and superintendent
C. Project director
D. Superintendent and fundiqg agency

3. What procedure or technique is normally used to develop an
orderly phase-down of a project?

A. Evaluation questionnaire
B. Systematic review of project records
C. Check list of items to be covered
D. Memo to the project staff

4. What is usually the major problem in project phase-out or transition?

A. Preparation of reports
B. Personnel disposition
C. Equipment transfer
D. Staff efforts being diverted to write new proposals.
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5. What is the main purpose of a project final report?

A. Describe history of the project in a detailed way
B. Provide documented information on the budget and personnel
C. Provide documented information on ehe project results for the

contractor and other interested parties
D. Provide hore i0fbtmation on the Orojzzt handbook

6. Who should have the major responstbility for making decisions about
project records during phase-out?

A. Funding agency
B. Project director
C. Superintendent
D. Superintendent and funding agency

7. What should be a principal focus of the.project manager during
project phase-out?

A. Wtiting new broposals
B. Using unspent fundt to buy equipment

. C. Writing the evaluation report
D. Mhintaining staff morale

Indicate whethet the 4tatement4 Ziated betow ate time ot 6a4e by wkiting
T 04 F on theline.

8. Termination refers to the stopping of the project effort even
though not all contractual conditions have been met.

9. During project phase-out both a project history and project
evaluation report must be prepared.

10. Project "transition" refers to the case where a project effort
or end product is institutionalized into an existing structure .

11. During project phase-out, the project manager must delegate
the authority to the project senior staff to review the
contract carefully with the funding agency.

12. During project termination, generally personnel are released
in terms of their skill level.

13. The major work activity in the production of the project
----history is gathering more information about project personnel.

14. The plan for project phase-out can be copied from previously
completed prpjects.

I Check yowl. an4weA4 on the lidivw.cny .1
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Directions Following Lesson Pretest

I aitection4: The cotAec.it anzweA4 to Lesmon 12 pnetedst
/ ae ti4ted down the night matgin. The teit cotumn
4ot the 4.144t page:the tight cotumn 4:4 4ot the 4econd.
Check youn connect te4ponoe6. In AcoAim youA an4wet,
i4 any peat o4 put napome incattect, the whale
item 44 ineomect 4o4 pukpo4e6 a4 evatuating pneteAt
pentionmance.

Vitection4: 14 you auweted etewn OA teA4
que4tion4 connectty, you have not acceptabty
demon4ttated knowtedge o4 the ptoject tetmi-
nation pnoce64 and 4hou2d tead the te44on Multiple Choice
ab4tnact and.content outtine on page4 12.6
and 12.7. Then begin the tape-Atide p4e- 1. B
4entation by tutning to the in6tAuction4
on page 12.8. 2. D

.

Ditection4: 14 you anzweAedture,eve on mane 3. C
que4t2on4 connect/Gyp you have acceptabty
demouttated knmotedge o4 the pkoject 4. B
tenmination ptoce44 and 4houtd /Lead the
te44on ab4ttact and content outtine on 5. C
page4 12.6 and 12.7. Then i4 you deate
to tz.ip the tape-Atide puzentation, you 6. B
may do 4o by ptoceeding di/tatty to the
pnactice exencise on page 12.18. l you 7. D
do de4ite to view the tape-Atide /Amen-
tation, tutn to the in4ttuction4 on page True/False
12.8.

8. T

9. F .

10. T

11. F

12. T

13. F

14. F
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Lesson Abstract and Content.Qutline'

12.6

ABSTRACT

When nearing the end of a project the project manager initiates

the activities of closing out the projects A gan for these termina-

tion activities is required and includes the project final report, the

project history report, disposition of.facilities, equipment and supplies,

location and reassignment of personnel, sorting and disposition of project

records, and final financial accounting.

CONTENT OUTLINE

A. Project termination is the fourth phase of project management mission-
and can be one of three types.

1. It consists of a phase-out or completion of contract.

2. It is a termination or cut-off of effort due to lack of funds
or other causes.

3. It is a transition or institutionalizing of the project product.

B. Various project activities are undertaken during project termination.
These are:

1. Disposition of equipment and facilities,

2. Final report preparation,

3. Records retention,

4. Personnel transfer,

5. Project history,

6. Contract review, and

7. Orderly phase-down of activities.

C. A phase-out Or transition plan is needed for orderly termination.

1. The plan is prepared near the final one-third of project time.

t-- 9.9
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2. The plan is to be approved by the parent organization and the

customer.

3. The plan includes a checklist to make sure that necessary items

are covered

D. Major areas of concern in a termination plan are:

1. Personnel disposition,

2. Equipment and facilities disposition,

3. Payment of bills and final financial accounting,

4. Final report preparation,

5. Project history preparation, and.

6. Records identified for retention and for disposal.

E. A few termination problems for the project manager to be concerned

with are:

1. Unusually high energy devoted to a new proposal.

2. Lowered staff morale and commitment.

3. Unnecessary spending of project funds.

Ran to the pke4entation,inhtuctiom on

the Ottoaling page, 04 44 going diAectty
he te44on exencihm, tan to page
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Instructions

12. 8

Set up the necondeit., pkojec,ton, and Aciteen.

Peace the cakotthet aide tAay onto the pkojectok a44 advance the
tiEay to the ztakt o4tabic Pkinapte6 'and Techn4queA o4 Pkoject
Management--Le44ort 12, Puject Tekininati.on."

Peace the cazAette tape. 4cot. thi6 te440n into
temind to the. newind Atop.

Staftt the ke.cokdek and advance the Ati.deA

the neconde A. and

the "change torte."

531
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Lesson Text

12.9

As paoject operations approach the attainment of the goals establiahed

for the paoject, attention must be'given .to prject termination. Ibis lesson

concentrates on those activities with which the'projrct manager must be

concerned during this fourth and final phase in the project life cycle.

Every paoject, by definition, has a finite 1i.A project ends wken

the goal is reached or the end product is produced. Three:Ilasic situations

arise when talking about ending a project awl various words have been coined

to refer to these situations. Phase-out generally refers to closing out the

project when the goal is reached. Termdnation, although generally refeiing

to the ending of a project, can also be used to refer to the specific case

of the stopping of the project effort even though not all contractual conditions -.

have been met. This may occur if funding is cut off or if there is a failure

to satisfy the terms)af the contract. Transition refers to the case where

a project effort or-lend product is institutionalized into 4:n existing structure

and becomes an on-going operation or program. The primary concern in this

lesson will be on the situations where the,contractual conditions have been

met and the project effort is either to be phased out or transitioned into an

on-going operation.

Transitiou/Phase-Out Plan

Regardless of whether a project is involved in transition or phase-out,

the project manager must give attention concurrently to several items. Among

these are informing projell personnel of phase-out or transition procedures,

532
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arranging for the disposition of project equipment and facilities; preparing,

and writing a final report for the oantractor or funding'agency; determining

which records, reports and similar documents are to be retained, as required

by the funding agency, contractor or parent organization; arranging for the

transfer of permanent project personnel and the termination of temporary

personnel; settling outstanding bills; preparing and writing a project

history for reference by other project directors; reviewing the contract

carefully with the custOmer to be sure that all conditions have been met or

that mutually satisfactory arrangements have been made-, and .supervising the

orderly completion of remaining project activities and operations.

In order to insure that these activities are performed, a plan for

project transition or,phase-out should be prepared in advance of the cam-

letion of the project. Although no specific tige can be given as to when

suah a plan should be prepared, a rule-of-thumb might be to have the plan

developed near the date for the beginning of the final third of the opera-

tions phase. The plan, once developed, might have to be approved by both

the funding agency (or customer) and the parent organizatOn.

The actual phase-out, or transition, requires close coordkation between

the functional managers of the parent organization and the project manager,

so that adequate integration of released resources into on-going programs

can be achieved. In order to facilitate an orderly phase-out or tran-

sition, it is advisable to develop a checkltst of items to be covered in

the phase-out or transition plan. The checklist shouLd include the four

major areas of personnel disposition, facilities and equipment dispOsition,

final report and project history preparation, and the.management of project

records.
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Personnel Disposition.- A, major responsibility of the project manager is

to condutt a smooth transfer of the project staff to other work activities.

Thus, personnel disposition is of prime concern in project phase-out or

transition. As projects near con4...... !don, project personnel often express

anxiety about their future. Two means fol relieving anxiety about job

security are the careful initial selection of personnel and assistance in

transfering them to other m.'rk activities during project phase-out. Careful

initial selection means identifying personnel with skills and experience

that can be easily transferred to other ctional departments, or even to

other projects. The disposition of tempo ary personnel is handled by making

active efforts to inform other projects anddepartments of their quali-

fications and availability by formal or informal means.

Facilities and Equipment Disposition.- The disposition of facilities and'

equipment can be a formidable problem for the project manager. Information

should e specified for each item regarding its location, current condition,

when i will be available, and any limitation on its use. Project facilities

and equihient are often transferred to other projects, departments, or in-

ventory, or (if permitted), retained by the functional personnel in the

immediate area housing the project. In most cases, the funding agency re-

tains title to selected equipment or facilities and informs in project of

the manner of its disposition.

Final Report.- In either the phase-out or transition situations attention

must be given to the production of the project final report. Such a report

provides documented information on the results of the project for the
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funding agency and other interested institutions and individuals.. The two

min sections of the report are the narrative and the apyendik.

The narrative can be sub7divided intk.s the subsectionS .of identific/ation

data and brildy. Identification data consists of such, items as a. cover,

title page,, acknow1edgmnts, abstract, list of figures, list of tables and

disclaimers. The body contains a review of project tictivities covering

such areas as objectives, procedures, problems, data, recommendations mad

conclusion.

The appendix usually contains original data., tables, Charts, special

data collection instruments, mad similar itens.supporting the narrative but

not of interest to all readers. A, budget summary may be included if requested

by internal or external organizational units.

In addition to preparing the final report document, procedures for

disseminating copies of it to both internal and external offices concerned

with the project should be specified.

Project History.- Attention must also be given to the preparation of a

project history. The project history provides a documented written record

of the history of the project from its creation to its termination. Properly

prepared, it can help in the planning of new projects by praviding information

derived fram experience regarding dimensions of uncertainty in a new project.

The project history is created from itens such as progress reports,

minutes of staff meeting, internal memos, and personal recollections. Although

the final report can serve as the project history, some parent organizations

require a separate document. In contrast to project final reports, procedures

35-
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and forhat for the preparation of the project history are not nearly as
%

formal. Style and format are at the discretion of the project staff. lypically,

however, a project history includes such items as a project description,

contract negotiations, significant problems, their cause and corrective actions,

personnel, list of publications and reports, and xecommendations for futuie

projects. The major work activities idthe production art work, typing, repro-

ducing, and disseminating. Time and resources should be allowed in the original

project planning to carry out these activities.

Project Records.- The management of project records is a major area-of respon-

sibility for the project manager. He must decide which documents such as

correspondence, requisitions, memos and personnel appointments should be

retained and which ones can be destroyed or purged. The decision ofteh

employed is to retain only those documents.which the funding agency, parent

organization, auditor or project manager require or desire for the justification

of project action.

Typical itens that ndght be retained include the =tract and all agree-

ments, budget expenditure reports, personnel appointment papers, travel

reimbursements, original test data, correspondence or memos noting major

project changes, progress and final reports, and items required by auitors

and the parent organizations. Typical items which might be discarded are

draft copies of working papers, working copies of documents, and travel

duPlicates.

Transition

As stated earlier, although both project phase-out and transition

situations have many common elements, project transition does have special
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considerations to which attention uust be given. Since transition is a

form of institutionalizing a change, the project director andhis staff

should be prepared to deal with the typical concerns and axiety that are

present whenever change is introduced into the bcdy of an'organization. The

project manager must adequately orient the users to the new process or

procedures, dispel rumors or threats to job security, and facilitate a gradual

change fram old to new practices.

Phase-Cut

In the case of project phase-out, the project director must be prepared

to recongnize and prevent frequently-ocurring problems One prdblem is the

tendency of project personnel to put time and energy into developing new

proposals in an attempt to provide for job security.. Consequently, current

project efforts are often allowed to slip. A second problem is that the

staff, knowing the project is to be phased out., may develop law morale and

consequently lower their commitment to the project. A third problon is the

tendency to "use up" any unexpended funds by buying possibly useless

materials or equipment.
f

Summary

A plan for project phase-out or transition should be created and implemented.

The plan may have to be approved by both the project parent organization and

funding agency. The plan should cover personnel disposition, facilities and

equipment disposition, report preparation, and the disposal and retention of

project records.
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Airing phase-out, the project manager should focus his primary attention

upon effectively concluding the project, as well as being concerned with

current activities, staff morale, and the possible waste of resources. When

properly handled, concluding activities can mark the conpletion of a highly

successful and well-managed project.
c.
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Lesson 12Project Termination

Exercise A

DiAections: Attached as pages 12.20 thkough 12.24 is the outtine oA a
ptoposat which you can a6z;4me is to be 6unded. Studo.the pkoposat cake-
6utty, then indicate Am one might ptan to hand& items A thkough F on

A. Disposition of the case reports to which reference is made:

B. Disposition of teacher aides identified in the proposal:

C. Disposition of the Gates-MacGintie Reading Tests and the basal
reader series to whiaTeference is made:

D. Disposition of memos and/or minutes originating Crom the meetings_ .

with the reading consultant:

3 9
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E. Dispositidn of the Hoffman Reading Machines noted in the Budget Section:*

F. Being a good project manager, Mr. Smith decides to outline early the
contents of the final report. He decides that the following items
would be included. For each item listed, indicate if you agree or dis-
agree with its placement in the report. If you disagree, give a reason
for so doing in the space provided.

Agree Disagree
1. Written monthly report submitted by personnel.

2. Description of measurement techniques and how
they were emnloyed.

3. Objectives C and D relating to support services.

.=fimmo

4. Summary of amount paid in retirement funds.

I Tcan to page 12.25 and check yowl. wokk.
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Non-Public Reading Proposal

Subsection II. Program Activities

1.1 Subject to be taught
Remedial Reading

1.2 Grade levels
Grades. 3 to 6 inclusive

Grade 3--36 pupils
Grade 4--32 "

Grade 5--33
Grade 6--36 Total: 137 pupils

1.3 Needs of children
A. A strong foundation in reading. Attention will be given to

children who have fallen below grade level in reading and

who therefore need remedial reading assistance.

B. More individual attention from classroom teachers.

C. Greater parental understanding of the role of the school in

their children's lives.

D. Increased medical and dental care.

1.4 Objectives of the program
A. Bring children with reading deficiencies un to their proper

grade levels.

1. To constantly strive to place each child on his reading

level expectancy.
2. To take into account individual differences to provide

flexible and adaptable reading instruction based upon
the student's background, academic achievement, reading

level, desires, motivation and potential ability.

3. To help the student who needs visual and auditory

perceptual development.
4. To help students develop the basic sight vocabulary.

S. To help the student use independent word attack skills

through the use of phonic structural analysis.
.6. To help the student maintain phonic and word-learning

skills by the introduction of informal activities.
7. To help students recognize their own reading errors and

be interested in correcting them.
8. To produce students who will seek help when they have

a need of it.
9. To help the student achieve effective oral reading skills.

10. To provide stories associated with the student's personal
experiences ;ind interest level.

C-
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11. To help the student to comprehend the meaning of words,
phrases, and sentences.

12. To help the student became aware of sequence relation-
ships in sentences.

13. To help the student develop a recognition of the pro-
noun referent'in comprehending sentence meaning.

14. To help the student to recall details by identifying
problems, anticipating action, comparing and contrast-
ing, and summarizing ideas.

15. To help the student to read to the end of the sentence
or paragraph without interruption.

16. To help the student identify main ideas in paragraphs
and stories.

17. To help the student organize sunmarize and assimilate
ideas gained through his reading.

18. To help the student make generalizations, inferences,
judgments and to draw conclusions from them.

19. To help develop students' self-confidence by correcting
their reading difficulties.

B. Have as many of these children as possible performing at
their appropriate grade levels in other academic subjects
which involve reading:

C. Increase the degree of cooperation between parents and
schools.

D. Provide identification and treatment, where possible, of
medical, biological, psychological, and educational problems
which may be causing problems in reading.

1.5 Program Procedures
A. Provide small group instruction in reading to supplement the

regular classroom program by hiring additonal reading
teachers.

, B. Provide teacher aides so that teachers can devote more time
to individualized instruction.

C. Increase contacts between the home and school through
increased home and school visitor and allied services.

D. To provide additional psychological and medical services.

1.6 Program Staff
2 teachers of reading
4 teacher aides--one from each school
support services as needed (refer to 2.3)
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Non-Public Reading
Subsection Il. Program Activities

1.7 Measurement Techniques
The program objectives will be measured by fhe teacher ihrough
the use of

a) personal interviews
b) check lists
c) behavioral charts
d) simple questionnaires
e) summaries--teacher and student

Students will be required to follow the regular testing program
of SRA Achievement Series and Primary Mental Ability Series.
An additional test, namely Gates MacGintie Reading Tests will
be administered at the outset and at the conclusion of the
program to all children involved in this reading program.

In addition to these tests, the tests accompanying the basal
reader series will be administered during the program. Also,
informal tests such as those found in magazines and newspapers
and those developed by the classroom teacher will help deter-
mine the reading progress of the student.

Teachers will maintain written records and will submit monthly
reports. Results of the use of teacher aide services will be
evaluated in written monthly reports of their activities. The
home and.school visitor will-prepare case reports on the pro-
cedures used and outcomes achieved.

2.1 Support Services
Home School Visitation

, guidance counselor
sociologist
psychologist
health services--medical (visual, auditory, general

fitness examination)

2.2 Support.Serviccs Objectives
Objectives A and B above are instructional in nature;
Objectives C and D are supportive. This latter is directed
toward problems which can hinder the attainment of the instruc-
tional objectives. Objective C will be directed to removing
social and family problems. Objective D will be directed to
improving health by overcoming medical prohlms.

2.3 Support Services Procedures
The home and school visitor will be assigned to the cooperating
schools to provide services in addition to those already Tro-
vided by the school district.

b1,3
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Non-Public Reading
Subsection U. Program. Activities

The health personnel will examine children for possible physical
deterrents to learning and, where possible, provide for correction.

The services of a guidance counselor, a psychologist and sociolo-
gist may be required to deal with personality and home prdblens:
which may be causing the reading problems.

The services of these individuals should be available when
required.

2.4 Support Services Staff
1 Hone School Visitor
Health personnel services as needed
Other supportive services, e.g., psychologist, sociologist,
guidance counselor, as needed.

2.5 Support Services Measurements and Techniques
All Title I personnel submit written monthly reports.
Support personnel will indicate activities engaged in, number
of cases treated and progress and outcomes for those cases. An
end of the year summary provides a total picture of accamplishment.

3.1 Inservice Programs
Reading teachers and aides will meet with the reading consultant
to be oriented to the working of the program, viz., the problems'
and needs of the children and the manner in which these needs
will be met and the problems ttacked.

Reading teachers and aides will also meet with the teachers of
grades 3 to 6 to explain the manner in which they will try to
remediatc the children's reading difficulties. Reading teachers,
aides, home visitors and building principals will meet period-
ically for purpose of review and modification of program.

3.2 Consultants
The services of consultants are a necessary part of this program.,

'A reading consultant will be available to advise reading teachers
when problems are encountered and to orient the regular classroom
teachers as to their roles in the program--e.g., supportive, etc.
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NonPublic Reading--1970-1971

Budget

Instructional (200)

12.24

SALARIES OTHERS 'CONTRACTED TOTAL

231 1 Supervisor or Consultant $ 132.
(Inservice) 12 hours

213 2 Teachers $19,000.
213 2 Teachers (Inservice) 132.

12 hours
218 2 Teacher aides 6,400.
218 2 Teacher aides (Inservice) 60.

12 hours
222 Ginn--360 Readers $ 3;000.
222 Gates-MacGinitie Tests 50.

222. Other tests 100.
222 Instructional Supplies 400.
222 48 Sets Hoffman Reading 4,752.

Kits at $99.
221 4 Johnson Kress Re4ding 250.

Series Primary
221 4 Johnson Kress Reading 250.

Series Intermediate
231 Educational Conferences 150.

239 Other expense--mileage 250.
4

Total Instructional

Attendance (300)

312 1 Home-School Visitor 4,500.
330 Other expense--mileage 150.

Fixed Charges (800)

831 Retirement 1,175.
832 FICA 1,175.
833 WorkmenTs.Compensation 100.
834 InsuranceStaff 750.

Total Fixed Charges

Equipment (1200)

1243 8 Hoffinan Reading Machines $385. ea. 3,080.
1243 8 Listening Sets $69. ea. 552.

Total Equipment
Total Budget 3)0,092. $16,184. -TIM

Elementary Guidance Activity Contribution: 1 Guidance Counselor

0

$34,926.

4,650.

3,632.

r46,408.
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Exercise ASolution

12.25

Diite'ction44 The 4otut6n given Wow one o many po44ibte 4otution4b
Compake yout answeA4 with tho4e Wow, uatizing that yout'4 need onty
apptoximate them. 11
A. Disposition of the case reports to which reference is made:

The /student cam tepott4 witi be ttaniiked to apptoptiate buitding
ptincipa24 and Wed with 4tudent O14e1L4. Them tepott4 need..to be
avaitabte to educationat 4.ta6 in tetating to the 4tudent4.

B. Disposition of teacher aides identified in the proposal:

It may be az,sumed that the ptojeW4 Aemediat teading pkogum witt
become integkated into the 4choot distaict'A uadirt,g ptogkam. Thi4
auumption Ls justi4ied due to the cuAkent emphaz,i6 cn individuat
in4tAuction and the.gteat potentiat olgeted by Auch a ptogtam. Con-
4equentty, the teaching aide4 witt be tea444ned a4 Achoot di4ttict
emptoyee4 undelt the inztituction titte oti the disttict'4 apptoptiation
mea4ute and imovided that 0.nd4 ate avaitabte.

C. Disposition of the results and the used Gates-MacGintie Reading Tests
and the basal reader series to which ref&ence is made:

The neoutts oti the tat4 witt be enteted into the 4tudent'4 petmanent
4chme kecoAd. The tat in4ttument4, once u6ed, w,at be dutnoyed
at the conctuzion. The bazat Avading mtie4 catt be /retained in the
c2a441toom.

D. Disposition of memog and/or minutes originating from the meetings
with the reading consultant:

The memo4 and minute's ideating with the /Leading cthouttant wiXt be
Aeviewed. The majotity witt be dZscanded white the moke impottant
one6 witt be ptoced in a Site Son Ae6eAence. The mane impoAtant
oneo to be .6aved m4.ght neSen to pkobtems and the.iA method c4 sofutioil.
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E. Disposition of the Hoffman Reading Machines noted in the Budget Section:

The 4unding 'agency
1

aad the pakeni okganization witt entek into a
. .

wkitten agkeement about (1'4.0ot:ion o4 the6e machAne6: The pkoject
managek witt wkZte a tettek pkopning that the machineo be tukned
ovek to the 4choot di.stkict dok inveRtoky contkot and liok u4.e. in
theik 'Leading pkogkam.

F. Being a good project manager, Mr. Smith decides to outline early the
contents of the final report. He decides that the following items
would be included. For each item listed, indicate if you agree or
disa ree with its placement in the report. If you disagree, give a.
reason for so doing in the space provided.

1. Written monthly report submitted by personnel.
(Reason for rejection if. disagreement):

ViZagkeeMent cokkect heke 64.nce theke no
Aeat need to include the month.ea kepokks a/s such.
It woued be use6a to.inctue a 4ummaky kegakding
the ube and 'tote o4 the monthty 4epokt4 in the
pkoject.

2. Description of measurement techniques andhow
they were employed. (Reason for rejection if
disagreement):

(Agteeme.n.t.).

Agree Dis4ree

3. Objectives C and D relating to support services.
.(Reason for rejection if disagreement)

(Agkeement)

4. Summary of amount paid in retirement funds.
(Reason for rejection if disagreement):

Ei.the'r ao6RY.7 concet lic!te 5610C oome Ocieet
4inat Avpu7i6 imcntde cast summcou otlle
do not. The ooject manage4 shoutd nd ma ,ploffl thc
liunding cric.nct( ca.tbi a coSt oummaAlf tc be ineCuded
in the 4inat .1.epott U.i K Zt waX be handVed in some othel
mannm

Gc CH to Exmcise 8 on Om next pago.
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Lesson 12--Project Termination

Exercise B

Dinectioni6: Coknect the temination ptan on page 12.28 and 12.29 by
dAawing a tine thnough the inadvisabie item and by adding in the space
pAovided undo. "VI Additionat Items" thoze items which ake mi44ing.

SL1lING

I)

Me project on Individual Reading, Title I ESEA, for the Metro-/

politan School District is nelaring its completion. The project activi-

ties will be absorbed into the elementary reading program of the school ,

system. Jim Barnes, a project manager-in-training, has been assigned

to you for the purpose of gaining management experience. You have

directed him to study a set of self-instructional materials on project

management (EPMIS). Upon completion of the lesson on'project termina-

.tion, you have requested that he prepare an outline of a termination

plan for your reading project.

The termination plan Activities listed by the manager-in-training

are given belad. Certain of ,these activities are not advisable while

others have been inadyertantly omitted.

L.
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4 Final Report

12.28

Termination Plan

Collect as supporting information for the report writing task,
statements about project procedures problems, recommendations,
and conclusions.

B. Write an outline of the final report using the project staff.

C. Direct the staff to write detailed descriptive reports of their
work and submit these as appendices to the report.

II. Disposition of facilities, equipment, and supplies

A. Have contracting agency specify the items to be returned to them.

B. Have project staff declare preference so that equipment and
supplies can he distributed for personal use.

C. Get directions from parent Organization on items that are to
The turned over to the school district.

III. Report of Project History

A. Make a list of procedures that proved especially helpful for
. the project.

B. Make a list of the problems encountered and the methods used
for solutions.

C. Compile a set of the more important documents, forms, and staff
meeting notes.

IV. Project Bills and Financial Account

A. Note the outstanding hills and commitments and arrange for
payment.

B. Financial arrangements

1. Direct extra effect at recording payments and projecting
obligations up to the project terminal date.

2. Order equipment and supplies the last fel,: days so that
all the project money is spent.

V. Project Records

A. Mail the project records (priginals or duplicates) to the
contracting agency.
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B. File in permanent storage files the more imortant project
documents such as contracts, expenditures, personnel papers,
some correspondence, and reports.

C. Transfer unimportant project records to the parent organization
for disposition.

VI. Additional Items

co
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/Ditectiom: The item4 that you 4houtd have ctobted out in each tection ate
tibted betaw. Soms item that you might have added ate Zioted Linden "Addi-
tionat Item." Check pun amwm.

Lesson 12--Project Termination

Exercise 8Solution

Termination Plan

I. Final Report

c. Direct the staff to wite detailed descriptive reports
Ck044 OUt Of their work and submit these as appendices to the

tX report.

II. Disposition of Facilities, Equipment, and Supplies

B. Have project staff declare preference so that equipment
CACPSZ OUt and supplies can be distributed for personal use.

ill. Report of Project History.

(all ites are advisable)

IV. Project Bills and Financial Account

B. 2. Order equipment and supplies the last few days so
C4044 OUt that all the project money is snent.

V. Project Records

A. Mail the project records (originals or duplicates) to
CAO4b Ota the contracting agency.

C. Transfer unimportant project records to the parent
CIO,S6 out organization for disposition.

VI. Additional Item

A. Personnel disposition

I. Counsel each staff person regarding: saool systems posi-
tions ayailable, pnrsonal growth, strengths, and needs.

2. Assist in job placement of (deserving) staff members.

B. Dissemination activities

I. Submit the project report and supporting documents to ERIC.

2. Mail an abstract of the project to the specified educational
distribution list.

I TuAh the woe amiptoceelj

5 5
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Lesson 12--Project Tetmination

Directions and Choices Following the Practice Exercise

12.31

Based upon-the Aet6-evatuation o6 yodt pet6otmance on the exet-
e.i6e you have eithet:

A. acceptabty 4ati46ied the objective oA devetoping a ptoject
tamination ptan and Ahould nowt:can to the po4t-te6t Aound
on page 12.32.

An additional exampte deating with touninatZon activitieh
. Aound beginning on page 12.35. Relietence6 Aot additionat

Aeading ake iiAted on page 12.37.

8. not 4ati46ied the objective, and Ahoutd zetect one cot mote
oA the Aott.oulime coume6 oti action.

1. IA out ptan waa cottect except that it did not attang,
6ot ttans6a o6 petzonnet, then athet:

a. Study the additionat exampte beginning on page/2.35
and then tewotk exeteirse B on page 12.27.

b. Read Chaptet 12 oti Educational Ptoject Management .

by Dumond L. Cook and then t6motk exetcae B on

loale 12.27.

c. Rewotk'exeite,ize B on page 12.27.

2. IA yout ptan was not cottect in vaniou4 Aectiows, then
eithen:

a. View the aide-tape ptmentation; inAtAuction's ate
on page12.8. AAten.the pte4entation, tewotk exet-
cise B on page12.27.

b. Read the termon-nattative beginning on page12.9.
A(tek teading, tewotk exctci/se 1 3 on page 12.27.
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Post-Test

12.32

Pinectio Pted4e take time to cateliutty anhtwn the muttipte choice and

tnue/Aatz quation4 given betow. Fon the muttipte choice quationA
you ate 4o citcte one comect o4 but anawen (A,B,C lot V) and liot the

time and 16a4e you au to indicate the couect-kuportae with the tettet

T 04 F.

Pted4e wtite the taot Out digitis o yout Sociat Secutity numbet on the

tine betow tlo thaTTEe pa9e4 can be identi6ied in the event they become
zepanated

1. What is usually the major problem in project phase-out 41I" transition?

A. Preparation of reports
B. Personnel disposition
C. Equipment transfer
D. Staff efforts being diverted to write new proposals

2. What procedure or technique is normally used to develop an orderly
phase-down of a project?

A. Evaluation questionnaire
B. Systematic review of project records
C. Checklist of items to be covered
D. Memo to the project staff

3. Who should approve the project phase-out/or transition procedures?

A. Funding agency
B. Project director and superintendent
C. Project director
D. Superintendent and funding agency

4. "Phase-out" generally refers to closing out the project at what point?

A. At the end of school year
B. When the goal is reached
C. When project members take new positions
D. After the evaluation report is completed
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.5. Who should have the major responsibility for making decisions about
project records during phase-out?

A. Funding agency
B. Project director
C. Superintendent
D. Superintendent and funding agency

6. What should be a principal focus of the project manager during project
phase-out?

A. Writing new proposals
B. Using unspent funds to buy equipment
C. Writing the evaluation report
D. Maintaining staff morale

7. What is the main purpose of a project final report?

A. Describe history of the project in a detailed way
B. Provide documented information oft the budget and personnel
C. Provide documented information on the project results for the

contractor and other interested parties
D. Provide more informatior on the project handbook

Indicate whetha the 4tatement4 Zi/sted betow ake time 04 liat6e by w/Uting
a T ot F.

8. During project phase-out both a project history and project
evaluation report must be prepared

9. Project "transition" refers to the case where a project effort
or end product is institutionalized into an existing structure.

10. Termination refers to the stopping of the project effort even
though not all.contractual conditions have been met

11. The plan for project phase-out can be copied from previously
completed projects.

12. The major work activity in the production of the project
-----history is gathering more information about project personnel.
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13. During project termination generally personnel are released
in terms of their skill level

14. During project phase-out, the project manager must delegate
the authority to the project senior staff to reView the con-
tract carefully with the funding agency..

12.33a

Turut the page and check yam anme44.
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Directions and Choices Following Lesson Post-Test

DiAections: The coAuct ansuleAs to Lesson 12 post-ttst
axe ti6ted down the /tight maAgin. The teit eatumn 4:4

04 the 4itst page, the tight cotumn 04 the Aecand.

Check yam covLeet tapanzeb. In scohing you& answeA,

i4 any patt a6 yam. tesponse is incotAect, the who&
item is inco4/Lect 6at pukpa6c4 o6 evaluating
post-test pvt4olumance.

Ditection6: 1 you an/sive/Led etevek ot tess
quation6 coAutty, You have not acceptabty
demonst4ated knowtedge ai the ptoject
nation ptocess and shoutd setect one co& mate
a6 the iottowing eaux6e4 a6 action:

1. View the stide-tape pAesentation by
tunning to page 12.8 and ptoceeding.
Wertthe pAesentation, turtn to the
Lesson Quatity Conttot RAM on pmge
12.38.

2. Read the tesson na44ative beginning
on page 12.9. Akte4 teading the ,

natAative, tuAn to the Lesson Quatity
Conttat F04111 on page 12.38.

3. Study the additiona exampte beginning
on page 12.35 and then tuAn to the
Lesson Quatity Cont4ot Fool on page
12.38.

4. Relookk the &mon post-test and then
tuAn to the Lesson Quatity Cant/Lot
Fo4m on page 12.38.

Di/Lection4: I4 you afwve4ed twelve o4 mane
que0;ixlitz cox4ectty, you have acceptabty
demon4t4ated knowtedge o the p4oject
tomination ptocess and Ahouti now tuAn
to the Lesson nuatity Cont4ot FokM on
page 12.38. Re4e4enca 04 additiona
/Leading vie Listed on page 12.37.

12.34

Multiple Choice

1. B

2. C

3. D

4.

5. B

6. D

7. C

True/False

8. F

9. T

10. T

11. F

12. F

13. T

14. F
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Additional Example

12.35

The following set of memorandums presents a problem that could
have been avoided by proper planning for the termination of the project.

MEMO "A!' TO: P. P. Gross, Project Manager, Instruction Development
Project for Technicians

FROM: J. J. O'Connell, Business Director, Metropolitan Schools

DATE: August 1

I have received a phone call fram the Educational Research Laboratory,
the contractor, asking that the camera purchased for the project be
returned to them by AuRust 15. Please Comply.

MEMO "B" TO: Phone conversation--person called: J. J. O'Connell

FROM: P. P. Gross

DATE: August 2

The camera as well as other equipment and unused supplies from the
Instructional Development project was turned over to R. Turner of
your office on July 10. The camera was a Crafters, 35 mm, f 1.7 lens;
serial number C27125.

MEtvfl "C" TO: P. P. Gross

FROM: R. Turner

DATE: August 5

1. The Crafters, 35 mm Camera, serial number C27125, has been checked
out by the school's Archeology Club for their Far West Study Trip
which extends from July 25 to August 30.

2. The camera has been entered into the school's capital inventory
control as item 71-23 which requires an authorized transfer docu-
ment to remove from the inventory.

3. Please submit a copy of that section of the project contract which
deals with disposition of the project equipment so that this con-
troversy can be resolved.

1
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MEMO "D" TO: R. Turner

FROM: P. P. Gross

DATE: August 8

1. The project contract states that the contractor and school district
(representative) will develop a mutual agreement concerning disposi-
tion of equipment items identified in Section 1200 of the proposal
budget.

2. The project files have already been reduced to a few folders (cor-
respondences and documents) and no record has been found concerning
the mutual agreement concerning equipment disposition. Is it possible,
that the Business Office represented the school in the agreement
and that your copy will resolvt the problemr?

MEMO "E" TO: P. P. Gross

FROM: J. J. O'Connell

DATE: August 14

1.\ Our files show no record of correspondence between the contractor
and Metropolitan Schools concerning equipment disposition for the
Instructional Development Project.

Oar only recourse is to communicate with the contractor and obtain
the "mutual" agreement at this time. Apparently the contractor
will want the camera and this statement will serve as authority
for us to execute a transfer document to remove the camera from
dur inventory.

I hope that the delay will be acceptable to the contractor and that
the camera is in working order.

You are asked to communicate with the contractor and attempt an
agreement that would permit the Metropolitan Schools to retain the
camera as it is especially useful in our new programs. Failing
this arrangement, you are to draft a letter for the superintendent's
signature offering apologies for the misunderstanding and the delay
in getting the camera to them.
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Lesson 12--Project Termination

Reading References

12.37

Additional knowledge about project termination and/or phase-out

can be obtained by reading fram the referenCes cited.below.

Baumgartner, J. S. Project Management: lionew-od, Ill.: 'Richard D.
Irwin, Inc., 1963, Chapter 12.

N

55 9

/
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Lesson Quality Control Form

12.38

piltection4: Mime take time to caketiutty anAwelt. the Om queationh given
betow. YOU4 anewem witt pkovide vatuabte inpAmation eok the tevizion and
impkovement oli th.a te64on. Feet tikee to wnite additionat comment6 04-
necommendation4 on the back oti thi4 ioAm. YOWL kesponses.wUt be kept
stAi.ctEy con6identiat. Ptecoe wkite the tast tiouk di4it4 ot5 youk Sociat
SecuA,ity numbek on the tine betow 40 that the page6 can be J4enti6ied in
the event they become 6epakated ..-

iThank you 6ok yoult a6satance.

1. Indicate your overall impression of the quality of this lesson.

...10=1 F..1
Excellent [Wry Good F--1

I

Cood Fair Poor

/Lr
2. What do you feel is the most positive aspect of this lesson?

3. What do you feel is the most negative aspect of this lesson?

4. What would you suggest to improve this lesson?

Liot)

ITuAn the page and piLoceed
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Termination Instructions

Upon c.ompeetion o6 the Lesson Qua Lay Con,aot Fwun, you cute to:

Tert owt and atapee the pages o6 the. Leiszon Quatity Contitot Fwun..
Peace the 6wun in the zpeziat envetope ptovided.
Maa the envetope Reseakch ,r))1 Bata Schoot s, Inc.. , &Lae 1700,
1700 Manket St)tee,t, Phitadeephia, Penn6yeva.nia 19103.

Zeiszon on p/Loject teArninaraon 4,6 now compeeted. The modute on
Pianc.i.ptes ctnd Tec.hnique,6 o6 Ptoject Manageme.nt c.omptete.

TuAn the pa.ge and ,tea.d the d,btectionz Olt .Phaise Test 4.
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F.

PHASE TEST 4

Project Termination' Phase

Directions: The following pages contain q series of items which are,.
designed to assist you in assessing the knowledge you have acquired
from Lesson 72 of Module 2. Thie set of items gives emphasis to cog-

,
nitive abilities as contrasted to attitudes or skills.

The expectation is that you should answer all items correctly'
in order to consider your learning in this phase.is complete. In
this sense, the test can be considered as a mastery test, a minimum
essentials test, or a criterion-refeenced test.

Read each question 2arefully and circZe the Zetter of thE. best
responsr, on the sE Patc answer sheet immediately after this page.
After you complete ale Zast item, review your responses then turn to
page 24 which contains the answers for the several phase tests and
check your answers against those presented there.

,Turn the page and begin.
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Answer Sheet

for

Project Termination Phase

1. A C D 11.ABCD
2. A B C I) 12. A C D

3.ABCD 13.ABCD
4.ABCD 14.ABCD
5.ABCD 15.ABCD
0.ABCD 16.ABCD
7.ABCD 17.ABCD
8.ABCD 18.ABCD
9.ABCD 19..ABCD
10.ABCD
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project Termination Phase Test

PT 4.3

Item4 1 thtough 10. Given betow ate the Out majot etement4 o6 a tetmi-
nation gan 6 be u4ed a4 te4pon4e4 tiot the i,temis indicated. Foa each
item tioted, you ate to indicate into which dement a4 the ptan it woad
be4t be ptaced.

111, 1

The 06eming .item6 .,/loutd be aritoed ba A 6i 'Jou ket the anzwet i4

I

Ve.5 aad by GiACUag B iA auu kel) iI. 6 (04-6-11(1 OA 61covtect._.
.

A. Personnel disposition
B. Facilities disposition
C. Final reports
D. Records retention

1. Draft copies of working papers.

2. Original test data.

3. Copies of test instruments.

4. Vita or biographical sketches of project personnel.

5. Release of an instructional aid drawn from a parent group.

6. Release of an office used hy the project evaluator.

7. Copies of the monthly project budget summary statement.

8. Reassignment of project director to teaching duties.

9. Notification of staff availability. t,

10. Textbooks used in course of project.

IM

11. Disposition of personnel is tho most difficult area in phasing out
a project.

12. A project cost or budget summary may he included as part of the
f i na I report.

13. The project history is a foam] doculimit requiled by the funding
agency.
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14. Lou staff morale may be expeiienced as the project comes to an
end and project personnel are unsure of their next position.

1S. A termination plan should be anproved by both the project director
and the contractor.

16. What item developed during the phase-out of a project usually
contains the special data collection instruments used in the project?

A. Termination plan.
B. Final Report Appendix.
C. Project History.
D. Records Retention Plan.

17. Who might he given copies of the project history once it is
developed?

A. Project staff.
B. Superintendent.
C. Future project directors.
D. .All of these persons.

18. To what situation is the term termination usually applied?

A. Normal ending or a project.
B. Absorption of the project end product into the school district.
C. Stopping of a project effort even if not finished.
D. Period of activity involved in phase-out of a project.

19. Who is responsible for developing the plan for closing the project?

A. Project director.
B. Pundin, ageui:y.
C. Agency housing the project.
D. Superintendent.
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Preface

M. 2

This manual contains two major sections titled (I) Simulation

Description and (II) S,mulation Instructions, Checklists, and Forms.

The Simulation Description section presents the goals, describes

the elements and materials of the simulation, and gives general direc-

tions for using the simulation.

The Simulation Instructions, Checklists, and Quality Control Forms..

section contains instructions for.working through the several phases of

the simulation, checklists for evaluating your answers to the simulation

problems, and the Quality Control Forms.

Please read the Simulation Description section first before

beginning any part of the simulation.

Dinections: 16 you ate wanking thtough the simutat,con atone, 4ta1a by
keading the next section.

16 you ate compteting the simulation with a gtoup, wait OA
ditection4 6tom the gtoup leadek.
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I. Simulation Overview

A. Goals

M. 3

It is the basic purpose of the simulation to provide the student

with an opportunity to integrate or synthesize his knowledge and skills

regarding project management. It seeks to accomplish this by providing

a semi-realistic project setting which simulates many of the decisions

and actionswhich a project manager must take. The simulation is divided

into four phases which correspond to the four general steps of project

management: planning, preparation, control, and termination. Goals

for each phase are described below.

In the planning phase, the student is expected to integrate the

various skills necessary to carry a project through from its initial

definition of objectives to the final writing of a budget for the project

proposal. Included here are such tasks as constructing a work flow chart

with time estimates, a work breakdown structure, and a task-event-resource.

calendar.

In the preparation phase, the student must pull together the many

diverse activities which are necessary as a result of the project being

funded. The student should be able to see the interrelationships betaeen

,4uch discrete tasks as writing a management responsibility guide, des-

cribing a management information system, and delineating needs for facili-

ties, equipment, and personnel.

In the control phase, the student must integrate the steps involved

in controlling a project and solving problems which arise in the course

of the project. Solving a problem and implementing a solution should he

one smooth, on-going process..

7.1
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In the termination phase, the student must integrate the skills

associated with terminating a project. He should see the interrelation-

ships between the termination plan, final report, and project history.

B. Components

The simulation consists of this manual, setting manual, and four

phase booklets corresponding to the four management steps Of planning,

preparing, controlling, and terminating a project. Each of the phases

consists of an introduction, an abstract of the problem situation, docu-

ments which present facts concerning the problem, and forms for student

responses. Also associated with each phase is a checklist for evaluating

answers and a quality control form to evaluate the phase. These last

two items are contained in this manual.

A brief description of the'content of the simulation setting and

the four phase problems is provided below.

S'etting. The school system of the city of Armitage in the state

of New Hopewell is described. The main characters who will appear

throughout the rest of the simulation are introduced. Various innova-

tions in the school system such as the Project Management Office and the

environmental education curriculum are also described and the basic situa-

tion concerning the need to produce instructional aids in environmental

education is presented.

Phase A--Planning the Project. This phase focuses on the activities

involved in planning a project. It follows directly from the situation

set up in the setting booklet. A proposal has been written for a project

to develop instructional materials such as film loops and cassette tapes

on environmental education topics to alleviate the shortage of such
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materials. The student, in the role Of the project manager, must rewrite

portions of the draft proposal to correct certain deficiencies.

Phase B--Preparing the Prcject. A final revised version of. the-pro-

posal has been submitted to the New Hopewell State Department of Education

and approved for funding. Upon the approval of the proposal for funding,

certain actions need to be taken to implement the project. The studen,

in the role of the project manager, must submit infurmation conCerning

the hiring of personnel, the establishment of a project information

reporting system, the space and facilities needs of the project, and other

items of information.

Phase C--Controlling_the Project. TILis phase is chiefly concerned

with solving a problem which arises in the courses of the project which,

if not solved satisfactorily, could end the project's existence. The

project has been progressing essentially according to plan when a bill is

received from a professional film studio which would make the costs of

the film considerably greater than expected. An alternative way of making

the loops must be found and the student, in the role of project manager,

must construct a change memorandum.

Phase p--Terminating the Project. After solving the problem of produc-

ing the film loops on the limited funds left, the remaining film loops are

made and tested in several schools. Since the end of the project is now

i

approaching,ithe student, in the role of the project manager, must con-

struct a terinination plan and outline a final report and project history.

C. Materials and Equipment

Materials Needed

You will need the following materials to complete the simulation:
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a. Simulation Manual

b, Simulation Setting booklet, one for each individual

M. 6

c. Four phase booklets for each individual, one booklet for each

phase

Equipment Needed

You will probably also need the following pieces of equipment to

complete the simulation problems.

a. Pencil to work the problems

b. ScrItch paper

c. Ruler or straight edge for diagrans required in sell p;oblems

d. Adding machine for aid in calculating budgets and other figures

(helpful, but by no means necessary)

D. General Directions for Use

It is recommended that these simulation materials be used in con-

junction with Module 2--Basic Principles and TechniqueS of Project Man-

agement of the Educational Project Management Instructional System (EPMIS).

Nevertheless, it is possible to use the simulation by itself, referring

to the Module 2 lessons if you find you need help in a particular area.

Most of the instructions and references, however, are written with the

assumption that riu are taking (or have completed) Module 2.

As was noted previously, the simulation exercise is divided into

four parts corresponding to the four major phases of project management.

You may either proceed to work each phase after completing the correspond-

ing phase in Mbdule,2 or you may complete all lessons in Module 2 first

and then proceed to work all the phases of the simulatiol:. In either

circumstance, the steps you will follow are essentially the same. Thes

steps are listed below:
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I. Read the Simulation Setting which is bound as a separate book-

let. This will introduce you to the main characters and the general

setting in which the remainder of the simulation operates.

2. Proceed to the Phase A simulation booklet and read the Overview,

Objectives, Abstract, and directions. Then read carefully each document

presented in the phase booklet, studying it for the facts it contributes

to the tasks you must perform. The final docunent in each phase includes

forms which you are to complete by using the various skills involved in

project management. Fill out each form as instructed; you may refer back

to the Simulation Setting manual or to documents in any previously com-

pleted phase for more information.

3. After completing the forms, return to this Simulation MWnual

and find the section at the back containing the Critiques and Checklists

These will enable you to evaluate the work you have just completed and

. prescribe any further instruction, if necessary.

4. After reviewing your answers for each phase, tuxn to the Phase

Quality Control Form which begins on page M.40 of this manual. The

answers you give to these questionswill be used.hy the materials devel-

opers to improve the simulation. Your answers will not be identified in

any way. At the completion of all four phases of the simulation, you will

he asked to fill out a Simulation Quality Control Form that deals with

the simulation as a whole. Send these completed forms to the address

indicated on the forms.

S. Complete the liase Quality Control Form, and continue to the

next lesson or phase. If you have not completed all the lessons in Modtae

2, proceed to the next uncompleted lesson. If you have completed all the
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Icssons in Module 2, proceed to the next phase of the simulation; repeat'

steps 2,, 3, and 4 for the remaining Phases B, C, an0 D of. the simulation.

Throughout the Simulation, you will be asked toplay'the role of

Pat Beckley, a biology teacher at a middle school, who becomesthe direc-

tor of the project. You arc asked to play the role of this character

throughout the simulation. Make decisions and complete forms as though

you were this character and were acting as the project director. Try

to be as realistic as you can within the limitations of a written simu-

lation such as this.

E. Suggestions for Group Use

This simulation is designed to be self-instructional. That is,

an individual learner can complete Ahe materials independently of anyone

else. However, this simulation can also be used with a group of learners.

If these materials are used in a group setting, it is suggested that the

recommendations below are followed.

1. Eqllioient Needs

in addition to the materials.listed previously, you.may wish

to obtain the follming equipment for USQ during the simulation.

a. Chalkboard, chalk, and pointer

b. Ovethead projector, transparent overlays, and grease pencils

c. Tables and chairs

2. (j.roup. Dire,:tions

The group loader should preferably be someone who has had pre-

vious experience participating in or leading a simulation. The

group leader should do the following.
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a. Obtain sufficient copies of the simulation materials to

provide each learner with a copy of the setting booklet and each of the

four phase booklets. Each learner should also be provided with a copy

of the four checklists for evaluating performance in the simulation. It

is not necessary to purchase additional copies of this Simulation Manual

in order to do this, however; the checklist portions of this manual may

he reproduced locallylif desirediprovided appropriate credit is given.

Only the group leader needs to have a copy of the complete Simulation'

manual.

b. Give a copy of the Simulation Setting booklet and the

Phase A booklet to each learner. If there are five people or fewer in_

the group they may work as a unit on the phase. If there are more than

five people in the group, it is suggested that the group be divided into

"teams" of from two to five people.

c. tet the teams read the booklets and work on the problems

presented in the phase, coming up with one answer for the team as a

whole. The team should act as though it were the individual (Pat Beckley)

who is project manager of the simulation project.

d. After the teams have arrived at some satisfactory answers,

bring the teams together again to discuss and compare answers. Give

each learner a copy of the appropriate critique and checklist so the -

teams can evaluate heir answers. The group leader should lead the dis-

L?
cussion and comparison or answers.

e. Have each learner complete the Phase Quality Control Form

for the phase just completed. In addition, at the completion of all

four phases of the simulation, the Simulation Quality Control Form should
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also be filled out by each individual. These forms are part of the

Critique and Checklist portion'of this 'manual. At the concluSion of

the simulation, these forms should be collected and.sent to the address

indicated on the forMs.

,f. In Subsequent phases, the group leader should continue to

follow these general.procedures. The Critique and Checklist for a phase

should be given to each learner after the phase has been completed and

the teams are brought together for a discussion. Copies of these forms

.can be reproduced provided appropriate credit is given.

F. A Final Note

All the characters and places you will meet in the simulation are

completely fictitious. However, the situation which you will read in

Phase A is based closely on an actual proposal Which was funded and

successfully carried out. The proposal as presented here is not intended

to be a "model" proposal. Certain parts of it have been.rewritten in

order to provide problems for the learner to deal with in the simulation.

Nevertheless, some of the problems, and especially the situation described

in Phase C--Controlling the Project, did actually occur during the.course

of this project. These have been retained so as to provide greater

realism in the simulation.

Read the 4taAting Imattuction.6 on

page M.11
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II. Simulation Instructions, Checklists and

Quality Control Forms

A. Starting Instructions

M.11

Nitection4: Startt the 44:mutation by 'Leading the Setting booktet and

the Pha6e A booktet. Fottow the imthen instAuctiona which you 4eceive

thene.

4 you axe compteting thi4 zimutation in a gulup, Ottow

the in4tkuctiona o youn gtoup teadex.
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S T CI P ! You may have gone too far!

M.12

This page indicates that you have completed Phase Al of the simulation

and are now ready to compare your answers with those of the Phase A

Critique and Checklist.

This next section of the simulation manual contains the Critique and

Checklists for the four phases. You should complete each phase before

turning to the checklist for that phase.-
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B. Critique and Checklists for the Phases

Critiques and Checklists for the four phas6 appear in this section.

After completing each phase of the simulation, compare your answers to

the Checklists to see if you have considered various points in your

responses. If you feel that.you did not'achieve at the level you 4

desired you might wish to review the lessons from EPMIS Mbdule 2--Basic

Principles and Tehcniques of Project Mhnagement which apply to that

phase of the simulation.
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Phase A--Planning the Project

Critique and Checklist

DO Ngr TURN THE PAGE TO THIS SECTION UNTIL

YCU HAVE COMPLETED THE PROBLEM EXERCISES IN

PHASE APLANNING THE PROJECT.: !

M. 14
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Critique

The problems presented by the situation in Phase A are fairly

typical of those found in many proposals written by people with only a

nodding acquaintance with principles of project management. The Environ-

mental Education Committee has discovered it has a problem with respect
*

to the lack of good audio-visual aids for its new cUrriculum. Without

much apparent investigation of alternative solutions, a decision has been

made to attempt to remedy this problem by producing, on their own, a

series of.film loops and cassette tapes.

The proposal which Pat Beckley originally wrote up shows a number

of misconceptions. It is basically a developmental proposal, not a

research proposal, but he has still included a statement of pfeblem sec-

tion and a revied of research section, as though writing a master's thesis.

It is difficult to determine just what the purpose of the statement of

objeccives section is. Tbe objeciives given tend to be process-oriented,

not product-oriented. That is, they tend to state how they will.get to

the final product, not what will be produced to contribute to the making

of the final product. The description of activities is not related to

any sort of a work breakdown structure. They are simply viewed as separ-

ate little steps without befng placed in sets or subsets to contribute

to overall missions. The PERT chart probably shows that Beckley has a

nodding acquaintance with the notion but it has two major errors (Did you

catch them when Madeleine Conners mentioned them in her memo?). Fiist,

you can tell just by looking at the chart for the work plan that the event

from 0 to 3 ends on October 15, 1970 but the events from 3 to 4 and from

3 to 7 both begin on November 1, 1970 vith no indication of what happened

5S3
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to the missing two weeks from October 15 to November 1. Furtheymore,

depending on how the chart is diagramed along a time scale, it is possible

for event 3 to 4 to begin on October 15, even though its beginning is con-

strained by the end of event 0 to 1 which does not end until October 31.

Checklist

This checklist is divided into sections corresponding to the forms

you completed in Phase A. For each statement, check at the left whether

or not you have taken the actionindicaced.

1. PMO Form 1-7Project Work Breakdawn'Sttucture

a. Divided the missions into smaller tasks.

b. Divided the tasks into smaller sub-tasks.

c. Presented the missions, tasks, and sub-tasks on a

hierarchical basks.

d. Made each sub-task.a clearly defined, sped.fic accom-

plishment.

e. Avoided showing too much detail or making sub-tasks

too small.

f. Avoided consideration of time sequence in determining

the tasks and sub-tasks.

g. Checked to see that all work is covered by the sub-tasks.

h. Developed the sub-tasks in such a way that an individual

can be assigned responsibility for each sub-task.

i. Insured that the work breakdown structure is consistent

with the project proposal;

2. WO Form.2--PiojeCt.Work Flow Chart

a. Stated explicitly the nature of an activity or event by

including an active verb, adjective, and noun (e.g.,

develop tryout questionnaire).

b. Represented activities by solid arrows.
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c. 'Labeled events with words that indicate the start or
completion of work (e.g., begin, end, start, complete,

etc.).

d. Insured that no event begins until everrevent and

activity preceding it has been accomplished.

e. Insured that each event or activity in the network

appears only once.

f. Checked the network to remove any loops that might exist.

g.. Checked to see what activities can go on at the same

time that 9thers are going on.

44 Numbered the activities or events so they can be
properly identified.

i. Designated the 4me units.in which the chart is writien

(days, weeks, etc.).

j. Estimated times based on the nature of the task and an
effective resource applicatian,,rate.

k. -Ldentified the critical path as the most time-consuming
series of events or activities.

I. Insured that the tryout phase of the project activities

do not occur after school lets out in June.

m. Conducted some activities concurrently (in parallel with
others) in order to save time.

3. PMO Form 3--Task-Event-Resource Estimation Calendar

a. Considered different or conflicting demands on the same

resource.

b. Adjusted the activity time estimations wt.'n necessary.

c. Designated the personnel needed for each of the --:tivities.

'd. Designated equipment needed for each of the activities.

e. Coordinated activity times and resources to avoid overlap
of resources needs.

1: Moved activities on non-critical paths until resources are
available.

M.17
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I.

g. 'Adjusted needed.resource*skills to insure an even rate of

application.

h. 'Considered directed or known schedule dates (such as the

end of the school year) in discussing the schedule.

4. NO Form 4--Project BudEet

a. EstiMted the personnel; materials, services, travel and

other direct costs needed..for each mission.

b. Used the task-event-resource calendir as the basis for

estimatihg closts.

c. Provided an .adequate juStiiicition or explanation for

Jine items.

Figured the totals'foY the project by adding the figures

for the three missions. ,

trescri t fen for

You will have to be your- own judge regarding the adequacy of your

.r6sponscson the forms in this phaSe. rf you find your answers on one

-particular form are weaker than on others, you will certainly want to

get more training ill that particUlar area. .There are three basiciways

in whicil.you can get more.training in skills of project management.

First, if you do-not already have a.copy of Mbdule 2--Basic Principles

and Techniques of Project Management, it-would be wise to get one, and

study the sections in.it in which you feel weakest. Mbdule 2 is designed

to he used in conjunction with this simulation and is part of'the Educa-

tional ProjeC!. Managemeht Instructional System developed by Research for

Better Schools, Inc., lt,can be obtained fram the same source from which

you got this simulation.

M.18

Second, if you already have Mbdule 2 ahd are Using it with this simu-

lation, you might wish to return to,the appropriate sections of it and

6
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review some of the lessons there.. Phase A is designed to utilize infor-

mation presented in Lessons Two through Six of Maki 2; review these

lessons.

Third, obtain a copy of Educational Project Management by Desmond L.
r-

Cook (Columbus, Ohio: Charles Merrill Publishers, 101) and i'ead the

chapters in it which are applicable to problems in this phase. \Chapters

Five through Nine in the book deal with skills in project planning.

Ditection4: When you have compteted evatuati.ng youN. answens to Phase A,
do one oK the Ottotoing:

1. 1K you ate wotking thtough th,a.zimutation by you/L4W, tali
to pagc M.40 .06 the SimutatZon Manuat, and comptete the Phase
Qua,aty Contka FOAM 6ot th,iis phase.

2. 16 you wte toothiry thtough thi.4 6imutatZon as a membet a
team, 6oteow yowl. wtoup &advt.'s in6ttuction4 6ot compteting
the Phase Quaity Conttot Falun.
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Phase B--Preparing the Project

Critique and Checklist

DO NOT TURN THE PAGE TO THIS SECTION UNTIL~ Mol
YOU HAVE COMPLETED THE PROBLEM EXERCISES IN

PHASE B--PREPARING THE PROJECT !

5,9,9
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Phase B--Preparing the Project

Critique and Checklist

Critique

M.21

Phase B is basically concerned with matters of project or iza-

tion and setting up some sort of project information system: The origi-

nal proposal has been rewritten somewhat and now has a better set of

objectives, an improved,flow chart, and a more detailed budget. kit the

review of research section is still there and, as we shall see later in

Phase,C, there are other flaws in the cost estimate.

With the funding of the project, it is now necessary to consider

how it will be'organized, the equipment.to be obtained, and how informa

tion on the project's progress will be provided. You will notice at this

point that the Armitage School Systen, like most school systems, does

not have a formal project initiation system but rather an informal one

supported by the forms which Madeleine Conners sends out. The management

responsibility guide may appear perhaps a bit complex for a project as

simple as this but it is a valuable item to fill out regardless of how

small is the project.

Checklist

This checklist is divided into sections corresponding to several

forms used in Phase B. For each statement, check at the left whether

or not you gave consideration to this point in completing the form.

I. PMO Form 16Position Description

a. Based the duties and responsibilities of the position on

the work breakdown structure.

b. indicated the amount of tiw which the person will spend

on the project.
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c. Given an accurate and brief description of the actual

work which will be required of the person.

d. Indicated the essential minimum requirements and

qualifications for the position.

e. Indicated the desirable, but not essential, requirements

and qualifications for the position.

f. Indicated salary to be paid.

2. I'MD Form 23--Equipment and Facilities Needs

a. Considered in determining office requirements such factors:

(1) Availability of school-owned space, especially within

school.
(2) Space needed for staff work area to contain desks, etc.

(3) Space needed for preparation of materials, tapes, :Itc.

(4) Storage space for equipment, cameras, etc.

b. Considered including such items as the following in the

request for office equipment:

(I) Desks
(2) Chairs
(3) Filing cabinets
(4) Typewriters

(5) Storage cabinets
(6) Typing tables
(7) Work tables
(8) Desk lamps

c. Included other items of equipment such as the following:

(1) Cassette recorders from the school audio-visual supplies

(2) Projectioth screens

(3) Film loop projectors
(4) Splicing equipment
(5) Editing equipment
(6) Camera(s)
(7) Motion picture title-making sets

d. Allowed for adequate lead time in order to

3. 1)4) Form 15--Organization Chart.

a. Shown each of the prospective positions to

project staff.

h. Drawn the chart so as to show channels for

as well as authority and responsibility.

procure such equipment.

be filled by the

the flow of information
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c. Developed he chart in a hierarchical format.

d. Listed the duties of various positions in the project.

4. PMO Form 7--Management Responsibility Guide

In completing the Management Responsibility Guide, you should have:

a. *Accurately described the tasks of the work flow.

b. Included all tasks from the work flaw.

c. Labeled each task with its event numbers.from the flow dhart.

d. Carefully examined each staff member's relation to each task.

e. Assigned proper responsibility codes for each task to the

appropriate nembers.

f. Not have tried to assign every member. a role in every task.

g. Assigned more than one responsibility to an individual for a

given task where necessary. .

. h. Not have assigned any conflicting combination of responsibili-

ties to an individual according to the MRG instructions.

i. Examined the chart to insure there are rib conflicts between

members' responsibilities for a task.

Drawn the guide so it can be used to resolve and identify

accountability interface problems.

k. Avoided duplications, gaps, or ambiguities in assigning
responsibilities.

1. Clarified respective roles and relationships.

5. PM0 Form 4-44jor Milestone Summary

In desCribing.the major milestones on PM0 Form 4, you should have:

a. Associated each milestone with
plishment in the project.

b. Associated each milestonc with

C.

a significant point of accam-

a major work package.

Noted a completion date that is in accordance with the time

estimates given on the flow a;Irt.
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d. Indicated if a report is to be made at the.accamplishment of the

'milestone.

e.. Found at least three milestones in the project in this simulation.

6. "M° Vcirm
Reportinystem

In designing the reports which will occur in the project, you should

have:

a. Indicated the type of report to be made (oral, written, etc.).

b. Given an idea Of the nature of the report'in its title (schedule,

financial, etc.).

c. Associated the report with major' milestone events or activities.

d. Given some idea of the date the report will be made.

e. Noted'the format of the report.

f. Named the persons to whom the report will be sent.

g. Indicated why these persons will be sent the report.

Prescription for further learnin$

You will have to be your own judge regarding the adequacy of your

responses on the forms in this phase. If you find your answers on one

particular form are weaker than on others, you will, certainly want to

get more training in that particular area. There are three basic ways

in which you can get more training in skills of project management.

First, if you do not already have a copy of EPMIS Module 2--Basic

Prim:iples and Techniques-of Project Management, it would be wise to get

one and study the sections in it which deal with the skills in which you

feel you need help. Mbdule 2 is designed to be used in conjunction with

this simulation and is part of the Educational Project Management Instruc-

tional System developed by Research for Better Schools, Inc. It can be

obtained from the same source from which you got this simulation.
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.
Second, if you already have Module 2 and are using it with this

simulation, you might wish to return to the appropriate sections of it

and review some of the lessons there. Phase B is designed to utilize

information presented in Lessons 7 and 8 of Module 2; review these

lessons.

Third, obtain a copy of Educational Project Management by Desmond

L. Cook (Columbus, Ohio: Charles Merrill Publishers, 1971) and read

the chapters in it which are applicable to problems in this phase. Chap-

ters 3 and 10 in the book deal with skills in, project preparation.

Vi4ectiona: When you have compteted evatuating yam
do one oti the 6ottowing:

1. 16 you au cookking th4ough thia aimutation
to page M.40 oi the Simutation Manuat, and
Quatity Contut Fo4m 04 th,i4 phaae.

2. I you alte ulodang th4ough thia himutation aa a memben o6 a

team, 6o/1ow youk gkoup teadee4 inattuetiona 6o4 compteting
,the Phue Quatity Contut Fou.

anaulem to Maze 8,

by youtaeti, tu4n
comptete the Phaoe
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Phase C

Controlling the PreHect

Critique and Checklist

DO NOT TURN THE PAGE TO THIS SECTION UNTIL

YOU HAVE CCMPLETED THE PROBLEM EXERCISES TO

PHASE C--CONTROLLING THE PROJECT ! !

5 94

M. 26
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Phase C--Controlling the Project

Critique and Checklist

Critique

M.27,

Phase C presents us with two .problems, one of which is so completely

unexpected and potentially disastrous that it must be solved or the project

will fail. Things seem to have gotten underway fairly smoothly. The liter-

ature search. has been done; topics for the film loops have been identified;

.some film has been taken; and the project personnel (except for the unhired

graduate student assistant) are working efficiently. Then two problems

hit: one a smali one fram theiprojeet's typist, and the other a bombshell

in the form of the letter from W. Melvin Hobbs.

In working through this section, you should have had no trouble in

determining that the budget problem was the really big one requiring the

most immediate attention. The absent secretary, while not an insignificant

problem, is one that could have been handled by any number of satisfactory

means.

The reactions of Pat Beckley and Warner Adams to this serious budget

problem are fairly typical of persons not sophisticated in management tech-

niques. First, Beckley jumps to a conclusion as to the cause of the prob-

lem (the high costs of editing the films) with no indication as to what

evidence he has for this, if any. Adams then junps to more conclusions

regarding the possible solutions to the problem. Adams wants to rule out

all professional services.. These conclusions may be either right or wrong.

The point is that neither has used proper management to analyze the prob-

lem, find the causes, consider a series of alternative solutions, and weigh

each to pick the best one.
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It is extremely difficult to evaluate your responses to Phase C.

There arc many different but aceptable solutions to this problem. The

solution you picked depewls.on what you selected as the cause of the

problem and the alternativ solutions you devised. Since this is a simu-

lation, it is not p(Js5..ible to let time and the eventual project results

he the test of your solution. However, as was noted in the.simulation

manual, this project is based loosely on a real project.. The problem pre-

sented here actually happened in the course of that project. The olriginal

project was attempting to produce film loops and cassette tapes and had

budgeted about $3,000 for film cartridge p oduction. After receiving a

-bill for $2,000 for three cartridge films and two copies of each film,

alterations had to be made in the project. These changes may not have

been the best that could have been made, but the project did finish up

successfully on schedule and within budget. You might want to compare

your solution with the one that was actually tried.

In the original project, the decision was made to make the remain-

der of the films directly on 8 mm film. A graduate student, with some

experiepce in filming, was added to the staff to make the films and a

tripod was purchased and a camera located.

Two approaches to the problem were tried. The first approach to

film production was that of the "trial film" in which a trial film is

made on 8 mm film and additional footage is shot to provide a film which

is then reviewed and used as the basis of a script. It was soon dis-

covered that this procedure wasted film and time, as well as requiring

a second visitation of the filming site.
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In the second approach, the project hired a professional script

writer (similar to the one already on the staff of the simulation project)

and scripts carefully prepared and timed before filming was attempted.

The cameraman, script writer, and the staff member who performed the

original research cooperated to set up a filming schedule. This approach

was highly efEective and the project was completed utilizing carefully

prepared and timed scripts as the,basis for making 8 mm films. Each scene

in the film was exactly timed, precisely described as to long shot, medium

shot, and content. The credits. were filmed first, then each scene exactly

as in the script. All that was needed was to have the film developed,

duplicated, and dropped into a cartridge.

Checklist

The checklist below is arranged in two sections, one for the memo

about the problem summary statement which you sent to Warner Adams, and

the other for the PMD Form 50 Change Memorandum Summary which you sent

to Madeleine Conners. Each section.is further subdivided in the paragraphs

in each form. Regardless of the exact nature of the solution you developed,

you should have included most of the following aspects and principles in

the two items. For each statement, check at the left whether or not you

gave consideration to this point in your answer.

1. Memo to Warner Adams, Subject: Problem Summary Statement

a. Paragraph A: Problem Statement

(1) Identified the specific problem in a clear statement.

(2) Identified the most important problem as the cost of pro-
ducing the film loops by the present process is beyond the
budgeted amount.

(3) Shown evidence of thinking through the production process.
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(4) Suggested several possible causes of the paoblem.
(5) Included the possibility of high editing costs as one of

the possible.causes.
(6) Used a process of elimination to attempt to eliminate all

untrue causes.
(7) Shawn a method of getting more information.
(8) Indicated the possibility of getting moresinfommation from

Hobbs Film Studio and the photographer.
(9) Identified any one of the proposed causes as the true one.
(10) Stated this cause explicitly.
(11) Indicated quantity and arrangements of resources for deal-

ing with stated problems (money, personnel, etc.).

b. Paragraph 13: Objective

(1) Given consideration to the impact of the problem on the
project as a part of the process of deriving objective(s).

(2) Indicated potential failure of the project in deriving
objectives.

(3) Identified corrective or adaptive action that is to take
place.

(4) Stated goal that is to be achieved in paoblem solution.
(5) Indicated criteria for selecting the most desirable alter-

native.
(6) Indicated method for selecting alternative.
(7) Stated need objectives clearly.
(8) Stated TITTobjectives clearly.

c. Paragraph 6 Alternatives

(1) Described the major alternatives you devised for dealing
with the problem.

(2) Indicated several potential soluticos (at least three).
(3) Examined each for its conformance with need objectives
(4) Determined how well each satisfies the Iniobjectives.
(5) Indicated at least one advantage and oniMadvantage for

each potential solution.
(6) Clearly shown the reason for rejecting a solution (if it

was rejected).

d. Paragraph D: Action
4

(1) Stated clearly the course of action which you chose to
solve the problem.

(2) Shawn why you chose that particular course of action.
(5) Identified potential desirable and undesirable consequences

of implementing the selected alternative.
(4) Indicated the probability that these consequences may occur.

t.)
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.1440 Form 50--Change Memorandum Summary

For the form as a whole, the stu4ent should have:

a. Indicated-the changes that should cause the selected alternative

zourse of action to be implemented.

b. Discussed the change consistently across sections (i.e., if a

change is indicated in one section which requires a change in

another section, this should be so indicated).

Section A: Problem Description

a. ,Summarized the Problem Summary Statement

b. pearly stated a proposed course of action

a
Section B: Changes to objectives, work activities, and standards

a. ,Listed any change to project objectives.

b. Listed any change to work activities.

c. Listed any change to performance standards.

d. Stated all the above n such a way as to help implement the

decision.

Sections C through G: For each section

a. Indicated modifications necessary in work sequence due to

changes listed in Section B.

b. Listed any other changes needed to implement the decision.

Section H: Potential problems

a. Identified potential problems in implementing decision made.

b. Used information about consequences of various alternatives from

the Problem Summary Statement to help identify problems.

c. Deicribed contingency plans that have been developed in case

potential problems occur.

Section 'T: Distribution

a. Listed all staff and administrators who are to receive copies

of the change memorandum.

b. Included in the list all persons affected by the change.

5 9.9
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Prescription for further learning
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You will have to be your cqn judge regarding the adequacy of your

responses on the forms in this phase. If you find your answers on one

parttcular form are weaker than oh others, you will certainly Want to

'get more training in that particular area. There are three basic wtys

in which you can get more training in skills of project management.

First, if you do not already have a copy of MIS Module .2--Basic

Principles and Techniques of Project Management, it would be wise to get

one, and study the sections in it in which you feel weakest. Mbdule 2

is designed to be used in conjunction with this simulation and is part

of the Educational Project Management Instructional System developed by

Research for Better Schools, Inc. It can be obtained from the same source

'from which you got this simulation.

Second, if you.already have EPM1S Mbdule 2 and are using it with

this simulation, you might wish to return to the appropriate settions of

it and review some of the lessons there. Phase C is designed to utilize

information presented in Lessons 9, 10, and 11 of Mbdule 2; review these

lessons.

Third, obtain a copy of Educational Protect Management by Desmond L

Cook (Columbus, Ohio: Charles Merrill Publishers, 1971) and read the

chapters in it which are applicable to problems in this phase. Chapters

10 and 11 in the book deal with skills in project control.
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Dixectiona: When you have compteted evatuating yout an&yeA4 t4 Phcae

do one oA the Aottowing:

1. IA you axe woxhing thxough thi6 44:mutat-On by youuetA, tan

to page M.40 oic the Simutation Manuati and comptete the Phahe Quat.i.ty

Cantut Falun Aot th24 phade. 4

2. IA you axe woxhag though tha Aimutation 0.4 a membex oi a

team, Aottow yowl_ goup teadeeti in4t4uct4.on6 tion. completing the Pha6e

Quatity Contot FOAM.
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Phase D

Terminating the Project

Critique and Checklist

DO NOT TURN THE PAGE TO THIS SECTION .UNTIL

YUJ HAVE COMPLETED THE PROBLEM EXERCISES TO

PHASE DTERMINATING THE PROJECT !

M.34
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Phase D--Terminating the Project

Critique and Checklist

M. 35

Critique

The problens which Pat Beckley faces in the termination phase of

this project are typical of those encountered by project managers. Some-
--

.one'who workton the.projct is concerned with his re-employment, someone

else is trying to get his hands on the products which the project has pro-

duced, and there are dozens of details to be taken care of, not .the least

of which is the finalfreport.

The form for outlining the termination plan is purposely presenied

first here. The responses Which Beckley makes on the two memos which

follow should grow out of information contained in the termination plan.

..Beckley should have had a termination plan made up previously. Itether

he did or not, however, the terms of employment should have been made

clearer to Hosea Turner when he was hired for the project. Mast probably

he will not be rehired. However, if you were clever, you might recall

from Phase C that Charles Greymont was imerested in duplicating the films

and distributing them around the state. This could suggest a second

project to further test, refine, and revise the film loop packages and

this might involve re-employing such people as Turner.

Mrs. Speiss, on the other hand, is obviously (and understandably)

interested in obtaining copies of the film loop-cassette tape packagec

for the school system. Usually, the contract is written to carefully

specify the ownership of any products produced by the project. The fund-

ing agency is normally the one which "owns" the products but the project

director is usually allowed to retain a number of copies for distribution

as he sees fit.

603
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The project history has been placed last in this simulation to

provide yoU with a way of reviewing the overall conduct of the project.

A frank and open review session with 'your project staff in which you

discuss what was done well and:what mdght have been done better is

always a good idea in any project. A written record should be kept of

these experiences and recommendations for use in later projects.

Checklist

The checklist below is arranged in the order in which the documents

appear in the simulation problem exercise. Check at the left whether you

have taken the actions indiLated for correctly completing each item.

1. PMO Form 67--Project Termination Plan

a. Indicated throughout the form whether the project is to be

ended with this effort or cortinued into another project.

b. If the project is to be ended, noted any changes (if any) in

the anticipated ending date.

Section A: Equipment and Facilities

a. Arranged for'disposition of equipment items.

b.. Included all items previously requested from the school system.

c. Indicated disposition of all items acquired specifically for
the project by purchase or rent.

d. Settled any outstanding bills for purchase or rental of
equipment or for 'any other services.

Section B: Personnel

a. Informed personnel of the details of the termination plan.

h. Informed each person of details of his future employment.

c. Insured that all pay has been, or will be, made to personnel.
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Section C:* Pro6.Acts

a. Insured that final prodUcts were all produced to specification.

b. Niade certain that copies of final products to be sent to funding
agencyowere sent so as to arrive in good and sound condition.,

c. Arranged (if permitted) to retain a number of copies for local
school system use.

Section D: Final Report

a. Insured that an adequate number of copies of the report were
printed.

$02

b. Indicated the persons who are to receive copies of the report.

C. Shown a coherent organized outline for the content of the report.

d. Included in the final report such items as the following:

(1) A brief review of the project proposal
(2) Necessary information regarding funding, control, etc.
(3) Objectives of the project.
(4) Procedures used in accomplishing the objectives
(5) .Problems encountered in the operation of the project
(6) 'Matt from the work (man-hours, nunber of items produced,

unit cost, etc.)
(7) Data from the evaluation and tryout (test scores, opinion

surveys, etc.)
(8) Recommendations for further research or development
(9) Observations by staff members on filMing teChniques, etc.

(10) Sample scripts, booklets, filming schedules, etc.
(11) Description of equipment
(12) Listed names of personnel involved
(13) Described all film-loop packages produced

2. Mbmo to Hosea Turner, Subject: Continuation of Employment

a. Indicated the original provisions of the employment agreement.

b. Indicated if efforts are being made to continue this work on
another project.

c. Clearly stated the ending date of his employment.

d. Offered to help him find new employment.

e. Exhibited friendliness, tack, and concern for the employee.

f. Thanked him for his efforts on the project.

05-
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3. Wmo to Angela Spiess, Subject: Planned disposition of environmental

education film loops

a. Stated original provisions of ownership of film loop packages as

stated in contract.

b. Indicated number of copies of film loop packages which will be

retained locally.

c. Indicated desired disposition of film loop packages to be retained.

d. Indicated when packages will become available.

e. Noted any limitations on the use of the film loop packages (due

to copyTight or other factors).

f. Designated disposition of borrowed equipment mentioned in the

memo.

4. PMO Form 68--Project History and Review

a. Derived comments from all staff members.

b. Noted all major problems encountered. .

c. Indicated haw such problems were analyzed and the solution which

was eventually chosen.

d: Described the success of such solutions.

c. Made recommendatins as to haw these problems might have been

better solved.

f. Examined all aspects of the project to see what might have been

handled better, such as:

(1) Writing the original proposal
(2) Setting up a project management information system

(3) Mhking better cost estimates
(4) Anticipating potential problems before they occur

(5) Handling personnel problems
(6) Utilizthg project management techniques

g. Made recommendations for future project managers.

Prescription for further learning

You will have to be your own judge regarding the adequacy of your

responses on the forms in this phase. If you find your answers on one
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particular form are weaker than on others, you will certainly want to

get more training in that particular area. There are three basic ways

in which you can get more training in skills of project management.

First, if you do not already have a copy of EMS Module 2--Basic

Principles and Techniques of Project Management, it would be wise to get

one, and study the sections in it in which you feel weakest. Mbdule 2

is designed to be used in conjunction with this simulation and is part

of the Educational Project Management Instructional System developed by

Research for Better Schools, Inc. It can be obtained from the same source'

from which.you got this simulation.

Second, if you already have EPMIS Module 2 and are using it with

this simulation, you mdght wish to return to the appropriate sections of

it and review same of the lessons there. Phase D is designed to utilize

information presented in Lesson 12 of Module 2; review these lessons.

Third, obtain a copy of Educational Project Management by Desmond

L. Cook (Columbus, Ohio: Charles Merrill Publishers, 1971) and read the

chapters in it which are applicable to problems in this phase. Chapter

12 in the book deals with skills in project termination.

Dinection6: When you have compteted evatuating yout araweA4 to Pha4e D,

do one o6 the 6ot2owing:

1. 16 you au woth4rig thnough th.i4 4imutation by youn4e26, tan

to page M.40 o6 the Simuiation Manuat, and compZete the Pha4e QuaUty

ContAot FOAM tia tka phaze.

[2. 16 you au wonking th4ough th4.4 4imatation a4 a memben o6 a

team, tiattow youk gkoup teadee4 in4t4uetion4 04 compteUng the Pha4e

Quatity Cant/tot Four.
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C. Phase qpality.Control Form

Fitt in the last 6ouic digits o yowl. Social Secutity Numbet

Vitection4: Wide.'t the appAoptiate cotumn at the /Light, a/tete the kesponse that coxtesponds with

yowt answeA 6olt each questZon 6ot the phase you have just compteted. Vou need not conkine out

kAitten comments to Question 12; 6eet 6tee to cotite comments next to each question.

Wen. completing the usponse columns 6o4 Phases A, 8, and C, turtn to the instkuctions on page M.46

oti the .Simutation Manua.

AkteA completing the kesponse column 4o4 Phase V, tutn to the Simulation Quality Contrult RAM on

page M.44 oti the Simulation Manual.

61H

No. Questions

1. Was the general problem or task description clear

and understandable?
a. Very understandable
b. Mbderately understandable

c. Somewhat understandable

d. Not understandable

2. Were the directions for completing the forms clear

and understandable?
a. Very understandable
b. Mbderately understandable
c. Somewhat understandable

d. Not understandable

3. Was enough work space provided on the forms?

a. Very much so

b. For the most part

c. Barely enough
d. Not enough

Responses

Phase A Phase -B Phase C Phase D

abcd

abcd

abcd

abcd

abcd

abcd

abcd

abcd

abcd

abcd

abcd

abcd

4=6
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Fat in the &tot 6owt digitz oi youn Sociat Secutity Mamba

No. Questions Responses

4. Was the Critique and Checklist helpful in
evaluating your work?

a. Helped a lot
b. Helped a moderate amount
c. Helped some
d. Not helpful

5. Was enough information supplied in the docunents

in the phase to enable you to complete the tasks

of the phase?
a. Very much so
b. For the most part
c. Barely enough
d. Not enouer

6. Did the tasks you performed in the phase seem relevant

to project management in a public school setting?

a. Very relevant
b. Mbderately relevant
c. Somewhat relevant
d. Irrelevant

7. Was the phase too long and involved?

a. MUch too long
b. A little too long
c. About right

d. Too short

8. Was the working of this phase beneficial to you?

a. Very beneficial

b. Moderately beneficial
c. Somewhat beneficial
d. Not beneficial

Phase A Phase I Phase C Phase 1)

abcd

abcd

,abcd

abcd

abcd

bcd

abcd

abcd

abcd

abcd

abcd

.

abcd

abcd

abcd

abcd

abcd

a.bcd

abcd

abcd

abcd



Fitt in the ta6t 6oun dig4t6 o6 youA Soca& Secuitity Numbet

No. Questions Responses

9. Did the experience you gained from doing the practice

exercises in the lessons of the Basic Principles and

Techniques of Project Management Mbdule help you to

better perform the tasks of this Phase? (Skip this

question and question'10 if you are not using the

Module with the simulation.)

a. Helped a lot

b. Helped a moderate amount

c. Helped some
d. Not helpful

10. Did the lesson or lessons of the Basic Principles and

Techniques of Project Management Module provide you

with enough knowledge to enable you to work the tasks

of this phase?
a. Very much so

b. For the most part

c. Barely enough
d. Not enough

A Phase B Phase CI Phdie-7--IPhase

abcd

abcd

abcd

abcd

abcd

abcd

abcd

abcd

11. List any suggestions you might have for the revision and improvement of the simulation phases.

Phase A.

Phase B.



rFV.t in the tut OUIL digits oi youlc SocZat Secutay Numba

Phase C.

Phase D.

A REMINDER: Welt iin.ahing the Atsponse cotumns

tions on page M.46 o6 the Simutati.on Manual.

Wen compteting the tosponse cotumn Aok Phase D,

.on page M.44 oA the Simutation Manua.

614

ion Phases A, 5, and

tunn to the Simutation

turtn to the instnuc-

QwItay Conttot Fotm

615
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Simulation Quality Control Form

M.44

Fitt in the ta4t 4ouh digit4 o4 yout Social Seeuhity Numbeh

aihection4: Cincte at the tight the te4pon4e which catheopond4 to youh

arustveA to each quetstion. .Ptea4e Aeet 4tee to wtite in any comment4 which

woutd ctati6y yout amwtt beneath each que4tion. You need not con64ne

wtitten comment4 to the open-ended quationA.

NO. Question Responses

1. Does the description of the sctool setting in the abcd
Simulation Setting seem realistic?

a. Very realistic
b. Moderately realistic
c. Somewhat realistic
d. Unrealistic

2. Does the Simulation Setting contain too much information?

a. Yes, far too much
b. Yes, a little too much
c. No, about right \

I

d. No, not enough

abcd

3. Does the project description in Phase A seem realistic?

a. Very realistic
b. Moderately realistic
c. Somewhat realistic
d. Unrealistic

abcd

4. Does the project description in Phase A contain too much

information?
a. Yes, far too much
b. Yes, a little too much
c. No, dbout right
d. No, not enough

abcd

5. Overall, how well did this simulation meet your
expectations?

abcd

a. Very well.

b. Fairly well
c. Slightly below expectations
d. Well below expectations
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. -

Val tr the tut 1<oun digaz oA you& Sociat Secuititif Numba

No. Questions Rc2sponses

h. in what specific ways did this simulation not meet your expectations?

vilm.1111..1111.

111

7. 111 liat. soeciri.. ways did this simulation benefit you?

uiwn you hav.. ,!ompleted the Simulation Quality Control Form, tur,,

ti :"Pmninat4.on Instructions on page itl.47 of this manual.

tho 1:n:31-ructions there for sending in these forms.
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Continuation Instructions

M.46

VAJLe.C.0.0 n4 : At tka point, you hhoutd have compteted the Phaze QuatAity

Contitot Feaut$Aok...eithek Pfiaar A, . B, oh C.
1

16 you ake pet6otming each phaae o6 the zimutation az you comptete 1

each (36 the Out majok phaze4 oi the EPM1S Modute 2--Ba6ie.Pkincipte4 and. '

Techniques oi Pkoject Management, you zhoutd now pkoceed tt the next

teszon in one o6 the Ottowing W044:

1. 16 you ate wanking thkough the himutation and tezzonz by yout-

ze26, obtain a copy o6 the booktet 6o4 the next Modute 2 Lesson and 'au-

ceed to iottow the inahuctiond thete.

2. 16 you ate wokking thkough the zimutatitn and tezzonz az a membet

o6 a gtoup, 6ottow youk gkoup teadek'z inattuctions.

16 you ate utitizing the EPM1S Modute 2 in conjunction with this

simutation but have compteted att the tez4on4 and ake wokking thkough

each phase oi the zimutation in succession you ake now to pxoceed to

the next phase by one o6 the 6ottowing methods:

1. 16 you ake waking thkough the zimutation by youtset6, obtain

a copy o6 the next phase booktet and 6ottow the inzttuctionz thete.

2. 16 you ate conking thkough the zimutation az a membet o6 a

gtoup, 6ottow out_ gkoup teadeez inatkuctiona.

16 you ate uzing the zimutation by itzet6, and not using the EPMIS

Modute 2, you ake now to pkoceed to,the next phase o6 the Aimutation by

one o6 the 6ottowing methodz;

1. 16 you ake wokk,img thkough the zimutation by younset6, obtain

a copy o6 the booktet 6ok the next phaze, and pkoceed to wonk thkough

that phase.

2. 16 you ate wokking thkough the 4imutation az a memben o6 a

koup 6ottow you& gkoup teadeez inatkuctionz.
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Preface to Simulation Setting

On the following pages is the setting for the case simulation.

It presents the general setting in which the'rest of the simulation is

based and includes an introduction to the city and school system where

these events happen. Nbst importantly, it introduces you to the main

characters of the simulation, people whom you will meet again in the

course of managing the simulated project. It also sets up the basic

problem rhich the project proposal is designed to remedy.

The characters in this siMulation setting and the locations and'

names involved are entirely fictional and no resemblance to real persons

or places is intended.

The simulation setting is designed to be read before reading any

of the information in the Phase A booklet. Feel free to refer back to

the simulation setting for any information you may need in completing

any of the phases in the simulation.
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Setting

THE S1MILATION SETTING:

THE CITY OF

ARMITAGE, NEW HDPEWELL

S-1

The city of Axmitage has a population of about 150,000 and is

centrally located in Allen County in the state of New HOpewell. Armitage

is a pleasant town to live in, as most of its inhabitants agree. It is

located on the Miskatonic River and is, bounded for a short distance by

marshlands whose water comes from that river; the remainder of the land

around Armitage is farmland which fades into.forests toward the north

of the city. The city's growth patterns have been fairly stable for

some years; the only major annexations have occurred at the northern

boundary of the city not far fram the marshlands.

The Business of Armitage

Armitage has a fair degree of heavy industry. Among the important

industries are a division of a large auto company which makes rubber and

metal parts for that company's cars; a millworks which makes construction

materials and a paper box manufacturer both of which draw their wood sup-

plies from foresting operations in the northern part of the state; a

foundry which casts special order cast iron products for sewer pipes,

manhole covers, and other items.. There are also a number of service

industries such as printing, tool and die work, etc.

The Schools of Armitage

The Armitage City School System has about 25,000 students with

about another 5,000 enrolled in private and parochial schools. About

25 per cent of these school children are black and 70 per cent are white.

6 9
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About five per cent of the children aro of American Indian ancestry,

the last traces of the Miskatonic Indian tribe which once owned the

local lands.

A private, primarily liberal arts college of about 5,000 students

is also located in the town. It is called Miskatonic UniversitY after

the river which bounds one side of its property. Originally founded by

missionaries, it now has dropped its religious affiliation. It offers

a number of four-year degrees and a few master's degrees in English,

fine arts, biology, and education. The University also awns part of

the surrounding marshlands which it keeps as a biological study.area.

The superintendent of the ArMitage City School System, DT. Stephen

Ford, came to the school system about three years ago after a successful

stint as superintendent of a smaller system of about 10,000 students

7

in a neighboring'state. He is a most'progressive man and is anxious

to keep his school system abreast of innovations. His hard-headed

econamic sense in getting the most productive efforts possible for the

money expended is a good thing since, like many school systems, Armitage

has been suffering from money problems. There has been some conserVative

opposition to his policy of innovation, both in the connunity and on the

five-member school board, but his management skills and his persuasive

manner have helped to build a majority who support (pr at least tolerate)

his policies.

Many of the innovative ideas that have been attempted have been the

brainchild of Dr. Warner Adams, a brilliant and energetic young man whom

Ford installed as Assistant Superintendent of Curricubm shortly after

his (FOrd's) arrival in Armitage. Adam has been largely responsible for
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devising many of the innovations presently being triod. He has oeen most

receptive to teachers' ideas for change and has endeavored to bring

*original approaches to increasing the effectiveness of instruction. He

is generally respected, though some teachers mistrust his efforts. It

must be Amitted that his efforts are sometimes a bit too broad in scope.

Ford, however, has been a good influence on him and has helped to keep

his projects within the realm of economy and practicality.

The Project Manapment Office (PMO)

Two of Ford's innovations are of concern to us here. The first -

of these is the Project Management Office which Ford established to pro-

vide competent management skills and advice for.projects within the school

system. A description of the P140 (from its current recruiting literature)

includes these commentS:

The Project Management Office is a group of experienced project

managers and management consultants attached to the superinten-

dent's office and reporting, through the office director, to the

superintendent. Its main function is to assist various school

agencies in the development, planning and implementation of

various programs and projects. Many, though not all, of these

are of a high priority, of involve large expenditures, or may
require coordination of a number of agencies, both within and

outside the school system.

The Director of the Project Management Office is Madeleine Connors who

has had considerable trAhirig in project management techniques, PERT,

PPBS, and so on. She had some experience in business helping to manage

projects related to the production of equipment for the Navy before she

turned to the field of education. She has been with the school system

for about two years and, with the aid of the staff she has recruited,

has helped to increase the efficiency of the many projects which the

school system has undertaken. Although the N1/440 tochnically part of
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the organization of the Assistant Superintendent for Planning, in prac-

tice, it reports to the Superintendent whose influence was often called

upon tO grease bureaucratic wheels.

One important act of the PMO has been to increase the school

system's contact with Miskatonic University. It has drawn on the talents

and training of a number of faculty members at the University for help

and advice on a number of projects. This source of technical expertise

has helped the PMO to plan projects more efficiently; and to put teachers

\and administrators who have projects and ideas in touch with faculty who

cao advise them on means of carrying these out. It has also increased

the \hiring of graduate.students from the University for help on various

projects, a step which proviAes the school system with a source of uell-

trained manpower for use on, projects and gives the students valuable

internship experiences.

Ile Armitage Middle Schools

Another important innovation is the construction of two middle

schools for about one-third of the city's sixth, seventh, and eighth

graders. Shortly after Ford's arrival, it became apparent that the

school system would have to increase its physical plant to cope with

increasing enrollments. Although it took a while to sell the idea,

the school board, at Warner Adams' urging, decided that, rather than

build another elementary school or add on to a high school, two middle

schools would be built to handle some of the increase. It was also

agreed that the middle schools would be built to accommodate, over a

period of time, a number of innovations such as team teaching, a flexi-

ble daily schedule, a non-graded structure, and others.
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The two middle schools that were eventually built were called

Wayson Middle School and Lane Middle School. Each was designed to enroll

600 students at the maximum, but at the moment they have only about 400

each. Both the schools wele built on an "open-space" concept without

the conventional egg-crate classrooms or the usual interior walls. They

were both.hexagonal structures with various functional areas. A crude

sketch of Wayson Middle School's layout, which is fairly typical of both

schools although there were some minor differences between the two, is

presented as Figure 1. Although the schools are completely carpeted and

air-conditioned, the lack of interior walls cut the total cost of the

buildings to about two-thirds that of conventional structures.

The schools' faculties are composed almost entirely of volunteers

who are organized in teaching teams of about five members eaCh by general

subject area. Each school has a science team, a social studies team, a

math team, and an English team. In addition, a few specialized subjects

like music, art, and foreign languages utilize one teacher who travels

between both schools. Each team can handle about 100 students at a time,

in a variety of ways depending on what is to be taught at any particular

time. All 100 students can be divided into groups of 15 to 30 members

each for specialized instruction or help in a certain topic; or into very

small groups of about five to ten students each for help with special

problems or for supervision in conducting individual or group projects.

The schools do not have a conventional rigid daily tine schedule;

rather, the teams coordinate their instruction with each other so that

students have a flexible schedule with varying amounts of time spent in

certain subjects on different days. Ari important consequence of this

6 ?5
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form of scheduling is that students have segments of each day during

which time they have no formal class. At these times, students are

assigned to study carrels in the Instructional Materials Center for

independent study on topics of interest to them or for.work on assigned

projects. The carrels are equipped with electrical outlets so.students

may use cartridgetype film loops, cassette tape players, film strip

projectors, teaching machines, and so on..

There have been difficulties in putting this idea into practice.

Students haye not always adjusted adequately to the responsibility of

independent study. Further, to make the situation worse, there has

been a lack of funds for stocking the independent study art.1 with books,

tapes, filmstrips, etc. Although there is a librarian assigned to the

Instructional Mhterials Center tq maintain the collection of learning

materials, much of her time is spent in supervising the students and

\ teaching them haw to handle the equipment. Teachers have also camplained

of a lack of audio-visual software (tapes, films, film loops, etc.) of

an acceptable qualitY which relate to the concepts they are trying to

teach.

The Environmental Education Program

This lack of suitable audio-visual soPtware has recently become

a very apparent problem in the efforts of the school to present instruc-

tion in environmental education. The social studies team and the science

team at both middle schools have been working together to devise a course

of study in environmental education. The English teams have been cooper-

ating with this effort by having students write essays and various other

assignments on the topic in coordination with the course of study devised

(3? S
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by the committee. During the previous school year, a committee of teadhers

from both middle schools drew up objectives and content for the curriculum;

attempts were made during the latter half of the school year to put the

I/

curriculum int cl practice chiefly through large or small group lectures

and discussion goups. .4

The teams tried to get the students very involved in the effort.

Students were assigned to find examples of various kinds ofthreats to the

environment and they came up with quite a few locally: air pollution

from the foundry and the rubber parts manufacturer; air and water pollu-

tion from the paper box manufacturer; threits to the marshlands from the

encroachment of new housing, some of which utilizes septic tanks which

drain into the marshlands area; and such universal ploblems as air pollu-

tion from cars. The students were also taken on field trips to the uni-

versity's biological study area in the marshlands; biology prOfessors

from the university also came to the schools to give talks and answer

questions.

lVhile the,program was moderately successful in increasing the studeAlts'

knowledge and awareness of ways of preserving the environment, all involved

agreed that resources for the students' individual study in environmental

education were generally lacking. Some books were available which the

students could use during their independent study time in the Instructional

Materials Center but not nearly enough to satisfy the need. The books also

tended to become rather repetitious in the topics they covered. Films

tended to be of a low quality, pushed out by publishers to meet a market

demand but not always with any definable instructional purpose. Obviously,

films were usable only with a large group lecture situation and their
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half-hour length tended to eat up time. Students could not use them for

'individual study. The instructors tried to use environmental education

"games" to teach students the effects of controlling or not controlling

pollution but found they were either not very realistic or drew students'

attention to playing the game ("Your country's population starved from

over population and mine didn't, so I won," etc.). The committee of

middle school teachers that had drawn up the curriculum wrote a final

report to Dr. Adams at the end of the school year which included sugges-

tions for improving the program.

This is the situation as it exists at the beginning of Phase A.

You will receive more information about the efforts to correct this prob-.

lem in that phase booklet. For the remainder of the simulation, you are

to play the role of'Pat Beckley, who will later become the project mana-

ger of the simulated project.

Turn now to the Phase A booklet and follow the directions there.

6
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Phase APlanning the Project

Overview and Cbjectives

A.2

OVERVIEW

Through a series of docunents, inclWing a preliminary draft of a

project proposal, the student is presented with a realistic situation

in project management in which he must define missions and tasks, plan°

a work flow, estimate time and resources, and devise a budget.

OBJECTIVES

The general objective of this phase of the simulation is to have

the participant integrate or synthesize several specific skills and

knowledges which apply to the task of planning a project. For this

reason, specific detailed behavioral objectives are not listed below.

Instead, general objectives reflecting synthesis or relationships are

outlined here. As a consequence of working the simulation phase, the

student should be able to better see the relationships existing between

the objectives and,goals of a project, the sequence of steps necessary

to carry them out, how to determine the time and resources needed to

accomplish the effort, and how these all combine to form the budget or

cost estimate. Integration of theAe several discrete tasks is impiOrtant

if the student is to be able tr plan projects once given the assignment

to do so in his actual job situation

633
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ABSITACT
41

Phase A-4Plamniqg the Project

Abstract and Documents List

A.3

, , J , 1;4;
,-

S.

ammt,rrn--

Phase A focuses on the activities involved in planning the project. .;

It follows directly from the situation set up in the setting. Dr. Warner

Adams and the Environmental Education, CoMMittee decide to submit a pro-

posal for a project to develop instructional materials such as film loops

and cassette tapes on environmental education topics to alleviate the

shortage of such materials. .The student, in the role of Pat Beckley,

chairman of the committee, submits a preliminary draft of the proposal

°to the Project Management Office for review and it is returned with

numerous criticisms and recommendations for change. Beckley must.make.,-:

the Changes required.

DOCUMENTS LIST

Included in the Documents section are the following:

A. Excerpts from the written report of the Environmental Education

Committee to Dr. Warner Adams, dated June 8, 1970.

B. Extract from the minutes of a meeting of the Environmental Edu-

cation Committee in the office of Dr. Warner Adams, on June 15, 1970.

C. Partial transcript of a phone conversation between Dr. Warner

Adams and W. Charles Greymont of the Division of ResearCh, Planning, and

Development of the New Hopewell State Department of Education on June 16,

1970.

D. Extract from the minutes of a meeting of the Environmental Edu-

cation Comittee in the office of Dr. Warner Adams on June 29, 1970.
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E. Copy uf information on producing film loops written by Dr. .

George Netzel for the Environmental Educatidn Committee, 51ated July 6,

1970..

F. Excerpts from the catalog of Century Studios, Inc., Chicago,

Illinois, "Dealers in complete lines of photographic equipMent, supplies,

-and services. . .Specialists in educational needs. . . ."

G. Cover letter from Pat Beckley, Chairman of the Environmental

Education Committee,. to Nhdeleine Conners of the Project Mhnagement Offipe

submitting the preliminary draft of the proposal.

H.- Preliminary draft of a proposal entitled "Development and Pro-

duction of Single Concept Film Loops for Dissemination of Environmental

Education to Students in the Middle School."

I. Memo of reply from Madeleine Conners to Pat Beckley.attached

to the coprof the preliminary draft of the proposal which had been sent

to the.Project Mhnagement Office for review. Includes MO forms for

rewriting the proposal.
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Phase A--Planning the Project

Initial Instructions

A. 5

DiAections: On the 4ottowing page-6 aAe a 4eAie6 04 documents &dating

to the devetopmemt o4 a pAopo4at to pxoduce instAuctionat package4 in

enviunmentat education. Read the4e document4 coAe6utty 4ince each one

contain4 in4oAmation which witt hetp okient you to the pAobtemA OA may

aid you in demi/sing 4otut2on4. Each document its identgied at the top

04 to its aouxce and natme.

A4tek /Leading them, you wite be a4ked to comptete 4evetat

4otm4 in thi4 4imu2a2ion phase. You may Alia to these documents ion

any inliokmation you may dosilte in comptaing these 6otm4.

AtiteA c6Mp4eting the ACIAM6, checkyouA anmomes.

Tuhn the page and begin Aeading.

Ate,
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Excerpts from the written report of the Environmental Educatice Committee
to Dr. Whrner Adams date&June 8 1970

I+

fram the section titled "Goals of Environmental Education .

A graduate of the Armitage City Sdhools should:

ft

1. Be aware of the dangers inherent in the population explosion.

2. Be aware ofinan's dependence on nature for all the necessities
for physical survival, and be aware that nun is the,only creature capable
of consciously altering his =imminent.

3. Vhlue a quality environment over the iimnediate-possession-of___
material goods and be aware that the production of material goods is

dependent on the quality of the environment.

4. Be aware that esthetic environment is essential tormsn's social
and mental well being.

S. Accept personal and individual responsibility for maintaining
and restoring quality in his environment.,

6. Be aware of legal and political avenues through which these
objectives can be attained. .

from the section titled "Recommendations.
"

The environmental education curriculumt was tried on a tentative
basis during the last half of the school year. .This "pilot

program" also demonstrated a crucial need for additional learn-
ing resources which can be used with small group instruction
involving ten or fewer students and with individual students
during their independent study time in the instructional Materials
Center. It was the opinion of the comittee that greater atten-
tion should be given to procuring or creating materials which can
be so utilized. Such materials should be fairly low in cost,
simple enough for students to use in their independent study
carrels, or in small groups, and related to a specific instruc-
tional topic or objective. The comittee recomends consideration
of such items as filmstrips, film loops, cassette tapes, and brief

illustrated booklets to fill this need.

1 : .
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A. 7

Extract from the minutes of a meeting of de Environmental Education,

Committee in the office of Et. ftrner Mars on 4upe.1.809704.-_J

. . .The problem of.instructional materials for,use in the environ-

mental education program was brought up. After discussing var4us experi-

ences with existing materials and their problems, it was generally agreed

among the committee members that priority should be given to developing

a set of instructional materials on environmental education whicK7uld

utilize 8 nu film loops and cassette tape narrations. These are to

coordinated with the curriculun already devised by the committee. .Sper

cific topics for the items would be suggeste'd by the teachers involved

and by experts from the university and community. The possibility of

including a brief instructional booklet with each film loop-cassette

package was also considered.

The problem cf financing the production of such itens was considered

briefly. Dr. Adams said he would check with Mt. Charles Greymont in the

Division of Research, Planning, and Development in the New Hopewell State

Department of Education.about thel)ossibility of financing the project

under a Title III grant. . . .
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Document C

Transcript of a phone conversation between Dr. Warner Adams and Mr.

Charles Greymont of the Division of Research, Planning, and Development

on the New,Honewell State,Deoartment of Education on June 16, 1970.

Adams: . . .but this problem of the instruftional materials nOt

being adequate has really hampered our whole environmental

education effort. e.

Greymont: Well, of course, we've had similar complaints from other

schools around the state. This certainly isn't just your

problem. We'd like to do something but the question is

what to 'do. Have you got any ideas?

Adams: Our comittee talked about it at some length and generally

agreed/that the best approach would be something which the

kids could handle on their own but would be something other

than the usual textbook kind of thing. WIth,our instructional

Materials Center and.its equipment, they thought"that a set

of film loops and cassettes, and maybe even some short booklets

on various topics would be a good approach. Quite frankly,

though, we just don't hive the funds for anything like that f3r

next year. I'm sure we could get the people to work on it but

I was wondering if you thought a Title III proposal for such a

job would have a reasonable chance for being funded if we sub-

mitted it:

Greymont: Umm-mm- Yes, that sounds like a good idea. I like the notion

of using the film loop and cassette approach. The technology

has been spreading to most of the schools in the state and I'd

like to see it used more and used more effectively. If you

could develop something along this line, I'm sure quite a few

people would be interested in using the products you come up

with. Let's do it this way. In a few days, we plan to issue

a Request for Proposals under Title III that deal specifically

with projects in environmental education. Why don't you write,

something up; I'm sure that we could probably guarantee you

funding if your proposal is as good as it sounds.

Adams: Great! What's our time look like on this?

Greymont: Well, let's see, today is June 16. The RFP will go out on

about the twentieth. The deadline for submission of proposals

is August 20. I know this is kind of a ghort time but we'd

like to get these approved so they can start with the beginning

of the school year on SepteMber 6.

63,9
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Adams: No, I don't think that will be any problem. I can get the
middle schools' committee to sit dual and get this out.
Getting them all together may be a bit of a problem at this
time of year, but 'I'm pretty sure that we can get the job
done. -

Greymont: Fine, Warner. I'll be looking forward to seeing what you
come up with.

r

4
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Extract from the minutes of a meeting of the Environmental Education
Committee in the office of Dr. Warner Adams on June 29 1970.

. . .It was agreed that a proposal titled "The Development:and

Production of Single Concept Film Loops for Dissemination of Environmental

Education Information to Youth in the Middle School" would be written.

The chainnan of the Environmental Education Committee, Mrs. Pat 'Beckley, would
h I

write the proposal with the help of the other members of the committee.

ET. Adams would arrange for assistance fran the Project Management Office

in reviewing the proposal before submitting it for consideration for

funding.

Committee members were unfamiliar with the technical aspects of

producing film loops. Dr. Adams will contact a member of the education

faculty at Miskatonic University who has had experience in audio-visual

materials and ask him to provide a memorandum for guidance in the making

of film loops.

The initial draft of.the proposal is to be submitted for review

to the Project Management Office no later than July 20.

GI
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f Copy of information on producing film loops written by Dr. George Net,zel

for the Environmental Education Committee. dated July 6,, 1970.

e

Document E

A.11

To: Environmental Education Committee, Axmitage Middle Schools

From: Dr. George Netzel, Professor, School of Education, Miska:tonic

University

Subject: Production of Film Cartridges

Date: July 6, 1970

e

v

In response to your request for an.overview of the methodology of

producing film 'loops or cartridges, I am suhmitting the informatitm below.

There are many references available on this topic, so I have not tried to

go into much detail.

Methods of Production

There are two general ways of producing:8 mm film loops. The first

is "film clipping," a method in which sections of longer'films are clipped

\

and put together to make a duplicate film; this is generally not a very

acceptable method. The second method involves producing an original film

which can then either be shown directly without duplication or can be,

used to make duplicate copies.

. Film Planning

The preliminary.planning for a film must censider the intended length

of the film, its subject,-and the needs, characteristics, and background of

the audience or individual users of the film. The final step is to outline

the subject content that supports the objective and will serve as the basis

612
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for film scenes. There should be a precise statement of objectives for

the film,

A film script or shooting outline should be used:to organize both

the text or title and demonstration, if a demonstration is to be used in

the film. This is usually done by means of the "Story Board" technique. -

In this process, the content is organized into story7telling form and

visually produced as a series of sketches that pictorially illustrate

the contient. Finally, a script is written based upon the content and

illustrations. Thus, the 'story board consists of a listinrof specific

scenes to be filmed with #ccompanying narration for the cassette tape if

such is
I

used. Each scene has a description of content and indication of

cathera positim5

Equipmelt

Anumber of referencs are currently available on equipment tech-

nology and these should be onsulted. Valuable information can also be

obtained by corresponding wi'p equipment.manufacturers and by consulting

their brochures because the technology in this area changes rapidly.

Equipment can be grouped under\the categories of film making equipment

and film projection equipment.\

Pro
4
ucing 8 millimeter films directly requires such basic equipment

as a camera, lights, a tripod, lens filters, film splicing equipment,

editing equipment, and a light meter. There are many types of cameras on

the market, ranging in price from about $30 to $1,000; the film maker

should expect to pay from $200 to $250 for one adequate for the task

involved here,: As a minimum the camera should have an optical viewfinder

to see the exact limits of a scene, a zoom lens to allow a wide selection
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of image,sizes (electrically operated), and an electric eye which con-

trols the aperture at stolp settings.

It is also desirable to have a fast lens (F2 or better), with through'

the lens reflex viewing, automatic exposure with manual override and a

range of camera speeds. The tripod should be sturdy and have a reliablk?

means of controlling height. A good light meter is useful even if the

camera has one built in. It may be necessary to have close-ups, shoot

titles, or copy pictures and a built-in meter may give an improper lens

diaphragm setting. An incident type light meter is prefered.

Lighting equipment should include at least four lamps mounted on

tripod supports (375-500 watt) and several clip7on reflectors. A film

splicer and viewer is necessary, as it is difficult to take a film with-

out careful editing of scenes and sequences. A tape recorder with a pre-

cise control is important for editing taped narration, together with a

good cassette recorder if the camera and equipment used do not permit

sound on the film.

A very important consideration in the film production is the number

of copies to be made of each film. If several copies'are needed, the

original film should be produced on 16 millimeter film than professionally

reduced to copies of 8 mm size. Commercial ektachrome type 16 mm film is

*signed for reproduction purposes; it is recommended for quality and

clarity. A list of laboratories which provide this service is attached

at the end of this memo.

It is possible to make duplicate copies from the original 8 mm but

the quality is often disappointing. The copy is somewhat grainy, colors

are not true, and there is too much contrast (i.e., the lighter colors

614
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become whiter and the darker colors become blacker). However, the films

are quite adequate for instructional purposes that do not require intri-

cate detail.

Filming

After determining the general approach to be taken, and after scripts

are carefulfy revieweed, the filming should be carefully studied with respect

to the objectives defined for the films. A variety of shots should be

planned, avoiding long shots and concentrating on medium and close-up

shots. Definite, easy scene motions should be used, and transitions between

scenes carefully developed to provide continuity. It is desirable to use

sequences longer than actually required to provide for editing. However,

with careful planning and shooting it is possible to edit a film ,as it is

shot by including ill sequences in the order desired. This results in a

film complete in one piece at a lower cost.

'Costs

Many references list the costs of film production. Remember that

these are constantly dhanging, and that the true cost of the finished film

also includes trials and errors and rejected film. Costs for color film

are given as $5 to $6 per cartridge (Olsen, 1966), $1 to $3 per running

minute (+O'Connor, 1967), $5.50 to $7 per unit, with $1.50 to.$3 extra for

sound (Brawn, 1964). Kemp (1968) notes the cost of.I6 mm commercial film.

as $13 per roll, and duplication costs for reduction to 8 mm as $15 per

8 mm foot. The subject of cost is a variable which can be viewed in many

ways and will be dependent entirely upon the circumstances in which the

films are made. Usually, however, direct filming in 8 mm is one-third

the cost of 16 mm.

6 .11
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Projection Eguiyment

One ok the newer developments in 8 mm film technology is the car-

tridge reel to reel as in the Kodak Ektographic projector. Projectors

which take 8 non cartridge films are of two major types: those which

require a separate screen and those which have a built-in screen, with or

without sound capability. The projectors which utilize sound and a built-

in screen include the following models:

Fairchild Mark rv, Mark 'V, Mbdel 24

Jayark Super 8

Technicolor Super 8, Mbdel 1000B, Model 1300

These use an 11 to 30 minute cartridge with optical sound and range in

prthe from $365 to $500. The projectors which do not include sound range

from $110 to $154 and include the Kodak Ektographic 120, Technicolor 510,

the McLure 510 and the Technicolor 810. Cassette play back units and

cassette recorders range fram $20 to $40 for low cost units acceptable

for individualized instruction.

Cartridges for these units require loading and treating. Cost for

these cartridges are frcr $6.60 tl $9,95 per cartridge with a minimum of

$4 for treating and $1.50 to $3 for loading.

To provide sound wiai a silent cartridge film, there are several

methods to synchronize a tape recorder adn projector. Bell and Howell has

a cassette recorder (Model 45--price $99.95) which can be used to coordin-

ate with a projector to produce a sound movie playback. The recorder is

electrically connected to the projector and cued on the cassette tape when

to start and stop the film.

614
iss)
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Film Laboratories Providing Film Reduction and Du lication Services

Cinema Corporation
3415 North Broadway
Houston, Texas

Superior Film Industries
354 West Cherry
Butbank, California

Smith Film Laboratory
2704 West Howard Street
Memphis, Tennessee

Consolidated Films
1104 Johnson Road
Kansas City, Missouri

Thomas Productions, Inc.
665 Lincoln
Chicago, Illinois

4-
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Document F

Excerpts from the catalog of Century Studios, Inc., Chicago, Illinois,

"Dealers in complete lines of photographic equipment, supplies, and

services. . .Specialists in educational needs. . ."

Supplies section. . .

Reel of 16 mm color film, 100 feet
$ 9.00

Reel of 8 mm color film, 100 feet
2.50

400 watt,replacement bulb
S.00

Equipment section. . .

Lighting'tripod, adjustable, with height adjustment 24.00

Splicing kit, 16 nun splicer, with supplies
18.00

Splicing kit, 8 mm splicer, with supplies
18.00

Splicing kit, replacement supplies, 8 or 16 mm 7.00

Banzai 8 mm movie camera, with F2 lens, assorted filters,

adjustable speed, manual override, built-in light meter 225.00

Educational services. . .

Reduction of 16 mm to 8 mm
$26/mtn.

Preparation of film loop cartridges (8 mm) including 6/min.

cartridge, loading and treating, per cartridge

Duplication of 8 mm film
3/min.

...1
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Cover letter from Mrs. Pat Beckley, Chairman of the Environmental Ed-

ucation Committee to Miss Madeleine Conners of the Project Mangigement

Wayson Middle .School
July 20, 4970

Miss Madeleine Conners
Project Mhnagement Office
Armitage City Schools
Armitage, New Hopewell

Dear Miss Conners:

Enclosed is a preliminary draft of the proposal on producing film loops

in environmental education. It is my understanding that this is to be

reviewed by your office for its adherence to proper project management

techniques.

I realize that it probably has a number of places for improvement and

therefure await your advice for improving it. Hawever, I do ask that

it be returned in ten days since we must h4ve time to rewrite it before

the August 20 submission deadline.

PB/sf

Sincerely,

Pat Beckley
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PROJECTS TO ADVANCE cREArivrry IN EDUCATION

Title III--Elementary and Secondary Education Act as Amended

Development and Production of Single Concept Film

A Loops for Dissemination of Environmental Education

Information to Ybuth in the Middle School

Submitted by

Armitage City Schools
Armitage, New Hopewell

PlAugUgt 1.070
AO
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STATEMENT OF THE PRCBLEM

It is generally agreed that there is a current necessity for increas-

ing students' awareness of their environment and its quality and the methods

by which it may be improved arid preserved. Current methods of providing

information in environmental education through conventional textbooks, 16

mm films, and other means are largely suited for large groups and class-

,

room situations. During the past school year, this school district has

111/1
devised and tried a pilot program of environmental education in two of its

middle schools. It was found that conventional texts and films were useful

with large group instruction situations butjpaterials usable in small group

instruction and by students studying individually in the schools' Instruc-

tional Materials Center were sorely lacking in both quantity and quality.

It would appear that environmental education information could be more

readily acquired if methods or techniques can be devised to permit indi-

vidualized instruction. Since audio-visual authorities consider the 8 mm

film loop a neglected but effective learning tool, the investigators' believe

that the development of 8 mm single concept film loops of selected topics

in environmental education should provide a means for individualized

instruction in this area.

111/1
The specific problem is to develop, produce and field test 8 mm film

loops of selected topics in environmental education.

REVIEW OF RESEARCH

The review of the literature indicates the urgent.need to provide

information about the use, improvement, and preservation of the environment

for individuals of all ages. It is particularly important to protride such

information to those who are at an age when they are forming values and
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attitudes about the condua of their life and when they are becoming

increasingly aware of the world around them outside the school.

There is little doubt as io the efficacy of the use of audio-visuals

as a means of imparting information for instructional Nrposes. Evidence

of this was the emphasis plaCed on the use of films in the schools in the

early thirties and the lavish use of films by the armed services in World

War II. These films are much longer than the film loops projected for

this project. The use of the 8 mm single concept film loops is a rela-.

tively recent development in education instruction and its potential for

use in the area of environmental education has not yet Veen thoroughly

investigated.

Since 1962 the literature is replete with numerous articles on the

8 mm film cartridge as a teaching tool. The 8 mm film avoids the need to

stop a longer film in order to transmit concepts (Ingraham, 1966), enables

the child to study what he wants when and where he wants (Finn, 1962), and

enables students to rthink visually." Other advantages of the 8 mm film

loops are said to be low cost of production (Brawn, 1964; Evans, 1966;

Gaffney, 1962; Miller, 1965) and the immediate aCcessability to both student

and teacher as opposed to the difficulties of obtaining the longer 16 mm

films (Williams, 1964; Miller, 1965; Forsdale, 1962). The production of

8 mm film loops may be accomplished in two ways. They may be produced

directly as a mm color films or in 16 mm and then reduced to 8 mm.

The direct production of 8 mm films costs less but lacks in clarity

and quality. The use of 16 mm and subsequent reduction enables prints to

be made from the original and results in more acceptable technical quality.

Personal correspondence with audio-visual personnel supports the

theory of the investigators that 8 mm film loops to portray selected topics

65.2
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in environmental education should be carefully planned and professionally

produced, and of no longer duration than three to four mdnutes. They con-

clude that the best approach in a complex problem is to utilize knowledge-'

able consultants, and reduce the film from 16 mm film. Numerous articles

are also available on methods of producing the film loops, but those which

are most complete are the Production and Use of Single Concept Films in

Physics Teaching, Mevies'With a Purpose, Guidelines te Preparation and

Evaluation of Occupational Films and Planning and Producing Audio-Visual

Mhterials.

There is abundant research to indicate that individualized educational

techniques can enable students to learn more in a shorter period of time.

The 8 mm film loon was found to be effective in the review of instruc-

tion and for experimentation (Schofield, 1966). The advantages of the film

loop, locally produced are suggested by Brown (1964), Finn and Resengreen

(1962), and Miller (1967), who cite low cost, substitution for field trips,

and convenience of use.

The need for the production of 8 mm environmental education films is

higlighted by a review of the catalogs of audio-visual materials. Although

there are over 3,000 current titles, only two references were located which

were concerned with the use ef motion pictures to provide infcTmatien on

environmental problems (Hill and Black, 1963).

With the exception of the report of Louis Forsdale, "Eight Millimeter

Film in Education, Its Emerging Role," which substantiates the belief of'

the investigators in the importance of this media, a review of Researchtin

Education produced no additional information of specific pertinence to the

study.
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In the absence of research or literature thus far reviewed ty the

investigators which identifies the availability of 8 mm loops in the area

of environmental informatioeand the suggested validity of this method-as

an instructional technique,,it would appear that research oa the develop-

ment and testing of such films is well warranted.

OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY

1. To identify a series of topics in environmental education rele-

vant to the use, improvement, and presentation of environmental resources.

2. To develop and produce a limited number of 8 nu single concept

film loops that descril3e environmental issues and problems.

3. To develop instructional materials which will serve as a guide

for the use of the films in providing environmental education for groups

and individual instruction.

4. To evaluate the completed films and instructional materials for

accuracy of content and use as an instructional media by a committee of

audio-visual, environmental, and educational consultants.

5. To provide information relative to the developmental procedures

and costs involved in the productioriof 8 mm environmental information

film loops for facilitation of further research.

6. To provide recommendations for the duplication and.dissemination

of the 8 mm film loops and instructional materials for subsequent statewide

evaluation in selected environmental education cdurses.

DESCRIPTION OF ACTIVITIES

Step 1. Review the literature and research relating to the use of

films as instructional media. This will be done to identify the general

effectiveness of audio-visual media as an instructional technique and the
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existence of such media of any type specifically designed for the dissemi-

nation of environmental information.

/ Step 2. Investigate the development, production and utilizatIoncof

8 mm single concept film loops. This should result in the selection of

the most appropriate techniques pertinent to completim of the project.

Step 3. Identify a sequence of related topics in the use, improve-

ment, and preservation of natural-resources which will be important to

responsible living. This will be accomplished'by review of.the literature

on environmental pYoblems, review of projection of future needs and prob-

lems on the local and national level, and the suggestions r.,f universiiy

and government consultants.

Step 4. Review the information from literature and c nsultants wit

writers who will develop the script for production of lm loops.

Step 5. Provide the scripts to consultants for eview of accuracy

of topic description and inclusion of necessary information.

Step 6. Prepare a filming schedule and produce 16 mm color film's of

selected topics. Edit the films and reduce to 8 mm single concept film

cartridges. Narration and background sound track will be added.

Step 7. Develop instructional materials as a guide for film content

and use.

Step 8. Provide film cartridges to selected audio-visual and teach-

ing personnel for evaluation of environmental information materials.

Step 9. Analyze information,pd prepare
recommendations for further

research.

Step 10. Sulymit final report.

fl
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USE TO BE MADE OF FINDINGS

1. Information relative to the developmental procedures and the

costs of producing 8 mm environmental education film loops will be avail-

able for dissemination through the ERIC information system. -

/

2. Recommendations for the statewide evaluation of the effectiveness

of film loops for dissemination of environmental education information com-

pared to ditional methods will be made.

PF.',ONNEL AND FACILITIES

Prolect Director

Pat Beckley, science teacher at Wayson Middle School, Armitage, New

Hopewell. Received a B.S. in 1963 from Miskatonic University in Education

with a major in biology.and har taught in the schools of Armitage since

that time. Pat Beckley has served in the past year as chairman of the

Environmental Educatica Committee of the Armitage City School system and

has supervised.the writing of objectives and content of the pilot provam

in environmental education. Will be employed half-time on the project.

ConsultantS

Dr. Joseph Brown, Professor of Zoology at Miskatonic University. Dr.

Brown has been, active in various conversationist groups and has published

several articles on the need for conservation education.

Dr. William J. Hanson, Professor and Head, Department of Science

Edu:_ation, Miskatonic University. Dr. Hanson has 23 years of experience

in the field of science education.

Dr. Gcorge Netzel, Professor of Audio-Visual Education, Miskatonic

University. Dr. Lzel has had extensive experience in designing and

producing instructional materials.
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Mt. Arthur Pries, Agent for the U. S. Forestry Service.

Mr. Howard Butler., Chief, Comm,thit'y and Industrial Service Section N

and in charge of the Regional Office of ihe Department of Conservation and

Development of the state of New Hopewell.

Typists

It is estimated that one typist will be needed bn a full-time basis

to type scripts, guidelines, etc.

Investiaators/Writers

Two investigators will be hired to research the literature and con-

.

duct interviews with the consultants to identify topics in environmental

education that will be filmed and to analyze the use of the film loops in

instruction. These individuals *will be employed quarter time.

Four script writers will be employed to write the scriptS for the

film loops and for the accompanying instructions and guidelines. Two of

them may be the investigators just described.

Erafessionalaer
A professional photographer will be used to make the actual films.

Research Assistant

Miskatonic University has agreed to provide one graduate student to

act as an assistant to the project. It .has done this on previous occasions

on other projects as a uay of providing a practicum for students in various

areas. Whether or not such a student is hired depends on the availability

bf a student with an interest in this area.

1

(3,3
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Facilities

Office space will be provided in a roam in Wayson Middle School.

Films will be taken'avvarious local locations including the local marsh-

lands and river. Films %dill be edited in a professional studio.

65,5
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8/1/71

Event Identification

1. Review of literature and research relating to the
use of films as an instructional media completed.

2: Investigating the development, production and utili-
zation of 8 mm single concept film loops completed.

3 Identifying a sequence of related topics in environ7
mental education relevant td the objectives of the
environmental education curriculum.

4. Conduct interviews with consultants in environmeatal
education.

5. Reviewing content of interviews completed.

6. Reviewing the scripts lor securing of topic description
and inclusion of necessary topic information completed.

7. Preparing filming schedule completed.

9/1/71

8. Producing 16 mm films of selected topics completed.

9. Editing 16 mm films completed.

10. Reproducing the 16 mm films on single 8 mm films
completed.

11. Adding the narration and background sound track to
the 8 mm films and placing them in cartridges completed.

12. Developing instructional materials for each film
completed.

13. Evaluating completed films by audio-visual and environ-
mental experts.

14. Analyzing the project and making recommendations for
further research completed.

IS. Submdtting final report completed.

Project Work Flow

6 t;
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Ifork Plan

...Effii_

11

g
LT'a
a,

.

.

ACTIVITY
DESCRIPTION-------

PERSON CR
PERSONS
RESPONSIBLE
FOR ACTIVITY

!

.

AETWORK
X1MMULE

START DATES

ICIWORK
SCHEDULE

COMPLETION DAIES
.

SCHEDULE

BEGIN FINISH

N:

MONTH DAY YEW MONTH DAY YEAR

3

.

2

7

.:,

Reviewing literature relating to
the use of films on instruc-
tional media

Investigating the development,
production, and utilization of
8 mm single concept film loops

Identifying a sequence of rnla-
ted topics in environmental 1

education relevant to the objec-

tives of the environmental
education curriculun.

Preparing filming schedule

Conducting interviews with consul
tants in environmental education.

Reviewing content of intvrviews

Reviewing film scripts fcr secur-
ing of topic description and
inclusion of necessary topic

information.

Investigators
and director

Investigutors
and director

Investigators
and director

Director

Investigators.

Director

Director and
consultants

.

9

,

9

9

11

11

1

2

1

3

1

1

1

31

31

70

70

70
.

70

70

71

1

10

2

10

3

1

2

3

31

31

15

16

31

31

16

1

70

71

70

71

71

.

71

71

,

I

.

,

6 2
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Ilibrk Plan

Everr
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ACTIVITY
DESCRIPTION

=rrOlmolom....~ ~Eavaamaw,

6

.6

8

9

. 13

14

8

12

14

15

Producing 16 mm color films of
selected topics

Developing instructional
materials for each film

Eaitjng 16 mm films

ReproOttcri,g the i6 mm films on

super 8 mm film

'kf7. nnrrat:ion and har.k-

grouild sullild track to the 8 Nu

an( pia(1-: :Jim LI. cal-

S. crup1.0.61

.J and environmental

experts

Analyzing the research and makin
recommendations for further
research

Submitting final report

PERSON OR
PERSONS
RESPONSIBLE
POR ACTIVITY

NETWORK

SCHEME
MART DATES

MONTH DAY YEAR

Photographer
and director

3 16 71

Director,
graduate stu-
ent, and
writers

3 16 71

Director, and
consultants 4 16 71

Tllotographer 5 16 .71

nly; NTapher,
dire(..tor,

graduave 3tu-
dent. :Ind

wrItf.14

o 16 71

en-ironmental
consultants

1. 1

PlujeCt staff 2 1 71

Director 9 1 71

=CORK
SCHEDULE

CCMPLETION DATES

MONTH

4

6

5

6

7

8

9

9

. SCHEDULE

EPCIN FINISH

DAY

16

16

16

16

YFAR

71

71

71

71

1 71

1

71

71

PC! 4

to4
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PROJECT COST ESTIMATES

Total Project Costs

Personnel Salaries

Employee Benefits

Travel

Supplies and Material

Communications

Services

Duplic. and Repro.

. Statistical

Testing

Other

Final Report

Equipment

Trainee Cost

Instiiutional Allowance

Other Direct

Subtotal Direct Cost

$ 4,000

260

300

450

SO

200

3,000

300

360

8,920

1,080

10,000

3

Indirect Costs

Total Project Costs

6 ,6

I
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Phase A--Planning the Project

Document I

A.34

Letter of reply from Madeleine Conners to Pat Beckley attached to the--

col* of the preliminary draft of the proposal which had been sent to the

Pro ect Mana ement Office for review.

To: Mts. Pat Beckley, Chairman, Environmental Education Committee

From:Miss Mhdeleine Conners, Director, Project Mhnagement Office\

Subject: Needed corrections to preliminary draft of Proposal "Development

and Production of Single Concept Film Loops for Dissemination of

Environmental Education Information to Youth in the Middle School"

Date: July 25, 1970

Several staff members of this office and myself have reviewed this propo-

sal draft and find that it has several serious shortcomings which will

necessitate rewriting portions of it. We have not attempted to criticize

the rationale for the project itself since that is beyond the scope of our

competence. The criticisms below deal with the management aspects of the

project only.

1. The work breakdown structure of the project is practically non-

existent. The "Description of Activities" which you give is not adequate

for planning the project properly. It is also inaccurate in that it does

not include the obvious activity of writing the szripts. You need to

define thelmissions, tasks, and sub-tasks, needed to reach your goal of

developin,Cand producing the film loops. ,It seems to the staff here that

your project has three major missions: (1) an analysis and review of litera-

ture on films and environmental topics, (2) the production of the materials

themselvesisuch as films, additional written materials, etc., and (3) the

evaluation and analysis of the final product. I am enclosing a copy of PM°

Form 1 Wor Breakdown Structure. Please use this form to complete a proper

structure. I have taken the liberty of filling in the three major missions

indicated.

2. pnce you have done a correct work breakdown structure, you can

construct 4 new flow chart along with the time estimates involved. Your

present flbw chart has a number of errors in it. In addition, your chart

is an event oriented chart but your table titled "Work Plan" seems to be

activity-tented. Do just one kind of chart. A copy of PM0 Form 2 Project

Wbrk Flow hart is also enclosed. Please fo7.ow the instructions on it for

making a new flow chart.

658
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3. Onee you have made, a work breakdaln structure and a work flow

chart with estimated tinvs, canplete PIV Form 3 Task Event Resource Cal-

endar for the tasks you listed in colunn 2 of PM Form 1. You will not
include this chait in your final rewritten proposal but it will be use-

ful in figuring your budget and will give me some idea of what you intend
for each task.

4. Complete a revised budget for your project using the WO Form

6 Project Budget. have ag4in filled in a few items but leave the rest

to ydu.

Please complete these and.return them to me as soon as possible.

651,9
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Phase A--Planning the Project.

Problem Instructions

.A.36

)?

Diuctiona: The pagea that Ottow contain the 601,m6' noted in the memo
Ptom Mi44 Madetzine Conneu. You nov have the taiak o6 comptaing the
0016 uzing the in0Amation contained in the document6 in Pha6e A and
the aimuta.tion aetting.

Akte4 you have compteted the Otmz, evatuate pun anztvem.

16 you ake pe404ming the zimutation by younaetli, tu4n to the Phaae A
C4itique and Chechtiat zection o6 the SimutaA...:ln MaTat.

16 you alce wokking th4ough the pkobtem az a membeA oi a team, 6 teow the
ghoup teadeet. instkuctionz 04 evatuati.ng youA analwet.

Twin the page and begin to comptete the Aohmd.
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Project Title:

Project Work Breakdown StructuTe

Tentative Project Dates: From

State General Objective of Project:

A.37

Missions Tasks Sub-Tasks

1. Analysis of
the
literature

2. Developing
and produc-
ing the film
loops

3. Evaluating
the final
product

(IPM0 Form 1)
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Project Work Flow Chart

A.38

Project Title:

DirL.ctions for completion: PMO Form 1 should be completed first. Using
information from that form, diagram either an event or activity oriented
flow chart. The chart has been pre-numbered by week for a period of one
year. If the project is intended to last longer than one year, continue
the flow chart on a second copy of this form. Indicate the dates for
each week below the week numbers. To save space, you may indicate events .

or activities by numbers on the flow chart. The event or activity asso-
ciated with each nunber should be listed below. Continue on the back if
necessary.

After drawing the flow chart, assign times to each event or activity.
Write this on the flow chart and in the.table below. Find the critical
path of the work flow and emphasize it on the flow chart by making the
path in a bolder or colored line. Also calculate the total time for the
critical path and enter it in the table. If an event or activity is on
the critical path, put the letters "CP" to the left of the activity or
event numbers.

Criti- Event or
cal Activity
Path? Numbers
(CP)

Event or Activity Description Event or
Activity Times
in Days/Weeks
(Indicate one)

(11M0 Form 2) Total Critical Path Time?

67:d
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Weeks 0

Dates

(3 7 3

OW form 2 touti nued)

12 16 20

cr,
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36 40 44 48 52
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Project Title:

Task-Event-Resource Eitimation Calendar

A.40

Anticipated Dates:

Directions for completon: This form is designed to assist in the con-
struction of a task-event-resource calendar for a project. PM Form I
Work Breakdown Structure should have been previously completed. Based
on the information in that form, indicate the personnel, resources, and
services needed for each task (from column 2 of.P1M0 Form 1). You may
omit the project manager from the task personnel since it is assumed that
he is involved in all tasks.

Task-Event-Resource Calendar

Sep. Oct. Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June July Aug.

ND Form 3)
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Project Budget

Directions for completion: Complete the various -1ctions below as indi-

cated. standard travel and per diem costs according to school board poli-

cies have been entered. Assign costs for each item by mission and place
the subtotal for each item in the "Project Subtotal" coluna, Place the'

salary cost for the project director in this latter column but do not

place any salary estimate for him in the mission columns. It sure to

assign each item a line item number.

Line Item Description
Item
No.

Mission
1 2 tem.3 Subtota

A.Direct costs

1.Personnel

1 a.Project Director, P.
Beckley 1/2 time for
12 mos. @ 7200/yr.

2 b.Investigators (2) 1/4
time for mos. @ 7200/yr

3 c.Writers (2) 1/4 time for
mos. @ 7200/yr

4 d.Consultants in audio-
visual techniques kl) @
75/day for days

5

6

7

e.consultants in environ-
mental education (4) $75/
day for days

f.Typist-clerical assistant
full-time @ 5400/yr for

mos.

g.Professional photographer
@ 500/mo. for mos.

8 h.Graduate student assistant
@ 400/mo. for mos.

9 PERSONNEL SUBTOTAL

10 2.Employee Benefits (10% of all
salaries)

11 BENEFITS SUBTOTAL

(P40 Form 1)

.4.
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IMI11.41.1011111111...........
Line Item Description
Item
No.

.A.42

Item
3 Subtotal

A.Direct Costs (cont/d)

3.Travel

12 a.Transportation (Mbld-
mum of 50/day or per
trip)

b.Per diem (25/day)

TRAVEL SUBMTAL

4.Supplies and Materials

SUPPLIES AND MATERIALS SUBTOTAL

S.Services

SERVICES RIBTOTAL

(1140 Form 4 cont'd)

67;
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Line Item Description Mission Item

Item 1 2 3 Subtotal

No.

A.Direct Costs (cont'd)

6.Final Report production
(Standard Central Dupli-
cating costs, 3/copy)

7.Equipment

EQUIPMENT SUBTOTAL

SUBTOTAL DIRECT COSTS

B.Indirect Costs (8% of
direct costs)

TOTAL COSTS (A + B)

(PMO Form. 4 cont'd) 6 :7 !..?

.....1111,
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S T OP:

Check your responses to Phase A at this point by

referring to the Critique and Checklist section

of the Simulation Manual.

A. 44
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Phase B-7Preparing the Project

Introduction to Phase

A. This booklet contains the following items. Make sure that each item
is present before parting to work through the phase.

page.

Introduction to phase B.1
Overview and objective B.2
Abstract and documents list B.3
Initial instructions B.4
Documents 13.5

Problem instructions B.22
Problem worksheets B.23

B. Exp I PMENT NEEDED

paper
pencils
drawing equipment for charts
manual for checking responses

C. TlME REQUIPM It will take approximately 40 minutes to read thc
documents and problems, and about 1 to 1 1/2 hours to develop
solutions.
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Phase B--Preparing the Project

Overview and Objectives

B. 2

OVERVIEW

Phase A of the simulation dealt with activities involved in the

planning of a project. Activities included devising a work breakdown

structure and work flow, securing time estimates, establishing a task-

event-resource calendar, and deriving a budget.

Phase B begins with an assumption that the final version of the,

proposal has been submitted and funded. It is now necessary to conduct

implementation and gear-up activities such as hiring personnel; delineat-

(\
ing organizational structure and responsibilities; designing a reporting NI

system; and specifying needs for equipment and materials; securing space;

and establishing the project information system.

OBJECTIVE

The general objective of this phase is to have the student pull

together the many diverse but necessary activities which follow as a

result of a project prbposal being funded. While they can be thought

of as discrete activities, the many tasks have strong inter-relationships

as one initiates a project effort.
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Phase B--Preparing the Project

Abstract and Mcuments List

ABSTRACT

B. 3

A final revised version of the proposal has been submitted to the

NewHopewell State Department of Education and approved for funding. Upon

the approval of the proposal for funding, certain actions need to be taken

to implement the project. Madeleine Conners writes to you as the project

director requesting information concerning the hiring of personnel, the

establishment of a project information reporting system, the space and

facilities needs of the project, and other items of information so the

Project Management Office can provide adequate support to the project.

Your task is to respond to Madeleine Conners' memo.

DOCUMENTS LIST

The following documents are included in this phase in the order

indicated:

A. A revised version of the proposal submitted to the New Hopmell

State Department of Education.

B. A letter from Charles Greymont of the Diviion of Research,

Planning, and Development of the NewHopewell State Department of Education

approving the proposal for funding.

C. A letter from Madeleine Conners to Pat Beckley requesting

project start-up information (including forms for responding).

6s3
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Phase B--Preparing the Project

Initial Instructions

it

B.4

Dikections: Read the documents on the tiottowing page4. Be patticutakty
caketiut to study the keviAed vemion o4 the pkoposat inctuded hene. it
iz th,i4 pkoposat which witt be used 0it the kemaindelt o he simutation
It is not intended to be a "night answeA," to the pkobtems posed in Phase
A no4 i6 it intended to be a "modet pkoposat" 6o4v. puject. Some ma
have pukposety been buitt=in to pkovide a basis Oh siunthet activit2e4
in the simutation. 16 you have had expekience in pkoposat wtiting, it 4.4
tikety you witt disagkee with home o14 the way4 in which the pkoposat was
handted.
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Document A

z

B.S

The following pages contain the text of the proposal which.was
0 I'

submitted for consideration for funding. The project is desighed to

rur. from September 1, 1970 to August 31, 1971, and requestt a furiOing

of $27,496.

6s93
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PROJECTS TO ADVANCE CREATIVITY IN EDUCATION

Title III--Elementary and Secondary Education Act as Amended

Development and Production of Single Concept Film
Loops for Dissemination of Environmental Education

Information to Youth in the Middle School

Submitted by

Armitage City Schbols
Armitage, New Hopewell

August, 1970
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A. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLA4

It is generally agreed that information about the use,-restoration,

:and preservation of our environment has become an important topic in the

education of young people. Current methods of providing this information

through printed materials, 16 nun filMs, records amd slide projectors are

appropriate for large groups and classroom situations. It would appear

that environmental education information could be more readily acquired

if methods or techniques can be devised to permit individualized instruc-

tion. Since audio-visual authorities consider the 8 mm film loop a neg-

lected.but effective learning tool, the investigators believe that the

development of 8 mm single concept film loops of selected\topics in

environmental education shoild provide a means for individualized instruc-

tion in this area.

The general problem is to develop, produce and field test 8mm film

loops of selected topics in environmental education.

B. REVIEW OF RESEARCH

The review of the literature identifies the urgent need to provide

information about the use, restoration, and preservation of our emiron-

ment. The root of the environmental problem lies buried in complex and

fundamental cultural and socio-cultural values that are transmitted in

part to children through their public education experience. Environmental

education in the middle school reaches students at a time when they are

forming values for their lives and reaching out to a larger outside world.

There is little doubt as to the efficacy of the use of audio-

visuals as a means of imparting information for instructional purposes.

6 s
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Evidence of this was the emphasis placed on the use of films in die

schools in the early.thirties and the lavish use of films by the armed

services in World War II. Films are widely used in classrooms around

the world today. These films are much longer than the film loops pro-

jected for this project. The use of the 8 mm single concept film loop

is a relatively recent dtvelopment in educational instruction and its

potential for use in the area of environmental education has not yet

been thoroughly investigated.

Since 1962 the literature is replete will numerous articles'on the

8 mm film cartridge as a teaching tool.' The 8 mm film avoids the need to

stop a longer film in order to transmit concepts (Ingraham, 1966), enables

the child to study what he wants when and where he wants (Finn, 1962), and

enables students to "think visually." Other advantages of the'8 nunfilm

loops are said to,be law cost of production (Brown, 1964; Evans, 1966;

Gaffney, 1962; Miller, 1965) and the,immediate accessability to both student

and teacher as opposed to the'difficulties of obtaining the longer 16 mm

films (Williams, 1964; Miller, 1965; Forsdale, 1962). The production of 8

mm film loops may be accomplished in two ways. They may be produced directly

as 8 mm color films or in 16 mm and then reduced to 8 mm.

The direct production of 8 nun films costs less but lacks in clarity

and quality. The use of 16 mm and subsequent reduction enables prints to be

made Irom the original and results in the technical quality which is sug-

gested by experts in the field:

Personal correspondence with audio-visual personnel supports ti"1-

theory of the investigators that 8 mm film loops to present topics in

environmental education should be carefully planned and professionally

Scs)
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produced, and of no longer than three to four minutes. The investigators-
\

have concluded that the best approach in a complex problem is to utilize

knowledgeable Consultants,,and reduce the film from 16 mm film. NUmerous

articles are also available.on methods of producing the film loops, but

thosa which are most complete, 40 the Production and Use of Single Concept

Films in Physics Teaching, N6vies with a Purpose, Guidelines to Prepara-

tion and Evaluation of Occupational Films and Planning and Producing

Audio-Visual Material.

There is abundant research to indicate that individualized educational

techniques can enable students-to learn more in a shorter period of time.

The 8 mm film loop was found to be effective in the review of instruction

and for experimentation (Schofield, 1966). The advantages of the film loop,

locally produced are suggested by Brown (1964), Finn and Rosengreen (1962),

and Miller (1967), who cite law cost, substitution for field t4Ps, and

convenience of use.

The need for the production of 8 mm environmental education films is

highlighted by a review of the catalogs of audio-visual materials. Although

there are over 3,000 current titles, only two references were located which

were concerned with the use of motion pictures in specific topics of envi-

ronmental education.

With the exception of the report of Louis Forsdale, "Eight Millimeter

Film in Education, Its Emerging Role," which substantiates the belii3f of

the investigators in the importance of this media, a review of Research in

Education produced no additional information of specific pertinence to the

study.

In the absence of research or literature thus far reviewed by the

investigators which identifies the availability of 8 mm loops in the area

6:99
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of environmental educacion and the sUggested validity of this method as

an instructional technique, it would appear that research on the develop-

ment and production of such films is well warranted.

C. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY

1. To contribute to the use, improvement and preservation of envi-

ronmental resources by identifying a series of topic:, -Plevant to environ-

mental education.

2. To produce instructional materials on environmenial issues and

problems by producing a limited number of 8 on single concept film loops

on these topics.

3. To provide guidance to groups and individuals studying environ-

mental education by developing instructional materials to accompany the

film loops.

4. To produce an evaluation of the completed films and instructiohil

materials by submitting them to a committee of audio-visual, environmental,

and educational consultants.

5. To facilitate further research in the production and use of 8 mm

film loops by providing information relevant to development procedures,

costs, etc.

6. To produce recommendations for the duplication and dissemination

of mm film loops and instructional materials throughout the state.

G,
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'r. ISORK BREAKDOWN STRUCTURE

In accomplishing ihe objective of this project, the following mis-

sions, tasks, and sub-tasks will be -conpleted:

B.11

Mission.s Tasks

1.00 Review and
Analyze the .

Literature.

1.10 Review and analyze
literature on environ-
mental education.

Sub-Tasks

1.20 Review and 6.4ia1yze
literature on develop-
ment and utilization of
film loops for instruc-
tion.

..1.1.11

1.21 Review and analyze
literature on use of films
in instruction.

1.22 Review and analyze
literature on development
and utilization of 8 mm
film loops

2.00 Produce
Instructional
Materials

2.10 Produce scripts
to accompany film
loops.

2.11 Identify content areas
to be included in the scripts.

2.12 Synthesize content in
the selected areas.

2.20 Produce film
loops.

111.1.

2.13 Write scripts.

2.14 Revise scripts.

2.21 Prepare filming schedule.

2.22 Produce 16 mm films

2.23 Edit 16 mm films.

2.24 Reproduce 16 mm films
on 8 mm.

2.25 Add narration and back-
ground sound to 8 mm.

2.30 Develop guides for
use of the film loops.

continue on next page
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Missions Tasks Sub-Tasks

3.00 Evaluate
and disseminate
the results of
the project.

3.10 Evaluate project
efforts.

3.11 Plan field test.

3.12 Develop evaluation
plan and instruments.

3.13 Conduct field test
and administer evaluation
!instrument .

. 3.14 Analyze and synthe-
size evaluation data.

3.20 Write project
final report.
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1
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Dates 8/30/70 9/28/70 10/26/70 11;23/70 12/21/70 1/18/71 2/15/71 3/15/71 4/12/71 5/10/71 017/71 7/5171 8/2/71 8/30/71

Work Flow Event Numbers and Activity Dascriptions

693

EVENTS NOS. ACT! V I TY DESCR IPTI ON EVENTS NOS. ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION

1-2 Review end analyze literature on environmental education 9-10 Edit 16 mm films
1-3 Review and analyze literature on use of films in instruction 10-16 Reproduce 16 mm films on.8 mm film
1-4 Review and analyze literature on 8 mm film lobPs 15-16 Make cassette tapes
2-6 Identify content areas to be in scripts 14-16 Develop gulda for use of film loops
5-6 Synthesize content in the selected areas 12-13 Plan field test
6-7 Write scripts 13-16 Develop eveluation plans and instruments
7-9 Revise scripts 16-17 Conduct field test and administer evaluation instruments
8-9 Prepare film schedule 17-18 Analy;e and synthesize evaluation data
9-11 Produce 16 mm films 18-19 Write final report

PROJECT WORK FLOW

694
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F. BUDGET

Line Item Description
Item
No.

1 A.Direct Costs
1.Personnel

a.Project Director-
., P. Beckley 1/2

'time for 12 mos.
@ 7200/yr

2 b.Investigators (2) 1/4
time for 12 mos. @
7200/yr

3 c.Writers (2) 1/4 time
for 4 mos. @ 7200/vr

4 d.Consultants in audio-
visual techniques (1)
4 days @ 75/day

5 e.Consultants in envir-
onmental education
(4) 2 days @ 75/day

6 f.Typist-clerical as-
sistant (1) full-time
12 mos. @ 5400/yr

7 g.Professional photog-
rapher (1) 4 mos. @
500/mo.

8 h.Graduate research
student assistant
(1) 7 mos. @ 400/mo.

9 PERSONNEL SUBTOTAL

10 2.Employee Benefits (10%
of all salaries)

11 BENEFITS SUBTOTAL

4'

1

Mission
2

Pr6ject
3 Subtotals

$ 3,600

600 1,125 1,875 3,600

1,200 1,200

75 225 300

75 75 150

900 2,250 2,250 5,400

2,000 2,000

800 2 000 2,800

2,450 8,875 4,125 19,050

245 887.50 412.50 1 905

245 887.50 412.50 1,905
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Line Item Dbscription
Item,
No.

B.15

Mission Project
1 2 3 SUbtotals

,3.Travel ..

a.Transportatibh
12 (1) Consultant.travel, 6

trips @ SO/trip P°
13 .(2) Regional travel to

identify filming sites,
,

4 days @ 50/day

;..

b.Per'diem . 1

14 (1) 6 consultant days
@ 25/day SO

15 (2) 2 people, 4 days '.

each, @ 25/day _
16 TRAVEL SUBTOTAL 150

4.SUpplies and Mhterials
17 , a46 no films, 20 100

ft. reels @ 9/100 ft.

18 b.Replacement bulbs, 5
@ 5/each

19 c.General office supplies 100

.20 d.Reference texts-, Micro-
fiche purchase, 10 @ 5/
microfiche 50

21 SUPPLIES AND MATERLALS
SUBTOTAL

5.Services
22 a. Photo services

(reduction, duplica-
tion, loading, and
treating)

150

23 b. Xeroxing services,
500 copies @ 100copy 50

24 SERVICES SUBTOTAL 50

25 6.Final Report Production
(Standard School Central
Duplicating Costs, 30
copies @ 3/copy)

696

200

200

300

200

100 150

200 222

7O0 S50

180 180

25 25

100 200 400

50

305 200 655

3000 3000

50

3000 3050

90 90
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B.16

Line
Item
No.

Item Description ,

1

Mission
2

Project
3 SUbtotals

. e- -N

26 7.Equipment--1ighting-
tripod 24 , 24

.........

27 EQUIPMENT SUBTOTAL 24 24

28 SUBTOTAL DIRECT COSTS 3,045 13, 26.50 4,827.50 25,459

29 B.Indireft. Costs, 8 % of
Direct Costs 2,037

30 TOTAL COSTS
,

$27,496

69; S.
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Document B

B.19

Letter from kr. Charles Greymont, Director, Division of Research, Plan-
ning and Development of the New Hopewell State Department of Education
to Mrs. Pat Beckley, dated August 15, 1970.

August 15, 1970

Pat Beckley, Project Director
Armitage City Schools
Armitage, New Hbpewell

RE: Title III, ESE4 Project Application.:
"Development and Production of Single
Concept Film Loops for Dissemination of
Environmental Education Information to
youth in the Middle School."

Your project application identified above has been reviewed by a Panel
of Experts. Ratings and comments have been composited by the Division
of Researdh, Planning and Development and presented to the Title III
State Advisory Council who, in turn, have made their reviews and recom-
mendations.

After careful consideration, the above project has been recommended for
approval pending negotiation of program and budgetark elements. You
will be contacted in the near future by this office to set up a mutually
satisfactory time and place for the negotiation of this project.

Yours very truly,

Charles Greymont
Division of Research, Planning

and Development

CAG/sf

cc to: Dr. Stephen Ford, Superintendent
Miss Madeleirte Conners, Director,

Project Management Office
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Document C

B.20

Memo from Madeleine Conners, Director, Project Management Office, to,
Pat Beckley.

To: Ws. Pat Beckley, Chairman, Environmental EducatiOn Committee

From:Miss Madeleine Conners, Director, Pruject Nanagement Officei41

Subject: Environmental Education Film Loop Project

Date: August 7, 1970

We have received word that the project titled "Development and Production
of Single Concept Film Loops for Dissemination of Environmental Education
Information to Youth trf the Middle School," has been approved for funding.
In order to provide assistance to you in starting this project by its
start date of September 1, 1970, ue will require certain information con-
cerning personnel requirements, facilities needs, etc.

Also, in order to assist you regarding the organization of, your project
personnel and to provide records for our information, we are agking that
you supply us With a management 'responsibility guide and an outline of
your reporting system. These are kept on file to show the histery of your
project and give guidance to others who will be conducting projects in the
future. It will also let us know where you might need help in managing
your project.

The following foiiii* are to be completed.and returned to myffice as soon
as possible.

1. Job Description (PM0 Form 16). Please submit this job description
form for the positions of investigator/writer and writer as named in
your project. Such forms are not necessary for otEiTTiisonnel of,
the project.

2. Equipment and Facilities Needs (IM0 Form 23). Please Ilow on this

form what facilities and equipment you will need which was,not listed
in your budget and which will be supplied by the school system. This
includes office space (suggest a possible location), desks, filing
cabinets, and such other equipment which might be reasonably supplied
from school system facilities.

3. Project Organization Chart (PMO Form 15). Diagram here the organi-
zation Chart for your project.

4. Management Responsibility Guide (P40 Form 7). This is designed to
show the functions and tasks of ,each member of the project (including
the project manager). Be sure you read carefully the instructions
for completing it which are attached.
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5. Major Milestones (PM) P3TM 4). Indicate the major milestones of the
project, showing completion dates, and describing each.

6. Projedt Reporting System (NO Form 24). Indicate here what reports
will be made regarding the progress of the project, when they will
be made, to wham, and their purpose and general content.

I apologize for giving you such a short time to complete these forms
.

;ft but the project start date is fast approaching and we must get things
under way. The information on personnel and equipment and facilities
needs'will be sent to the appropriate offices for their action. The
personnel office will advertise within the school system for the requested
personnel and refer applicants to'you for approval. The Buildings Utili-
zation Department of the Business Office will notify you of your space *,

assignment and the Equipannt Section will assign necessary equipment to
your project. There is no need to *contact them at this time:

'?9,2
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Phase BPreparing the Project

Problem Instructions

B.22

Ditectiono: The pages 6ottowing contain the seveut 6oam noted in the
.tettea 6Aom Madeteine ConneAs. Youa task now is to comptete the 6oAm6
using the -6104mation contained in the 4eveAat documents in this tes4on.
Vou may ke6eA to Phase A a4 you 4o de4iAe.

A6teA you have compteted the 6oAm4, evatuate youk anweA4 by doing one
o6 the 6ottowing:

1. 16 you ate pet6onming the zimutation by youate26, tunn to the
Phase B Caitique and Checktizt section o6 the Simutation Manuat,
OA

2. 16 you ake woAking thAough the pubtem (IA a membeA o6 a team,
6atow youa gtoup teadee.6 instAuctions 6oa evatuating yowl.
an4weA4.

Tukn the page and begi4 to comptete the 6oAm6.
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Position. Description

. 8.23

1. Projlect Title

2. Project Mhnager

3. Date Position Begins

4. Position Title

S. Duties and Responsibilities:

6. Experience and Qualifications Desired:

(PM0 Form 16)
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1. Project Title

Position Description

2. Project Mhnager

3. Date Position Begins

4. Position Title

5. Duties and Responsibilities:

6. Experience and Qualifications Desired:

(PM0 Form 16)

79.5
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Project Title:

Project Equipment and Facilities Needs

Instructions: Specify in detail the requirements which the project has for equipment and facilities.
Be sure to include.the dates during which these items will be used. In the column headed "Source,"
suggest a source for the equipment by using one of the following letters:

.A--Obtain item locally within school system; it is likely that the
school system has such an item on hand.

B--Procure the item by purchasing it.
C--Procure the item by renting it.

Line No.
\

Item Description Source Dates of Use

)

....
231

As..
Imo Form

707
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Project Title:

Project Manager:

8.26

Project Organization Chart

Dates of Project: From To

(Ifis4() nil IS)

70,5
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Mhnagement Respunsibility Guide

Activity

Description

Positiun Titles

B.27

rm... 14.7-... i i 7

...or.

I

7

7

I
...............-...,

....-

-L-
......,

(Pn) Form 7) See instrOctions for responsibility codes. Ise additional

forms if more space is required.
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B.28

Management Responsibility Guide

Activity

Description

Posit-n Titles

,

.....+

(No I.oim 7) See instructiuns for responsibility L-odes. Use additional
forms if more space is required.
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B.29

Management Responsibility Guide

' Activity

//e*c/, Description

/ /
/

Posit:% Titles

I.

WMO !.orm '7) :-k.e instructions for responsibility codes. Hse a(ditional

Ryrms if more space is requirod.

as. ON
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Instructions for Completing IND Form 7 .

Please refer to and
the MRG code definitions
PM0 Form 7.

B. 30

become familiar with these instructions and

(which are attached) before trying to complete

PM0 Form 7 is designed to show the relati
activities of a project and the positions or oi
rQrlated to them. First, enter the various acti
column along with their numbers, if any. Along

of positions or organizations that may have poss

project.

'

nships between the
anizations which are
ities along the left
the top, place the titles
ible relationships to the

determining relationships, you should base your decisions upon

what you think the relationships should be, not ighat you think they are.-

If you think no relationship should exist !leave the space in the

intersection between position and activity bla4.

If you think the relationship should be an operating responsibility

then enter responsibility relationship Code "0"iin the.space Where the

activity and the position intersect. If a Code"0" is.entered for an

activity, also examine each of the other positiOns that head eath column

and detemlne whether or not a relationship should exist between them and

the activity. Jf one should exist, enter the ilicropriate relationship

codes.
I

Under most circumstances, only one person is assigned general

responsibility and only one person is assigned operating responsibility

for a particular activity. Under certain circtumstances, this may not

he true, however. For example, a person withigeneral responsibility
for an activity which is carried out in more /than one geographic, product,

or work area, could delegate responsibility to an individual in each area.

Oillv under such a circumstance could more than one "B" Appear for each

function.

One person may be assigned both general and operating responsibility

code:-; when that person does not delegate opqrating responsibility. The

implication exists that a person who has bettn delegated the operating

reponsibilitv for an activity will consulti with the person assigned

gcncral responsibility. However, a person fwith general responsibility for

an activity may want to have more control 9ver that activity; he mdght

therefdre also be assigned a code that indicates he "must be consulted,".

"must he notified," or "must approve."

A person who has specific respOnsibifity for an Activity is func-

tionally accountable to the person with operating responsibility for ful-

filling a limited portion of that function. It is fundamental that both

are in agreement as to the portion of the function that the person with
specific responsibility has been delegated and for which he is being,

held accountable.
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It is not necessary that each position or organization which heads
each column have a ne1;4tionship to each activity. Tkiwever, no more than
two relationship codes are to be entered for a po. 'ion or organization
for a given activity. .

In combining codes, the following combinations
aro the only relationship 'eode-combinatims that can be made:

Code G with Code 0, S, M, N, or A

Code 0 with Code G only

Code S with Code G, M, V, N, or A

Code M with kle G, S, N, or A

r-ide Y with Code S, N, or M

Code N will rode G, S, M, Y. OT A

Code A with Code G, S, M, Y, or N

t

RESPONSIBlyTY RELATIONSHIP CODES

Code Meaning. E)Tlanation

G General ketonsibiliV Individual guides and directs execution of
function through the person delegated opera- .

ting responsibility and has approval
authority over function.

(lc rat i ng, Responsi hi I i tv Individ.ial is directly responsible, at the
operating level, for execution of function.

Responsibilitx Individual is delegated responsibility for
yAecotion of spc..ific or limited portion of
function.

NI Must. Be Consulted

gIV ke Coir,ulted
_

Individual, if decision affects his area,
must be called in prior to any decision
being made, or approval granted, to confer,
render advice, or relate information hut
does not make deckion or grant approval.

Individual may he called in to confer,
relate infonnation, ren(er advice or make
rec.N11111cntiat ions .

MuA Be N:)tliied nd i v it na I Ms t be not it led of action that
has been taken.

A Ntist Approve Individual (other than persons holding
general And operating responsibility) must

rnVN1



Major Milestone Summary

ImAtructions: Provide in the spaced indicated the major milestone events in the project
along with the information requested.

Project Title:

Milestone
No. Title and/or Description

(P40 Form 4)

714

Project Dates: From To

Expected Completion
Date

Remarks

Use additional blank pages if necessary.
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Project Reporting System

B.33

Describe below (briefly) the essential elements and/or information

to be in the project progress reporting system. Indicate the title of

each report to be made, briefly describe the puxpose and contefiriZ the
report, and name the persons to wham the report will be sent.

Do not take over one page for this information.

OM) Form 24)
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STOP;

4.

Check your responses to Phase B at this point by referring

to the Critique and Checklist section of the Simulation

Manual.

B.34
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Phase C.Controlling the Project

Introduction to Phase

A. This booklet contains the following items. Mhke sure that each item
is present before starting to work through the problems.

Page

Introduction to phase C.1
Overview and objectives C.2
Abstract and documents list C.3
Initial instructions . C.5
Documents C.6
Problem instructions C.17
Problem worksheets- C.18

B. EQUIPMENT NEEDED

paper
pencils
rulers

C. TIME REQUIRED. It will take approximately 35 minutes to read the
documents and problems and about one hour to develop solutions.
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Phase C--Controlling the Project

Overview and Objectives

C..Z

OVERVIEW

The funded project described in the first two phases is now in

full operation. In the course of the project, some problems are encoun-

tered. Causes of the problems need to be identified and adjustments

made in the project. Changes made are to be reported tc aigher management

and a change memorandum for project staff prepared.

OBJECTIVES

The general objective of this phase is to have the student integrate

.and synthesize his knowledge and skills in project problem analysis and

solution. The student should be able to identify project problems and

determine their cause. He should also be able to devise a solution to

the problem by proposing alternative solutions and select one utilizing

criteria he develops. He should then be able to communicate to management

any changes that are made to the project.

r!"
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Phase C--Controlling the Project

Abstract and Documents List

C.3

ABSTRACT

Phase C is chiefly concernef..1 with'identifying and solving problems

which arise in the course of the project which, ii not solved satisfac-

torily, woulq make the project less than successful or end the project's

existence. The project has been progressing essentially according to

plan. The literature,has been reviewed on the topic of.utilizing 8 mm

film loops. Several clusters of topics in environmental education have

been identified and a professional Studio has been engaged to do both

filming, editing, and final production.

Upon receiving the bill for the first three of the projected twenty

film looPs, Pat Beckley discovers that the total cost of the film loops

is greater than expected. To further complicate rmitters, the project

typist may well be absent for some time due to illness in her family.

The student must select the more important problem, identify its caiNes,

suggest possible alternative solutions, and construct a change memorandum

for the one solution selected to deal with the prehlem

DOCUMENTS 1ST

The following document s are inc 1 uded i n th i : !)hase I n the orlyr

i ndicated :

A. Copy of a memo from the Bui l ding Ut i zat i on Department ;:l 1 ocat -

ing office space for thr. project .

B. Excerpt from the minutes of a meet ing of thc 1:nvi ronment a 1 Com-

mittee in the office of Dr. Warner Adams, on Novemher 2, 1970.

721
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C. Excerpt from the minutes of the Environmental Education Gam-

mittee in the offices of the project in Wayson Middle School, Dr. Warner

Adams attending, on December 21, 1970. The staff of the project were

also present.

D. Copy of a letter from Mr. Melvin Hobbs, Manager, Hobbs Film

Studios, to Mrs. Pat Beckley, dated January 16, 1971.

E. Partial transcript of a phone conversation between Mrs. Pat Beckley

and Mrs. Sharon Weaver, typist for the project, on January 18, 1971.

G. Memo from Mr. Warner Adams to Mrs. Pat Beckley, dated January 20,

1971, Subject: Guides for identifying and solving problems.

H. Memo from Miss Madeleine Conners to Mrs. Pat Beckley, dated

'January 21, 1971, Subject: Change Memorandum Summary.
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Phase C--Controlling the Project

- Initial Instructions

ri

C.5

DiAeation6,: The iottowing` pagea contain a 4e1r.i.e6 oA documenta keta.ting
to the pnognezz o6 the wtoject ph.oduce 16itm Loco enviAonmentat
education. Read theise documento c.aiteiulty..6ince each one containz in6onT
mati.on wkich you )nay need tatekon. Each documen,t idented az to
ito zounce and natune. ',t

ta4t document 46 a memo Um Madeleine Canons iteque6.fing youn
decizion and youn methoda o6.imptementing them. You. may ne6en to the6e
document6 on any otheltz likom 'pneviouz phazeis in wonfang out a zatuticm.

7
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Document A

ICopy of a memo allocating office space for the project.

To: Mrs.

From: Mr.

Subject:.

Date:

*C. 6 ,

Pat Beckley, Wayson Middle School

H. Winston, Building 'Utllization Department, Office of t
Assistant,Superintendent for Business Affairs

Office space for projea "Development and Production of
Single Concept Film Ldops. . ."

August 28, 1970

he

Thisds to notify you that the above named project has been allotted
I.

facilities, mcluding office and work Space, as follows:

No. of rooms. Total sq. ft. Location

2 600 Rooms 112 and 113 .

Waysori Middle School

It is not normally possible to find such snace in a school building.

However, because Wayson Middle School.is ouite new and is operating at

only about three-fourths of-projected enrollment', this seemed the best

assignment. It is understood that this space is :to be vacated on com-

pletion of the project but not later than August 31, 1971.

724
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Document B

C.7

Excerpts from the minutes of a meeting of the Environmental Education
Conmdttee in the office of Dr. Warner Adams, on November 2, 1970.

Mrs. at Beckley reported the following facts to Dr. Adams and the

comnittee concerning the current progress of the project to produce

film loops in environmental education.

rel. The project began on schedule on September 1, 1970. Two inves-

tigators were hired to do the literature seardh. These people were Miss'

Sharon Bell, teacher at Wayson Middle School and a member of the Environ,

mental Education Committee who was chiefly concerned with the.literature

on environmental'education; and Mr. Daniel Farber of Line Middle School,

who has done the literature review about the development and utilization

of 8 mm film loops. Mr. Farber and Mds-s Bell will also work as script

writers later in the project.

2. Five "cluster areas" have been identified from the literature

search as major topic areas for the fiIm loops. Within these five areas,

a-tntal of twenty topics have been selected to be made into film loops

of two to four minutes. Work is now beginning on the scripts for these

lpops.

3. Two writers have also been hired to help write scripts. They

are Mr. Thomas Shaffer, an English teacher at Lane Middle Schook, and Dr.

Robert Archibald, a new instructor in educational technology from Miskatonic

University. Dr. Archibald has had some previous experience writing scripts

for sprofessionally produced indUstrial training films. It has not been

possible.as of yet to hire a graduate student research assistant from th(

university as had been planned but Dr. Archibald has indicated that one

might be.available at the beginning of the new semester in mici-January.

--0
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Document C

C,8
, .

Excerpt from the minutes of a meeting of the Environmental Education
Committee in the offices of.the project in Wayson :Middle School, Dr.
Warner Adams attending, on December 21, 1970. The staff of the project
were also present..

Scripts for the twenty film loops were nearl:y finished as of this

date and the project was proceeding on-schedule. The scripts will be

reviewed by the consultants in audio-visual and environmental education.

Their comments.will be used to revise,the scripts. As the scripts are

revised they will be sent to a professional photographer for filming.

He will then send them.to a local studio ior editing and reduction to

8 mm loops at the studio's processing facilities. They will be done in

"batches" of three .or four at a me and ten copies of each filth loop

cartridge will be made as per the contract.

As presently conceived, each film.script.consists of the narration

to be taped, along with a general description of the scene that accom-

panies eachstage of .010 narration. The scripts have generally been
4.

between threp3and four minutes kong. The photographer will be allowed '

some latitude in filming. It wilt take about-twice as much film as will

he ,Ised in the final film loop. It will provide editing °instructions

v. the studio.
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Document D

Copy of a letter from Mr. Melvin Hoblis, Hobbs Film Studios, to Mrs.
Pat Beckley, dated January 16, 1971.

c-

January 16, 1971

Mrs. Pat Beckley, Project Director

Wayson Middle School
Armitage, New Hopewell 44444

0

Dear Pat:

We recently forwarded to You under separate cover the first batch of
film loop cartridges for your project on environmental education. You
will notice that we are sending you one original copy of each of the
three films in,"this batch but only two copies of eadi film, instead of
the ten copies you wanted.

We are.doing this because che cost for these films was considerable and
we did not want to produce more of them without your knowledge or appro-
val. The total bill for the films we are sending you is $2,000. Since
you told me earlier that you had a budget of only $3,000 and wanted to
make 20 Mills and ten copies of each film loop, it would seem that you
need to make some adjustment in your budget.

I shall be happy to cooperate in any way I can with whatever solution
you devise for this problem. Let me know what you decide.

Sincerely,

404-622
Melvin Hobbs, Manager
Hobbs Film Studios

MH/sf
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Document E

[Partial transcrint of a Phone conversation between Mrs,. Pat Beckley and
Mfs. Sharon Weaver,,typist for,the project, on jahuary 18, 1971:

Weaver: I'm awfully sorry to have to tell-you this but it doesn't look
like I'll be in to work today or for a while.

Beckley: What!: Whaf's the matter'

Weaver: Well, my daughter is down with the ohicken pox and her younger
brother is probably going to come LAwn with it pretty*soon too. What :

reallY worries me is that I've ne'or -had them so I'll probablY get the
chicken pox; I just don't know what to do. I know you need so much help
on the p ect. But I've just got to stay home and take care of these
two kids..

BecklPv: How long do you think you'll be out?

Iliaver: I really have no idea. The kids' chicken pox shouldn't last,
over one or two weeks. But if I get them, there's no telling how long

be out.

rBeckley: Yes, of course I understand your position. I hope the kids,
get better And that you'll be back soon. . . .
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Document F

%WO
:

4;1 '

Partial transcript of a phone conversation between Mrs. Pat Beckley
and Dr. Warner Adams, on January 19, 1971.

Adams: Pat,. how arc things coming on the film loop project?'

Beckley: At the'moment, it seems like I'm going around in circles. Yes-
terday, the project secretary called in and said she won't be in for at
least a week, maybe two, maybe longer. I just don't know how we're
'going to get these spripts and other items typed up.

Adams: Yes that certainly sounds like it could, hold things up for a
while. Anyihing else bothering you?

Beckley: This letter from Hobbs at the film studio .absolutelylloored
me. I had no idea.that this process would cost So much. I haven't
checked it out but I think the reason for it is the editing of the
movies. It's quite a time-consuming process and the labor costs on
it are high.

\dams: That brings up my main worry at the moment. Do we complete this
project or.simply abandon it or get more funds or what? You've got a
contract, of course, and I'would very much like to see it finished inso-
far as possible.

Beckley:. As project director, naturally it's my responsibility to come .

up with a solution. I can tell you a few things, however, which are
going to influence my selection of a course of action.

I talked with Chuck Greymont at the State Departmnet of Educatinn
earlier today and he told me three things. First, we definitely cannot

, get more money for the project; we must live within the budget we have
noW. Second, we must produce the twenty film loops contracted .for. How .

ever, he is agreeable to letting us do only two copies of each loop,
instead or thr) ten originally planned. If they're good, he wants to use
them in other narts of the state. He can probably findyioney elsewhere to
reproduce more copic:s of themr Third, wo cannot get any tint extension on
the project. , It aust be done by the originally schedijed dates in our
proposal.

T ,also talked with our budgeting office and we are-free to transfer
funds within our budget any way we wish.

Adams: Well, I think the situation may rule out tho continued use of ahy
professional film services in finishing this thing up.

Beckley: 1'11 try to think of a solution. Archibald out at the univer-
sity tells me we can get a graduate student to assist us starting this
upcoming semester but heaven only.knows what I'll do with him new. This
is golitg to take quite a bit of thought.

abO,
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Adams: Listen, tell you what. An assistant principal over at Malcolm
X High School, who has directed a few projects ift this school system,
recently wrote up a couple of things that may help you. They're some
commandiunts for problem identification and problem-solving. I liked
them and I think they may help you.

Beckley: Fine, anything like that would be appreciated at this point.

Adans: But tell ma, which do you think is the most problem right now,
.the overspending, or the abseqce of your secretary?

Beckley: I don't know right now; I'll have to think about it. . . .

Adams: Keep me advised of your progress and the decision you make.
Good luck.

/
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Wmo from Dr:Warner Adams to Mrs. Pat Beckley, dated JanuarY 20, 1972.
.....11111=1.1111111111111I

To: Mrs. Pat Beckley, Wayson Middle School

From: Dr. Warner Warns,- Assistant Superintendent of Curriculum4K

Subject: Guides for identifying and solving proble6

Date: January 20, 1971

I am enclosingtwo items titled "Six Commandments for Problem Identifica-
tion" and "Seven Commandments for Problem Solving" which werewritten by
the assistant principal at Malcolm X High School. I think they may be
helpful to you in your current situation.

I am also asking you to complete a memo from you to me about how you
finally identified the major problem and your recommended action for
solving it.

I will be most interested in your response.

1

,
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SIX COWANDMENTS

FOR

PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION .

rie

C . 14'

1. Thou shalt always specify accurately what the probleM
(A problem is a deviation between a "should" and a certain "actual"
state of affairs. Try answering questions about what, where, when,
how much, etc.)

2. Thou shalt always specify accurately what the problem isn't.
(Go through those questions in Commandment 1 again. VIE3-61.1t what
is not-affected.)

3. Thou shalt develop, oantrast, and otherwise make distinctive differ-
ences between each is and its corresponding is not.
(Maybe in answering-Nihere" you found the deViaTilin is only in one
place and is not in other places. Find this kind of contrast in the
dimensions of the problem you described above:)

4. Thou shalt use these distinctions to develop possible causes.
(Look at each distinction. Try combining some of them. State possible

- causes very specifically. Remember that just about anything is nos-
sible.)

5. Thou shalt derive probable causes by putting possible causes to trial.
(Test each possible cause to see where it does not fully and simply
explain the problem's is and is,not dimensions. Eliminate those that
flunk.)

6. Thou shalt select the most probable cause and verify it by further
trial.

((lice you verify it, you can assure yourself that the most probable
cause is the real cause.)

732
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SEVEN COMMANDMENTS

FOR

PROBLEM-SOLVING

C.15

1. Thou shalt clearly specify the results to be achieved.
(04 decision is the best choice of a course of action to readh a
certain objective. First, you have to specify the objective.)

2. Thou shalt determine all the re?.evant resources that need to be
considered for this decision situation.
(You need to know what you have to work with with respect to money,
people, materials, etc.)

3. Thou shalt separate the objectives into the needs and the likes.
(The needs are.the objectives that are so criTial to the Tailion
situatiar-that any alternative propoged must satisfy them. The
likes are those which may be weighted for their relative importance
frffe decision situation and which alternatives may satisfy to
varying degrees.)

4. Thou shalt devise alternatives that might work.
(rhink up several of them, covering a range of actions which ought
to be considered.)

5.. Thou shalt test the alternatives for the degree to which they,
satisfy the objectives.
(Test each alternative on a "go" or "no-go" basis and eliminate
those which do not satisfy needs objectives. For remaining alterna-
tives, weight each for its Yeralve satisfaction of likes objectives.

6. 'Thou shalt consider the adverse
(For the alternatives that best
what adverse consequences could
sider what could keep each from

consequences.
satisfy like objectives, consider
occur frainstituting each. Con-
achieving the set objectives.)

7. Thou shalt select the alternative that is best.
(Select the altprnative that satisfies all the need objectives, and
which provides the best balance between satisfYiETthe like objec-
tives and minimizing the adverse consequences. If nonei5nhe alter:
natives fit, go back and devise some new ones.)
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Document H

C.16

[....

Memorandum from Miss Madeleine Conners to Ws. Pat Beckleys.dated,January,
21

,
1971.

To: Mrs. Pat Beckley, Chairman, Environmental Education Committee

From:Miss Mhdeleine Comers, Director, Project Management Officer'

Subject: Change Memorandum Summary

Date: January 21, 1971

Dr. Adams has informed.= that it is necessary for you to make some
changes regarding the course of your project to produce film loops in
environmental education. I would like to have for our files a sumnary
of your change memorandum outlining exactly what you intend to do. I

have enclosed a standard form for this purpose. Please put your summary
on this form as indicated.

"ztot
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Phase CControlling the Project

. Problem Instructions

C.17

Dikection4: The Ottowing page4 contain the memo that it, to be gtted
out and-ketaAned -to-Watftot-Adam-voneetning youA pubtem anaty444
4otution and the tcokm OA the change memoAandum 4ummaAy mentioned 4.yi,
the memo Am Madeteine Conneltd. YOWL WIZ 1100 4.45 to comptete thede.
items u4ing the in0Amation contained in the documents in thia phase.
You may.aso iind it vatuabte to /mien to document4and inlioAmation
pke4ented in pAeviou4 phaaeo.

Agek completing youA teopon6e4, evatuate yowt an4W1A4 by doog
one o6 the Sottowing:

1. 16 you ake,pek6okming 4AA4imutation by you/use, tuu to the
Pha6e. C Cxitique and Checkti4t 4ection oti the SimuCati.on Manumt.

2. i you ake woAking thkough the 4imulation a4 a membek o6 a .

team, tiottow out poup teadee4 inotkuetiona iok evatuating youx_am4umm.

Tann the page and begin wakking.
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To: Dr. Wariler Adams% AsSistant Superintendent 'f Curriculum

From:Mrs. Pat Bedkley, Wayson.Middle School

Subject: Problem Summary Statement ,

Date: January 23, 1971

A. Problem statement (Describe the exact nature of the problem: the
resources available to deal with it, probable causes, etc.).

B. Objective (State the objective you were striving for in attempting
to solve the problem. Distinguish between need and like objectives).

C. Alternatives (Describe the alternatives you devised to solve the
°problem. Bfiefly give Some of the advantages and disadvantages of
each and the reason, if any, for rejecting thel...).

D. Action (State specifically what course of action you finally chose
and why you chose it. Be sure to indicate any potential adverse con-
sequences that mdght arise and ways of dealing with them.).
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I.

4

.

Project Title!

Change Memorandum Sumary

Project Director:

I oject Duration: From To

Date:

A. Briefly describe the problemi, its,cause, the management decision
and the judgement used.to make_the decision.

B. What changes were made.to the project objectives, the work activity
and performance standards?

J

\

C. What.changes were made to work sequence? ,

PM0 Form 50 page 1

4

if>

.

cV

1
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D. What changes were made to the staffing, persoluyl and the duties
and responsibilities of the staff?

E. What changes were made ,in the schedule?

F. What additions, deletions or changes were made in equipment and
facilities?

G. What budgeting changes weie made?

MO Form 50 page 2
73,5
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H. Describe the potential problems that may occur Ind any precautions
that have been tAken.

I. To whom was the change memorandum distributed?

MO Form 50 pege 3 73)

a
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S T O P !

Check your responses to Phase C at this point by

refesing to the Critique and Checklist section

of th imulation Manual.

C. 22
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Phase D--Terminating the Project

Introduction to Phase

D.1

. -

A. Ibis booklet contains the following items. Make sure that each item
is present before starting to work through the pliase.

..

Introduction to phase
Overview and objectives
Abstract and documents list
Initial initructions
-Documents .k

Problem instructions
Problem worksheets

B. EQUIPMEN1 NEEDED

paper
pencils
rulers
previous phase booklets

D.1
D.2
D.3
D5
D.6
D.17
D.18

C. TIME REQUIRED. It will take approximately 20 minutes to read the
documents and problems and about one hour to develop solutions.
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Phase D--Terminating the Project

Overview and Objectives

OVERVIEW

D.2

This phase is concerned with activities associated with the end of

a project. A situation is presented in which the student must make'
CO

various decisions concerning the content of a termination plan, aifinal

r6port, a project history, and related termination or transition decisions.

OBJthTIVES

The general objective is to have the student to put together in an

integrated fashion some activities involved with the termination of a

project. He should see the interrelationships of the information contained

in such documents as the final report and the project-history and their

relationship, in turn, to the original proposal and the information

gathered during the progress of the project. He should also be cognizant

of the decisions that need to be made with regard to the disposition of

personnel, equirl.mt, facilities and other project materials and products.

t.
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Phase DTenninating the Project

Abstract and Documents List

1).3

ABSTRACT

After solving the problem of producing the film loops with the remain-

ing limited funds, the balance of the film loops were made and tested in

several schools. The cassette tape narrations gad accompanying user guides

were also completed and tested at the same time. The test p'resentations -

Produced favorable reactions from both students and teachers. However,

Madeleine Conners; on a visit to the project offices, notices that no project

termination plan has been devised and requests Pat Beckley to draw one up.

You are to outline such a plan along with a project history.

DOCUMENTS LIST

The following documents are included in this phase:

A. Excerpt of minutes from a. meeting of the Environmental Education

Committee held on May 10, 1971, at Wayson Middle School. Staff members

from the project were also present.

B. Instructions and evaluation forms from the materials sent to

schools invited to try out the completed film loops. Film loops, cassettes,

and supplementary written materials accompanied these documents. guide-

books have been omitted from the document.

C. Newspaper article from the Armitage Daily Sentinel, dated May 24,

1971.

D. Letter from Mrs. Hosea TUrner, Graduate Assistant, to Mrs.

Pat Beckley, dated June 1, 1971.

E. Letter from Mrs. Angela Spiess Audio-Visual Supervisor, to Mrs.

Pat Beckley,. dated June 1, 1971.

4
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F. Excerpt from a transcript of a phone conversationnbetween

Miss Madeleine Conners and Mrs. Pat Beckley, dated June 4, 1971.

G. Memo from Miss Madeleine Conners to Ws. Pat Beckley, dated .

June 7, 1971, concerning the project termination plan and project his-

tory..
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Phase D.Terminating the Project

Initial Instructions

D.5

Dikectiona: On the OttoWing pagez ate a zetiez otS documents deactibing
the iutthet ptogtess oi the 6itm toop puject.. Read theft document6
cauSutty zince they contain in4onmation which you may need tutet. Each
document 4:4 idexted az to 4.t6 zoutce and natuAe.

The tazt document iz a memo ptom Madeteine Conneu azking Sot a
descAiption oi the puject tetmination ptan and the ptoject hiAtoAy. You
aAe to comptete theze 6onms and atso mite two EatieS memoz conceAning the
dizpozition oS the Sitm toopz and the te-emptoyment o4 a ztaSS memben.

Tutn the page and begin teading.
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Document A

Excerpt of minutes fram a meeting of the Enviranmental Education Com-
mittee held on May 10, 1971 at Wayson Middle School. Members of the
staff from the project wtre also present.

. . .The progress of the project was reviewed briefly by the

project director, Pat Beckley. Since the problem with the excessive

charges for the original film loops, an attempt had been made to make

the films directly on 8 mm film without editing. A graduate student

assistan as hired 'who had experience in making films and, after very

carefu planning by the writers on the.p4ject staff, scripts were

written which were very exact with respect to timings and narration.

v This greatlyesimplified the eventual filming of scenes for the. loops..

The completed 8 mm films were sent to a commercial processor for duplica-

tion and then inserted .into cartridges.

The guides for uSing the loops had been prepared and were nag bping

duplicated. The cassette tape narrations to accompany the film loops had

been completed by the project staff and were being duplicated by the

school system's central audio-visUal service department.

A number of schools in the local area and around the state had

been contacted with regard to cooperating in an initial tryout of the

films in order to evaluate them. . . .

7417
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Document B

D.7

iInstructions and evaluation'forms from the materials sent to° schoWs
invited to.try out the completed film loops. Film loops, cassettes,
Lnd supplementary written materials accompanied these documents.

Introduction

:

You have been invited to participate in evaluating a different

method of providing environmental education information to youth in the

mdddle schools.

This method consists of viewing a single concept motion picture

film loop concerning a specific topic which is a member of a cluster

.f topics and listening to a cassette tape narration describing nature

4 the environmental problem and its potential solution.

This method is not considered as a replacement for current films

slid materials in environmental education but is an approach to provide
t

imqvidualized instruction,.with low cost nrojection and sound equipment .

An information sheet describing how to use the cartridge projector
it

and cassette recorder, and a written guidebook on the topic is included.

11111
Please view the film and complete the attached evaluation form.

*Note: Guidebook omitted from Document B

74S
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Document B (continued)

INSTRUCTION FOR VIEWING

SINGLE CONCEPT 8 MILLIMETER FILM LOOPS

WITH CASSEm SOUND RECORDING

D.8

Introduction

The projector is a technicolor super 8 millimeter projector. The
"ON" and "OFF' switch is located at the top right of the projector. Focus-
ing may be done by turning the lens to left or right. The cassette recor-
der will have a play, stop, and rewind button. Since these tapes have
been clipped, there is no hazard of recording or erasing the tape.

Instructions

Step 1. Insert the cartridge in the super 8 movie projector,Ilat
side forward. It can only be inserted one way.

Step2. Insert the cassette tape in the recorder provided with
tape toward you.

Step 3. Start the proje'ftor by turning right hand knob on top of
projector to '!ON"--depress "PLAY" on cassette recorder to start
the tape. There will be a delay as the sound is timed to begin
after the film identification is coaiplete.

Step 4. When film has been shown and tape is completed, turn off
projector and press "STOP" button on recorder.

Step 5. If you wish to see the film again, rewind the tape by
pressing "REWIND" button. Stop the projector.

Step 6. Repeat steps 3 and 4. If the film and tape are not
exactly synchronized, the cartridge film may be stopped by pushing
the "STILL PICIIIRE" button on the top of the projector.

Ste2L.7. Complete the evaluation form and turn it in.
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Film Title:

D.9

Document B (continued)

FILM EVALUATION FORM

Running Time:
1111111M

Name and Title of Evaluator:

Date of Evaluation:

Part I: Content--The film should illustrate information in the following

A

1.

areas: (:heck the most appropriate description of each
item below: A--Adequate, I--Inadequate).

The nature of the environmental problem.
0.111111111110110.0

2. Setting of the problem.

3. Personal rewards in maintaining this part of the environ-
ment.

.1114110111 410/111101MIIIIIIIME

=1.1IIIImp
4. Personal responsibilities in correcting the problem.

.11110wwwlobi.

S. Methods of maintaining a good environment.omm ell..

Part

A

II: Style and FormatCheck the most appropriate description.

1. Length of film.

2. Implications for motivating students.

3. Basic information for students.1,
4. Structure of film (organization, editing, continuity).4.1 .....111.1.10117/1

S. Picture quality (clarity, framing, color, etc.).

6. Sound quality (audibility, voice, musk, effects)..1011.
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Document B (continued)
D.10

Part III: Recomendations

A. Recomnended age grade level: Check all spaces belowithat are
appropriate. If you check "special," specify the nature of the
group under "B".

__primary (1-3) ,

__intermediate (4-6)

Middle School (5-9)

Jr. High Sahool (7-9)

Senior High (9-12)

Special

Adult

Disadvantaged students College

B. Comments or general impression (note here special points you wish
to mention and a brief stateient of how the film affects you).

C. Please indicate your estimate of this film L.:11eck one).

Highly Recommended

Recommended

Useful

Poor

D. if recommended, what arplications are indicated?

E. If not recommend2d, what changes arc suggosted?

P71Y
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Film Title

D.11

Document B (continued)

STUDENT FILM EVALUATION FORM

Evaluated by Date

Age Year in school Class

You have just looked at a short film on environnental problems.
Please rate it according to the statements listed below:

1. Was the reIation of the topic to human life
made clear?

2. Were methods of solving this problem
discussed clearly?

3. Did you perceive something new abOut your
environment because of this film?

4. Did you want to do something about the
problem that was discussed in the film?

S. Did you see any relation of this topic
to other environmental topics?

6. Was this film long enough to show you what
you wanted to know about this topic?

7. This film as a method for individualizing instruction on environmental
education was (check the appropriate rating):

YES NO UNDECIDED

111.0..1 V.III 0.

Excellent Good Fair PoorIIIP

8. This film as a method of learning about the environment was (check
the appropriate rating): .

Excellent Good Fair Poor

9. Mhrk the spaces 'listed if you have learned about environmental prob-
lems by any of the following methods:

Written materials Slides Film Strips Records

10. In the space below, please describe your feelings about the use of
this film as a method of environmental education.
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Newspaper article from the Armitage Daily Sentinel, dated May 24, 1971.

Document C

.11

D.1.2

Local students are learning about ways to preserve and restore the
environment in a new way and students'around the state may soon be doing
the same.as a result of a project conducted by Armitage teachers. A
special feature of the project is its use of "film loops" accompanied by
a taped lecture.

Mrs. Pat Beckley, chairman of the project and teacher in Wayson Middle
School, explained the purpose of the 'project: "When we tried to imple-
ment a course of study in environmental education, we found that there
just weren't any short films We could use, or that the students could
use by themselves in individualized instruction." At V4iysen Middle School,
students are often given projects to work on by themselves in the school's
Instructional Materials Center, a sort of glorified library featuring
films, slides, and records in addition to the.usual books.

Beckley and the project staff tried to fill this need hy producing
a series of "film loops," short fims that run ccntinuously in a cartridge,
like an endless tape recording, on various topics dealt with in the envi-
ronmental education curriculum.

Despite some initial problems, they have now produced twenty film
loops, each with its own narration on a cassette tape, and accompanied
by a guide book. Beckley feels that this technique will motivate students
to find out more about the subject, but cautions that the loops are
designed to supplement, not replace, traditional instruction.

The system is currently being tried out in Armitage schools and in
a few others around the state. Initial results from an evaluation of the
product indicate that the project-is a success. Teachers aml students
have received the fikis well.

If the project continues successfully, there is a posibility that
the loops, tapes, and guidebooks will he reproduced and distributed on a
statewide basis.

.-)3
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Document D

Letter from Mrs. Hosea Turner, graduate assistant on the film loop
roject, to Mrs. Pat Beckley, dated January 1, 1971.

June 1, 1971

Dear Pat,

I've greatly enjoyed working on this project and making the films for
the film loops on environmental education. I am concerned, however,
about a job for the:coming school year and wanted to write you about
the possibility of continuing my work on the project.

What I wanted to know was whether or not this project will be continu-
-ing with the school year beginning in September, 1971. If it is to be
continued, would there be a possibility of being re-employed at that
time?- As you know, my current employment on the project began on
February 1, and will end on August 31, 1971. I am concerned about
finding a new job at that time or remaining with the project.

IT it is polble that the project will continue, I would like to be
considere,1 for employment. If not, woulU you please write a 1-cammenda-
tion fnr my for my placement folder at the Educational Placement Office

Miskatonic University.

Thank you for your attention to this matter.

Sincerely,

P-rif6L/2*4
1 bsca Turner
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D.14

Memo from Ws.> Angela Speiss, Supervisor of Audio-Visual Services, for
the Armitage City School System, to Ws. Pat Beckley, dated June 1, 1971

To: Mrs. Pat Beckley, Wayson Middle School

From: Nirs.Angela Spiess, Supervisor, Audio-Visual Services

Subject: Film Loops and Project,Equipment

Date: June 1 1971

I have watched the progress of your project to produce film loops in
environmental education with some interest. It seems to me to be quite
a useful and successful effort. While l have seen only a few of the
completed loops, I certainly believe we would like to acquire several
sets of the loops for use throughout our school "system.

I would lilse to know what disposition will be maoe of the sets of film
loops and users' guides which you currently have in your possession. lf
at all:possible, I would like to acquire these for use in our shcools.
Please let me know what you plan to do in this reard.

Our recoMs in this office also show that your project has been loaned
one 8.1mil camera, two film loop projectors, and two cassette tape recor-
ders for use on,t1R, project. It is my understanding that these arc to
he returned at the completion or the proiect on August 31, 1971. H. I

am in error in this, please let me know immediately since we have plans
to assign these items to other-uses when you release them.
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Excerpt from a transcript of a phone conversation between Mdss ---]

Madeleine Conners to Mrs. Pat Beckley, dated June 5, 1971.

Conners: . . .Good, I'm glad theProject is going so well. I've never
been to your project offices and, if it's not too much inconvenience,

d like to pay you a visit this afternoon to see some of your work for
myself. I always like to make a field visit to all the projects in our
school system and I'm afraid I've negiected your.; because of our work-
load down here. Is this okay with you?

Beckley: Uh. . .well. . .yes, yes, fine. We'd be glad to have you
visit. Perhaps we could show you SOM3 of our work, a few film loops
and such.

Conners: Good, I'll see you in about three hours, say at 1 p.m.
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TMemo from Miss Madeleine Conners to Mrs. Pat Beckley, dated June 7, 1971.

Document G
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10...1...11.111101114S.M110101001.11011. warIs,

To: Mrs. Pat Beckley, Wayson Middle School

Fram:MissMadelei.ne Conners, Project Management Office
\

Lee-A

Subjk Project Termination Plan and Project History'ff\"

Date: .june 7, 1971

11111111,

On my field visit to your project offices in Wayson Middle School yester-
day, I was very impressed with the fine work you and your project staff
Lave been doing. Certainly the evaluation forms that have been returned
from the field tests of the film loops have been very favorable. You

sem to have solved the budget problem you had earlier quite successfully.

However, I did find one major area which is going to require your immedi-
ate attention. You do not at present have a termination plan drawn up
for the project. Since it .will be ending shortly, you will need to think
about such things as disposition of personnel, turnover of facilities
and similar decisions. Since your project is a relatively small one,
am enclosing PM0 Form 67--Project Termination Plan. I would appreciate
your outlining your termination plans-pi this form so ue can also start
procedures to turn over facilities and.kquipment.

would also like to have you complete a Project History and Review
(PMD Form (8) with your recommendations for future project managers.
Complete this just before the end of Angugt.

Please return these to me when they are completed.
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IPiOtionz: The pagez 6ottowing contain the 011114 noted in Madeteine
Conntte memo and two btank memos 6tom Pat Becktey to Hozea-Tuknek and
Angeta Speizz. Comptete the Pkoject Termination Ptan litAzt and then
the two memo4; 6:la-Loh the Pkoject Hiztoky and Review 6o/Em tazt. You
witt.pkobabty tiind it necezzarty to uze in6armation contained in the
docmmentz in thiz and pteceding phazez.

.

..

Wet compteti.ng youk Aezponzez, evatuate yam anzweAz by doing
one o6 the 6ottowin9:

1. you ake pet6otming the simutation by youtAet6, tukn to
. .

the Pha,se D Ctitique and Checktizt zection o6 the &mutation
Manua..

2. I Ou ate wanking thuugh the zimutation az a membeA .o6 a
team, 6ottow put gkoup teadek'z inztkuctionz Aok evatuating
yout answem.

TuAn the page and begin to comptete the 6oAm4.
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PToject Termination Plan

Title of Project:

Project Director:

Project Start Date:

6.18.

Project Termination Date:

Directions: Indicate briefly the intended disposition of items or persons
in each of the categories listed belaw:

Equipment and facilities (indicate item and intended disposition):

Personnel (include statement as to probable employment of personnel
:-after completion date):

Products of project (state kind, number, and disposition):

Final Report (indicate topics to be included in the final report):
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To: Mrs.

From:Mrs.

Subject:

Date:

Hosea Turner

Pat Beckley

Continuation of Employment

June 10, 1971

1).19
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To: Ws. Angela Spiess, Supervisor of Audio-Visual Services

From: Mrs.Pat Beckley, Whyson Middle School

Subject: Planned disposition of environmental education film loops

Date: June 10, 1971

D.20
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Title of Project:

Project Director:

Project Start Date: Project Terminaion Date:

Directions: The pmpose of this form is to provide the benefit of your
experience in managing this project to futuae project managers by dis-
tilling the problems, solutions, and recommendations you dealt with.
Indicate below the major situations you encountered in the plahning,
preparing, controlling, and terminating of the project; how you think
such situations could be handled by future managers; the nature of any
solutions you devised and how these might have been improved upon with
your "after-the-project" hindsight; list any other recomendations and
advice you feel that might contribute to good management of projects in
Armitage schools.

It might be a good idea to sit down with your staff and have an
open and frank discussion with them shortly before the project ends to
determiri3 their views and secure their comments on this matter.
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Check your responses to Phase D at this Toint by

referring to the Critique and Checklist section

of the Simulation Manual.

D.22


